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Jervis B. Webb Company does not warrant that adherence to any guidelines or suggestions set forth in this manual will necessarily result in proper selection, manufacture, installation and maintenance of conveyor equipment and/or a conveyor system. Unless there are
specific written specifications or recommendations and pursuant to a written contractual
commitment from it, the Jervis B. Webb Company hereby disclaims all responsibility for any
equipment and/or system malfunction, any violations of law, property damage, personal injury, or
any other damages resulting from equipment and/or system selection, design, installation,
maintenance, or operation carried out by a channel partner, contractor, user, or any other person.

The Jervis B. Webb Company reserves the right to change the design or construction of its
products at any time without obligation for replacement or refund on any products or parts
thereof which may be in any customer’s or channel partner’s possession at the time such
changes become effective.

This manual is designed to illustrate the various Unibilt components and their application into a
conveyor system. You should be aware that environmental, as well as many other considerations, may vary with each installation.

This technical manual is the property of the Jervis B. Webb Company and is intended only
for the sole use of the Webb channel partner network to which it is assigned and registered.
It is to be surrendered in its entirety upon demand.

The operations management, sales, and engineering teams of the
Unibilt Product are housed in the Jervis B. Webb Company world
headquarters facility in Farmington Hills, Michigan.
Jervis B. Webb Company, c/o Product Sales
34375 W. 12 Mile Road, Farmington Hills, MI 48331-5624
Phone: 1-888-Unibilt, Fax: 1-248-553-1253
Our manufacturing and major shipping facility is located in
Hamilton, Ontario, CANADA.
Jervis B. Webb Company of Canada, Ltd.
1647 Burlington Street East
Hamilton, Ontario, L8H 7M5 CANADA
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Since 1919...
our focus has
remained unchanged:
To engineer, manufacture and install
material handling systems which will
increase productivity, improve product
quality, provide for production flexibility, and decrease lead-time and inventory requirements.

The Jervis B. Webb Company was organized in 1919 by Jervis Bennett Webb.
It was in that year that Mr.Webb recognized that the keystone chain, which
was commonly used in coal mining operations of the time, could be modified
and used in automobile assembly lines. His re-design and adaption of it into
an on-the-floor conveyor became the foundation of the Jervis B. Webb Company.
Over the years, Webb has become a leading supplier of conveyors and
material handling systems to the automotive industry, as well as to customers
that process newsprint, handle airline baggage and mail, paint and assemble
home appliances, manage inventories, and move materials through warehouses.
To fully serve this multitude of industries, Webb offers one of the largest and
most versatile product lines available.
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North American Sales Territory

Your Unibilt regional zone
manager is responsible
for monitoring all division
activity within the marketing
area in which your distributorship is located. He has
the sole responsibility of
assisting with any technical
or application problem and
helping you maintain sales.

Eastern
Midwest
Western

Southern

Eastern/Midwest Zone

Southern/Western Zone

Marty Kastamo
Zone Manager

Russell Pruyt
Zone Manager

Phone: 1-248-553-1000 x1362
Fax: 1-248-553-1253

Phone: 1-678-880-1897
Fax: 1-248-553-1253

GENERAL ......................... 1-800-526-9322

GENERAL ......................... 1-800-528-9322
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Unibilt Conveyors...
designed to increase productivity
In 1964, Webb introduced the Unibilt product line to meet
increasing demand from the light to medium duty conveyor
market. Unibilt’s unique enclosed track design represented
a marked improvement in operating cleanliness, reliability,
economy, flexibility, and simple installation.
Unibilt conveyors increase productivity by providing clean
running material handling systems that combine the advanced features of custom designed technology with the
long-term reliability of proven, standardized equipment.
Standard components are available through our network of
distributors across the United States of America.
Unibilt conveyor products include the following types:
• Hand-Pushed
• Continuous Flow - Overhead & Inverted
• Power and Free - Overhead & Inverted
• Over-N-Under - Gravity, Power, and Power & Free
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Your Potential Market
An overhead powered conveyor has a possible application in almost any industry. No manufacturing, assembly, warehousing, distribution, or processing facility is “too small” or “too large” to
install a Unibilt system.
Unibilt systems move virtually hundreds of product types to and through manufacturing, machining, assembly, shipping, packing, etc. Additionally, they serve well for washing, painting, baking
and other processing requirements.
Unibilt overhead conveyors can be used for simple “from-here-to there” transportation; for moving
or static, short-term overhead storage; for automatic pick-up and discharge; for station-to-station
moves; for return of empty totes or parts boxes to re-load stations.
The list below is a short display of materials, processes and industries known to be served by
Unibilt conveyors:
• Aluminum fabrication - extrusions
• Beverage plants - pressure tanks through washing
• Cattle - hides, offal, shrouds
• Electrical - motors, transformers. electronics, appliances
• Foundry - castings through washing, machining
• Hardware
• Housewares
• Mobile homes
• Plastic - products, toys, tools
• Radio, T.V. - parts, assemblies, electrified conveyor
• Sheet metal - furnaces, appliances
• Tool - manufacturing, plating
• Warehousing
• Wire products
• Wood - fabrication and applying protective coating
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Unibilt Conveyor Features
“Some conveyors are made to look like a Unibilt conveyor,
but they’re just not designed to give the reliable performance of a Unibilt conveyor”
The Unibilt Enclosed Track Conveyor is comprised of a series of standard, pre-engineered
components. Unibilt enclosed track conveyor systems range from simple material movers to
sophisticated, computer controled material handling systems. Regardless of size or scope,
these easily installed systems provide:

Design Flexibility - Use of universal link chain makes shorter radius curves (24”) and
closer spacing of curves tangents possible, accommodating even the tightest space
requirements
Tubular track design: Near-square, lightweight, wear resistant, high-strength enclosed
track. (Satisfies OSHA requirements.)
Provides an Improved Work Environment: Our track design helps prevent external
contamination from reaching the chain or track bearing surfaces. Inverted systems also
confine dust, grease, and other potential contaminants within the power track - helping to
keep both your workplace and products clean.
Low profile: Conserves headroom and is aesthetically pleasing.
Pre-engineered components: Help assure the utmost in cost-cutting.
Flexible system routing: Helps assure reduced process equipment sizes, greater
over-aisle and floor opening clearances, etc., as result of tight radius vertical curves and
a true universal link chain.
Uniformity of track sections: Including turns and curves; helps eliminate load wheel
bounce at track joints.
Simple in-line drive units: Help assure quiet, efficient, extended life, as result of the
proven design of a one piece caterpillar drive chain.
Load centers: 8.10" (and increments thereof), or variable with simple load bars.
Single product load capacity: 125 pounds maximum on one load wheel assembly, and
250 pounds maximum on 4 wheel chain attachment.
Modular Construction: Webb’s patented nested yoke track connections increase ease of
installation and help minimize downtime in the event of system modification.
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Unibilt Component Features
20200 Straight Track
is made of UnibiIt Webballoy - a near-square, tubular section 2-13/16" wide x 2-11/16"
high with a 1" slot. Track is composed of low-alloy, high-strength, fine-grained 5/32"
thick steel, which is formed for uniformity to + 1/32" tolerance; minimum 45,000 P.S.I.
yield strength and 60,000 P.S.I. minimum ultimate strength.

Horizontal Turns and Vertical Curves
are made from 20200 straight track. Eight inches of straight track is furnished at each end
so that a welded butt joint will not appear at tangent points.

27826 Unibilt Conveyor Chain
has a 8.10" center-to-center load-bearing axle pitch, with a 125-pound capacity, forged
and hardened symmetrical chain pins providing chain flex in four directions, as in a
universal joint, that are designed to eliminate accidental separation at link connections.
Load/guide wheels are made with high-carbon, high chromium 52100 alloy steel components, with case hardened ball bearings and inner/outer races to Rockwell C58-62 Standard. Optional nylon wheels are available for special applications.
Chain is easily assembled and disassembled at each 8.10" pitch. Chain is furnished in
20' 3" actual lengths. Chain is designed to eliminate accidental separation at link
connections.The ultimate strength of Unibilt chain is a minimum of 10,000 pounds,
providing a safety factor of 13:1 based on chain pull of 750 pounds per drive unit, or 33:1
based on chain pull of 300 pounds per drive unit.

Conveyor Chain Lubricators
are either brush-type chain oilers or Automatic type chain oiler with digital timer,
depending upon the particular system requirements,

Load-Carrying Chain Attachments
single axle hanging support up to 125 pounds; double axle hanging, up to 250 pounds;
four wheel attachments, up to 250 pounds.
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Drive Units
are rated at 300-pound and 750-pound chain pull capacity. Available in gearmotors with
VFD in a standard speed range of 1 to 60 FPM. Overload protection is actuated at a 25
percent overload of rated chain pull capacity. Caterpillar Drive Chain has solid forged heattreated dogs, mounted on a roller chain without positioning cams, rollers, or springs.

Chain Take-Up
automatically removes slack and maintains proper chain tension. Types available are: Air
Operated, Spring or Counterweighted.

17095 Chain Installation Gate
is the side-opening type to facilitate chain installation and servicing.

20502 Chain Inspection Gate
is of the top-opening type, to expose the conveyor chain for servicing and inspection.

9012 Anti-Backup Safety Stops shall be provided on vertical inclines.
20206 Anti-Runaway Safety Stops with Limit Switch
shall be provided on vertical declines

Guards shall be provided for the caterpillar to meet State and Federal OSHA standards.
8624 Spice Clamp Assembly (Welding Jig) is provided for proper alignment and fit of
track joints during field welding.

Unibilt conveyors are engineered by the Jervis B. Webb Company of Farmington Hills, Michigan,
and manufactured in Hamilton, Ontario, CANADA. Chain and 4 wheel attachments are manufactured in Carisle, SC USA.
It is possible to have existing Unibilt products altered, or to have specially designed, non-catalogued units fabricated to fit specific application and operational demands.
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Sales Aids for Unibilt Conveyors
The following sales aid items are available from Farmington Hills headquarters for your use.
Make your requests through your Webb Channel Partner support manager in Farmington Hills, and
allow reasonable lead time.
1. PowerPoint presentations
2. Color or black-and-white 8" x 10" photos
3. Application videos on CD
4. Case histories
5. Trade magazine reprints, catalogs, brochures and direct mailers
6. Unibilt industrial show display units:
We have three types of Unibilt portable display units that may be borrowed for use
on your premises for your open house, for sales training sessions, or perhaps for use at
your local engineering society or similar local material handling shows. Each unit is in
its own shipping container and mounted on an easy roll-out, castered, carpeted base,
ready for display except for mounting the Unibilt overhead signs that are included.
To order or reserve, contact the Webb Channel Partner support manager at (888) 8642458. Normal lead time is about four weeks. The unit of your choice will be shipped to
you prepaid freight. Unless otherwise directed, you will return the unit prepaid freight to
the necessary location. It is your responsibility to clean display and prepare for showready use before returning it so that it will be ready to ship to one of your channel partners.

Overhead
Loop Display
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Unibilt Overhead Loop Display
A complete operating Unibilt straight overhead conveyor including drive, take-up, elevation changes and display signs mounted
to various “H’ attachments.
Space required: 10' wide x 6' deep (long) x 8' high, including shipping container.
Shipping weight: 3000 pounds. Mounting: On casters
Power required: 110 volt/l phase/60 Hz.

Several track cut-out sections (protected by see-through plastic
guards) reveal the conveyor chain, which comprises sections of
standard chain, a section of stainless steel chain and a segment
of chain in which the vertical and horizontal wheels are fitted with
urethane tires, several four-wheel units of different capacities.
The take-up is a special traction wheel assembly.

Unibilt & Dog Magic®
Power and Free Static Display

Unibilt & Dog Magic® Power and Free Static Display
A static display show Uni/Uni, Uni/3” and 4 x 4 Dog Magic track
section, components and load bars.
Shipping Size: 3'-2" wide x 6'-2"long x 6'-10" high
Shipping Weight: 1343 pounds Mounting: Carpet base with casters

Unibilt / Unibeam Static Display
A static display made up of Unibilt chain, X-348, X-458,
and X-678 chain and components.
Shipping Size: 3'-2" wide x 6'-2"long x 6'-8" high
Shipping Weight: 1343 pounds Mounting: Carpet base with casters

Unibilt /Unibeam® Static Display

Table Top Display
A self-contained unit, ideal for ten-foot display
booth when placed on an eight-foot table. The
back-lit Unibilt header portrays a unified image
to your booth. Unibilt installation photos, available on request, can be affixed with Velcro
fasteners to add the finishing touches of a
professional display package.
Shipping size (U.P.S.):
9" wide x 50" long x 17-1/2" high.
Shipping weight: 35 pounds (Display on 8 foot table)

Table Top Display
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Unibilt

Product Application Guide

Unibilt Hand Pushed Monorail
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Unibilt conveyor products are at work in many industries. Some Unibilt
conveyor products are better suited than others for specific material
handling applications.
Below is an informal guide showing all Unibilt products and how well
they rate for use in various material handling situations.
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Overhead Power Only Enclosed Track
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Inverted Power Only Enclosed Track
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Overhead Power & Free Enclosed Track   o 
Overhead Power & Free Enclosed Track  o 
Vertical Loop Enclosed Track
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Enclosed Track with Slick Rail



Overhead Tow Enclosed Track



On-Floor Tow Enclosed Track
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I Beam Trolley Conveyor
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Unibilt Product Literature
Jervis B. Webb Company, 34375 West Twelve Mile Road, Farmington Hills, MI 48331-5624

This section includes samples of available Unibilt product sales literature, case studies
and editorial reprints. Extra quantities of this literature is available through the Marketing
Department at the Jervis B. Webb Company. Fill out a copy of this form and mail or fax
it when requesting literature, or you may phone Marketing at: 1-248-553-1204

Fax your request to:

1-248-553-1228

Ship to:

Date:

Address

Mail:
 UPS Ground Service
 Expidited 2nd day
 Expidited next day

Attention:
Phone:

Bulletin No.

and/or Description

Quantity

WG-2264 (1-9-98)
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Advantages with...

Unibilt

®

ENCLOSED TRACK CONVEYORS
Designed and manufactured for quality, reliability, and low cost
performance by the Jervis B. Webb Company.
Most conveyors are made to look like a Unibilt conveyor, but
they’re just not designed to give the reliable performance of a
Unibilt conveyor.

TRACK
Unibilt track is precision roll formed from patented WEBBALLOY I I TM
steel – a specially formulated high strength carbon steel that is harder,
stronger, and designed to last longer – an exclusive feature of Unibilt track.
Horizontal Turns and Vertical Curves- 24" & 36" radius turns and curves
are heat treated on the wear surface for added anti-wear qualities.

CHAIN
Side links- Unibilt chain side links are heat treated for longer life.
Wheels- Unibilt wheel races and ball bearings are manufactured from alloy
steels, including high-carbon, high chromium, 52100 alloy steel. These superior "through-hardening" grades of alloy steel were selected for the superior depth of hardness attainable, superior wear resistance, and improved
corrosion resistance.
Chain Pins- Symmetrical chain pins are precision drop-forged from carbon
alloy steel, not stamped.
"H" Attachments- Built out of heavy 3/16" thick zinc plated steel material
to accommodate maximum chain loads.

DRIVES
Unibilt drive units have a unique drive overload cutoff design, not the higher
maintenance slip clutch plate design. The compact motor/reducer combination sends more power direct to the drive. Immediately reduces noise and
maintenance, while improving overload cutoff accuracy and durability.

When you know the differences,
the choice is easy!
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Design Data
This section is intended to provide technical and engineering data important to the design and
subsequent operation of a Unibilt enclosed track, continuous power, overhead conveyor system.
In addition to the component drawings found in Section

Calculating changes in elevation
It is unusual to have to plan an overhead conveyor system which remains entirely
level. The existence of in-plant traffic aisles, machinery, already in place conveyor
equipment, etc., calls for vertical detour or bridge-like configuration.
You will find that 24-inch and 36-inch radius individual vertical curves are produced
and catalogued as standard sizes. Our following VERTICAL CURVE CHARTS,
therefore, show changes of elevation incorporating both radii.
Note that these charts are separated as to curve radius, as well as to amount of
drop and degree of slope. The drop (dimension from top of the track at the low
elevation to the top of track at the next highest elevation) is plotted in 3-inch steps.
In addition, you will find a sketch and related formula with which you can find the
essential dimensions of any uncharted elevation change, as well as its developed
chain length.
Select a degree of incline along with curve radius and length of attachment and/or
carrier spine that will provide ample clearance between carriers and track. Keep in
mind the relationship between clearances on vertical curves and horizontal turns.
The 2-foot and 3-foot radius standard curves tend to satisfy the majority of all layout
requirements. A good rule-of-thumb to follow dictates that the greater the curve
(or turn) radius, the greater the expectancy for an increased conveyor life.
Available floor space will often dictate the degree of an elevation change slope.
Where space permits, it is well to choose the lesser of available vertical curve
angles.
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Unibilt Vertical Curve Chart 2'-0" Radius 30°
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Unibilt Vertical Curve Chart 2'-0" Radius 45°
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Unibilt Vertical Curve Chart 2'-0" Radius 60°
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Unibilt Vertical Curve Chart 3'-0" Radius 30°
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Unibilt Vertical Curve Chart 3'-0" Radius 45°
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Unibilt Vertical Curve Chart 3'-0" Radius 60°
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Developing Vertical Curves with Varying Drops, Radii, and Slope Angle
(Upper and lower vertical curves to be equal radius and degree)

8"

R = Radius
D = Drop
= Angle (Degree)

C = Chain Length

D

S
R

8"

“L-1” Dimension

8"

L
L-1

“L-1” = “L” + 1' 4"
“S” Connection Track

“L” Dimension
“L” = 2R SIN

+ (D - 2R + 2R COS
TAN

)

“S” = (D - 2R + 2R COS

“C” Developed Chain Length

) Minus 1' 4"

“C” =

R
90

= (D - 2R + 2R COS
SIN

SIN

Developing Turn and Curve Chain Length
In addition to having the dimension “C” (chain length in compound vertical curve) spelled out in the previous
vertical curve chart grouping, just as important in developing an accurate total system length is the developed
chain length for the various standard horizontal turns. To support the table shown, we include a formula for
finding chain lengths in any horizontal turn or single vertical curve (“C” dimension).
“C” Equals:
24" radius x 30°
x 45°
x 60°
x 90°
x 180°
24" radius x 180°

=
=
=
=
=

2' 4-9/16"
2' 10-7/8"
3' 5-1/8"
4' 5-1/16"
7' 7-3/8"

take-up assembly
10' 9-3/8"

36" radius

x 30°
x 45°
x 60°
x 90°
x 180°

=
=
=
=
=

2' 10-9/16"
3' 8-1/4"
4’ 5-11/16"
6' 0-9/16"
10’ 9-1/8"

36" radius

x 180°

take-up assembly
13' 11-1/8"

Following is a Typical Example:
Method of finding chain length (center line length) for any turn or single curve, including both 8" tails.
Required: find chain length of 24" radius x 30° turn or curve.
1. Find circumference of 24" radius complete circle

24" rad. x 2 = 48" diameter
48" diameter x 3.1416 (pi) = 150.80" circumference

2. 30° is 1/12 of a circle (360° ÷ 30° = 12)

150.80 = 12-9/16"= 1'-9/16"
12

3. Add two tails (2 x 8")

1'-9/16" + 1'4" = 2' 4-9/16"

16" = 1' 4"
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) = 1' 4"

Vertical Curve Clearance Study Scheme

Vertical Clearance Studies
The vertical curve sketches show a group of carriers “fanning”
out. Note that carriers A and B are relatively narrow and
presumably could be located on closer centers on level track.
However, the vertical dimension of each demands a greater
center distance (indicated from 8-1/8-inch to 16-1/4-inch)
after traveling through the lower vertical curve and onto the
perpendicular leg.
On the other hand, the second sketch shows the vertical
curve “crunch” built into the use of a top vertical curve, where
carriers tend to close in on each other, thus reducing their
separation. A nesting condition, as shown, is acceptable only
if all clearance factors throughout the entire system have been
documented.

B
A

Lower vertical
curve schematic
(slot outside)

In our example, carriers at 24-3/8-inch centers, while on the simulated 45° slope, will nest, one above the other.
However, because of the width of the carrier (not shown), it is necessary that they be 32-1/2-inch on center,
to negotiate horizontal turns with no interference. At the apex of the curve, carriers #2 and #3 are in obvious
conflict because of being on close centers. Carrier positions #2 and #4, with carrier centers expanded to
32-1/2-inch, show no basket overlap.
When you can select virtually any degree of slope for a particular project, the clearance problem may be eliminated by decreasing angles (degrees) of elevation change, or by applying larger-than-standard radius vertical
curves throughout the system.
The basket clearance study diagram includes a carrier drop formula to be used to secure either a 3-inch or a
6-inch carrier-to-track clearance. Included is a table showing the difference between load centers on level track
and their counterpart reduced dimension load centers while negotiating changes of elevation.

32-1/2"

32-1/2"

32-1/2"

24-3/8"

24-3/8"

Alternate
4

3
2

4

Alternate
5

32-1/2"
45°

1

17-1/4"

Note: Solution
requires a turn
of greater radius

5

Upper vertical
curve schematic
(slot inside)

23"
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45°

Note: Load centers
must fall upon 8-1/4"
chain increments

How to Determine “H” Attachment-To-Carrier Drop Dimensions
Work Centers - Level
Nominal

2 Feet

4 Feet

6 Feet

8 Feet

10 Feet

Work Centers on Slopes

Actual

30 degree

45 degree

60 degree

8-1/8"
16-1/4"

7-1/16"
14-1/8"

5-3/4"
11-1/2"

4-1/16"
8-1/8"

24-3/8"
32-1/2"
40-5/8"

21-1/8"
28-3/16"
35-3/16"

17-1/4"
23"
28-3/4"

12-3/16"
16-1/4"
20-5/16"

48-3/4"
56-7/8"
65"

42-1/4"
49-1/4"
56-5/16"

34-1/2"
40-1/4"
46"

24-3/8"
28-7/16"
32-1/2"

73-1/8"
81-1/4"
89-3/8"

63-3/8"
70-3/8"
77-7/16"

51-3/4"
57-1/2"
63-1/4"

36-9/16"
40-5/8"
44-11/16"

97-1/2"
105-5/8"
113-3/4"

84-7/16"
91-1/2"
98-9/16"

69"
74-3/4"
80-7/16"

48-3/4"
52-13/16"
56-7/8"

121-3/8"

105-9/16"

86-3/16"

60-15/16"

Examples

8-1/8"

7-1/16"
30°

8-1/8"

5-3/4"
45°

8-1/8"

4-1/16"
60°

Rounded to the nearest 1/16"

C = 3"

Load Centers
8-1/8"

30° D = (.2887 x L) + 1.662

8" Tail

45° D = (.5 x L) + 2.773
60° D = (.886 x L) + 5.281

1-15/16"

C = 6"

30° Shown

30° D = (.2887 x L) + 5.126

21298
“H” Attachment
(Typ.)

45° D = (.5 x L) + 7.015
60° D = (.886 x L) + 11.281

cl
C-

8-1/8"

/2"
1-1

ear

anc

e

D- drop

30°

See chart above
L
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Track

Horizontal Clearance Study
A very important factor in laying out a system is to
provide ample clearances between product and product
(to include product carrier), product and building structure, and product and conveyor track itself. It is important that no contact be made while conveyor is in
motion. The importance is two-fold:

X-1 = X-2 Adjusted
to suit clearance
requirement
X-1

Y - To suit clearance
requirements

Y

1. To eliminate any possible “hang-up” that may cause
damage to product and carrier.
2. To forestall any chance of damage to the conveyor
itself.
Critical areas are particularly evident at horizontal turns
and vertical changes of elevation. Our following chart
and sketches give helpful examples and work dimensions.

Note: Solution requires
a turn of greater radius
X-2
Y

When products are hung individually from improperly
designed hooks (and are not within the confines of a
carrier), their shape and contours may spell trouble in
arriving at a clearance pattern (based upon Unibilt
Chain’s 8-1/8-inch load centers). For example, a 24-inch
perfectly round water heater, hanging vertically, may well
have protruding pipes, fixtures, etc., that could interfere
with preceding or following loads.
At all times, clearance must be allowed for swaying or
oscillation of the load. This dimension may already be
known by the customer. A common error made while
planning load centers is to ignore the need for a proper
length “H” attachment in consort with the required length
of the carrier when the system has changes in elevations. Remember — having some clearance may work;
having proper clearance is “smart.”
The following sketches will attempt to pinpoint the
severity of neglecting attention to all clearance factors
especially related to carrier-to-carrier, carrier-to-track,
or carrier-to-fixed structures.

X-1

Note: Solution requires
a turn of greater radius
Track

Size of passing loads
determines minimum
track centers

Note: Load centers
must fall upon 8-1/4”
chain increments

For example, the horizontal turn sketch “spotlights” the
overlapping syndrome and the “moving object to the
immovable object” connection. Here, too, a separate
example points out the inevitable change of product
elevation when connected to the conveyor chain at two
points.

Track

Track

Suggests caution relative to
clearance at existing structures.

Product Load

Note: Solution requires
a turn of greater radius
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Note: Use of load bar
causes shift of load
center line. Will effect
clearance study.

Scheme-Two Point Product Connection to Conveyor Chain

Plan View

PRODUCT

Unibilt Track

Connection position
under straight track

Connection position
under horizontal turn

Link chain provides twist flexibity

PRODUCT

PRODUCT

Elevation
under turn

Elevation

Elevation
under
straight track

Floor
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Track Support Centers
These tables will allow you to plan your conveyor layout with respect to locating track hanger and super-structure
support centers, or to make use of existing building structures such as beams, joists, purlins, trusses, etc., on
predetermined spacing.
The information presented here takes into account forces and stresses that will take place when track loading
is within the capacity limitations engineered into the Unibilt equipment. Consideration has been given to the
possible failure of the track load bearing flanges and side wall distortion when subjected to overhead abuse.
A complete development of track section properties is available upon request.
20202 deep track, though more costly on a per-foot basis, is sometimes applied in that section of a system where
existing adequate building members offer a ready-made super-structure grid for support on long span centers. It is
important that close attention be given to the proper sway bracing of the resulting long span, even between track
hanger centers, if indicated.
It is customary to support 2-foot radius horizontal turns at the end of each 8-inch tail, where they are joined to the
connecting straight track. For horizontal turns of greater radius, add a support hanger at the central point between
tangents.
The location of supports on the straight connecting track sections are to be spaced per level track support center
tables. Individual upper and lower curves are to be supported individually; in each instance, sway bracing
placement is the responsibility of the installer.

Finding Power Conveyor Support Centers

Part No.
20202

Part No.
16997

Table I - Uniform Live Load, lbs./ft.

Span - FT
Stress - PSI
Deflect - IN
Span - FT
Stress - PSI
Deflect - IN

15.0
15.5
9009
0.75
23.0
9724
1.10

25.0
13.5
9806
0.67
20.5
10815
0.97

35.0
12.5
10954
0.59
19.0
11945
0.92

50.0
11.5
12508
0.57
17.0
12750
0.79

60.0
10.5
12223
0.47
16.5
14013
0.81

75.0
10.0
13533
0.47
15.5
15016
0.77

100.0
9.0
14263
0.40
14.0
15853
0.66

150.0
8.0
16487
0.37
12.5
18332
0.61

200.0
7.5
19078
0.37
11.0
18684
0.48

250.0
6.5
17773
0.25
10.5
21077
0.50

For finding lbs. / ft. loading
when load weights and centers
vary, find the heavier group’s
and then the lighter group’s,
mean single load weight, add
them together and divide by the
chain length involved.

Example for Standard System Using 20200 and 16997 Track
Load centers 24-3/8-inch constant throughout system to find uniform live load:
Product weight - 40.75 lbs. on 2 ft. (nominal) centers
Carrier - 15.00 lbs. - on 2 ft. (nominal) centers
Chain attachment - .50 lbs. on 2 ft. (nominal) centers
56.25 lbs.
= 28.13 lbs./ft.
2 ft.

Total live load = 28.13 lbs./ft.

Table I shows that the next highest lbs./ft. figure of 35 lbs./ft. demands a maximum allowable span between
supports (hangers) of 12.5 feet (12'6").

Example for System Using 20202 Deep Track
Assuming the same load conditions exist as for 20200 track:
Table I shows that the next highest lbs./ft. figure of 35 lbs./ft. demands a maximum allowable span between supports
(hangers) of 19 feet (19'0").
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Finding Hand Pushed Track (Monorail) Support Centers

Part No.
20202

Part No.
16997

Table II, Concentrated Mid-Span Load
Span - FT
Stress - PSI
Deflect - IN
Span - FT
Stress - PSI
Deflect - IN

50.0
19.0
7807
0.90
29.0
8316
1.41

75.0
18.0
8628
0.87
27.5
8594
1.29

100.0
17.0
9813
0.82
26.5
9061
1.24

150.0
15.5
10715
0.77
24.5
9818
1.12

200.0
14.0
11687
0.67
23.0
10654
1.04

300.0
12.0
13617
0.56
21.0
12507
1.00

400.0
11.0
15926
0.55
19.5
14267
0.97

500.0
10.0
17509
0.49
18.0
15618
0.90

750.0
8.0
20400
0.37
15.0
18199
0.72

1000
7.0
23465
0.32
12.5
21193
0.67

A. Continuous power Unibilt conveyor with equally spaced loads. (For finding lbs. / ft. loading when load weights and centers
vary, find the heavier group’s and then the lighter group’s, mean single load weight, add them together and divide by the chain length
involved).
B. This table also applies; when Unibilt track is installed without power chain, to be used as a hand pushed system, the application
by nature can deliberately or by negligence allow tight load-to-load accumulation on any given span, thus bringing about a fully
loaded (rail) track.
To find a lbs. / ft. figure, add the weight of all trolleys, load bars, carriers and product in no more than a 10'-0" segment and divide by
the length of that segment in feet.
Notes:

1. All span calculations include dead load of track and chain (8 lbs./ft/ for Part No. 20200 and 10 lbs./ft. for Part No. 20202
2. Allowable bending stress = 27000 PSI typ.
3. Allowable deflection = 1/240 of track span typ.
4. Component weight: 27826 chain @ 3.75# / ft., 16997 track 4.8# / ft., 20202 track 6.5# / ft.
Example for System Using 20200 Track
Single load, stationary at or passing through mid-span point:
Product weight - 317 pounds
Trolley load bar assembly weight - 92 pounds
Total weight of load - 464 pounds
Table II shows that the closest to a 464 pound load, which is 500 pounds, requires a maximum
10 foot (10' 0") span between track supports.

Example for Using 20202 Deep Track
Assuming the same load conditions exist as for 20200 and 16997 track (above):
Table II shows that a 500 pound load demands a span between supports of no more than
18 feet (18'0").
If a concentrated load of 500 pounds centered on a 10 foot span was to be converted
to ten (10) tightly accumulated 50 pound loads, resulting in an overall load of 50 lbs./ft., our
uniform live load table reveals need for a maximum span of 11' 6" between hangers.

NOTE:
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Calculating Conveyor Length

1. Obtain the sum lengths of all straight level sections of chain.
2. Obtain the sum of all developed chain lengths in horizontal turns, including take-ups.
3. Obtain the sum of all developed chain lengths in all vertical changes of elevation
(compound vertical curves). See vertical curve charts.
NOTE: The

total length of the conveyor is equal to the sum of steps 1, 2 and 3. When ordering chain
for the conveyor, we suggest adding three percent or a minimum of ten feet to the total length.

A second method of determining conveyor length is
to trace the layout with a “map measure” as follows:

1. Providing all dimensions on your conveyor layout are in scale, trace the path of the
conveyor with a “map measure.” This will give the length of the horizontal path, including
the L-1 (flat) length dimension of changes of elevation in inches.

2. Multiply the traced length by the scale of the drawing. Example: drawing scale is 1/4"
equals 1' 0". Multiply the traced length in inches by four, and the result will be the conveyor
length in feet.

3. To calculate the additional chain length required for changes in elevation, add all of the
elevation changes and divide the sum by three.

4. Add the result of the traced length and the elevation changes, then add three percent or a
minimum of ten feet to the total length.
Finding the actual overall load weight on a system depends upon finding its total
developed length. Therefore, the importance of accuracy is critical.

NOTE:

5. Alternately, by measuring straight track sections on an accurately prepared layout drawing (do not forget the length of the chosen drive unit) and making use of the tables and
charts to find turn and vertical curve developed lengths, you will, by adding together all
segments, find a true conveyor length.
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Calculating Total Live Load
Live load is a term given to the sum weight of any and all moving parts on, or of, the conveyor itself. Include the
conveyor chain, chain attachments, product carrier (hook, basket, etc.) and product. Variables to be considered:
1. Load centers usually constant, but may be mixed.
2. Conveyor fully loaded — if load station and unload station are close together.
3. Conveyor partly loaded — if load station and unload station are some distance apart.
4. If there are groupings of unload/reload stations, i.e., stations in series, the system is to be considered
as fully loaded.
Establish distances from loading to unloading points and determine the number of loaded and empty
carriers in the system during maximum capacity of conveyor. The following example illustrates the procedure for
determining moving load, assuming the conveyor is 300 feet long, carriers are at 2-foot centers and distance from
loading to unloading points is 250 feet.

NOTE:

Conveyor length 300 feet chain @ 3.75 lbs./ft.
150 attachments (2 foot centers) @ 1.5 lbs.
*125 loaded carriers (2 foot centers) @ 50 lbs.
25 empty carriers (2 foot centers) @ 10 lbs.

=
=
=
=

1125 lbs.
225 lbs.
6250 lbs.
250 lbs.

Total live load =

7850 lbs.

*Load weight @ 50 pounds less carrier weight @ 10 pounds
Product weight @ 40 pounds on each carrier.

Calculating Total Lift Load
Lift load is a term identifying the actual weight of loads (product) to be lifted to a higher elevation through use of a
vertical curve elevation change.
The conveyor chain, chain attachments and carriers are captive to the conveyor and have a balancing effect related
to elevation changes. However, the 40-pound load, as developed in our preceding example, is to be accounted for.
1. To calculate this force, determine the difference in elevation of all the loaded vertical curves traveling
upward in the system. This net vertical rise (feet) will be considered the total lifting height of the
conveyor.
2. The lift load or chain pull for the elevation changes of the conveyor is equal to the total lift height (feet)
multiplied by the individual load weight (pounds), then divided by the load spacing feet. At one time or
another, a minimum of one (1) load will be on a given rise.
3. Example: Assume that there are five (5) vertical curves traveling upward, with a total rise or lifting
height of 12 feet; the load on each carrier is 40 pounds; and the carriers are on 2-foot centers.
Lift Load =

12 x 40
2

= 240 pounds

To pull a loaded moving conveyor up any incline requires a certain amount of continuous force or horsepower.
It may appear that a declining load will zero out the lifting effort being applied. However, the number of loads and,
therefore, load spacing will vary, due to operator break periods, interruption of flow of parts to loading station, etc.
Therefore, it is impractical to assume that all rises are balanced by descending loads. It is also highly probable
that at the start of a production shift, when the conveyor is first loaded, inclines may be loaded without normally
loaded balancing declines.
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Calculating Chain Pull
1. Chain pull is the combination of forces resisting the movement of the chain through the system.
The forces consist of the frictional resistance of the chain wheels to the track and in the chain wheel
bearings, brought about by the induced weight of the chain, chain attachments, carriers and loads
being moved, as well as by their weight being lifted through an incline vertical curve.
2. Therefore, in order to provide adequate drive unit induced final driving effort to the system, the
lift load must be added to the live load and, to all, a friction factor applied, which is expressed as a
percentage of the moving load.
3. Various friction factors have been developed for different mechanical and operational conditions
to suit chain reactions through horizontal turns, vertical curve changes of elevation and known lessthan-ideal processes. The factors developed are apportioned to 24-inch radius turns and curves
and tend to be liberal, in the light of probably having to face operational unknowns. However, we do
suggest the same factors be applied to components of greater radius.
4. System Operating Conditions
The friction factors used in any of our published calculations were developed from conveyor applications considered to be operating in various levels of environmental conditions. We have settled
upon recognizing only two such conditions, namely, “good” and “poor.” Excellent conditions rarely
exist, and if there is a condition of lesser value than poor, it is likely best to avoid it. Therefore, as
a guide, we offer the following:

Condition Good (Rolling friction, 1-1/2 percent)
• Clean environment, 32° F. to 250° F.
• Chain length maximum - 1500 feet
• Minimum number of horizontal turns and vertical curves
• Conveyor speed under 60 feet per minute
• Balanced or near-balanced loading
Rolling friction factor on straight level track, 1.015 percent.

Condition Fair to Poor - rolling friction, 2 to 3 percent consult your Unibilt regional zone manager
Less-than-clean environment, 255° F. to 400° F.
Adverse atmospheric conditions, such as alkaline wash, Bonderite application, etc.
Large number of horizontal turns and vertical curves. All systems are considered to be
well-lubricated and maintained. It should be noted that these percentages are for average
conveyors which travel under normal conditions. When adverse environmental conditions
exist, or the conveyor is abnormally long or complex and exceeds the chain pull capacity
of one drive, a progressive chain pull computation is necessary, where the friction losses
are progressively calculated and accumulated through the path along the conveyor
(contact Unibilt) .
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Factors for “good” conditions
Straight level track rolling friction factor, .015 (1.5 percent).
30 degrees
45 degrees
60 degrees
90 degrees
180 degrees

Horizontal Turns
.0075 (.75%)
.0125 (1.25%)
.015
(1.5%)
.0225 (2.25%)
.045
(4.5%)

Comp.
.015
.025
.03
.045

Vert. Curves
(1.5%)
(2.5%)
(3%)
(4.5%)

Anti-Friction Bearing Traction Wheel 24" P.D. x 90° and 180° .015 (1.5%)
Graphalloy Bushing Traction Wheel 18" P.D. x 90° .035
18" P.D. x 180° .048
24" P.D. x 90° .027
24" P.D. x180° .036

(3.5%)
(4.8%)
(2.7%)
(3.6%)

Following are conditions that tend to increase chain pull:
• Overall length of conveyor
• Quantity of horizontal turns
• Quantity of vertical curves
• Height (lift) of vertical inclines
• Height (drop) of vertical declines (decreases chain pull)
• Weight of live load, load carriers, chain attachments and conveyor chain
• Oven temperatures; must provide proper lubricant to reduce friction
• Cleaning processes; must provide proper lubricant to reduce friction
• Paint processes that tend to permit paint to enter track and build up on chain, increasing friction
• Corrosive atmospheres
• Cold atmospheres that tend to make the lubricant stiff
• Insufficient or improper lubrication
NOTE: Chain wheel bearing and wheel-to-track friction remains a maximum constant figure and,
therefore, must be accounted for as a rolling friction factor throughout the entire conveyor system,
including change of elevation declines. Known as the rolling friction, it is based upon the load weight
imposed upon any load wheel assembly not exceeding the maximum 125 pound rating.

5. Methods for determining chain pull
a. Method #1 is known as the “short” method and is usually applied to the uncomplicated, straightforward conveyor layout that has few, if any, compound vertical curves, a few horizontal turns and can
be relied upon to be almost completely loaded and well-balanced at all times while operating.
b. In an effort to simplify the method and, at the same time, cover all bases, an overall factor of .025
(2-1/2%) is applied to a “good” system. A conveyor of the same length and physical makeup, but
involved with processing equipment, is likely to demand a factor as high as 5 or 6 percent.
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c. The following chain pull example is built upon theoretical details, as generated earlier in this section.
In review:
Conveyor length = 300 feet
Loaded - carriers @ 50 lbs. = 125 pcs
Empty-carriers @ 10 pounds = 25 pcs
Elevation change (rise) = 12 feet
#1 Short Method (system “good”)
Chain @ 3.75 lbs. + carrier @ 10 lbs. + attachment @ 1.5 lbs. = 9.5 lbs./ft.
2'0"
Product @ 40 lbs.
2' 0"

=

20.00 lbs.
29.50 lbs/ft..
Chain, chain
attachment and empty
carriers balance out
through inclines and
declines.
NOTE:

250 ft. of conv. @ 29.50 lbs. total =
50 ft. of conveyor @ 9.5 lbs. =
Live Load =
.025 ft. x 7850 lbs. =
Rise 12 ft. @ 20 lbs./ft. =
Total Chain Pull =

7375.00 lbs.
475.00
7850.00
196.25
240.00
436.25

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

Alternate Pattern:
Total moving (live) load
Friction factor .025 x 7595
Add lift load
TOTAL CHAIN PULL

=
=
=
=

7850.00 lbs.
196.25 lbs.
240.00 lbs.
436.25 lbs.

(Conveyor loading 7850 lbs.
300 ft.

= 26.17 lbs./ft. average.)

d. Because this system demands a drive unit of 437 pound capacity, we must apply one of the 750 pound
capacity drive units. Any system of less than “good” rating, or which calls for multiple drives, should be
reviewed by your Unibilt regional zone manager, who may then direct that a computer chain pull analysis be
performed.
NOTE: If

the conveyor is to be subjected to process equipment, i.e., washer, dryer, paint process, bake
oven, etc., refer to page 4-56 for chain protection schemes. In any case, manufacturers of said
equipment must build-in track or chain protection in their product.
6. Point-to-point chain pull method:
For those systems that qualify as “good” only because they will operate in a clean environmental atmosphere, but
are, in fact, burdened by having numerous horizontal turns (the majority of which are 90° and/ or 180°), along
with numerous changes of elevation through compound vertical curves, we prefer the use of a more accurate
method of determining chain pull.
This method is called “point-to-point,” which incorporates the use of progressive friction build-up. We present
this sample, along with a hypothetical system layout, to be applied for those conveyors, as outlined above, and,
additionally, to be installed in questionable surroundings.
Because our sample system has an above average number of consecutively placed 180° horizontal turns in
relation to its chain length, we have elected to install the drive unit in a position where its foremost effort is
meant to pull the chain through the downstream segments of the system.
In doing so, the 90° turns and the elevation changes (each having a five-foot drop), being of a lesser friction
disadvantage than the 180° turns, will tend to introduce a lower chain tension into the drive and the upstream
180° turns. Therefore, we will start our calculations at the low elevation, adjacent to the exit end of the take-up.
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7. Referencing the layout and related calculation of the sample system following (page 4-23), the steps are:
a. First, establish the system rolling friction (1-1/2% x live load per foot).
b. Start at point “0” and proceed in the direction of travel, measuring the developed length, to the farthest
tangent of the upper vertical curve at “1”.
Multiply the length (in feet) by the rolling friction factor (in this case, .46 pounds/foot). To that figure,
add the lift load (5' 0" x 22 lbs.). Multiply that sum by one (1.00) plus the friction factor for a 45-degree
vertical curve, which is 2-1/2 percent (thus, 1.025), giving a total of 121 Pounds.
c. Segment 1 to 2: Measure the length of this segment from the last point of accumulation, point 1, to the
far tangent of the 90° turn at point 2, and multiply that length by the rolling friction factor, .46 pounds/
foot. To this total, add the last accumulated figure of 121 pounds. This sum is multiplied by (1.00) plus
the friction factor for the 90° turn, 2-1/2 percent (1.025).
d. Segment 2 to 3: Measure the length of the vertical curve and multiply by the constant rolling friction
factor of .46 pounds/foot, and to this add the accumulated figure of 128 pounds. Now deduct the lift
load, in this case made up of only the conveyor chain, attachments and empty carrier. (There may be
unloaded carriers at times.) Though we have made use of the rolling friction factor, which is everpresent through out the system, note that we have deducted the equivalent lift load as a descending
weight. The resulting sum is then multiplied by one (1.00) plus the applicable friction factor for a
change of elevation at 45° (1.025).
e. Segment 3 to 4: Follow steps taken in 0-1. Lift load must be added.
f. Segment 4 to 5: Consists only of a 90° horizontal turn. Multiply the length, in feet, by .46 pounds/foot,
and add the last accumulated figure. Multiply that sum by the 90° friction factor, 1.025.
g. Segment 5 to 6, 6 to 7, 7 to 8, 8 to 9, 9 to 10, 10 to 11: Follow steps taken for Segment 1 to 2. Show an
accumulated chain pull figure after each segment.
h. Segment 11 to 12: Comprised of straight level track only. Multiply length, in feet, by .46, and add last
accumulated figure. Multiply that sum by 1-1/2 percent (1.015).
i. Segment 12 to 13: Follow steps taken for Segment 2 to 3. (This is also a declining vertical curve.)
j. Segment 13 to 14: This is treated as involving any 180° turn. Measure the length of the straight track
and turn and multiply by .46 pounds/foot. After adding the previous accumulative chain pull figure,
multiply the sum by the 180° turn friction factor of 1.045, thus arriving at the overall system chain pull.
NOTE:

Additional information on locating drive units is covered later in this same section.

NOTE: If your calculations tend to exceed 750 pounds of chain pull, continue your point-to-point method

until completion for the whole system. Now, obviously in need of more than one drive, consult your
Webb zone manager for multiple drive applications.

It is apparent that our sample conveyor demands a power capability of 437 pounds of chain pull.
Therefore, we shall furnish one 750-pound capacity drive. The various readily available standard
designs to provide AC motor-powered are variable speed (V.B.S.), controls by others, constant speed (C.S.)
is preset at factory using a motor mounted frequency inverter and are described in full in section 7, Drive
Units.
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Point - to - Point Chain Pull Illustration
1. Short Method - good condition (overall friction factor 2-1/2%)
Coveyor Length
Chain Weight

= 355'-0"
= 3.75 lbs./ft.

Carrier @ 8.5 lbs. + attachment @ 1.5 lbs.
24” Load Centers
Product @ 44 lbs.
24” Load Centers

= 5 lbs./ft.
8.75 lbs./ft.
= 22 lbs./ft.
30.75 total live load

355' x 30.75 lbs./ft. = 10,916.25 lbs. x .025%

=273 lbs. Chain Pull

Lift Load (5' + 5') = 10' x Product @ 22 lbs.

=220 lbs.
493 lbs. Total Chain Pull

2. Point-to-Point Chain Pull Calculation - good condition (see page 4-24)

6
DRIVE

7
8
9
10

UP 45°

5

Down 45°

11

2

3

4

Load Centers = 24"

1

Chain = 3.75 lbs./ft.
Carrier Plus Attachment = 10 lbs. (5 lbs./ft.)

Up
45°

Down
45°

13

Product Weight - max. = 44 lbs. (22 lbs./ft.)
14 - 0
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12

Sample Chain Pull Problem
Point-to-Point
CHAIN AT 3.75 (LBS./Ft.) + CARRIER AT 8.5 LBS. + ATTACH. AT 1.5 LBS.
24"

=

PRODUCT AT 44 LBS
24"

8.75 LBS./FT.
=

TOTAL LIVE LOAD

22 LBS./FT.

30.75 LBS. /FT.

CHAIN PULL PER FT. OF LOADED CHAIN = 30.75 x l 1/2%

=

0.46 LBS./ FT.

(Predetermined Rolling Friction)

Chain Pull Calculation
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

-

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

-

17'
9'
12'
50'
50'
20'
54'
39'
39'
39'
36'
12'
11'
12'

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

.46
.46
.46
.46
.46
.46
.46
.46
.46
.46
.46
.46
.46
.46

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

8
4
6
23
2
9
25
18
18
18
17
6
5
6

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

(5 x 22)
121
128
94
233
241
256
294
326
359
394
422
434
409

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

118
x 1.025
125
x 1.025
134 - (5X8) = 94
117 + (5X22) = 227 x 1.025
235
x 1.025
250
x 1.025
281
x 1.045
312
x 1.045
344
x 1.045
377
x 1.045
411
x 1.025
428
x 1.015
439 - (5X8) = 399 X 1.025
415
x 1.045

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

121 LBS.
128 LBS.
94 LBS.
233 LBS.
241 LBS.
256 LBS.
294 LBS.
326 LBS.
359 LBS.
394 LBS.
422 LBS.
434 LBS.
409 LBS.
434 LBS.

Explanation of Allocation of Friction Factors
Points

Segment of System

0-1
1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6
6-7

STR TRACK + 45° RISE
STR TRACK + 90° TURN
DECLINE AT 45°
STR TRACK + 45° RISE
STR TRACK + 90° TURN
STR TRACK + 90° TURN
STR TRACK + 180° TURN

%

2 1/2%
2 1/2%
2 1/2%
2 1/2%
2 1/2%
2 1/2%
4 1/2%
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Points

Segment of System

7-8
8-9
9-10
10-11
12-13
11-12
13-14

STR TRACK + 180°
STR TRACK + 180° TURN
STR TRACK + 180° TURN
STR TRACK + 90° TURN
DECLINE AT 45°
STR TRACK ONLY
STR TRACK + 180°

%

4 1/2%
4 1/2%
4 1/2%
2 1/2%
2 1/2%
1 1/2%
4 1/2%

k. The result shows that cumulative chain pull is due partly to the hold-back friction reactions present
in any moving mechanical assembly. Added to this are the forces accessory to the weight of a moving
and lift load and adverse environment and abusive conditions. We have, earlier in the section, listed
specific conditions at work to increase chain pull over that hoped for in an “ideal” system.

l. We describe the worst offenders below:
1. Paint Processes: If the conveyor runs through paint spray booths, there is always a
possibility of paint accumulating inside the track. This can work into the wheel bearings and
thereby increase the friction. For conditions such as this, we feel the rolling friction factor
should be increased.

2. Ovens: Ovens present one of the most troublesome conditions. At high oven temperatures,
proper lubrication is imperative. It is possible to over-lubricate a conveyor in this type of application, and if the proper lubricant is not used, it can build up and leave a hard, dry, carbon-like
residue. This residue is then milled into a powder, which acts as an abrasive and can destroy
bearings. If too much lubricant is continually fed into the bearings, they eventually become
jammed, resulting in increased chain pull. It is very important to use the correct amount of
lubricant, as well as the proper lubricant. Each application must be studied in itself to determine
what is the proper amount and type of lubricant for that particular job. A major manufacturer of
lubricants or a qualified local representative should be consulted (see page 4-37). High oven
temperatures themselves, above approximately 450°F., tend to start annealing (soften) chain
parts, including the wheel ball bearings, thus destroying the conveyor. When confronted with
high temperatures, you must consult Unibilt before making any application commitment.

3. Exposure to Weather: If the conveyor is required to run outside of the building, the starting
friction of the conveyor will be high if the temperature is low. Once the conveyor is running, wheel
bearing friction will decrease; but during the first few minutes of operation, extra care should be
taken to make sure that the entire conveyor system is functioning properly, particularly if the
conveyor is started while loaded. If the drive is exposed to cold weather, it should be enclosed in
a heated, but well-ventilated, protective “dog house” and, perhaps, maintained with a lighter-thannormal lubricant. When these conditions prevail, the rolling friction factor will be increased to
compensate for the greater resistance incurred at start-up time. If a large portion of the conveyor
is subjected to adverse weather conditions, consult your Webb regional zone manager.

m. In any application, the percent of the total length of a system that is subjected to any but “good”
conditions deserves close attention.
In addition to the forces and conditions detailed above regarding build-up of chain pull, a built-in and
maintained, controlled pressure of 50 or more pounds is exerted on the conveyor chain by a take-up,
which is required in every system. This force adds equivalent chain pull to the system.
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Chain Tension
Having already learned that chain pull is the combination of forces resisting the movement of the chain through the
system, we must now learn to differentiate between chain pull and chain tension.
1. Chain tension is the force tending to pull the chain apart, i.e., making it excessively taught and
subjecting the entire system to unwanted strain.
a. The high tension, at least in part, can occur at the drive unit, which is continuously pulling the
accumulated moving live load from back through the entire system, or back to the next drive in a multiple
drive system.
b. Chain tension can be made excessive at and by a take-up because of:
• Misadjustment of a compression spring.
• Excess pressure exerted by a hydraulic cylinder.

• Too heavy a counterweight.
• Misadjustment of screw controlled take-up sleeves.

c. High tension can also be felt at the upper surface of a lower vertical curve and at the lower surfaces
(flanges) of an upper vertical curve. You will find that the most severe condition, other than at a drive
unit, will occur at the very top of an up-and-over-and-down track configuration, wherein a portion of the
moving weight is exerting downpull on both the up leg and the down leg (see vertical curve clearance
study page 4-11). Excess chain tension will attempt to pull the chain through horizontal turns and vertical
curves, and it will cause unnecessary wear on the chain wheels, pins and side links. A computer printout
of a chain pull calculation will include specific locations of chain tension values.
d. When chain tensions are high, we recommend the application of turns and curves of greater radius
(when and where practical), thus spreading tension over a greater number of horizontal guide wheels and
vertical load wheels.
Example: (Applies to horizontal turns and single vertical curves.) At any one time, 24 inch radius x
90° accepts five horizontal guide wheels on 8-1/2 inch centers and 5 sets of load carrying wheels on
8-1/2 inch centers.
(Chain pitch = 4 1/16", Horizontal guide wheel centers = 8.10”, Load wheel set centers = 8.10”)
NOTE:

The following does not include 8 inch tails.

24" radius x 90° turns or curves accept 5 wheels.

24" radius x 180° turns or curves accept 14 wheels.

36" radius x 90° turns or curves accept 7 wheels.

48" radius x 180° turns or curves accept 19 wheels.

48" radius x 90° turns or curves accept 10 wheels. 60" radius x 180° turns or curves accept 24 wheels.
60" radius x 90° turns or curves accept 12 wheels.
e. In review, high chain tension will cause
• Excessive wear on inside of horizontal turns.
• Excessive wear on inside of single vertical curves.
• Excessive loading on side guide wheels.
• Excessive loading on vertical load carrying wheels.
• Collapsing of take-ups, which cancels their effectiveness.
NOTE:

Unibilt chain ultimate strength = 10,000 lbs.

Chain tension not to exceed = 1,000 lbs.
10,000 lbs.
750 lb. drive maximum chain pull = approximately 13:1 safety factor
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Chain Slack
1. All but the very short and, in most cases, completely level conveyor systems generate “bubbles” of
chain slack. They may be found immediately after a drive unit (chain cannot be pushed) and, usually,
at the bottom of changes of elevation. Slack must be removed before chain enters the drive unit by
the use of take-ups. If excessive, removal of some chain may be indicated.
Slack chain entering the drive can cause chain jamming and distortion of the track bars from the
chain being crushed by the caterpillar chain dogs.
2. Especially vital is a period of a month or two immediately following the initial loaded conveyor startup.
Any conveyor chain will “grow” through a period of seating and settling-in at each pitch connection. It
will produce an amount of elongation which will likely overfill the track, depending upon the length,
total load weight, configuration, etc., of the conveyor.
3. There are several methods of testing to find the approximate degree of slack in a system. It is improb
able that a pre-determined, exact chain length may be reached, due to many conditions impossible to
foresee. Each method was developed to be put to use by the customer’s maintenance and operations
personnel.
a. An accurate method is to grasp a carrier (or chain attachment) when the conveyor is moving
about 15 to 20 feet per minute and attempt to stall the chain. If the product load tends to stop
completely while doing so, even for a very short period of time, there is a good chance there is
too much chain slack.
b. In contrast, when the drive is shut down and power blocked out, grasp a carrier (or
attachment) and try to move it in the direction of travel and against the direction of travel.
If a shift of more than about six inches results, chances are that excessive slack does exist.
These tests should be performed in the center of long runs of straight level track at an
elevation that will exclude the need for the inspector to make use of a ladder or other elevating
device, in the interest of personal safety.
NOTE:

4. As a function of installation, while the chain is being manually pulled into the system by a tag line
connected to an attachment, it is quite impossible to physically stretch all the slack out. Do not
attempt to make use of a fork truck or other vehicle, or the drive unit, as an assist. Therefore, after
the final joining of the two chain ends and a subsequent run under power, check for a need to
immediately shorten the chain.
a. Drops in elevations tend to keep a chain taut behind themselves, but at the same time, are apt
to generate slack at the point of leveling off.
WARNING: An

excess of chain slack may cause the conveyor to pulsate (hesitate and resume
forward travel in a synchronous manner), a condition inducive to personal injury, carrier and/or
product damage, possible drive damage, etc.
5. After the initial seating-in period, the Unibilt chain, when properly lubricated at each chain pin connection and operated in an approved manner and environment within its published capacity, should serve
for many years with a minimum of additional growth.
NOTE: A system take-up is to be installed in every conveyor. Its job is to effectively keep a chain just taut
enough to minimize slack.

6. While being monitored during a test period, it was found that a 100-foot strand of chain, subjected to
a maximum 550 pounds of chain pull over a one-year period, generated one inch of elongation.
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Take-Up
1. A take-up provides an easy method of taking up slack chain and keeping the chain tension properly adjusted.
There are four basic types of take-up:
20149 Spring Type (factory calibrated compression spring)
20148 Counterweight Type (to include one 60 pound weight)
20147 Air Cylinder Type (control equipment not included)
20144 Screw Type expansion joints (sleeves) only.
(For field fabricated take-up, assemblies; for very short systems; or for very widespread requirements, see component section 6
pages 13 and 14 for details.)

a.

All standard catalogued take-ups or field fabricated units employing 20151 expansion joints (sleeves)
will expand 8 inches. Because there is a lead-in leg and an outbound leg, the assemblies have a capability of absorbing 16 inches of chain when starting from a completely collapsed condition. Therefore,
any chain removed from the system must measure in increments of 8 inches nominal (actual, 8-1/8").

b. For indexing systems and/or a conveyor requiring exactly equal load spacing throughout, long travel
take-ups are available upon request. For example, an indexing conveyor system has load centers of 3’4"
nominal (40-5/8" actual) and, when stopped, every set of two (2) carriers is to match exactly with two
machines which are on 40-5/8" centers. To be able to maintain these same load centers throughout the
entire system, without exception, the take-up sleeves must be able to travel at least 20 inches, which is
one half of the 40-inch load center spacing.

2. The spring type take-up is the recommended standard take-up for a Unibilt conveyor system that does not
involve a heat process, such as an oven.
3. To maintain a properly operating conveyor which is to operate through an oven, an automatically adjustable
take-up is mandatory and should be of the counterweighted type. This assembly is designed to keep the
chain tension constant, though subjected to expansion and contraction, while traveling in and out of hot or
cold surroundings.
4. Each of these “floating” style assemblies, when located properly, requires a very light pressure (50 to 60
pounds nominal) to assure proper chain tension. Remember, any over-pressuring is simply introduced into
the chain as unnecessary extra chain pull.
5. If there are one or more natural 180° horizontal turn configurations in the system layout, these can be
replaced by a catalogued assembly of like radius if, indeed, that location puts the take-up at the predeter
mined position in relation to the drive assembly.
a.There are occasions when factory fabricated 180° horizontal turn take-ups do not fulfill a particular
need at hand. A special, shop-built, widespread unit may be required.
b. A job site, field fabricated take-up, starting with two horizontal turns of a radius complimentary to all
others in the system and some connecting straight track, can form a base structure for fitting a particular
unusual need. By adding a set of 20143 expansion joints and a cable supported weight (maximum 60
pounds), the special assembly should then be rigidly and properly supported (see components for
special field fabricated take-up schemes page 6-14).
c. When 20144 expansion joints are used, the adjusting screws must be turned in unison so that the
sleeve travel is equal.
6. Take-up check list:
• 180° turn must have freedom of movement for wheels and expansion joints
(apply grease to sleeves when necessary).
• Chain length adjustments to be made if 180° turn has reached maximum expansion position.
• Test limit switch action (must shut off motor when full 8 inch travel is reached), if take-up is so fitted.
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7. Take-ups are best located in a system to suit as many as possible of the following conditions:
• The most desirable position is where the chain is apt to be at its minimum tension.
• As close as possible to exit end of the drive so that slack produced by the drive can be introduced
into the take-up. (This minimizes the amount of chain-induced load to be handled by the take-up.
• Ideally, this places the take-up at a system low point of elevation, a natural position to minimize
chain slack. Chain cannot be pushed uphill. (it is not advisable to locate a take-up on a high run of
the conveyor or at the beginning of a drop because the resulting down force may pull the take-up all
the way in, thus defeating its purpose.)
H. Traction Wheels
There are occasional requirements due to specific confinement brought about by space limitations that demand
horizontal changes of direction of tighter radius than afforded by our standard 24-inch radius, 180° horizontal turn.
For example:
1. Process conveyor dry off and bake ovens are generally rectangular or square in plan. Each must be sized
to accommodate a specific number of feet of conveyor necessary to move a product internally for a highly
controlled length of time. This is necessary to obtain the degree of metal dryness and a perfectly coated,
finished surface. It is important to keep an oven minimal in size, though ready to accept the needed
conveyor length.
2. See sketch below for 180° traction wheel application scheme inside an oven (90° wheels are also avail
able). Also shown is a horizontal turn “nesting” sketch, which makes use of greater than 180° horizontal
turns.
3. Traction wheel turns may, of course, take the place of horizontal turns anywhere in a system, providing
there is ample product clearance throughout the system. You should study the advantages of one over
the other, as related to cost.
4. It should be noted that traction wheels are fabricated with one of two styles of bearing/bushing. For
other than use inside ovens, a ball
bearing spindle and hub is provided.
Assemblies to be installed inside
Traction Wheel Application Scheme
ovens must be specified as
being fitted with nonlubricated
qraphalloy bushings.
Oven
18" min. P. D.

5. Even though traction wheels may
be fabricated as special assemblies
in various sizes, the minimum
available is of 18-inch pitch diameter
(P.D.), which is a 9-inch radius
horizontal change of direction.
24 inch pitch diameter units are
commonly installed when product
clearance allows.

Clearance

18"

Alternate Plan - Using Horizontal Turns

6. When to use
• Timken bearing up to 270°
• Graphalloy bushing 270° and up

Product Clearance

For special needs, traction wheels
of greater pitch diameter are
available on special order. Be sure
to determine if a standard horizontal
turn will, instead, serve the purpose.
Traction wheel take-ups may also be
fabricated on special order. Contact your
Webb customer service personnel.

18"

24"
Degrees as required

NOTE:
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48"

As required

Drive Units
Unibilt drive unit assemblies are produced in 750 lb chain pull capacity and 300-pound chain pull capacity.
Both are of the caterpillar, in-line type and deliver their driving force to the conveyor chain in the same manner.
All standard catalogued drive units are made up with a direct drive Nord gearmotor assembly. The caterpillar
drive chain, being in constant contact with the conveyor chain, is propelled by the reducer’s rotating output
shaft through its own drive sprocket.
A caterpillar chain take-up sprocket and shaft, with easily reached adjusting screws, completes the list of
major drive components.The same 20015WS caterpillar chain is applied to both the 750 and 300 series drives.
See page 7-8 for additional 750# drive assembly information.
See page 7-4 for additional 300# drive assembly information.

750# Drive

300# Drive
Gearmotor
Configuration

Both the 300# and 750# drive assemblies are available as follows:
Constant speed

750# drive – 5, 17, and 60 FPM @ 1800 RPM motor speed
300# drive – 5, 15, and 60 FPM @ 1800 RPM motor speed.

Variable speed range is 1-60 FPM with the use of a VFD controller.
Consult Webb for available Right-hand, Left-hand, Overhead, and Inverted configurations.
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REFERENCE ONLY
Old Style Drive Units
Old style Unibilt drive unit assemblies are available upon request in 600 lb chain pull capacity and 300-pound chain
pull capacity. Both are of the caterpillar, in-line type and deliver their driving force to the conveyor chain in the same
manner.
All drive units are made up of an electric motor driving the caterpillar drive chain, being in constant contact
with the conveyor chain, it is propelled by the reducer’s rotating output shaft through its own drive sprocket.
A caterpillar chain take-up sprocket and shaft, with easily reached adjustin screws, completes the list of
major drive components.The same 20015WS caterpillar chain is applied to both the 600 and 300 series drives.
See page 7-28 for additional 600# drive assembly information.
See page 7-24 for additional 300# drive assembly information.

300# Drive

600# Drive

Refer to section 7 of the manual for constant
and variable speeds available for 600# and
300# old style drive assemblies.
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1. A conveyor drive unit assembly must be capable of two major functions while powering a conveyor system.
• It must have the power (chain pull capability) to move the chain and its entire hanging live load
through the entire system in a smooth and even-paced manner.
• It must do so at a specified or declared travel speed, whether it is a constant (nonvarying) or
variable speed drive.

2. Special higher or lower drive speeds, contingent upon review and approval by Unibilt, are available for
any drives at extra cost.

3. In order for Unibilt to supply the proper basic drive, we must be furnished:
• Conveyor speed
• Chain pull
• Per foot live load
• Operating environment
• Motor characteristics (Old style)

• Model number or type of control ( old style)
• Manufacturer’s name, equipment trade name
• We will specify motor horsepower.
• Voltages
• Brake / voltage

4. Reversible (bi-directional) drives are available as built-to-order assemblies. However, drive locations are
exceedingly critical because of resulting extraordinary conditions, such as chain pull and chain tension low in
one direction and high in the opposite direction, thus generating slack accumulation at both ends of the drive.
It is imperative that, when faced with the need for such a system, you contact your Unibilt regional manager
for a chain pull analysis, drive and take-up location, etc.
The mixing of 750#, 600#, and 300 lb. capacity drives is not allowed.

5. Drive Location:
On a relatively short, level conveyor, the drive should be located ahead of an automatically tensioned take-up.
This helps minimize chain slack entering the drive unit. On most conveyors, there are a few places where the
chain pull would be at its maximum; this is the preferred location of the drive (determined by a point-to-point
chain pull analysis). Do not confuse this with the point where the chain tension is high (see page 4-26 on
chain tension).
It is best to locate the drive at one of the highest points on the conveyor, which permits it to absorb the lift
load and, with the track dropping down away from the drive, it permits the slack chain to run downhill to the
take-up.
Generally, the chain pull builds up to a maximum somewhere around the unloading point because, once the
conveyor is unloaded, chain pull decreases due to a reduction in overall live weight.
A drive is not to be placed at the bottom of a change of elevation decline. To do so would introduce chain
slack into the drive, which could cause an immediate jam with the caterpillar chain. When located properly,
the drive should be accepting only taut chain at all times.
No drive unit shall be mounted on a slope, of whatever degree of incline or decline.
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6. Multiple drives:
As noted earlier, while preparing a chain pull analysis, the possible necessity for the application of multiple (two or
more) drive units is indicated when the progressive chain pull total surpasses the selected individual drive rating for
constant and variable speed drives.
While the use of two (2) drives is readily acceptable for a system of up to 1000 pounds of chain pull, the installation
of more than two units in one system demands a very close study. In each case, consult your Webb regional zone
manager for technical advice.
For systems with more than 300-pound chain pull, it is advisable to utilize one 750-pound drive unit.
When dealing with a multiple drive situation, drive locations are selected by dividing the chain pull needs equally
throughout the system, not by dividing the system length (in feet) into equal segments.
Depending on the expected chain growth, a multiple drive system may require more than one take-up. Consult your
Webb regional zone manager for assistance.

• Caution: All drives in multiple drive systems are to receive from a single power source connection.

This

will assure that they receive similar and constant electrical input.

• In any multiple drive system, the type of electrical control equipment is important for proper control of the drives to
improve smooth system operation.

• Contact a licensed control contractor for available control methods involving a multiple drive systems.
7. Indexing conveyors: In this section, we have referred to “indexing drives” and “indexing systems.” The term is
used to identify a start-stop operation, wherein the conveyor is stopped at a particular, specific point for a definite
reason and a pre-selected length of time, then indexed forward, generally to repeat the cycle.
Let us assume, as an example, that a robot is programmed to lift and remove the product from its carrier within a
certain time span. Therefore, the carrier must be stopped in close proximity to the robot, probably within a plus or
minus spread of about 1/2 inch. Upon receiving a signal, the conveyor would be expected to index (move forward),
within the required tolerance, the same distance as is the carrier center-to-center dimension.
In similar action, all carriers may be required to stop at more than one station (robot), which must be spaced at
carrier-to-carrier center distances.
Stopping the conveyor may be triggered by a carrier tripping a limit switch, or by use of electric eyes, thus shutting
off the drive motor (which has an integral magnetic brake or separate motor brake), which causes the magneticallycontrolled brake band to clasp the brake wheel, stopping the drive. The braking force response to conveyor speed
and total live load is adjustable.
Typical operating conditions relating to indexing conveyors:
1. A Unibilt drive assembly fitted with a standard brake motor or separate motor brake warrants a maximum of three starts per minute because of motor heat buildup when belt drive is directly coupled to the
drive reducer.
2. Stop-start cycles may be controlled by:
• Manually-operated push-button station.
• Electrically, through the use of: Programmable timer, Integral brake motor or Integral
brake motor in conjunction with a soft-stop device.
3. In each example, the time and distance consumed while supplying the wanted indexing operation are
entirely contingent on the conveyor speed, total live load and “drift” characteristics of each system.
Contact your Webb regional zone manager for guidance and special pricing.
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Track Accessories

8624 - Splice Clamp Assembly (Welding Jig):
Unequalled for maintaining track alignment for track butt welds.
Its sliding, expanding wedge design assures close internal track alignment,
which is important in providing a bumpless chain wheel path at track joints.
Use the splice clamp assembly to temporarily hold a joint together while the
flange is being solidly aligned
and welded to a section end.

72117 - Unibilt End Yoke:
Especially useful when
substituting for welded track
joints, resulting from installations
in restricted areas such
as fire hazard areas, explosive
atmospheres, etc. Bolts, nuts
and washers for assembly are
available.
Bolt .......... 144942
Nut ........... 218675
Washer .... 57085
➤

9012 - Anti-Backup Device:

3" length x 1" width
opening in track ➤

2"

7/8"

However remote the possibility of a chain breaking, good practice requires the installation of antibackup devices on ascending vertical curve
slopes. (See Components for operating and
locating details page 6-21 & 6-22).

➤

1"

➤

➤

If operated within our published conditions and
capacities, a Unibilt conveyor chain should not
break. In the unlikely event that the chain does
break, the tube-like track structure acts to contain
it, thus causing a jam-triggered stoppage.

1/4"

Travel

3/4"

1' 1-1/2"

Travel

➤

20206 - Anti-Runaway Device:
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2-11/16"
➤

Weight 16 lbs.

4-1/2"

4-3/4" x 1-1/4"
Cut-out

➤

➤

The need for the use of this assembly is subject to
the same consideration shown above. It is to be
positioned on the descending part of an elevation
change. This device is fitted with a drive motor
limit switch cut-off arrangement. (See Components
for details page 6-21 & 6-22).

4-3/4" x 1-1/4"
Cut-out

➤

➤

➤

20502 - Inspection Gate:
27"

This being a top opening track gate section,
the conveyor may continue to operate at any
speed. Full chain support is assured. It does
allow a near-full view of the passing chain,
though demanding extreme personal caution.

Weight 12 lbs.
➤

20143 - Expansion Joint (Sleeve):
This is a track sleeve arrangement with 8
inches of travel and is free to float in both
directions, not being confined or controlled by
a screw arrangement. Due to building and
oven natural expansion and contraction, it is
fitted with accurately positioned expansion
joints. Because Unibilt track reacts to the
same conditions, it is advisable to place a
sleeve in each run of track, adjacent to the
existing building or oven joints.

Weight 12 lbs.

8"

23" closed, 31" opened

17095 - Chain Installation Gate:
As a side opening track section, it is
designed for easy feeding of the chain into
the conveyor system. Best located on a
low, accessible, level stretch of track, it
should be positioned after the exit end of
the drive unit, so the entire system chain
need not be pulled manually through the
drive assembly. Do not operate conveyor
while installation gate is open. This
provides less than necessary chain support.

Weight 12 lbs.
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27"

Conveyor Chain Protection
Air Flow System
When the conveyor travels through a degreaser or paint spray booth, consider the application of a separately
purchased “air flow” system. The resulting improved environment through which the chain will travel will tend
to keep it clear of washing chemicals and paint (may be installed in ovens, also).
A Unibilt overhead conveyor does, at times, require extra steps to protect its own moving chain from
excessively deteriorating elements, more protection than is inherent in some particular process equipment or
in a plant’s open space atmosphere.

NOTE:

Most manufacturers of degreasing (washing) equipment are in tune with the need for protecting the conveyor
chain from being degreased, as well as attaining the prime goal of providing 100 percent product cleanliness.
“Astragals”: An effective, economical device used as an alternate to an air flow chain protection system.
“Slot Covers”: This scheme involves traveling track slot covers, which are connected to (and easily removed
from) the chain itself, and which form an almost continuous track slot cap.

Air Flow Protection Scheme

Astragal Protective Arrangement
for Unibilt Chain
Example shown is a concept only.
All material is to be sized for specific project
(Contact Unibilt for assistance)

1

2
3
1
2
3
4
5
6

Fan Blown Air Duct
Unibilt Track
Air Filled Shroud
Spec. Long “H” Attachment
Purged Air-Flow Path
Baffle

4
5

Scheme for Inverted Chain Proptection
Shown with 16975
Rigid “H” Attachment

2
3
4

4
5

Continuous moving, inverted chain protection.
Overlapping plastic - step-end plates.
Especially good through assembly areas for
protection against fallen nuts, bolts, rivets, tools etc.
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1
2
3
4
5

20200 Unibilt Track
Formed Astragal Support Strip
Astragal Backup Rivet Strip
Neoprene (or equal) Astragal 3/16” min.
Special Length “H” Attachment

Chain Lubrication and Lubricators

As different and varied as are likely conditions of conveyor operation and installation, so, too, are the
levels of environment to which the conveyor chain itself is subjected.
We strongly recommend that you seek the advice of a qualified lubricant specialist when a Unibilt
conveyor is faced with extremes of operation.
Especially important is the selection of fluid lubricants capable of resisting the corrosive onslaught from
splash and vapors generated by metal washing and prepping equipment. This oil must not only
provide adequate lubrication of the chain wheel bearings, but must also remain compatible with the
factory pre-packed bearing grease.
The wheels are lubricated with Du Bois MPG-30 (multi-purpose oil). This oil, in itself, is not intended as
a barrier to such contaminants.
The recommended oil is: Du Bois-MPO or equivalent (multi-purpose oil) #30, a minimum-drip lubricant. It
may be applied by any Unibilt lubricator.
The manufacturer of the listed product is Du Bois Chemicals Division of Chemed Corporation, Du Bois
Tower, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202. (Local offices are listed in the white pages of the phone book.)

Review of Unibilt Chain Lubricators

Unibilt offers two different styles of conveyor chain oilers, the brush gravity flow
type and the pressure, positive placement type.
Brush oilers 20053 and 20058 are recommended for application in factory open area,
ambient temperatures and are not recommended for use in corrosive, dirt, or grit laden
atmospheres and/or in systems of no more than 300 or 400 feet in length (see page 6-31).
Pressure oiler 21516WS is recommended for large conveyor systems and, particularly, for those processing conveyors subject to degreasers, paint applications and
temperatures up to 450°F.
Du Bois or equivalent fluid lubricants may be used in both the brush type and mechanical automatic pressure type oilers described here. Any differential would be in
the viscosity only. (Any substitute oil must provide adequate lubrication from any
lubricator applied and be compatible with the Du Bois oil.)
We suggest contacting a local representative from Graco Products (800-872-5823) or
Lubecon (800-582-3266) for advice regarding any unusual lubrication problem.
Conditions such as loads, temperatures, plant environment, washers and dryers in
the system, etc., must be considered when purchasing a lubricant.
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21516WS Automatic Pressure Type Chain Lubricator
(With 1000-hour repeat cycle timer-mounted on #20200 Unibilt Track)
Note: Not to be used with 4 wheel chain attachments!! Lubricator must not be used with
any lubricants ( including the dry-film type) that have a viscosity of less than 150 SUS.

20053 Brush Type Manual Chain Oiler

20058 Brush Type Electro Chain Oiler
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Unbilt Chain Attachment Assemblies

➤
➤

1/2"

➤

➤

The standard attachments illustrated below are
those that have the wildest usage and are adaptable to almost every type of load. Special attachments can be designed to accommodate special
applications.

➤

1"
➤

A number of load-carrying attachments have been
developed to suspend a large variety of carriers
and loads from the chain.

1-15/16"
➤

2-7/16"

23/32"
➤

➤

The Standard “H” Attachment is the most popular
unit for connecting loads to the chain. It engages
the load-wheel axle with a scissor like action.
The illustrations show how the attachment grips
the load-wheel axle and is locked in position by
the load-carrying bolt in the bottom hole and
cannot be removed until the bolt is removed.

➤

9/16"

➤

11/32" dia.

➤

➤

➤

15/16"

Standard “H” Attachment 21298
(Capacity 125 lbs., max. 45 degree incline)

Use only Unibilt attachments to make connections
to the conveyor chain. Any substitutions could
cause damaging contact with the caterpillar chain.
The lateral width of the scissors end of an “H” attachment, while hanging from a load axle, is such that the
assembly has freedom enough for pivotal action, yet will tend to remain centered in the track slot while the
conveyor is in motion.
After having been connected to the axle, a carrier is connected to the attachment’s clevis end and is secured
by a bolt and lock nut. This, in turn, insures against accidental disconnect of the attachment from the chain.
CAUTION: Use only approved or provided hardware that is supplied with attachments, or a 5/16" or 3/8" hardened
bolt, washer and lock nut.

Scissors Type Chain Attachment Review

Part No.

Attachment
Type

Material
Thickness

Clevis
Opening

Hole
Size

Bolt
Size

Drop

Remarks

21517

SPINNER

-

-

-

-

4-5/16"

2-11/32" wheel diameter hook directly to axle

9032

LOAD BAR

-

1/4"

13/32"

3/8"

3-9/16"

---

21298

SINGLE “H”

3/16"

5/16"

11/32"

5/16"

1-15/16"

---

16975

RIGID “H”

3/16"

9/16"

11/32"

5/16"

20154

SINGLE “H”

3/16"

5/8"

11/32"

5/16"

7-1/2"

16984

SINGLE “H”

3/16"

5/8"

11/32"

5/16"

8-27/32"

20158

SINGLE “H”

3/16"

5/8"

11/32"

5/16"

10-1/32"

Also brace assembly for 16989

16986

SINGLE “H”

3/16"

5/8"

11/32"

5/16"

11-23/32"

Also leg assembly for 16989

16988

RIGID “V”

3/16"

5/8"

11/32"

5/16"

8"

Made of 20154 & 16984

16989

RIGID “V”

3/16"

5/8"

11/32"

5/16"

11"

Made of 20158 & 16986

20165

HOOK

-

-

-

-
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-

Top hole 1-15/16" lower hole 3-1/4"

2-1/2"

Also brace assembly for 17099
Also leg for 16988

Hook directly to axle

Rigid “H” Attachment 16975

Spinner Attachment 21517

(Capacity 75 lbs.)

(Capacity 65 lbs., maximum degree of incline 45 degrees)

Spinner Attachment 21517 is used where continuous
rotation of product is necessary through a wash or
paint finishing operation.
The ball bearing roller
revolves against a flat
1-9/32"
bearing strip by the
forward motion of the
Bottom
of Track
conveyor.
➤

➤

Similar to 21298 except this attachment remains
perpendicular to the chain. There is also an extra
attaching hole 3-1/4" below the bottom of the track.

➤

➤

➤

2-19/32"
5-7/8"

1-15/16"

➤

23/32"
➤

11/32" dia.

9/16"
➤

1-5/16"
9/16"

1-3/16"

1"

➤

➤

15/16"

➤

Extended “H” Attachment 16984

2-11/32" dia.

➤

(Capacity 125 lbs.)

“S” Hook 20165

Extended “H” Attachment 16984 is used to extend the
carrier or load away from the track for additional
clearance when traveling vertically.

(Capacity 75 lbs.)

➤

1/2"
1/4"

8-27/32"

3/8"

11/32" dia.
➤

3/16"

1-1/8"

9/16"
2-1/2"

Capacity 75 lbs.

5/8"

Load Bar Attachment 9032
(Capacity: 250 lbs., Level Systems
200 lbs., maximum degree of incline 30 degrees
175 lbs., maximum degree of incline 45 degrees)

Extended Rigid “H” Attachment 16988
(Capacity 125 lbs., Minimum radius 24")

Extended Rigid “H” Attachment 16988 is used primarily
on conveyors with vertical travel. This attachment holds
the carier or load away from the track when traveling
vertically. The 8" offset is standard. However, special
offsets can be fabricated to order.

Load Bar Attachment 9032 is suspended from two “H”
attachments, thereby increasing the capacity of the
load carrier. (“H” attachments must be ordered
separately.) 5/16" bolt or hardened rivet not included.

➤

8.10"

➤

1"
3-9/16"

3/16"

➤

5/8"
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➤

11/32" dia.

13/32" dia.
8.10"

➤

➤
➤

➤

11/32" dia.

➤

8"

3/16"
1/4"

Conveyor Accessory Load Carrying Devices
Specialty Grab Carriers
1. Simple manual flipper type; normal capacity is 25 pounds. Used as a manual load and release or
manual and automatic release unit.
OPERATION: A sheet of paper or cardboard, an empty carton, soft goods, pouch, or the like is manually
inserted between the flipper and the carrier rigid frame. The natural gravity pivoting action of the flipper
captures the article and clamps it in place. With the addition of a slight down-tug, security is assured.
The product can be manually released by physically lifting the grab flipper. The load can be released
automatically by inserting a static or movable programmable tripping rod into the path of the grab, thereby
lifting the flipper and discharging the product. The unit is to be held rigid for this operation.

2. Spring-loaded positive grip type; normal capacity is 75 pounds. Used as a manually loaded and
manually released unit. A greater capacity refinement of the gravity unit, with facility for automatic unloading.
OPERATION: A pull cord is used to overcome spring tension on the pawl for manual loading and unloading.
The unit will always pivot freely in the “H” attachment.

Grab: Spring-Load positive grip type
Carton, Pouch, etc.

Grab: Simple manual flipper type
Paper, Soft Goods, etc.

Conveyor
Travel

Conveyor Travel
Grab extension, if auto
unload is required
16975 Rigid
“H” Attach
A

5/16" bolt assures rigid grab, if
auto unload stability is required

Top View of
Grab Frame

Shop modified
16975
Rigid “H” Attach.
1
2
4-3/4"

1

3

6-1/8"

3
6-1/2"

4

2

5
6

5

2-3/4"

2
4

5/8"

3"
A

Examples for illustration purposes only - grab carriers provided by others.
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6
3/4"

5"

Automatic Tripping Unload Hook Scheme
Specialty Tripping Hook Carrier: A simple, automatic unloading hook; normal capacity is 125
pounds. Adaptable to transporting and automatically discharging (dumping) products that are
suitable for a “crash landing,” such as a mail or small parts pouch, empty plastic totes or light metal
pans, cardboard cartons, etc. While a fixed tub or bin may be used to collect the product always at
only one discharge station, the tripping mechanism shown in a following sketch may be arranged
so that the ramps are hinged out of the way when necessary, thereby providing selective unloading
at more than one location.
OPERATION: An oncoming hook, previously manually loaded, engages twin ramps. As the conveyor
continues to move forward, the uninterrupted elevating cross bar finally tops off at the upper ends
of the ramps, causing the product on the hook to slide out of the throat and into its receptacle.

The still-moving empty hook, now free of the ramps, rotates down to a vertical position in relation
to the “H” Attachment.
As necessary to allow for
product size and hook swing
Load Ctrs.
D

C

B

➤

Unibilt
Track

16975
Rigid “H” Attachment
E

1

30°

Note: Hook to be
designed and sized to
suit particular project

Section “A-A”
(Contact Unibilt for Assistance)
5-1/2" approx.

➤

A Initial Loaded Position
B Intermediate Loaded Position
C Intermediate Position
D Unloading Position
E Intermediate Empty Position
F Final Unloaded Position

1
2
3
4
5

Tripping Hook 3/8" Diameter Typ.
Hook Crossbar 3/8" Diameter x 4-1/4" Typ.
Tripping Ramps 1" x 1" x 3/16" Typ.
Ramp Mounting Plates 1/4" Typ.
Mounting Plate Support Channel 5" x 6.7 lbs. Typ.
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Conveyor
Travel

➤

Carriers
With few exceptions, each conveyor project faced demands the design of a particular carrier arrangement
for a particular product. It will probably have to present and receive the product in an attitude for hand
loading and unloading, or perhaps be able to self-pick up and discharge at special stations, or be compatible with automatic load, unload, transfer, etc., equipment.
Due to the growing popularity and demand for automatic parts transfer, essential carrier configuration for
robot picking and replacement must be considered.
In broad terms, a carrier may be a basket, a tray, a hook, a fixture, a clamp, etc., any one of which must
successfully transport, protect, discharge, receive as required. A user’s request for proof of application
and operation is justified.
A list of some carrier “encounters:”
1. A “Christmas tree” for small parts, one to a branch.
2. A hook through an existing hole or nested into a corner or under a lip of a part.
3. A hook through a hole drilled or punched in an article solely for this purpose,
without reducing the value of the piece. This could eliminate the need
for an expensive fixture type carrier.
4. A carrier designed to furnish a minimum of paint spray black-out.
5. A magnetic or vacuum style arrangement for light items.
6. Polyurethane-dipped carriers to offer extra damage-free properties.
7. Carrier easily connected to and detached from conveyor for quick
switch to varying products.
8. A wire basket container which allows small parts washing
and drying.

Illustrated are a variety of different styles of carriers that have been
used in various industries–one of which might fit your particular needs.
Your local Unibilt sales engineer is experienced in carrier design, and is
available for assistance or to completely engineer and fabricate special
carriers that will enhance your conveyor operation
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Examples of Typical Carriers
The product being handled by the conveyor will to a large degree determine the type of
carrier selected. For instance, when small parts are being handled, a universal type carrier,
similar to some of the examples shown below, can be used. However, it is frequently
necessary to design a special carrier that exactly meets your specific requirements.

Note: examples
are for illustration
purposes only.

Carrier Schemes
Christmas Tree Type Carrier

Stabilized Moving Carrier

(Often used in plating process for small parts)

Slide stabilizing plate
(Length of work station)

Simulated
automotive wiring
forming template

Back-up wheel rail
(Length of work station)
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Product Load Profile and Envelope (Silhouette) Study
(Hypothetical Conditions)
Elevation Side View

Assumed horizontal
Load Bar

Load
Product
Height

Part

Part

#2

#1

Min. 3"
clearance

Load Length

Shortens

Envelope
Length

Load Length

Lengthens
When unbalanced loading occurs,

Plan Top View
Product Length
Part
#1

Part
#2

Product Envelope
Width
Width

Track

Envelope Length
Does the part suggest a method of hanging?

Load must balance!

Elevation Side View
Cross section
silhouette
Load Bar

Load
Height

Illustrates theoretical reaction that allows
successful two point suspension.

Additional
structure to
center track
in process
equipment

3" min.

Part #1
Part #2

Load Width

Hook disengages,
as product center of
gravity shifts. Part
becomes unstable.

Load Width
Envelope Width

Intended two point product
suspension. Weight tends
to shift to highest hook only.

In general, a part that is longer than it is high, reacts with
less problem than a part that is higher than it is wide.
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Special Carrier Application
Scheme to shorten the inherent penduluming cycle,
and quickly stablize the load, while traveling along level track
End View

Elevation View
8" Nominal

20200 Track

21298
16975
Rigid attachment

Special Load Bar

20201 Channel Track

Load Carrying Pins

Special Carrier

Conveyor Track
45° Slope
8"
No
mi
na
l

Carrier attitude on
changes of elevation

45°

Carrier on 45° Slope

Carrier on Top View
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Product Protection
Overhead conveyors installed in any industrial plant must not only provide transportation, but should also provide
safe and damage-free travel.
Product Protection
Product protection is viewed by the customer as the prime responsibility of the conveyor supplier.
The size and shape of a product to be transported, the quantity to be carried on each hook, fixture, tray, etc.,
and, of course, the method used to carry it must be considered while designing the protective methods to be
taken.
“Roof or Umbrella”
A rather simple and effective method of protection, if the product is being transported in multiples in a tray
type carrier, wire basket, etc., is to fit each one with a roof or umbrella (see sketch following). Use light-gauge
metal or plastic or pressed board because of the rare possibility of falling prey to any dropped shock load.
Secure customer’s approval of design and material used.
In all probability, this scheme may prove less expensive than furnishing and supporting a continuous ribbon of
protective material because of the supposed ample gap between loads. The added cost for each carrier cover
and the number of carriers involved must, of course, be the basis for comparison.
“Skirts and Baffles”
Assuming the product or part involved is to be transported singly or in exposed clusters on minimum allowable
load centers, another approach can be taken, involving several similar versions of the sanitary hook scheme.
This scheme is comprised of a system of continuous light-gauge sheet metal “skirts” and baffles in concert
with a specially formed “crank” type hook.
This offers a “tunnel” effect of protection and may be applied to the loaded portion of the system only. The bar
from which the hook is formed must be sized and gauged to suit each project, as is the sheet metal skirt
material.
Unibilt Track 20200

Self threading screw
(does not penetrate track)

Continuous
sheet metal
baffles each
side

Baffles may be
eliminated in unloaded
sections of conveyor.
Special Hook - by
others, or Unibilt, upon
special order sheet
metal - by others.

16975
Rigid “H”
Attach.
Pivot
Point

Gauge of baffles to suit
(configuration to suit hook
dimensions)

Throat

Sanitary (or “C”) hook. All members to be sized for load (not to
exceed 75 lbs). Throat depth and length of hook - as required.
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Screw centers to
suit material guage

V16975
Rigid “H”
Attach.

Product Protection Schemes
Note: Carriers shown are for illustration purposes only, and are not intended as specific designs.

1-1/2" x 1-1/2" x 3/16"
angle minimum

➤

Sanitary Hook
Arrangement

Support Centers
as required

20200
Unibilt Track

3-1/4"
Approx.

21298
“H”
Attachment

21298 “H”
Attachment

4"
Approx.

Sheet Metal
Drip Pan
As required to
protect product

4" Min.
(Opening to suit
degree of slope)

Gauge to suit support centers
1/4" (Typ.)

5-1/16" (Typ.)
SIZE FOR LOAD WEIGHT

As required

Special “C” Hook
75 lb. capacity (as shown)

Special “C” Hook sized for each project
Dimension to suit
degree of slope

3-1/4"
(Typ.)

NOTE: Must be rigid connection
16975 Rigid “H” Attachment

Light Weight
Inverted Arrangement

Throat

20200
Unibilt Track

(All non-cataloged materials shown
are to be sized and applied to suit each
particular requirement.)

Simulated position
on incline

See inverted section of
manual for other schemes
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Conveyor Guarding

The conveyor shall be guarded in accordance with the latest edition ANSI B20.11976 and all Federal, state
and local laws, ordinances and rules. Guarding under the conveyor is required to conform to safety codes
and is essential to insure personnel safety while working or walking under a loaded conveyor in work or
storage areas, pedestrian aisles, etc. Guarding is required when the bottom of the product/carrier is more
than 7 feet above the floor, related to any overhead (monorail type) conveyor.
Conveyor guards are installed under systems as a protective shield against items which may accidentally fall
from their carrying hook, basket, tray, etc.
Level sections of guarding are generally installed in areas where the track elevation is high enough to
place the floor panels at or above a minimum clearance over aisles, work areas, etc. When product loads
are descending or ascending vertical changes of elevation, it is necessary to place the guard parallel to the
sloped track to a position where the product reaches or leaves its loading, unloading, or working elevation.
Generally, guards are field fabricated to suit the individual conditions of each installation, with the choice of
material used dependent upon the size and weight of the products being conveyed. A wide variety of materials are available, such as wire mesh panels (often furnished in 8 foot lengths and calling for support frames
on 8 foot centers), expanded metal, sheet metal, or perhaps nylon (or equal) open mesh netting and necessary structural support member types.
The size of the mesh openings, or cut-outs, in any material are to be gauged by the minimum size of
carried articles, whether transported singly or in tote pans or baskets filled with nuts and bolts, hinges,
handles, etc.
The latter condition may warrant the use of a continuous, solid sheet metal trough-like guard. This same
design may fill the need for a combination guard and drip pan when painted articles are being carried through
an air-dry cycle.
The height of the side members of any guard should be at least half the height of the largest load, which
prevents the load from falling over the side, should the part drop into the guard. The width of the guard
should be made up of the width of product/carrier plus approximately 12 inches (six inches each side of
load), except at horizontal turns, including take-ups, where the inherent chording action requires added travel
space. At drive units, lubricators and installation and maintenance gate locations, it is advisable to provide
ample space for access by maintenance personnel. The dimension from the top of the track to the bed of
the guard should be sufficient to allow clearance between the bottom of the moving part or carrier and the
largest size piece that may have fallen into the guard. This will obviously prevent the dragging of fallen
items along the guard, which could damage the part and eventually jam the conveyor.
Cordage type mesh guarding may be substituted when very large, light-weight items are involved, such as
empty or knocked-down (flat) corrugated boxes, light plastics, clothing items, packaging materials, etc.
The guard materials touched upon in this section may be purchased locally in your area.
Typically, the wire mesh material is made of ten gauge wire with 2-inch x 4-inch mesh openings,
which lends itself to being supported on eight foot centers. Thus, floor panels of that length and a
specified width are matched with support frames on 8 foot centers. Side panels of the same length and of a
necessary height are added, all being “stitched” together to form the guard configuration by use of wire helix
“screws.”
The standard coating is an aluminum style paint, but safety yellow or orange colors may be specified.
Support members, after being field fabricated and put in place, are often field painted in the same colors as
the guard material.
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Nonflattened expanded metal, sometimes preferred when very small items are subject to accidental spillage,
is normally shipped from a warehouse in unpainted sheets, in catalogued widths and lengths. Diamond shaped
opening size in material of 10 gauge thickness, for example, is 3/4-inch x 1-5/8-inch. The sheet may be formed
in the field, perhaps by a combination of “C” clamps and straight edge, to appear as a squared “U,” resulting in a
one-piece cross section of a bottom and two equal height sides. Support centers are related to the material
gauge.
NOTE: Flattened

expanded metal is much less stable than the unflattened type we suggest.

Sheet metal guard, sometimes applied as noted earlier, may resemble air-duct work with the top omitted. It will
appear as another squared “U” cross section, being of a proper width and depth, with support centers again
related to the material gauge and stability.
When designing this guard, it should be viewed in light of a cost break-even point between short, light-gauge
sections and attending support members and the use of longer, heavier gauge, more costly sections that may
require fewer supports.

Following is a description of typically available guard materials, as well as a list of typical structural materials
from which to fashion support members.
Typical Guard Material
Width of bottom and height of sides to suit each condition (for installation, see sketches following).
1. 2-inch x 4-inch mesh opening x 8 feet, long x 10 gauge wire conveyor screen (typical).
Mesh opening sizes must be determined.
2. Expanded metal x 8 feet long. Gauge and opening size must be determined (for small product items).
3. Solid sheet metal x 8 feet long. Material gauge to be determined (for extremely small parts, or as
combination guard and drip pan).
4. Nylon mesh netting. Cord gauge and opening size to be determined.

Typical Guard Support Material (welded construction)
1. Vertical frame (bent) members:
A. Minimum 1-1/2-inch x 1-1/2-inch x 3/16-inch angle for guard widths up to and including 6 feet.
B. Minimum 2-inch x 2-inch x 3/16-inch angle for guard widths up to and including 12 feet.
2. Top and bottom headers:
A. Minimum 1-1/2-inch x 1-1/2-inch x 3/16-inch angle for guard widths up to and including 3 feet.
B. Minimum 2-inch x 2-inch x 3/16-inch angle for guard widths up to and including 6 feet,
when supported by only 1 conveyor track.
C. Minimum 3-inch x 2-inch x 1/4-inch angle (3-inch leg up or down) for guard widths up to and
including 9 feet, when supported by only 1 conveyor track.
NOTE: Use

indicated angle sizes even when guard is supported by 2 tracks.
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Conveyor Guard Scheme
1
2
3
4

Conveyor Track
Guard Support Frame
Side Panel
Bottom Panel

Plan View
8'-0" (Typ.)
bottom panel length

8'-0" (Typ.)
bottom panel length

8'-0" (Typ.)
bottom panel
length

Refer to text for sizes

Elevation
View

End View
Detail

Product

“A”
“B” = (A+2") approx.

Multiple Track Style

Single Track Style

Elevation View

Plan View Schemes

8'-0" (Typ.)
Add if required
by span width

Welded Construction
Shown
7'-0"
Optional
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Minimum 50%
of “A”

Conveyor Guard Support Schemes
(Typical Sections Shown)

Refer to text for sizes

Raw edge cover if specified
Side Panel
Floor Panel

Angles added for
rigidity if specified
Wire Mesh
Welded Construction
Shown
Guard Support Frame (Typ.)

Alternate material:
Expanded metal
For typical material sizes
see text page 4-70

Nylon Cord Mesh

Locally obtained
connection hook
Wire Rope
Support System
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Working With Process Equipment
Process equipment is a term (and description) given to the major types of specially-designed, selfcontained units for the preparation of metal parts (generally), leading to the application of a smooth
and durable finish or coating. Included are washers or de-greasers, bonderite tanks, dry-off ovens,
painting or coating systems and, finally, bake ovens.
Overhead conveyors are often designed into and installed as an integral part of a complete project.
At other times, an overhead conveyor is planned and purchased as a separate piece of equipment
and must be integrated into the overall scheme after the process equipment has been selected and,
perhaps, already installed.
In either case, the involvement of the conveyor provides a paced, flexible path, means of transport
from beginning to end of the process. However, in doing so, the need for proper protection from the
inherent contaminants is most important. The track and, above all, the conveyor chain itself must
receive the closest attention to the protective details.

Chain Enemies
1. Included in a list of the worst enemies a chain is challenged by -other than failure to be maintained, or by misuse — are mixtures of strong cleaning and metal-etching (as in bonderizing)
phosphates and other chemicals, which are found in metal washing and prepping process equipment. Unless truly protected, the chain could receive as good a “bath”, as does the product,. and
lose adequate lubrication.
Manufacturers of such equipment are expected to provide arrangements of effective baffling within their
units, designed to protect the track and chain from a direct barrage of corrosive and otherwise damaging fluids and vapors. The salesperson must work closely with the supplier’s representative,
in
order to be assured that the promised protective materials have, in fact, been installed.

2. The use of stainless steel track sections, installed inside or above the abusive equipment, as the
case may be, may add considerable “life” to the processes area of the conveyor system. However,
though stretching the conveyor’s life cycle, stainless may eventually need replacing. Design these
sections to be readily removed and re-installed with a minimum of labor time through the use of
bolted flange connections wherever possible.
Here is a tip: install a 17095 Chain Installation Gate at each end of the affected track section. When
pulling chain, which is, of course, necessary to remove track, you need not remove chain from the
entire system.

3. For improved chain protection from contaminants, it may pay to investigate additional schemes, such
as a protective air flow system or the addition of an astragal to the track.
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Painting & Powdered Coating Equipment
In use today are two major methods of applying paint to metal (or plastic). Based upon the product’s size,
shape and overall bulk, as well as the desired final finish, each plays a part in the decision-making of
whether to incorporate a rather simple paint tank dipping operation, or go to a more sophisticated paint (or
powder) spray application.
A paint dip performance should not create any harmful reactions to Unibilt track or chain. Proper planning locates the conveyor well above paint level, thus allowing only the product and part of its carrying
hook or attachment to become submersed (see sketch below).
For dipping, the method of hanging or supporting the product from the conveyor chain is very important.
When light in weight and floatable by nature, it may be necessary to arrange a rigid connection, in order to
keep the part fully submerged.
The length of time required in the tank is most often governed by the paint flowability and is arrived at
through a combination of tank length and conveyor speed, all of which are determined by others.
NOTE:

Hook/attachment will require periodic stripping of paint.

Track Slopes
to be same as Tanks
Travel Shown
60°

Typical
Paint Dipping
Layout

45°

3"

Dictated by length
of product

Drain Pan

3"

Tank size and shape
determined by others

Drain

Track
Expansion Joint
Oven
Expansion Joint

Air Curtain
Vestibule (Typ
both ends)

As
Required

Processing
equipment
and support
shown are for
descriptive purposes
only

Conveyor
Travel

Elevated Oven or Degreaser - General Scheme
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End view
showing
product
silhouette
opening

Another method of metal preparation calls for an overhead conveyor to carry parts through a painting (or powder
coating) process and, most often, an ensuing bake oven. There are occasions, however, when air drying the
product on the moving conveyor is substituted.
Paint spray applications, either by hand-held or automatic spray equipment, can cause damaging effects to the
chain should paint overspray enter the track. A combination of paint, lubricating oil and oven heat can produce
an abrasive, damaging agent, particularly to wheel bearings.
A typical manual hand-held spray gun system calls for an open front paint booth that will absorb floating paint
particles and expel them from the building through cleaners and filters.
Such a booth is often constructed with a “waterfall” back wall to absorb transient paint. It may be abetted by a
fan system, or may be fitted with only a strong exhaust fan to control and hold to a minimum the paint overspray.
Automatic painting is usually accomplished by the use of an electrostatic process which involves painting with a
spray of electrically charged paint particles. The paint is attracted to the metal part, which is moving through an
electrical field on the overhead conveyor, and will even wrap around or enter a depression. In this manner, we
are assured of complete paint coverage with less paint and a minimum of paint loss.
Warning: In any electrostatic painting application, the conveyor track is to be mounted out of and above the electrical field in the booth, so as not to attract the paint, which can cause unnecessary wear of conveyor and components. Hooks or connections of a proper length are required.

In one type of electrostatic painting operation, a straight level section of moving conveyor carries the part
through an in-line, wide-but-shallow booth. This is generally devoted to long and narrow pieces, such as industrial door panels, structural steel members, etc.
For spinning or nonspinning parts, multiple spray heads may be programmed to reciprocate vertically, in order to
provide full surface coverage. (See page 6-28 for spinning scheme.)
With a twin (facing) booth application, either or both sides of a product may be painted at will. (see page 4-76)
For each foregoing example of spray painting, the conveyor track must be straight and level and outside and above
the roof. This calls for extended hooks or attachments to place the product at the proper level for spraying. Often,
due to a particular manufacturer’s design, the conveyor is hung directly over a slot in the roof of the booth. This
offers fine protection because the use of long hook connections keeps the track and chain free from most contamination.
A second type of electrostatic spray-painting system is generally expected to handle relatively small items hung
at closest possible conveyor load centers. Though the principle of each system remains the same, the latter makes
use of a semi-circular paint booth through which the conveyor travels, most often negotiating an arc of 270°.
The paint is applied, not by use of spray guns or fixtures, but by directing the paint to flow on a motor-driven disc
spinning at extremely high RPM’s. This causes the paint to be literally thrown at the passing “wall” of products,
each being revolved by a stationary rub-rail (see page 6-29) as it moves through the electrical field. The disc can be
programmed to raise and lower vertically, assuring a smooth complete coverage of all parts.
NOTE: Hooks or attachments will require periodic stripping of paint.

Powdered coatings provide extremely smooth and glossy coverings to metals, which are often used in the manufacture of hospital cabinets, instrument tables and drawers, etc.
After thorough cleaning and drying, a metal part is preheated in a fairly high-temperature oven while being carried on
an overhead conveyor. Upon emerging, a blast of powder (often Nylar-like in nature) is deposited on the hot surface.
The part is then carried into a bake oven, where temperature and elapsed time are closely controlled. Upon exiting,
the piece is allowed to cool, after which the coating described earlier is revealed.
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Electrostatic Painting
Circular booth - for rotated products

Straight through travel for non-rotating products

Fixed Rub Rail

Electrostatic
Disc
Booth No. 1

For rotating spinner attachment

Conveyor
Travel

270°
#3

Spinner (Wheel shown
oversize for clarity)

Booth No. 2
#2
Travel
Shown

135°

#1

Product

135°

Booth No. 2

Product #1
Product #2
Product #3

Conveyor Carried Spinner
Rub
Rail

(Wheel rotates along fixed
rub-rail as conveyor moves)

Booth Bar

Reciprocating Spinner,
Paint Slinger Disc

Reactions to Heat
We now approach the effects that oven temperatures have on Unibilt conveyor chain. We are faced with conveyor
travel through an afterwashing dry-off oven and an after-painting bake oven.
Do not subject Unibilt chain to temperatures greater than 450°F. Do not use nylon tired wheels in oven
applications.

CAUTION:

As noted earlier, a mixture of high temperature, lubrication oil and paint (or grit-laden air) may form a damaging
compound. Thus, the qualified choice of a high-temperature oil is most important.
Of equal importance is our need to understand and recognize the reaction to heat of Unibilt track and chain.
Heat’s part in expansion (and contraction) of metals causes Unibilt chain (and track) to react while traversing an
oven. They will expand 3/4 inch for each 100°F. of temperature rise (above surrounding plant ambient temperature) for each 100 foot long segment. When returning to ambient surroundings, the chain will return to normal
length.
Conveyor length inside oven
= 300 feet
Example:
Plant ambient temperature
=
80°F.
Add 100°F.
= 180°F. = 3/4" expansion
Add 100°F.
= 280°F. = 1-1/2" expansion
Add 100°F.
= 380°F. = 2-1/4" expansion
300 feet (3 x 2-1/4") = 6-3/4" total expansion
Therefore, the importance of installing a sufficient number of 20143 expansion joints becomes evident. Presumably,
most buildings and ovens are constructed with expansion joints placed at definite locations. It is well to install
Unibilt’s expansion joints (sleeves) in each conveyor run, adjacent to oven joints.
Standard take-ups with 8-inch travel will accommodate 16 inches of chain. (Recall that special take-ups with long
travel to absorb greater lengths of expanded chain are available.) Proper location of take-ups is essential and
extremely important in multi-drive systems because of probable chain length difference between drives.
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Conveyor Installation and Support
Unibilt Conveyor Noise Level
Customer factors, such as acoustical characteristics of the installation area, ambient noise and maintenance
credibility can greatly influence the combined noise level. Due to the many variables not directly under our
control, it is not possible to provide noise levels caused by our conveyors during the planning and/or estimating
stages.
Unibilt Paint Identification
Unibilt Blue Paint is a standard Sherwin Williams OSHA Blue or equal. It is available both in one-gallon containers, Part No. 17972, and in 12-ounce spray cans, Part No. 19968. We recommend you purchase a case (12 cans)
to keep on hand for your touch-ups.
1. Questions to be asked while preparing an installation bid:
A. Are there city, county, state, federal codes to be adhered to?
B. Are union and/or nonunion personnel readily available to perform installations? Will local precedence
allow nonunion installation?
C. Which tradesmen, by local union rules, must be employed, such as building trades ironworkers,
millwrights, others?
D. Will customer’s in-plant personnel claim the work?
2. Clarify in your bid what is being furnished in the way of labor and material:
A. Conveyor material
B. Support material
C. Labor

• Union

• Nonunion

D. Workday • 8 hours straight time

• Other

E. Building: secure validated information that building is capable of supporting the conveyor.
3. If you contract installation to an outside firm, you should receive a written proposal that states:
A. All codes will be read and adhered to.
B. Labor:
• Labor used will be union / nonunion
• Proper insurance certificates will be provided.
• Installers will work straight-time, eight-hour days/overtime.
C. Will / will not furnish:
• Header, hanger, brace material and miscellaneous steel.
• Tools, welding machines, ladders and scaffold or man lifts, compressors, etc.
• Temporary electric power and/or job site lighting, if needed.
• Proof of building support capabilities.
4. To assure a proper conveyor operation and a pleasing appearance, professional installers are a must.
The Unibilt system must be rigidly supported and braced in all directions in order to remain stable.
A conveyor that is loosely hung and allowed to sway will generate an unwanted “cadence” of conveyor and
product. Not only will this induce a poorly operating system, but will detract from the pleasing appearance
intended.
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Designing a Unibilt Conveyor System
Basic engineering knowledge in many cases may be sufficient to lay out a system,
select the proper components, or even to install a complete Unibitlt overhead conveyor that will provide economical, dependable, efficient service.
All design, however, should be in compliance with the latest edition of ANSI B20.1.
and among other things the lockout requirements of OSHA Lockout/Tagout standards.
Design work should only be done by personnel with knowledge of these requirements
In order to prepare an acceptable proposal for a Unibilt system, it is necessary to
study and review the customer’s entire “scene,” such as the product, the routing of the
product to work stations or process equipment, the structure in which the conveyor is
to be installed and the overall conditions involved. The goal is to place before him a
word and picture description of the intent to furnish a workable, well-applied, reasonably-priced system that will serve him well over a period of years.
The layout drawing is used to prepare a comprehensive proposal. Material lists,
proofing of required clearances, installation and support methods should all appear on
the layout. System point-to-point analysis leading to drive and take-up quantities and
their locations and findings regarding chain pull and chain tension features are also
determined on the layout.

This section includes illustrations
of design symbols, an example
system layout and a general
step-by-step procedure for putting
together the technical information
required to quote a Unibilt overhead
system.
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Meeting With The Customer
Up

To start off, you will have a meeting with the
customer’s personnel who will be directly involved
with the project to learn the general aspects of his
particular material handling problem. Will the
application of an overhead conveyor be the most
sensible and best answer to the material handling
needs in question?

wn
Do

Being fully knowledgeable about Unibilt application
will allow you to tackle a particular problem for
your customer and to perform a valuable service
for him.

17'
9'

Take-Up

5'

Drive

Having made a positive decision, you will proceed
to secure the necessary “on site” details needed
for preliminary evaluation, leading to a final fixed
path layout of the proposed conveyor, from which
you will make a material take-off.
20' typ.
20' typ.
Horizontal
Turn

Conveyor Component Symbols
These two pages illustrate standard conveyor component
symbols and how they are used to lay out a conveyor system.

Take-Up Assembly

Anti-Runaway

Lubrication

Installation Gate

Chain Inspection Gate

Expansion Joint

Special Take-up
Assembly

Horizontal Straight
Conveyor
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Caterpillar Drive

Traction Wheel Turns

wn
Do

Up

9’

11'
Dip Tank

Vertical Curve
Up

Roller Turn
Load

Down

Travel

Hanger Assembly
Up
Vertical Curve
Down

Unload

Dip Tank
Guard Material

Traction Wheel Turn

Anti-Backup

Sprocket Drive

Conveyor Guard

Horizontal Turns

Vertical Curve

Anti-Backup Elevation

Anti-Runaway With
Limit Switch Elevation

Elevation
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Booth Enclosure

Example Conveyor Layout

Bicycle Manufacturing Paint System Facility
48"

Note mix of product loads
1' 3"

Boy’s bike frame ... load, degrease, paint, unload.
Girl’s bike frame .... load, degrease, paint, unload.
Wire basket .......... load, transport (no process), unload.

Permanent
identification tabs

There will be a product mix and production rate
differential. Boy’s bike rate is two times girl’s
bike rate. Speed is to be based on highest rate
requirement. Average out the live-load weight per
foot.
X tag- girl’s bike frame carrier.
Y tag- boy’s bike frame carrier.
XX tag- girl’s parts basket.
YY tag- boy’s parts basket.
NOTE: Electric eye will detect any full or empty basket
that remains on its hook, thus stopping the conveyor and
eliminating accidental degreasing or painting of the basket
and contents. Frames will also be detected.

48"
1'0-5/16"

4' 0"

1' 3"
Parts basket
with one
permanent tag

1' 3"
2' 6"

3' 6"

9' 0"

3' 9"

Note: basket
or frames will
trigger electric eye

Boy’s X
Bike Frame

1' 4"

1' 4"
2' 8"

Floor

Product and carrier
Load height to include length of special hook (which is designed to balance load on its center of gravity), spinner
and “H” attachment drop, combined with height of product. The “envelope” size of the product will dictate load
centers and subsequent clearances surrounding the load on straight level track, on horizontal turns and vertical
curves and on the 45° changes of elevation. 45° slopes are most often used because at 60° chain pull and chain
tensions are greater. (They will be used, however, when space confinement dictates.) 30° changes require more
floor space for a given drop, but do allow reduction of load centers.

Top of Track 9' 0"
Carrier Spacing Study

Degreaser and oven opening to
accomodate product

4'

3' 2"
Plan View
Clearance Study
Paint booth
opening to suit

24" R

"
3' 2 lope
e
v
En

Note “A”
Field cut std. 180° turn and 45°
turn to fit.
Note
1. All turns and curves - 24" radius
2. Elevations are to top of track
3. All “H” attach. are 16975
4. • shown track hanger location
5. XX Boy’s bike parts basket
X Boy’s bike frame
6. YY Girl’s bike parts basket
Y Girl’s bike frame
Frame weight-32 lbs. each
Basket weight-9 lbs. each w/parts

Guard height
and width to suit

2' 8"
5-6

Attach., spinner, hook - 2 lbs.
Conv. speed 13-39 F. P. M.
Drive Motor-230-460/3/60. open type

20'

20'

A

20'

Degreaser
4'
Air
Duct

9'

30°

Blow Off
9' 45° 15'

45°

13'

Escape
Route

7'10"
15'

11'6" 13'

26'
45°

11'5"
8'

Insp.
Gate

Electric Eye

Safety Railing
Typ. all around

19'

45°

45°

8'

Spray Booth

12'
6’

Unload
Y & YY

Raised Work Deck
Elevation 4’

Load X Load Y

12'

Flash Off
Enclosure

8'

45°

Oven
5'4"

26'

4'

4'

10'
Typical Guard

Unload
X & XX

Load Baskets
XX & YY

9'

45°

16'
2'

9'

9'

12'

17095

45°

Centers
and locations
dictated
by building
design

19'

45°

45°
16'

15'

45°

Take-up

12'

A

15'

Building main bay beams
Drive
16'

19'

Take-up

21'

15'
13'

15'

Degreaser

24'

12'
12'
Plant
Office

9’
Floor

8'

Work Deck

26'

Paint
Booth

11' 6"
4'

9'

26'

View AA Looking North

Elevation changes

• Two stage (step) elevation changes are used because of lack of straight line room for accommodation of one compound curve.
• There is one elevation change of 30°. It was applied, because the change of elevation drop is only 2' 6". By referring to the vertical curve charts, you will note that the
shortest drop without trimming the curve’s eight inch tails is 1' 2-3/8"
• An angular path may be used to avoid an obstacle, to take a “short cut,” to eliminate a square corner, etc.
• High elevations carry load over work areas, aisles, escape routes, or to match oven elevation.
• Conveyor crosses over itself to gain “altitude” in a confined area. This brings up special clearance requirements.
• The platform level above the floor (four feet), when deducted from the conveyor elevation, in fact, puts the product at work level.
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Laying out your system

Define Product
It should be recognized that a full and accurate description of the product/product load is a primary ingredient in
designing a system.
The true weight, size and shape of each product (or load) is most important in figuring chain pull, clearances,
track elevation, angle of inclines and declines, guard configuration, support material, turn and curve radii, overall
load on building structure, etc.
1. Product description
a. What is the product (part)?
b. How much does it weigh? (Add weight of carrier and chain attachment, when
available.)
c. Describe its shape and size; make a dimensioned sketch. (Beware of odd
protrusions that may cause clearance problems.)
d. Will it be carried singly, in multiples on one carrier in a basket, in a tote pan?
Other?
e. Is it extremely fragile? Should carrier be coated with protective coating?
f. Is carrier to be painted, made from special materials?
2. Product will be subjected to...
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Manual loading/unloading.
Automatic (robot type) loading/unloading.
Transportation only, from load to unload.
Transportation to and through work stations.
Transportation through...outdoor environment, paint processes,
freezer equipment, dry-off/bake oven, degreaser/washer, other.

Your in-depth answers will indicate the presence of contamination, rusting, deterioration, heat or cold and
other adverse conditions the system may be subjected to which may call for special attention on your part.

Designing a Carrier
The design of a particular method of carrying the product is very critical, and your efforts should be directed at
“outsmarting” the competition, thus placing yourself in a successful sales position. The part may already have
had a fixture made for other than conveyor transit, if so, modify and improve it. Remember, in addition to transporting the product, its capability of providing protection is, in many instances, very important.
When designing a carrier to transport a particular product, which usually means a very specialized fabrication,
there are situations to consider other than just plain transportation. (Refer to “Design Data” Section 4) Product,
and thus carrier, reactions to various elements of a conveyor must be recognized (see info checklist page 5-16).
There is also a calculated portion of the system design dependent entirely on the method of product carriage.
All given straight overhead conveyor elevations are traditionally measured from the floor to the top of the track. The
drop, or distance down from the track top, provides the measurement to the bottom of the product or carrier. This,
in turn, allows the load to be positioned at the proper load/unload elevation and to maintain a major high elevation
clearance pattern.
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Before committing yourself to the act of designing a carrier, bear in mind that your design will cause the carrier to
be looked on as an integral component of the system. The acceptance or rejection of your proposal may fall
directly on the ability of the carrier to transport and protect the product in a manner that meets specification and
customer acceptance.
1. Not necessarily in any degree of order, we herein set forth some guidelines to follow:
a. The primary function of a carrier is to attach the load to the conveyor and retain it until
time for removal.
b. Do not design the carrier to sustain more weight than the product it is intended to carry.
c. Carrier design must be so as to balance the load on the conveyor.
d. Carrier must provide stability; when interfaced with automation equipment, stability may
be crucial.
e. Product is to be protected from damage while being securely held.
f.

Product is to be accessible for easy manual loading and unloading, automatic pick- up
and reload, if required.

g. If product is to be routed through processing equipment, make sure carrier is designed so
that part will receive:
• Complete washing/degreasing
• Complete coat of paint.
• Unrestricted flow of oven heat/complete exposure for air drying.
NOTE: A

simple wire or rod hook, where attached to the product, may cause a “masked-off,”
unpainted stripe, for example. This is especially important to consider when the product is to
be carried in multiples, as on a Christmas tree, or back-to-back on a common carrier.
2. The development of a carrier may best be accomplished by having the product itself at hand.
Depending on the weight of the part, light wire (such as coat hanger wire) may be utilized to
experiment with hand formed carriers.
3. Develop an invisible “envelope” to encompass carrier and load (include carrier roof/umbrella).
The resulting dimensions will establish, by adding appropriate clearance figures, the size of floor
and wall openings. They will also serve as silhouette sizes to check for clearances at entrances
and exits of degreasers, ovens, etc. There must be no interference between the loads themselves
or the loads and all static confines while negotiating horizontal turns, vertical changes of elevation,
conveyor guarding, etc.
4. Will the carrier be a basket? A tray? A hook? Are special features, such as plastic coatings, carrier
individual drip covers, automated loading and discharge, wire mesh basket for washer operation,
swivel hook for paint application, etc., to be considered?
5. With receipt of the customer’s registered approval of all carrier features, along with knowing the
overall size (out-to-out dimension) of the product load, be it free hanging, consisting of grouped
configuration, or contained within a carrier or container, you can now develop your clearance
strategy. Be aware of any unusual protrusion from the load envelop, such as a pipe connection,
rod, unlatched hinged door, etc.
6. A system’s production rate, i.e., the number of parts to be unloaded at a station in a given time,
enters into carrier design. The rate will dictate the number of parts to be placed on a carrier at one
time. The resulting carrier sizes and configurations are most important.
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Chain attachments
Select the attachments or combination of attachments to which the carrier may most easily be attached while
remaining within its rated capacities. Units illustrated on page 6-25 are standard, stocked items. However, various
types to suit specialized applications are available at extra cost on special order.

How to meet production requirements
1. Your customer should now be ready to provide his accurate production prediction, figures you will
rely on for overall system design.
It is amazing, but true, that often he’ll toss out pure “guesstimated” figures, into which he has poured
forecast upon forecast of product quantity demands for years to come. This overenthusiastic
approach may result in your having to propose a system of unnecessary length and load carrying
ability, which could cause delivery of more parts to work stations than can be absorbed. A system
with erratic start-stop cycles defeats its intent to maintain a continuity of operation. A serious review
session will produce a workable production requirement for “now,” with an ample buffer for probable
future output increases.
2. There may be a need for a mixed product load, made up of parts of different sizes, shapes and
weights, each under jurisdiction of its own production rate schedule. Then again, perhaps a customer will direct you to furnish baskets or other containers in which will be moved a mixture of small
parts, sizes, part numbers, or models, all in dissimilar quantities.
An even quantity of parts on a carrier, arranged symmetrically and loaded and unloaded all at
once, assures the best carrier balance for travel throughout the system. However, if unloaded or
reloaded at random, the carrier/ load will tend to skew and lean off the vertical, thus demanding more
clearance space during close quarter travel.
NOTE:

3. The number of parts to be loaded on a carrier is often governed not only by the production rate, but
by:
a. Allowable load centers, to avoid conflict on elevation changes and horizontal turns.
b. The imposed weight-upon vertical load wheels.
c. The overall size and shape of the load, relating to clearance restrictions presented by
openings to degreasers and ovens, size of paint tanks and booths, building structures,
building services (lights, pipes, air conditioning, etc.).
d. The required simplicity of loading and unloading to and from carrier.
e. Requirement for no overlapping of parts while being washed, painted, etc.
4. Developing conveyor speed
Conveyor speed is arrived at by fusing together the specified product production rate, carrier
spacing and the number of parts on each carrier.
In turn, carrier spacing is dependent on the “envelope” dimensions, which relate to the establishment of clearance tolerances. It should be obvious that product load weights (plus carrier weight)
must be accounted for at all times, in order to remain within boundaries related to the conveyor
capacity.
A production rate is stated as the number of parts delivered per minute, per hour, per work day
or shift, etc., any of which will dictate the number of parts to be carried on each carrier when
balanced with the selected conveyor speed.
Predetermined factors that must be available:
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Product weight = ________ each
Production rate = _______ pieces/hour

Two examples for finding conveyor speeds follow:

a. Example #1

Product weight = 18 pounds each
Production rate = 1200 pieces/hour

At one (1) part per carrier, with carriers on 8" nominal centers (8-1/8" actual), standard Unibilt conveyor chain
load centers 1200 pieces/hour = 20 pieces/minute
60 minutes

20 carriers X 8" centers = 160" = 13.33 FPM
12"

(Experience has taught us that a conveyor speed of about 30 to 35 feet per minute (FPM) is accepted as being
practical for manual loading and unloading of a moving, properly-designed carrier.)
We know from this calculation that the delivery of 20 singly loaded carriers per minute will meet the required
production rate of 1200 pieces per hour. By increasing the speed to 50 feet per minute, the production rate
increases to 4500 pieces per hour, as follows:
50.00 FPM = ratio of 3.75, one to the other.
13.33 FPM

Therefore, 3.75 X 1200 pieces/hours = 4500 pieces/hour.

“The conveyor speed may be reduced by increasing the number of parts on each carrier, within maximum
allowable weights.”

b. Example #2
“Because a carrier, in this instance, will carry more than one product at a time, within conveyor and carrier weight
restriction, we will look at the system as moving a certain number of carriers per hour, rather than pieces.”
Here, we will assume a required production rate of 1600 pieces per hour (for an eight hour day).
Your carrier is designed to carry four parts (a manageable load in size and weight).
Required number of parts per hour = 1600

1600 = 400 carriers/hour
4

Required number of carriers per minute = 400 = 6.67 or 7 carriers/minute
60
The operating speed of a particular conveyor (drive unit) is of utmost importance in reaching and maintaining
production.
Let us say the out-to-out measurements of the carrier/load combination require an “envelope” to enclose it
completely. Our example is as follows:
Length - from left to right, when measured as hanging on the conveyor = 39"
Width - from left to right when viewed moving directly toward you, while hanging from the conveyor = 27 1/2"
Height - from bottom of carrier (or product) to the limit where the stem of the carrier connects to the
“H” attachment.
For overall required vertical clearance, add combined total of “H” attachment drop dimension and 2-11/16" height
of the track, as if on a level section of conveyor.
Because of the combination of load length of 39 inches and load width of 27 1/2 inches, it has been determined
that a minimum of 46-inch load centers are required in order to negotiate horizontal turns and vertical changes
of elevation. (A to-scale clearance drawing and accurately scaled templates of the load will be helpful here.)
Because the conveyor chain load bearing wheel centers are on nominal 8" load centers, we then pick 48 inches
as our working load centers.
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With the information at hand, we proceed as follows:
c. Customer’s requirement = 400 carriers per hour.
400 = (6.67) 7 carriers/minute
60

7 X 48" centers = 336"/minute

336" = 28 FPM conveyor speed
12"

This is easily within the limits of good engineering practices. A good manual load and unload speed is from
30 to 40 feet per minute.
Short cut: Seven carriers per minute multiplied by carrier spacing of four feet equals conveyor speed of
28 feet per minute.

d. Our sample conveyor, designed around a production rate of 400 carriers per hour, amply fills the requirement.
It is clearly seen that we could double the production by simply doubling the drive speed to 56 feet per minute.
This speed, however, is above the recommended speed for hand loading and unloading.
Lightly loaded, single product hook type carriers may suffer little unwanted reaction when negotiating horizontal
turns at high speeds. However, at speeds approaching 80 feet per minute, unfavorable reaction may arise.
Lateral forces will tend to send heavier loads and loads of greater mass into a sweeping pattern, which could
dislodge the carried products.
Though carrier guidance schemes may be considered, added costs for an increase in carrier materials and
extensive field fitting and refitting may be expected.

e. Although specifically timed cycles in a project can dictate a specific constant speed capability through various
types of process equipment, washers, dryers, ovens, it is difficult to settle on and live with a conveyor
having one fixed speed. Experience teaches us that a conveyor can be a pacing element. It is sensible,
therefore, to promote the sale of variable speed systems. (See section 7 on drives.)
It is not uncommon for the user, after a short time of operating his fixed speed conveyor, to order the necessary
sheaves and belt to increase (or decrease) the speed. This is, of course, at extra cost.

f. Because a variable speed drive is used to allow variation in production requirements, the following rule applies:
1. It is advisable to set the maximum speed at approximately two times that calculated and make use of
the 600-pound drive’s 3:1 speed ratio, or the 2.8:1 ratio of the 300 series drive.
2.

Example - 2 X 28 FPM = 56 FPM Working back from 56 feet per minute, we find:
@ 3:1 ratio, a spread from 20 to 60 FPM.
@ 2.8:1 ratio, a spread from 16.3 to 45.7 FPM.

Check the drive speed range charts for other ranges that may suit a particular situation. (pages 7-48 – 51)
Having settled on a method of carrying the product (or products), an accurate weight of each load must be
arrived at. This is to be the combined weight of the product (products) carrier on hook, load bar, etc., and the
chain attachment and is to include any extraneous hardware.
In developing drive chain pull and chain tension while designing the system, the total weight on the conveyor is
of the utmost importance.
NOTE: Before changing drive speeds in the field, by pulley or sheave substitution, by mounting a reducer of
different ratio, or by converting a 600# drive to a 750# (using a conversion kit), consult your Unibilt regional
manager. Do not overspeed the system.
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System Survey
1. Plan to “walk the system” with the customer. With his plan view drawing in hand, make your notes
as you go. Many times he/she has already, at least as a preliminary gesture, added an overlay of a
conveyor path, as he/she sees it. or you may have to sketch in a layout as you go. (NOTE: A page of
printed 1/4-inch square grid paper will be helpful here.)
With sketch in hand, show an arrow indicating the north direction, as relates to the building or project area
involved. Show bay sizes, column sizes, and locations. Show and label all floor oriented obstacles in the
path of the conveyor, such as walls, machinery, traffic lanes, pedestrian aisles, self-standing plant offices,
stairways and stairwells, restrooms and food services structures. Look up and make notes and mark
positions of light fixtures, heating or air conditioning duct work, piping, conduit, electrical buss equipment,
etc. Be sure of runway structures for operating overhead cranes or perhaps overhead door track or any
additional obvious existing fixed obstacles, such as walls, partitions, security fences, etc.
On your sketch, locate all loading and unloading areas and any processing stations that will be served by
the conveyor. Typical stations: Degreasers, dip tanks, paint booths, bake ovens, assembly benches, load/
unload/reload stations, etc.
Record available space for stations, changes of elevation and accurate dimensions of all involved equipment structures and other obstacles.
In addition, record elevations and sizes of all structural members that may be used for support purposes
and any equipment that may interface with the path or installation of the conveyor. Show pedestrian and
main traffic aisles and the minimum required elevation of the bottom of the guard.
The plan should recognize that the system is intended not only to serve the required stations and processes, but to avoid obstructions, not to be an obstruction itself and to provide under-conveyor clearance
at aisles, walkways and mobile equipment traffic lanes.

2. Pertinent to installation
Your survey should determine:
*a. Column sizes, accurately dimensioned and identified. Can you bracket off columns
for knee brace support or sway-brace attachment (using clamped connections)?
b. Dimensions of horizontal beams, trusses, joists, etc., from which you can support the
fully-loaded conveyor (customer to furnish maximum building load conditions and
member capacities). Show elevation to bottom of all horizontal members.
c. Concrete or wood block floor? (Thickness of each, if floor-supported.)
d. Can building internal and outside walls be used for bracketed conveyor support or
sway-brace (bolt-through connections)?
NOTE:

Clamp your supporting superstructure to any building member.
Weld conveyor hangers, braces, etc., to superstructure.

*Codes for structural members:
S-beams (I-beams)

Channels (bar size 2-1/2" x 5/8" x 3/16" and under)

W-beams (wide flange)

L-angles (structural)

C-channels (structural)

Angles (bar size 2-1/2" x 2-1/2" x 1/2")
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System layout
1.The overall load dimensions on the carrier serve as guides for lateral and vertical placement of the
conveyor.The outside width of conveyor guards must also be considered in all computations of clearance
dimensions.
2.Assuming you have the necessary details to start the actual layout:
a.

Draw to the largest practical scale — we suggest 1/4" = l' (show North arrow).

b.

Make a basic plan view of the plant area where the conveyor is to be installed.
Locate and dimension column lines. This gives us building bay sizes, which are not always equal.
The lines are usually identified by numbers in one direction (1, 2, 3, 4 ... ) and letters in the other
direction (A, B, C, D...). Show column sections (plan view) in their true shape, such as a wide
flange section, square or rectangular concrete, pipe, wood, etc. Be sure they all “face” the proper
direction on the drawing.

c.

The path of the conveyor is shown as the solid “center-line” of the track on our drawing. Knowing
the product size (as if enclosed in an “envelope”) tells us how far from any obstruction the track
should be placed.

Therefore, accurately locate and size, in addition to the building columns: walls, structures,
overhead doors, stairways, or any number of obstacles already listed in detail.
1.

On plant layout, locate the loading and unloading areas and any stations that will be served by the
conveyor, such as assembly benches, dip tanks, paint booths, bake ovens, machine centers, etc.

2.

Draw the conveyor route so that it connects all areas in their proper work sequence. Keep parallel
conveyor routes as closely spaced as possible. This will reduce the amount of conveyor support
steel and guard material and hangers.

3.

Be sure the path of the conveyor does not interfere with any machine operations or other work areas.

4.

Record accurate sizes and elevations of main horizontal building steel from which the conveyor will
be hung.

5.

Show probable change of elevation locations. They should appear at entrances and exits of dip tanks,
suspended degreasers, ovens, load/unload, or other work stations. Don’t forget the changes over
aisles or traffic lanes and the need for variable track elevations throughout the entire system length.

6.

If customer’s suggested conveyor routing jeopardizes the overall system concept, do not hesitate to
request an alteration, for the sake of improved operation, by lowering chain pull, chain tension,
improving drive and/or take-up locations, etc.

7.

Look for routing short cuts. For example, instead of following a wall into and out of a 90° corner, try
a 45° angular route, thus saving material. However, determine if installation costs warrant the change.
Also, do not hesitate to ask for a modification to the customer’s layout, without jeopardizing his
operation, in order to secure a proper (best) drive or take-up location. Sometimes a minor alteration
will provide a better operating system.

As you can see, there are a number of steps to be followed to insure that your conveyor layout will meet all
of the customers requirements including the routing.
Attempt to incorporate as many standard Unibilt components as possible into the system. The choice of
installing 10-foot-long, (20200) or 20-foot-long, (16997), or 20-foot lengths of 20202 deep track, should be
related to the most practical design of a supporting grid scheme.
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The following information should appear on your proposal, which then
becomes documental information for you and your customer:

Product description or sketch
1. Weight of product

pounds each (including carrier and attachment)

Number of parts on carrier
Weight of carrier and attachment

pounds

Total weight of carrier, parts and attachments

pounds

3. Carrier spacing
Number of carriers
4. Conveyor Constant speed:

FPM,

Variable speed:

to

FPM

5. Drive motor specification
Volts

Phase

Hertz

Special:
6. Guard cross section with dimensions

The layout drawing should include the following:
1. Typical dimensions relating to the location of the conveyor within the building.
2. Location of building beams and joists, which will be used for support.
3. Location of work stations, process equipment, interferences.
4. Conveyor component locations, i.e., drive, take-up, chain installation gate, inspection gate, etc.
5. Typical guard plan.
6. Approximate track support (hanger) locations.
Elevation view shows:
1. Contour of system, including all elevation levels.
2. Process equipment “broadside.”
Clearance study shows:
1. Product “envelope” to stress clearance needs.
2. Product hanging reaction on change of elevation slope.
3. Product hanging schedule, which is made up of unequal spacing.
It is apparent that a well-executed layout will provide a big assist in the preparation of the mechanical
portion of your proposal to the customer. The wordage and format will probably follow your organization’s
already established pattern.
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CHECK LIST
Use this check list to make sure you have all information required
to design a well planned Unibilt system
 CUSTOMER: Name; person to contact; phone no.; address.
 PROPOSAL: Estimate; firm; number of copies; when due.
 PRODUCT NAME: Description; wt. each; dimension (size); how it is used.
 PRODUCTION RATE: Per hr; per 8 hr. day; other.
 FUNCTION OF UNIBILT SYSTEM: Describe in full.
 ENVIRONMENT/ADVERSE OPERATING CONDITIONS
• Transportation only - Normal plant ambient conditions.
• Degreaser - temperature; ft. of conveyor; time cycle; baffles.
• Painting - Dip tank; Electrostatic (mfr. & description); hand held guns; time cycles; conveyor speed.
• Ovens - temperature; ft. of conveyor; time cycle; baffles.
• Air bourne grit, sand, dust, snow, rain.
 CARRIER: Furnished by; suggested number of parts per carrier; made of (material); painted; coated.
 ELECTRICAL
• Bldg. power available; furnish disconnect - motor starter.
• Complete motor specification; control equipment; specials.
• Field wiring by.
 INSTALLATION
• Furnished by; straight time; other.
• Support material by; to be shop painted; field painted.
• Conveyor material - field touch-up.
• Guard material by; to be shop painted; field painted.
• Bldg. layout; details of structure related to conveyor support.
 SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS; specifications; etc.
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Have you made a list of all the components
that will be required to complete your system?
• STRAIGHT TRACK (10 ft. - 20 ft. lengths)

• OVEN OR BUILDING EXPANSION JOINT

• CHAIN (feet - 20 ft. lengths)

• SPLICE CLAMP (welding jig)

• HORIZONTAL TURNS (radius - degree)

• CHAIN ATTACHMENTS

• UPPER VERTICAL CURVES (radius - degree)

• CARRIERS

• LOWER VERTICAL CURVES (radius - degree)

• DRIVE (Constant Speed or Variable Speed)

• TRACTION WHEELS (P.D. - Pitch Diameter)

• TAKE-UP (spring, air or counterweight)

• CHAIN INSTALLATION GATE

• GUARD MATERIAL

• INSPECTION GATES

• HANGER AND HEADER MATERIAL

• OILER

• SPECIALS

Performance Review
MECHANICAL

Responsibility of:

ELECTRICAL

Responsibility of:

1. Installation:

 Distributor

17. Controls:

 Distributor

 Customer

18. Field Wiring:

 Distributor

 Customer

 Union
 Nonunion

 Customer

 Straight Time
 Overtime
 Weekends

19. Power Supply within

2. Unloading and Moving to Job Site:

 Distributor  Customer

3. Support Steel:

 Distributor  Customer

 From Building Steel
 Floor Supported
4. Hanger Steel:

Feet of Equipment

 Distributor  Customer

AIR PIPING

 Distributor

 Customer

 Welded
 Clipped

20. Field Air Piping:  Distributor

 Customer

21. Air Controls:

 Distributor

 Customer

 Distributor

 Customer

22. Air Supply within

5. Screen Guarding:

 Distributor

 Customer

6. Field Painting:

 Distributor

 Customer

7. Touch-up Painting:

 Distributor

 Customer

8. Temporary Electric Power:

 Distributor

 Customer

9. Obstructions in Conveyor Path:

 Distributor

 Customer

10. Lubricators:

 Distributor

 Customer

11. Product Carriers:

 Distributor

 Customer

12. Freight Charges:

 Distributor

 Customer

13. Storage of Material Due to Delays:

 Distributor

 Customer

14. Start-up and Run-in Supervision:

 Distributor

 Customer

15. Spare Parts Manual:

 Distributor

 Customer

16. Clear Accessible Area:

 Distributor

 Customer
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Feet of Equipment

MISCELLANEOUS
23. Special guards or other equipment as may be required
by OSHA upon inspection
 Distributor  Customer
24. Permits:

 Distributor

 Customer

25. Other:

 Distributor

 Customer

26. A Good Job and
Friendly Relations

 Distributor

 Customer

Preparing a Material List

Now that the Unibilt conveyor you intend to propose to the customer is well established and has been committed to a layout drawing, you will want to pull the
whole project together. Preparing a material list is the next prime step.
From the recorded facts at hand, developed chain pull will determine the drive
requirement and, thus, the number of drives needed to power the system. The
associated take-up’s style and location are dependent upon system configuration,
such as heat and cold. Its location is also closely related to the drive’s position
in the conveyor, which must be at a high elevation so that the conveyor chain is
taut at both the entrance and exit ends.
As noted earlier, the selection of track, whether it be 20200 in 10-foot lengths
or 16997 in 20-foot lengths, or deep track 20202 in 20-foot lengths, is the direct
result of support steel grid patterns.
Two-foot radius turns and curves are used throughout the system, but there
are two specific locations where the eight inch tails of horizontal turns require
field trimming in order to form wide-spread, broken-arc, 180° turns. Refer to
the vertical curve charts for field fabrication data (See Section 4).
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Have you made a list of all the components
that will be required to complete your system?
• STRAIGHT TRACK (10 ft. - 20 ft. lengths)

• OVEN OR BUILDING EXPANSION JOINT

• CHAIN (feet - 20 ft. lengths)

• SPLICE CLAMP (welding jig)

• HORIZONTAL TURNS (radius - degree)

• CHAIN ATTACHMENTS

• UPPER VERTICAL CURVES (radius - degree)

• CARRIERS

• LOWER VERTICAL CURVES (radius - degree)

• DRIVE

• TRACTION WHEELS

• TAKE-UP

• CHAIN INSTALLATION GATE

• GUARD MATERIAL

• INSPECTION GATES

• HANGER AND HEADER MATERIAL

• OILER

• SPECIALS

Performance Checklist
MECHANICAL
1. Installation:
 Union
 Nonunion

ELECTRICAL
 Webb

 Customer

 Straight Time
 Overtime
 Weekends

17. Controls:

 Webb

 Customer

18. Field Wiring:

 Webb

 Customer

19. Power Supply within

2. Unloading and Moving to Job Site:

 Webb  Customer

3. Support Steel:
 From Building Steel
 Floor Supported

 Webb  Customer

4. Hanger Steel:
 Welded
 Clipped

 Webb

5. Screen Guarding:

 Webb

 Customer

6. Field Painting:

 Webb

 Customer

7. Touch-up Painting:

 Webb

 Customer

8. Temporary Electric Power:

 Webb

 Customer

9. Obstructions in Conveyor Path:

 Webb

 Customer

Feet of Equipment

 Webb  Customer

AIR PIPING
 Customer

20. Field Air Piping:

 Webb

 Customer

21. Air Controls:

 Webb

 Customer

 Webb

 Customer

23. Special guards or other
equipment as may be required
by OSHA upon inspection
 Webb

 Customer

24. Permits:

 Webb

 Customer

25. Other:

 Webb

 Customer

26. A Good Job and
Friendly Relations

 Webb

 Customer

22. Air Supply within

10. Lubricators:

 Webb

 Customer

11. Product Carriers:

 Webb

 Customer

12. Freight Charges:

 Webb

 Customer

13. Storage of Material Due to Delays:

 Webb

 Customer

14. Start-up and Run-in Supervision:

 Webb

 Customer

15. Spare Parts Manual:

 Webb

 Customer

16. Clear Accessible Area:

 Webb

 Customer
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Feet of Equipment

MISCELLANEOUS
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Components

Unibilt Enclosed Track Conveyors
The illustrations and other descriptive materials in this components section identify major offthe-shelf Unibilt components and assemblies and provide essential data on dimensions, sizes,
sub-assemblies and individual parts relating to continuously powered straight overhead conveyor. You also will find sketches and text pertaining to nonstandard conditions, for which you
either utilize special Unibilt shop fabrication, or have your own installation people do field
fabrication. Of course, the need for the “once-in-a-lifetime” component or assembly will surface
now and then. When this happens, contact your Unibilt regional manager. Let us assist in the
design and fabrication of the necessary problem-solving enclosed track equipment.

1. Unibilt Enclosed Track is a near-square tubular section that is roll-formed to
maintain uniformity and accuracy throughout its entire length. Standard finish is Unibilt
blue.
2. Rolled from 5/32", high-strength, Webballoy II steel, it meets requirements for
greater abrasion resistance qualities and better load-carrying characteristics than plain
carbon steel. However, the track can be readily welded using the AWS E7018 low
hydrogen rod or E 71T1 wire.
3. The yield strength of this steel is about 26% greater than plain carbon steel, allowing
the track to be formed in lighter sections.
4. Though lighter in weight than some competitors’ equipment, the steel content
affords the same strength and rigidity over comparable long spans. In addition, because
of the lighter weight, the track sections are easier to handle and impose less load on the
support grid and existing building structures.
5. Because only turns and curves of 24" and 36" radius are heat-treated, all others,
as well as straight track, may be burned or saw-cut in the field without special tools.
(Any turn or curve may be heat-treated by special order.)
6. Accurate roll-forming of the track sections, combined with the use of the Unibilt 8624
Splice Clamp Assembly (welding jig), helps assure smooth alignment of welded track
joints. This combination limits chain wheel bounce or chatter.
7. The selection of 20-foot track sections 16997 instead of 10-foot sections 20200 for
a system is generally a matter of economics. While some of each will probably be
indicated, the use of the longer sections reduces the number of track joints and, thus,
labor costs. Serious study of the track span tables (see page 4-15) may enable you to
lessen the amount of intermediate superstructure and hanger steel. Using more of the
existing, widely-spaced building members makes the 20-foot sections 16997 a costsaving factor in erection.
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Unibilt Track Sizes
Deep Track

➤

2-1/2" (typ.)
20202 - 20' long
5/32"

6.7 lbs. / Ft.

2-3/8"

2-11/16"

5/32"

Standard Track

4-1/2"

20200 - 10' long
16997 - 20' long
16999 - 20' stainless steel

1"

4.8 lbs. / Ft.

2-13/16"

➤

1"

Unibilt Track Material - Track 20200, 16997, 20202

2-13/16"

Material - Steel as follows:
1. Webb Alloy II - Low alloy, high strength (less brittle than mild steel)
2. Section modulus / 20200,16997 - 0.922, 20202 - 2.043
3. Stainless steel (304) - 16999
Forming - Straight Track
1. Roll formed for uniformity
2. Track slot to be centered (1" wide)
3. Ends of track to be cut square

Channel Track
(Half Track)

Forming - Turns and Curves (from straight track)

2-11/16"

5/32"

20201 - 20' long
1. Hold radius
2. Hold degrees
3. Tail - 8” long both ends

Unibilt Track
Specification

2.12 lbs. / Ft.

20202

20200

1.203"

Forming

2-11/16"

1. Roll formed for uniformity
2. Track slot to be centered 1" wide (±1/16")

-

Turns and Curves
1. Hold radius (±1/8")
2. Hold degrees (±2°)
3. Tails 8” long (±1/8")

2.078"
4-1/2"

1.458"

2.422"

3. Flanges and sides to be at 90° (±1/2°)
4. Ends of track to be cut square
(within 1/32")

29/32"

Moment of Inertia
X-X Axis = 1.36967 in.4
Y-Y Axis = 1.7567 in.4
Section Modulus
X-X Axis = 0.922 in.3
Y-Y Axis = 1.249 in.3

Moment of Inertia
X-X Axis = 4.94688 in.4
Y-Y Axis = 2.75484 in.4
Section Modulus
X-X Axis = 2.043 in.3
Y-Y Axis = 1.96 in.3

Properties:
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Turns and Curves
All Unibilt horizontal turns and vertical curves are formed from straight track sections in our plant on a special Webb
designed circular bending machine, capable of accommodating *12" vertical curves, *18" horizontal curve (Hand
Pushed Only), 24", 36" and 48" radius die sets.
As the result of usage experience and economic practices, 24" and 36" radius turns and curves have been classified
as standard and are stocked and priced accordingly. *12", *18", and 48" radius units are produced on special order
only. All turns and curves are fabricated with 8 inches of straight track on each end. This has been done so the
splice will be one side guide wheel space away from the tangent line, and so there will be no side thrust or bearing
pressure against the splice. Turns and curves in all powered systems shall be restricted to a minimum of 24"
radius, thereby assuring lower chain tensions and longer chain life. As an added feature to ensure longer turn and
curve life, all 24" and 36" radius units are flame-hardened on the wear surfaces after forming. Wear surfaces are
identified as follows:
Horizontal turns -

The track side wall against which the horizontal guide wheels rotate.

Upper vertical curve- The two track flanges, on either side of the slot, upon which the vertical load wheels
ride and exert a downward force.
Lower vertical curve- The flat top surface of track upon which the vertical load wheels exert an upward force.
*For hand pushed and free track only.
Please note that, because of the hardening process, the 24" and 36" radius turns and curves are very difficult to
cut in the field. Special saws and blades are available to cut hardened steel. They should be used when cutting
turns and curves. Burning can anneal (soften) the material in the arc of the bend.
As a substitute for horizontal turns of less than 24" radius, which are often specified in oven conveyors, traction
wheels are required to carry the chain around a turn. Traction wheels eliminate the scrubbing of the vertical loadcarrying wheels against the turn wall, were a tight radius unit used (see “Traction Wheels” page 6-17).
All horizontal turns and vertical curves are available in stainless steel upon request.

24" Radius
Upper and Lower
Curves
(Compond vertical curve
with one side removed)
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Horizontal Turn and Vertical Curve
Chain Length Table
(Includes 8" tails, both ends)

Horizontal Turns
Standard 24" & 36" Radius

24" radius x 30° = 2' 4-9/16"

8"

x 45° = 2' 10-7/8"
8"

x 60° = 3' 5-1/8"

8"

x 90° = 4' 5-11/16"

8"

8"

8"

8"

x 180° = 7' 7-3/8"
36" radius x 30° = 2' 10-9/16"

8"

x 45° = 3' 8-1/4"
8"

x 60° = 4' 5-11/16"

8"

x 90° = 6' 0-9/16"
x 180° = 10' 9-1/8"
Upper Vertical Curves- Standard 24" and 36" radius

8"

8"

8"
8"

8"

8"

30°

45°

60°

8"

90°

8"

Lower Vertical Curves- Standard 24" and 36" radius

30°

45°

8"

8"

60°

90°

8"

8"
8"

8"

8"

8"

Example:
Method of finding chain length
(center line length) for any turn
or curve, including both 8" tails.
Required: Find chain length of
24" radius x 30° turn or curve.
12" Radius x 180° (20109 for
Over-N-Under® only 4' 5-3/4")

1. Find circumference of 24" radius complete circle
24" rad x 2 = 48" diameter

48" dia. x 3.1416 (pi) = 150.80" circumference

2. 30° is 1/12 of a circle (360° + 30° = 12)

150.80
12

=

12-9/16"

3. Add two tails (2 x 8") = 16" 12-9/16" + 16" = 28-9/16" or 2' 4-9/16"
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Special Radius Horizontal Turn
(Shop Fabricated to Order)

Non-standard
Radius

Formula for Field Fabrication of Special Horizontal Turns
180° Segmented Horizontal Turns
Section A A

T

Continuous Bar or Tabbed

ARC

45° Horizontal Turn
B

R

➤

ARC
5/32"
Spread A

2-11/16"

B
ARC

1"
2-13/16"

R
B
T

Spread

= 84" (7')

R (radius)

= 24" (2')

A = Spread - 2R

= 36" (3')

B= A
2.414

= 14.913" (1' 2-16/18")

C + R + .293A

= 34.548" (2' 10-36/84")

ARC = ã R
4

= 18.850" (1' 6-36/84")

*TT (ARC) = ãR + 3B = 120.137" (10' 9/64")

ARC
C

Field Weld
(Typ.)
45°
T

ARC

B

45°
180°
90°

8"

30° Horizontal Turn
ARC

R
Spread

ARC

45°
Spread A

24" or 36" Radius

Typical
Turn
8"

ARC

45°
B

R

Segmented Turn, Typical Field Fabricated 180°
(or 90°) Horizontal Turn, Made with Standard Parts,
For Non-Standard Spread

T

ARC
ARC

Spread

=

R (radius)

=

A = Spread - 2R

=

B= A
3.732

=

C + R + .366A

=

ARC = ã R
6

=

*TT(ARC) = ãR + 5B =

B
C

Special Radius Horizontal Turns
For any radius above 24" that does not fit into our standard category, we will provide special turns upon order. They
are custom-fabricated from two pieces of Unibilt half track and either tabbed or continuous bar connected because of
the die size limitations. Using standard stock items, large radius turns, generally 90° or 180°, may be made up in
the field with a minimum of extra cost.
Special Radius Vertical Curves
It is rare that a special radius (nonstandard) upper or lower vertical curve is required. However, we are able to provide
3-foot and 4-foot radius vertical curves made from standard straight track. Curves over 48" radius are custom
fabricated. (Consult your customer service personnel.)
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27826 Unibilt Heavy Duty Power Chain Assembly
1. This chain has a 4" nominal (4.05" actual) pitch, which provides 8" nominal (8.10" actual) load
wheel centers. Each pitch is fitted with symmetrical chain pins.

2. The side links are stamped of 3/16" thick high carbon steel and hardened for added strength and
longer life. The pin holes at the ends of the link are shaved to create a smooth bearing surface where
the pins contact the side link.

3. The symmetrical pins are forged of high carbon steel and hardened in our own forging plant.

4. Both the lateral guide wheels and vertical load-carrying wheels are ball bearing style.
Wheels are made with high-carbon, high chromium 52100 alloy steel components finished with case
hardened ball bearing and inner/outer races to Rockwell C58-62 standard.

Load wheel 17029 is 2-1/4" in diameter with a 7/16" tread width. We do not recommend the replacement of individual load wheels. Instead, order Part 27806, Load Wheel Assembly, which is made up of
two (2) wheels, two (2) symmetrical chain pins and two (2) chain side links, all riveted together to form
the replacement load link, with a capacity of 125 pounds.
The horizontal guide wheel 17030 is 2-3/8" in diameter with a 5/8" tread width. It is mounted between two chain side links on a 1/4" hex head bolt 21153 with a special lock nut 56607, and can be
easily replaced with only partial disassembly of the chain. When the bolt is removed, the chain may be
flexed for complete disassembly or reconnecting as required. CAUTION: DO NOT RE-USE LOCK
NUTS AND BOLTS AS THEY ARE DESIGNED FOR ONE-TIME USE ONLY. ALWAYS REPLACE
WITH NEW WHEN REASSEMBLING CHAIN. Be sure bolt heads are up and nuts are down toward
track slot. NOTE: Guide wheels are to be alternately facing up and down.
5. Accidental parting of the chain is impossible, as long as it is contained in the track, because all
standard chain link (pitch) connections take advantage of the universal symmetrical chain pin design,
which requires a 90° rotation of links to uncouple (or recouple) the chain.

6. The ultimate strength of the Unibilt 27826 chain is 10,000 pounds minimum, providing a safety
factor of more than 16:1 when subjected to the recommended maximum chain pull of 600 pounds.
Chain growth, under ideal test conditions at a maximum 550 pounds of chain pull, Generated 1" of
elongation in a 100-foot strand over a one year test period.
NOTE:
NOTE:

27826 chain is shipped in 20' 3" lengths (20-foot nominal).
See chain instruction. One is included in each chain shipping container.

In oven applications, steel track and chain expands 3/4" for each 100°F. (over ambient) temperature rise
for each 100-foot segment of track and chain.

NOTE:

Chain replacement required when chain stretch is more than 2% of system length. Chain measures
15 pitches @ 8.10" per pitch = 121.5" new from load or guide wheel center. If chain measures 124"
from load or guide wheel center, chain replacement is recommended. Also caterpiller chain should
be replaced.
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27826 Unibilt Power Chain Assembly (Steel Wheels)
A - 17030 Side Guide Wheel and 21153 Bolt with 56607 Stollock Nut
(wheels alternately facing up and down)
B - 27800 Symmetrical Chain Pins
C - 27806 Load Wheel Assembly
(made of: 17031 load wheel with axle & 17029 load wheel, 27801 & 27802 side link, 2-27800
symmetrical chain pins)
D - 17029 Load Wheel
E - 20200 Track
F - 27802 Side Links
27827 Unibilt Power Chain Assembly (Nylon Wheels)
A - 20307 Side Guide Wheel and 21153 Bolt with 56607 Stollock Nut (wheels alternately facing up and down)
B - 27800 Symmetrical Chain Pins
C - 27825 Load Wheel Assembly (made of: 20305 load wheel with axle & 20306 load wheel, 27801 & 27802
side link, 2-27800 symmetrical chain pins)
D - 20306 Load Wheel
E - 20200 Track
F - 27802 Side Links

Stamped side links of high carbon steel, treated
for maximum strength and wearability.

Unibilt side guide wheel nut
must be towards track opening.

When Should Unibilt Chain be Replaced?
It is recommended that Unibilt chain be replaced when its length exceeds the original specifications by
For example:

2%

Original spec. 15 pitches @ 8.10” pitch ........ 121-1/2”
2% maximum growth .................................... 2-1/2”
Max. length over 15 pitches .......................... 124”

When Unibilt chain is operating beyond the max. length of 124”/15 pitches, engagement with cat chain becomes irregular, possibly causing component damage. Other factors, such as bearing condition, may require
that the chain be replaced before the 124” max. length is reached. Also we recommend that when a
conveyor chain is replaced, the drive cat chain should be replaced as well.
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Nonstandard Power Chain Assembly
Any nonstandard application should be discussed with your Webb Zone Regional Manager.
1. Nickel Plated (222670SL) - Includes nickel plate side links, chain pins and wheels.
2. Chain With Double Side Guide Wheels

20015WS Caterpillar Chain Assembly
The 20015WS Caterpillar Chain Assembly is applied to the Unibilt 750#, 600# and 300-pound capacity drive units. It
is constructed of a roller chain fitted with 11 heat-treated drop-forged steel dogs, which provides continuous conveyor
chain contact from a minimum of two (2) dogs at all times. As a result, a smooth conveyor flow is maintained. Each
dog engages each vertical (load) wheel assembly, as shown. The one-piece dog design eliminates the need for
springs and cam guides to engage the conveyor chain properly.
It is highly recommended that when a conveyor chain is replaced, the system’s caterpillar chain also be
replaced; when a caterpillar chain shows need for replacement, it is likely that the conveyor chain needs
replacement.
20015WS Caterpillar Chain Assembly

7.1"
P.D.

8"

2' 9"

Take-Up
Sprocket

Caterpillar Chain Sprockets

Drive Sprocket

11 Tooth

Caterpillar Chain Dog
17031 Load Wheel
Assembly

20030 Drive Track Bar- Always replace damaged drive track
bars with two parts 20030 or, if necessary, with mild steel
bars no thicker than 1/4".

20033 Chain Pin
4-1/16" Conveyor
Chain Pitch

27770 Master Link Assembly
For that rare occasion, in very short systems (less than 50 ft.) when an option to exclude a take-up for reasons
of cost is taken, a 27770 Master Link assembly must be installed in the chain in order to connect the two chain
ends. The developed track length must be relatively the same as the developed chain length.
Flat washer must be used
between the nut and the side
guide wheel at assembly

This link must also be employed when
4 wheel pushers are to be installed in
the chain on minimum 8-1/8” centers.
The chain cannot be connected in the
narrow manner.
When applying the assembly in the field,
the following applies:
1. Discard one 27802 side link
2. Replace with 27770 assembly
3. Reuse 17030 side guide wheel
4. Reuse one 27802 side link
5. Replace one 21153 bolt and one 56607 nut
6. Replace one 66404 Flat Washer

Side link (reused)
Side guide
wheel
(reused)
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Bolt and nut for side
guide wheel (new)

Assembly Instructions for Universal Link Chain
Enclosed Track Conveyors
UNPACKING: When unpacking and assembling the chain, care should be taken to prevent any dirt, grit, or other foreign
matter, from contaminating the wheel bearings and chain pins.
ASSEMBLING: The assembly of a nominal 20 foot strand (Actual 20' 3" / 6191.25 mm) of standard chain is complete with
a connector kit. The connector kit is used to assemble the strands of chain together. A complete connector kit is packed in
a plastic bag within each box of chain. SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS.
Connector Kit Contents: One - side guide wheel, one - side guide wheel bolt, two - side links, and one - locknut.

Horizontal
Guide Wheel
Bolt*
Load Wheel
Assembly

Side Guide Wheel

Locknut*

Note: * The locknuts and side guide wheel bolts are made for a one-time use, DO NOT REUSE.
** Load wheels are riveted to the side links, and include universal chain pins as a full assembly, parts
not sold separate.

LUBRICATION: “Important” - Your lubrication engineer or supplier should be consulted for the proper lubrication technique
and the required lubricant for your process. DO NOT RUN CHAIN UNTIL THE LUBRICATION SYSTEM IS FILLED AND FUNCTIONAL. The chain wheel bearings, pins and side links as supplied, are only protected by rust resistant lubricants that are not
intended to be operating lubricants. Automatic lubrication is critical and recommended where high temperatures are encountered, such as oven applications. Failure to use the automatic lubrication, in these types of applications, will result in premature wear and reduce the life cycle of the conveyor system. A basic schedule for lubrication can be found in the Operations
and Maintenance Manual for your equipment.
2-3/32"
REF.

4.05" REF.

2-11/16"
REF.

2-11/16"
REF.
2.025" REF.
4.05" REF.
The dark circles above are the ( 9 ) points where lubricant
should be applied by an automatic lubricator.
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2-13/16"
REF.
Note: Bottom pin is lubricated
by lubricant flowing down from
the side pins

Assembly Instructions for Universal Link Chain
Enclosed Track Conveyors
DISASSEMBLY / ASSEMBLY: The following steps, with

B

sketches, will communicate and illustrate the proper procedure for disassembly and assembly of the universal link chain.

Step One: Remove the side guide wheel bolt “A” from
the side guide wheel “B”. DO NOT REUSE THE LOCKNUT, OR THE SIDE GUIDE WHEEL BOLT.
A

Step Two: Shift the side guide wheel “B” to remove the

Step 1

extended tooled axle “C” from the side link “D”.

Step Three: Turn the load wheel assembly “E” 90

B C

degrees to the side guide wheel, remove the loosened
side link. The opposite side link and the side guide wheel
can also be removed.

Step 2

E

D

90 Degrees

Step 3

Step Four-Assembly: To assemble the chain or
connector kit, reverse the above procedure. POSITION
THE CHAIN SO THE SIDE GUIDE WHEEL BOLT
LOCKNUT FACES THE OPEN SLOT IN THE TRACK.
Insert the chain into the enclosed track at the installation
gate, locknut continually facing the open slot. The torque
to be applied to the side guide wheel bolt “A” and locknut
is 100 inch pounds minimum and 150 inch pounds
maximum.

E

Step 4
Wheel
Guide

TEMPERATURE: Steel wheeled universal link chain
maximum operating temperature is 450 degrees F.
The nylon tired universal link chain has steel bearings
and a maximum operating temperature of 200 degrees F.

SPARE PARTS: When ordering replacement parts,
see your Spare Parts Manual, contact your Webb zone
manager or our Product Sales Department.
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Symmetrical Chain Pin

Unibilt Enclosed Track Take-Ups
A conveyor take-up, sometimes called a slack chain adjuster, is required in Unibilt conveyor systems to control and
eliminate any slack chain that may accumulate in the system. A take-up compensates for chain growth resulting
from chain wear and for chain expansion or contraction due to temperature changes, which result from outdoor
atmosphere or from bake ovens. Collapsing the take-up to its shortest length facilitates connecting or disconnecting
the conveyor chain while it is threaded into or removed from the track. When the chain is reconnected, the take-up
should expand until the proper chain tension results. One way to collapse a spring take-up is to use a come-along
or similar device. While the unit expands to its normal position, extend the come-along carefully.
Standard take-up radius is 24 inches, but special radius assemblies are available on special order.
Take-ups are shop-fabricated in three distinct styles (spring, counterweight and air type) and field-fabricated
in one general style (screw sleeve type).
1. The 20149 spring type is used for normal conveyor conditions, when 2-foot radius is suitable and none
but “room” temperatures are encountered. Typically, all take-ups should be located after the drive unit
(downstream) and at a low elevation.
Although each take-up’s spring has been pretensioned to a length of about 12", if necessary,
it must be field-adjusted to suit a conveyor’s needs, which are dependent on its path and length, the location of its drive and take-up, the location of its vertical curves and the load weights and centers.
It is well
to start with a spring tension of about 100 pounds (see table page 6-14), but the pressure exerted is to
produce as low a chain tension as possible to keep the chain taut as the system is running.
CAUTION:

Do not locate the take-up ahead of a vertical curve incline, where ascending loads will tend to generate
excessive chain tension in the unit, resulting in a tendency to respond by over-tightening the spring.
(The take-up has zero pounds of compression when the spring is completely relaxed.) In no case should
the take-up tension exceed 150 pounds. If the spring is overtensioned or completely collapsed by field
adjustment, Unibilt is not responsible for the excessive wear and damage to turns and curves, the
conveyor chain, or the drive unit.
2. The 20148 counterweight take-up is generally applied to systems in which the chain expands while in
an oven and contracts while cooling outside the oven and when the system is static during off-production
hours. The weighted take-up also is used in systems that require the conveyor to operate between buildings in an unheated protective enclosure.
Support Point (Typ.)
3' 6-1/2" (Typ.)

3' 6-1/2"

6-13/16"
8" Travel

5' 1-1/2" Closed

➤

8" Travel
➤

4' 9-1/2"
24" Radius

4' 3"
Closed
as shown

4' 9-1/2"

(as shown)

8"

Spring
8193

1' 7" Closed (as shown)
4487 Weight 60 lbs. (included)
20151 Joint (typ.)

5' 1-1/2"

Pan for
4487
weight

20151 Joist (typ.)
2-3/4"
2-7/8"

4' 3"
Closed

3' 6-1/2"
4' Spread
4' 2-15/16"

Section
AA

3' 6-1/2"

4'

4' 2-15/16"

1' 9"
max.

5' 1-1/2"

8"

SECTION
AA

20148 24" Rad. x 180°
Counterweight Take-Up Assembly

20149 24" Rad. x 180°
Spring Type Take-Up Assembly
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3. The 20147 air cylinder type take-up is used when a conveyor is subjected to conditions similar to those in
which a weighted take-up might be used. But an air cylinder type take-up usually is specified by a particular
customer who has an abundance of compressed air available and is familiar with air-driven equipment.
Miniumum air pressure should be applied to remove slack chain from the system. (Typically 20-40 PSI.)

4. The field-fabricated take-up assembly makes use of the 20144 expansion joint with adjusting screw (see
sketch, page 6-111). In the interest of maintaining alignment and eliminating binding of the sleeve joints, the spread
should be restricted to about 12 feet. To properly locate a take-up, the following should be observed:
1. All take-ups are to be located in a low area of a system, or near the exit end of the drive and, preferably,
at the bottom of a change of elevation, where the chain pull and tensions are at a minimum.
2. Placement of the counterweight or air cylinder take-up is very critical: the system should be designed so that it
can be located immediately after the drive and at the bottom of an elevation change if it, too, is right after the drive.
If the take-up is located some distance from a drive, extra counterweights or larger air cylinders will be called for,
not only to pull the take-up frame and slack chain out, but also to handle all of the accumulated chain pull from
the drive to the take-up. Added wear and chain pull on all system components results when take-ups are located
a greater distance from the drive. (Follow conditions as set forth in item (1), page 6-13.) Excessive cylinder
pressure or counterweight is as unwanted as spring overtensioning.
3. The installation of a take-up is as important as the location. Proper handing and cross-bracing is a must in
order to maintain alignment of the frame assembly or the individual components of a field-fabricated unit, as well
as the moving parts. A little Lubriplate, or similar lubricant, should be spread on the sleeve portion of the joint
periodically.
NOTE:Take-up

pressures developed in any
automatic take-up add the equivalent pounds
to the system chain pull.

Shop fabricated special spring type take-ups
2-11/16"

4-1/2"

Compression Setting for 20149
Spring Type Take-Up(Based Upon Capacity of 8193 Spring)
Take-Up Tension
in Pounds (T)

Spring Compression
in Pound

Spring Length
in Inches

25
*43
50
75
100
125
150

50
86
100
150
200
250
300

12-27/32"
12"
11-21/32"
10-1/2"
9-11/32"
8-3/16"
7-1/32"

12"

2-13/16"

10-1/2"
1' 7" closed
2' 3" open
1

36" Radius

V20151
Take-Up
Expansion Joint
(typ.)

8"
1

1
6' spread

(Formula: 14" minus (T x 2 ÷ 43) = spring length)
Spring free length = 14"
Maximum allowable spring compression = 300 pounds
Maximum allowable take-up tension = 150 pounds
Frames
not shown

*Factory compresses spring to 12" length. Because two legs
of take-up divide compression factor equally, the resulting true
take-up tension is 43 pounds.

24" Radius
1
5' 4" Spread
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8"
1

Field-Assembled Cable / Counterweight Take-Up
There are times when a counterweight style take-up of a different design than our standard 20148 assembly
is required because of limited headroom space in a given installation. The use of the Take-Up Counterweight
Field Assembled is a practical, easily-installed substitute requiring the following steps:
1. Order a 20146 basic take-up assembly.
2. Order (2) 6240 sheaves,
or as many as your layout scheme requires.
3. Specify length of wire rope required 6243.
4. Order 4487 counterweight (60 pounds each),
or as many as required.
5. Order (1) 6244 weight support.

6. Order (1) 7961 eye bolt 3/4" dia. x 2" eye dia. x 13 3/4" long.
7. Order (1) 7962 eye bolt plate
(Note 7961 & 7962 must be field welded together).
8. Order (1) 6245 counter weight enclosure.
9. Thimble and clamp for wire rope to be purchased locally.
10. Assemble and install per drawing. page 6-16

Field Fabricated Screw Type Take-Up
B

If over 6' spread

20200
Hanger
(typ.)

Radius To Suit

8"
Tail

1' 11" Closed

8"
Tail

(min.1-1/2" x 1-1/2" x 3/16" angle)

If over
6' spread

Power Track

Hanger
20200
20105 Trolley (2)
Angle Clips
(Min.2"x2"x3/16")

Spread as required (12' maximum)

3" 1-1/2"

20200
Trolley Glide
Track
(2 required)

Typical Support Scheme

20200

Stiffener Brace
Hanger

Sway Brace

B

Sway
Brace

Section
BB

Hanger

20144 (2)

(as shown)

8"

4' 3" Closed (as shown)

(24"
Radius
Shown)

To
Suit

8” Tail

20144

20105 Trolley (Bolt through angle clips)
Power Track

4-1/2"

1' 2-1/2"

1'

2' 7" open (as shown)
1'11" closed -has 8” travel

20144 Take-Up
Expansion Joint
with adjusting
screw (2 required)

Alternate Field Assembled Take-Up Scheme
Horizontal Turn
24" Radius Shown

Hanger (typ.)
20200 Trolley Support Track

Hanger (typ.)
20200
20200 Power Track

20105

To Match
Overhead

1/2"

Brace as required
20200 Trolley Support Track

Buckey Yoke
Rod End
(local purchase)

Min. Trolley Path 18"
20105 Hand Pushed Trolley
11"
8672 Hanger Clamp

Buckey Yoke
Rod End
(local purchase)

20200 Power Track
20144 Take-Up Expansion
Joint with adjusting screw
(expanded position shown)

8" Tail

Brace as
required

24" Radius Shown
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8672
20200
Power
Track

8246 Clevis Pin
1/2" N.C. 13 Tread

Alternate Counter Weight Take-Up Field Assembly

Plan View
20698 Take-Up Expansion Joint (one each side)
8"

3' 6-1/2"

5

6

7

8

Wall Etc.

2

1
4-11/16"

Field Weld
1' 1-3/4"

6

5

9-1/4"

7 8

2

9"
7"
2' 2"
1' approx. approx.

1

7"

1 6240 Sheave - (2) required
2 6243 Wire Rope 3/8" Diameter, length as required

2

8-3/4" approx.

3 6244 Weight Support Assembly

Wall - Column Etc.

4

4 6245 Sheet Metal Safety Enclosure

12"

5 7961 Eye Bolt 3/4" Diameter
6 7962 Eye Bolt Plate

12"

3

4' 2"

7 Thimble (local Purchase)
8 Clamp (local purchase)
9 4487 Counterweight (60 lbs.)

9

9

Floor
Anchor 4 to floor

2-7/16" approx.
1' 1-1/8" deep
(1' 3-1/2" wide)

Elevation View
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Traction Wheels
Because of its design characteristics, Unibilt chain will scrub its vertical load-carrying wheels along the inside
vertical wall of a horizontal turn with a radius of less than 24 inches. Therefore, when a horizontal change of
direction calls for a turn with a radius less than the standard 24 inches, other means must be utilized to guide the
chain properly through the “tight” flow pattern of the system. This is when a traction wheel of the necessary
diameter is required. Note: a wheel of 24-inch pitch diameter (P.D.) takes the place of a “called for” 12-inch radius
horizontal turn.
An example of a situation in which traction wheels are used might be a bake oven system, in which product
size, shape and resulting clearances allow, for example, 24 inches between parallel track centers, which calls for
a 24-inch pitch diameter traction wheel. It should be apparent that the conveyor “space” required would be substantially reduced, thus dictating a reduction in overall oven size and heat generating equipment, resulting in a
lower cost for the entire product finishing processes.
A traction wheel is made up of a solid plate disc, whose outer rim is a Unibilt half-track channel section, all
rotating on a hub containing the necessary shaft and bearings or bushing. A nonrotation companion half-track
channel bend is mounted so that a cross-section maintains the standard Unibilt track dimensions.
The moving conveyor chain actually causes the traction wheel to turn, and in operation, the outer vertical
load carrying wheels of the moving chain rotate upon the outer channel, while the inner load wheels are at rest
upon the lower flange (lip) of the revolving wheel rim, as are the horizontal guide wheels as they bear against the
channel inner side wall. Therefore, in this manner, the conveyor chain negotiates the tight turn without the vertical
wheels scrubbing the inside of the track, as would be the case in a horizontal turn of less than 24-inch radius.
The entire assembly is mounted on a rigid frame for easy field installation. 90° and 180° configurations,
which are standard, are most often applied, although assemblies in other degrees are available at added cost.
However, in any case, 18" pitch diameter (P.D.) is the minimum size.

180° Traction Wheel Assembly
Also available as 90° assembly and 180° take-up.
(For oven applications 270° and above - substitute Graphalloy bushing for bearing item 4) Consult Unibilt for price and delivery.

2

1-13/32"

8"
Channel

1'

2-11/16"

1 Support Frame

8" Channel
1'-3/8"

4

2 Stationary Track

4

2' 4-13/32"
3" x 2" x 1/4"
angle
(3" leg up)

7"

9-5/8"

8"

(minimum P.D. - 18")

1

4

4 Double Row Ball
Bearing Spindle

NOTE: Do not use attachments 16998, 16989; load bar 9032 with
traction wheels. They will not operate through less than 24" radius.

5-15/16"

2-13/16"

3

Chain Length- 8' 9-3/8"
Weight- 110 lbs.

24" Pitch Diameter - as shown
2' 2-13/16"
8" Channel

3 Rotating Traction Wheel
with Half Track

3

2
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180° Traction Wheel Take-Up Scheme
1

2-1/2" x 2-1/2" x 1/4"

2

2" x 1-1/2" x 1/4"

3

2-1/2" x 2" x 1/4"

To be field assembled and installed

Length of track section
and method of hanging to suit overhead support
grid
3

20200 Track

2

2

1

1

3"
approx.

Section A A

20151 Take-Up Expansion Joint

➤

1/2"
20105

9/16"

2

1-1/2"

3/4"
1

20200 Track with 20105 Trolleys

Required:
1 - Traction Wheel Assembly of desired diameter
1 - Lot - misc. steel
2 - 20151 Take-Up Expansion Joint

24" Pitch Diameter Shown
Minimum Pitch Diameter 18"

2 - 20105 Hand Pushed Trolleys
2 - Pcs. 20200 Unibilt Track

Section B B
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➤

180° Traction Wheel Assembly
With Graphalloy Bushing for oven application. Contact Unibilt for price and delivery

24" Pitch Dia. Shown (Min. P.D. 18")

Note: Shaft may be cut
off above angle, in field

3 x 2 x 1/4

8-1/8"

5-63/64"

Rotating Traction Wheel

2-13/16"
1-1/2" Dia.

Graphalloy Bush Hub
CAUTION: When

a Unibilt system includes traction wheel turns, do not use
rigid “H” attachment nos. 16988 or 16989 or load bar no. 9032

24" Pitch Diameter x 90° Traction Wheel Assembly
Contact Unibilt for price and delivery

12"

24"
18"

4"

36"

NOTE:

1. When a Unibilt system includes
traction wheel turns, do not use rigid
”H” attachment nos. 16988 or 16989
or load bar no. 9032.

18"
24"

2. Normally a 24" radius x 90°
horizontal turn can be used.
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Nonstandard Load Spacing
On the market today, overhead conveyors are available with a variety of load pitch (load centers) dimensions
as the result of each conveyor’s particular chain link dimension design or trolley spacing on a cable-type
conveyor.
It is well to be familiar with the various manufacturers’ catalogued load spacing, whether
or not his conveyor is of the enclosed type. However, remember Unibilt’s constant 8.10" load wheel
center-to-center dimension.
These differences generally present no particular problem. A conveyor’s developed speed, combined
with the determined specific load centers and products carried singly or in multiples (on hooks, in baskets,
trays, etc.) will allow it to meet the customer’s required production rate. For those occasions when other
than 8.10" load centers (or increments thereof) are considered, Unibilt’s suggested load bar combinations
may solve the problem, or serve as a guide for further research (see below). Obviously, close attention must
be paid to all possible clearance interferences because of the close centers and chording in both the horizontal and vertical planes, etc.

Continuous 6" Centers (Scheme “A”)
8.10"

➤

➤

3-1/4" Drop

3-1/4" Drop
6"

➤

16975 “H” Attachment
125 lb. Capacity

➤

Non-Rigid Spec. Drop “H” Attachment
Spec. Load Bar - Sized for 250 lb. max. load (as shown)

➤
Continuous 4" Centers (Scheme “B”)

8.10"

Interrupted 2" Centers (Scheme “C”)

➤

➤

3-1/4" Drop

4-1/4” Drop

Leading 16975 “H” Attachment
(typ.)
Trailing Non-Rigid Spec. Drop “H” Attachment (typ.)

Trailing
21298
125 lbs.

➤

➤

Leading
16975

2"

➤

4”

➤

➤

➤

3-1/4"
Drop

8.10"

➤

➤

➤

➤

4"

Travel

8.10"

➤

➤

Tab Added

21298 Standard
“H” Attachment

3-9/16"

Alternate Trailing Attachment Scheme
Consult Unibilt regarding this plan for
heavy loads

9032 Standard Load Bar

3-7/16"
Approx.

Spec. Load Bar
Max. 250 lb.
Max. 45° incline
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Conveyor Chain Safety Devices
Anti-backup and anti-runaway safety components are mechanical devices designed to prevent accidental reversal
of a conveyor chain under action of gravity or mechanical failure. Unfortunately, conveyor chains can occasionally
break if overloaded, jammed, or improperly or infrequently maintained and inspected. If a break occurs at a high
point of a conveyor or while traversing a vertical change of elevation, the chain and loads could run away in either
a forward or backward direction, depending upon the configuration of the system.
The 9012 anti-backup device, intended to stop and hold the broken chain, is field-mounted on an ascending
vertical curve. It consists of a heavy pawl that is pivoted on its shaft, always in the same direction by one load
carrying wheel, when the conveyor chain is in forward motion under power. As a separated chain attempts to run
backward, the pawl, acting as a stop, will fall by gravity into the path of a descending load wheel, causing the chain
to stop.
CAUTION: This assembly may be applied to any degree of slope, but will not operate on reversing conveyors.

The anti-runaway assembly 20206 with limit switch is designed to serve the same purpose as the 9012 device,
although it is always field-mounted on a descending vertical curve where the conveyor chain travels downhill under
power. It is intended to stop and hold a broken or runaway chain.
The assembly is inertia-activated and consists of a freely-pivoting trigger, an adjustable spring-loaded latch and a
chain stop pawl, an auxiliary limit switch tripper and a safety motor cut-off limit switch, which is field-wired in the
normally open position. Under ordinary conveyor operating speeds, it is simply lifted by each on-coming single
load wheel and then allowed to return to its rest position by gravity, to await the next vertical chain wheel. However, when the conveyor is in a runaway condition, the excessive chain speed will flip the trigger hard enough to
overcome the latch spring, thereby tripping the latch mechanism. In turn, the pawl is released and drops into the
jam position, stopping the chain. At the same time, the limit switch, which has been field-wired through the motor
starter and control circuitry, is tripped; the drive motor is shut off, thereby stopping the conveyor. The unit may be
field-adjusted by changing the compensator to accommodate a particular maximum conveyor speed.
CAUTION: This

unit will not operate properly on declining slopes of more than 60°. When conveyor is deliberately
reversed, the unit will not interfere with conveyor chain flow. However, no anti-runaway protection remains active.
The assembly may be revised to give two-way protection, at additional cost.

NOTE: Refer

to the following illustrations for design and operating features and methods of locating both of these
safety items. For other than normal installations, contact Unibilt sales.

9012 Anti-Backup Device (Field mount to track)

3"

1 Load wheel in A-1
position approaches
pawl at rest in Y-1
position.

1"

2-3/4"
"
1/4

3"
SLO

2 The same wheel now
in A-2 position, has
pivoted pawl into Y-2
position.
As wheel moves ahead,
pawl will return by
gravity to position Y-1.

T

2"

1

B

el

2-11/16"

A-2
v
Tra

Field
Weld
To Track
20200
Unibilt
Track

4-11/16"

2"

Y-2

9012

Y-

Pawl

A-1

tail
De
e
e
S “A”

Detail “A”
Side View - 60° Change of Elevation Shown
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Top View

3 Load wheel in position
“B” on broken chain
running downhill, has
jammed into pawl in
position Y-1, stopping
any further reverse
movement of the chain.

20206 Anti-Runaway Device with Limit Switch (Field Mount to Track)
Side View

3 9 8 7

6 5

4

3

2

1
1 Mounting Bracket
20200
Track

1-1/4"

1-3/4"
1' 1-1/2"

4-3/4" x 1-1/4" cut-out

1-1/4"

4-1/2" x 1-1/4" cut-out

4-3/4"
2-11/16"
1-3/4"

3

4-1/2"

3

3 Top of Track Field
cut-out outline

Travel

4 Pawl Latch Restraining
Spring
5 Trigger Rest

8
4-1/2"

2 Trigger

9

7

2

4

6

1

1

6 Pawl Latch with conveyor
speed compensator
7 Anti-Runaway Pawl

5

2
3

2-11/16"

9 Limit Switch Tripper

20200
Track

Unibilt Chain Load Wheels

8 Limit Switch with roller arm

1-1/4"

Elevation

Locating Anti-Backups and Anti-Runaways
➤

Length of one load spacing min.
➤

Anti-Backup (up to 90°) - 9012
or Anti-Runaway - 20206

Over
5' Drop

5' Max.
Anti-Runaway (up to 60°) - 20206
or Anti-Backup - 9012

30°, 45°, 60°

OR

1/2 of
Drop
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Less
Than
5' Drop

Twisted Track
Twisted track sections 9036 and 9037 are used to change the horizontal direction of conveyor travel while the
conveyor moves in a vertical (perpendicular) plane. Twisted track also is used when the conveyor travels in a
level plane to provide a corkscrew twisting motion, as might be applied to an automatic unload procedure.
1. A typical example of a space-saving conveyor configuration illustrated in a following sketch (page
6-24). When the conveyor is required to travel from one floor to another and immediately reverse its
direction, a substantial amount of floor space is consumed at both levels by the vertical incline or decline
and the 180° horizontal turn.
While in the vertical mode, in order to be applied in a small shaft area, or to minimize a floor opening size,
the vertical track should be located off-center so that the rotary swing of the carrier or product would occupy
less space. Whichever side of the shaft, or hole, to which the track is mounted dictates the use of either the
9036 clockwise twist or the 9037 counterclockwise twist section.
Note that the carrier must be pivoted from an attachment that is mounted perpendicular to the conveyor in order
to maintain clearance between the load and the track at all positions (see page 6-24). Load centersare
determined by the dimension from bottom of carrier to connection point of carrier at the “H” Attachment. When
applied in this manner, individual loads should be limited, approximately 75 pounds with 8-inch attachment to
approximately 25 pounds with 24" attachment.
2. The use of twisted track in a horizontal plane may generate a variety of unusual applications. Following
is a description and sketch (below) of a very usable, inexpensive automatic unload function. Although all trays
would dump at the same position and are without selective capabilities, this plan has several applications.
When placed in a straight level section of an inverted tray system in which the tray is supported by inverted
chain connections, both 9036 clockwise and 9037 counterclockwise twisted tracks can be mixed or matched
to suit the project.
NOTE: Though limited to less-than-normal individual load weights, the use of twisted track for abnormal require-

ments subjects a system to the possibility of a less-than-expected productive life because of added imposed
friction factors. Each application must be studied carefully and discussed with your Webb regional zone
manager.
Automatic Unload Procedure Utilizing Twisted Track
Track Length 6' (typ.)
90° Twist 9036

0° Twist Face Up

1/3 Twist

6' (typ.)
Clockwise Shown

90° Twist

Tray Rotated
Face Down 180°

180° Twist Face
Down

2/3 Twist

Unload Zone

Product Tray (mounted on
special chain fixture) to be
sized and styled to suit product

As Required

Tray Rotates to
Discharge Load

Empty Tray
Rotates Up
Guide Roller

Empty Tray

Travel

Section A A
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Application Concept for Twisted Track
(Applies to conveyor traveling in either direction)

24"

16988 - Rigid “H” Attachment

24-3/8"
(24" Nominal)
16"

#4

Floor

#4

24-3/8"

Clearance

#3

Position #2

#3

35 lb. max.

Top view of carrier as it rises through floor
opening. Size opening to suit load.

PROBLEM
Required: elevation change 10' 0" at 45°,
and immediate change of direction

Floor

➤

#2

9036 Clockwise Track
(90° in 6' 0")

See solution

UP
2' 8"
8"

#1

12' 11-7/8"
15' 7-7/8"

8-1/8"

9036 Clockwise Twisted Track (shown)
9037 Counterclockwise Twisted Track (available)
8"

16"
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Chain Attachments
The methods of carrying products and attaching carriers to the Unibilt conveyor chain are so varied that serious
consideration should be given to this area. Unibilt has developed a number of standard attachments and combinations of heavy-duty chain wheels and four-wheel units. We will familiarize you with our standard attachments and
the various ways to apply them. In addition, an illustrated table, below shows the drop (the distance from the
bottom of the track to the load connection holes) of major attachments for level conveyor track, as well as several
different degrees of slope.
NOTE:

Load capacities of attachments will vary with changes in the degree of track slope.

All catalogued standard single attachments of the “H” or hook type are made to suspend a load or carrier from a
single load wheel axle, which has a capacity of 125 pounds, on the standard 27826 power chain. Each “H” attachment engages the axle with a scissors-like grip and remains locked in place by the load connecting bolt. The clevis
arrangement at the lower end of the unit allows for the use of a simple flat strap load connection, rather than an
expensive yoke or special arrangement. “S” hook 20165 may hang directly from a load wheel axle.

27919

16975

27818

4-1/16"

8.10"

D
Bolt Rod (1/2"
dia.)
as required with or
without guide
roller

1"

16984

D

D

D

D
D

16988

D= Drop
D

D
30°

21517

D
9032

D

60° 45°

DI

D

16988 Shown on slope,
approx. normal side to side
movement

1"

20165

8.10"

D

45° Max.
Slope

D

Chain Attachments Drop Off-Set Table
Level
Track

Slope
30°

21298

1-15/16"

1-1/2"

1"

16984

8-22/23"

7-1/2"

5-7/8"

21517

4-5/16"

3-3/16"

2-11/16"

20165

2-1/2"

2"

1-3/8"

16975 -DI

1-15/16"

1-15/16"

1-15/16"

1-15/16"

16975 -D

3-1/4"

3-1/4"

3-1/4"

3-1/4"
8"

Attachment

Slope
45°

Slope
60°

DROP

D

D
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16988

8"

8"

8"

9032

3-5/16"

3-1/8"

2-1/8"

27818

1-5/16"

1-5/16"

1-5/16"

3-13/16"

1-5/16"

21298

In Review: (See drawings in Section 4 on page 4-44)
1. 21298 Standard “H” Attachment - capacity is 125 pounds when used singly as a pivoting connection to the
chain. Use at any degree of slope, up to and including a maximum 45° incline (see page 6-25).
2. 16984 Extended “H” Attachment - capacity is 125 pounds when used singly to secure greater load-to-track
clearances while pivoting on load wheel axle on changes of eleva-tion. Use on any slope, up to and including a
maximum 45° incline (see page 6-25).
3. The 20165 “S” hook is the simplest of the stocked chain attachments. Where product load spacings are to be
changed very frequently (which is out of the ordinary) and the normal loading of a product is not impaired by an
unstable target, application of these units may, at times, be called for. maximum capacity is 75 pounds. Use on
any slope, up to and including 45° (see page 6-25).
4. 16975 Rigid “H” Attachment - capacity is 75 pounds when used singly. Remains perpendicular to track and
chain at all times and is used to hold load away from track on changes of elevation. Also used frequently on our
Over-N-Under units by taking advantage of the double attachment holes. Their use as a connection in this manner
helps assure that a product hook in the inverted position will not drop into the track slot and damage the chain,
track, or itself. Also used in conjunction with special nonstandard load center load bars (see page 6-25).
5. 16988 Rigid “H” Attachment - capacity is 125 pounds, though attached to chain by two (2) legs: As attachment
negotiates vertical curves, a portion of the load weight is transferred to one or the other leg while ascending or
descending the elevation change. Especially useful in holding a product load away from the track negotiating 90°
vertical (perpendicular) elevation changes, as well as on inclining or declining chain. Confined to use with 24"
minimum radius horizontal turns because of chording.
6. 9032 Load Bar Attachment - capacity is 250 lbs. level systems, 200 lbs., maximum degree of incline is 30°,
175 lbs. maximum, degree of incline is 45°. Two (2) separate “H” Attachments that pivot freely around 125 pound
capacity axle distribute the product weight evenly between the load wheel sets. However, weight shift on inclines
limits capacity to 200 pounds, although bar remains parallel to the track at all times. Use on any slope, up to and
including 45°, but only with 24-inch minimum radius turns and curves.
Standard items are available for situations that require product rotation, indexing, or spinning, such as through
painting processes (see pages 6-28 and 6-29).
7. 21517 Spinner Assembly - capacity is 65 pounds. Heavier spinners are available on special order. Used
with a rub-rail when continuous rotation through spray painting, powder coating equipment, etc., is specified. As
the spinner, which is designed to hang from the conveyor chain with or without an “H” attachment, moves along in
contact with the rub-rail, it makes one revolution in approximately 7-21/64 inches (7.326 inches) of travel (see
page 6-28).
Wheel diameter @ 2.3438 inches x 3.1416 (pi) = 7.363 inches circumference. The spinner turns one (1)
revolution for every 7.363 inches of travel. A conveyor speed of one foot per minute (12") divided by 7.363 equals
1.63 revolutions per minute (RPM). Therefore, at a conveyor speed of 30 feet per minute, the spinner rotation
speed is 49 RPM (1.63 x 30). Gluing strips of emery cloth to the face of the rub-rail improves spinner contact.

EXAMPLE:

On 90° (perpendicular) elevation changes, distance from track to carrier connection is limited by load weight, size,
etc. If dimension must be greater than 8", you must consult your Webb regional zone manager.
Alternatives:
A. A positive rotation is assured by adding a sprocket to each spinner, which will engage a fixed (stationary)
roller chain while the conveyor is moving.
B. Rotation speeds may be increased by substituting a “live” rub-rail, consisting of a powered “V”-belt unit,
which will turn the spinners at controlled speeds.
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8. An indexing cycle of rotation, rather than a continuous spinning, may be required and can be accomplished
by the use of either a 8345 star indexing swivel hook or 10560 swivel hook (see page 6-29).
A. 252101 star indexing swivel hook has a capacity of 125 pounds when hung from a single “H” attachment.
Capacity is 125 pounds when suspended from two attachments with load bar, a single four-wheel attachment, or
a single heavy duty chain wheel axle. When the conveyor is moving, the hook indexes in increments of 90°
when interrupted by one or a series of static rotation cams. For best performance, it should be attached tightly
to a 16975 rigid “H” attachment. The fully rigid connection will eliminate the pivoting action, thereby gaining the
desired hook stability for a smooth cam indexing rotation. In a system with elevation changes, the hook will be
parallel to the track while actually negotiating slopes that should not exceed 30°.
If it is determined that the weight of the product will stabilize the swivel hook enough to secure a satisfactory
indexing motion, the hook may be allowed to pivot in the attachment in the usual manner; in doing so, it may be
considered to operate successfully on a slope of up to and including 45°. A 90° rotation takes approximately 31/2 inches of travel. Because of the nature and design of the hook, a slope of over 30° will allow a product load
to detach itself by sliding out of the hook throat when the hook is perpendicular to the track.
EXAMPLE:

To find required conveyor travel for 90° index rotation of 8345 star indexing hook
Star wheel diameter at point of cam contact = 4-1/2 inches.

4-1/2 inches x 3.1416 (pi) = 14.14 inches circumference.
One complete 360° rotation takes 14.14 inches of conveyor travel. Therefore, a 90° star hook index rotation
(14.14) takes approximately 3-1/2 inches of conveyor travel.
4
B. 10560 indexing swivel hook - capacity is 125 pounds. Like the 252101 star index hook, it will carry 125
pounds when the same attachment arrangements are made.
It is to be manually rotated, though maintaining the 90° position feature. Therefore, it may pivot freely in the
appropriate attachment and will, thus, negotiate slopes of up to 45°.
Because the male and female cam lobes’ surfaces are not polished (coat them with a molylube type
grease), a combination of load weight and conveyor speed must be considered. Caution must be taken to
insure accurate 90° indices have taken place when involving automatic load/unload.
*WARNING:

Scissors Type Chain Attachment Review
Part No.

Attachment
Type

Material
Thickness

Clevis
Opening

Hole
Size
-

Bolt
Size
-

Drop

Remarks

4-5/16"

2-3/8" wheel diameter hook directly to axle

21517

Spinner

-

-

9032

Load Bar

-

1/4"

13/32"

3/8"

3-9/16"

-

21298

Single “H”

3/16"

1/2"

11/32"

5/16"

1-15/16"

-

16975

Rigid

3/16"

9/16"

11/32"

5/16"

-

Top hole 1-15/16" lower hole 3-1/4"

20154

Single “H”

3/16"

5/8"

11/32"

5/16"

7-1/2"

Also brace assy. for 16988

16984

Single “H”

3/16"

5/8"

11/32"

5/16"

8-27/32"

Also leg for 16988

20158

Single “H”

3/16"

5/8"

11/32"

5/16"

10-1/32"

Also brace assy. for 16989

16986

Single “H”

3/16"

5/8"

11/32"

5/16"

11-23/32"

Also leg for 16989

16988

Rigid “V”

3/16"

5/8"

11/32"

5/16"

8"

Made of 20154 and 16984

16989

Rigid “V”

3/16"

5/8"

11/32"

5/16"

11"

Made of 20158 and 16986

20165

Hook

-

-

-

2-1/2"

Hook directly to axle
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Spinner and Rub Rail
with Field Fabricated Bracket (Typical Application)

Spinner Assembly
Part No. 21517

Wheel Diameter = 2.3438 inches x 3.1416 (pi) = 7.363 inches circumference.
Spinner turns one (1) revolution for every 7.363 inches of conveyor travel.
Let’s say conveyor speed one foot per minute therefore, 12 inches ÷ 7.363 inches = 1.63 RPM
At conveyor speed of 30 feet per minute - 30 x 1.63 = spinner rotation of 49 RPM.

Position on track to insure
spinner contact - spinner
should be slightly over
center.

Travel

16975
Rigid “H” Attachment
for Swivels

Bracket

20200 Track
16953 Chain

2" x 2" X 1/4"
(typical all
around)
21517
1/4" Spacer

4-11/32"
11/32"
dia.

1-15/16"approx.

2-3/8" dia.

Continuous Rub Rail
(Glue on continuous emery strip if
added wheel adhesion is required.)
If unit load is less than 5-6 lbs.,
Brackets on suitable centers.
pre-load the spinner to assure
uninterrupted rotation.

1-5/16"
9/16"

21517
(New standard
hanger part)

Cam Arrangement
for 252101
1/4"

4"

Rack and Support Spinner Rotating Scheme

C

Travel

2-7/8"
20200
Track

8-1/4"
1"

1-3/4"

Bracket
Sized
To Suit

B
Sprocket size to suit
rotation speed
(RPM’s)

3/8"
Weld chain to bar

C
1-3/4"
30°

Spinner

2-3/8"
1-5/8"

2-1/2"

B
1/4"

1/16" typ.

Static (fixed) Roller Chain (rack)
Sized to suit sprocket
Sprocket Type
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Continuous bar to
support static roller
chain.
Off center spinner

Examples are for illustration purpose only

90° Hand Indexing Swivel Hook - 10560
(Capacity 125 lbs. when hanging
from single attachment)

90° Star Indexing Swivel Hook - 252101
Shown with Cam (capacity 125 lbs. when
hanging from single attachment)
5-1/2" typ.
2-1/4"

“X” Shank Detail

1-11/16"

Indexing
Star

15/32"

1"

1-1/4"
Indexing
Cam
2-7/8"
Clockwise
Shown
4-1/16"
1-1/4"
“Y” Hook Detail
See detail “X”

Indexing Star
4-1/32"

Field coat bearing
surfaces lightly with
grease

1-3/8"

3/4"

See detail “Y”

Scheme for Motor Driven Live Rub-Rail
(Offers variable spinner speed)

“V” Drive Belt

Shaft driven by:
gear motor, belt
and pulleys, etc.
Teflon Back-Up Bar
if needed
Spinner

Spinner
Off center
spinner

Driven Belt
and Pulley

“V” Drive
Belt and
Pulley

Examples are for illustration purpose only
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“V” Driven Belt
for Spinner

Special Purpose Attachments
These two items may be used on any degree slope, the same as a rigid
“H” attachment. Restricted, as is 27826 chain, to 24" radius or over.
27818 Four-Wheel attachment;
capacity is 250 pounds with 17029 heavy duty
machined wheels. Made of heat treated, drop-forged
steel, these attachments can be assembled into the
standard 27826, conveyor chain in increments of 8.10".
When placed only, on 8.10" centers, a special 27786
bolted chain master side guide wheel link assembly
must be inserted between each four-wheel attachment
(not required when four-wheel attachments are on
greater than 8.10" centers). By drilling a hole of 9/16"
diameter or less in the shank of the attachment, a
pivoting load carrier connection may be made.

4.05" Pitch

27919 Four-wheel attachment;
capacity is 250 pounds with 17029 heavy duty
machined wheels. Similar in design to the 27818, but
instead of having a 3/4" x 1" shank, it has provisions
for accepting a 1/2" diameter threaded rod or bolt.
Most often used in an inverted system. When placed
only, on 8.10" centers, a special 27786 bolted chain
master side guide wheel link assembly must be
inserted between each four-wheel attachment (not
required when four-wheel attachments are on greater
than 8.10" centers).

4.05" Pitch

2-3/8"

2-3/32"

2-1/4"
5/32"

1-27/32"

3/4"

2-3/4"

2-3/32"

2-1/4"
5/32"
9/16" Hole
Accepts 1/2" diameter bolt or rod. Length to suit

17095 - Chain Installation Gate This assembly consists of a 27" long, hinged, side opening cut-out door, track
section. It is specially designed to afford an opening for easy loading of the power chain into the system and is
normally located at the exit end of a drive unit. After the chain has been manually pulled through the system and
into and through the entrance end
of the drive, it is ready for a final
connection, resulting in an
27"
3"
endless chain. The chain can
3"
Track
Top
be coupled or uncoupled at will
Slot
2-11/16"
View
in this gate. Do not open the
Swing Out Section
installation gate, or allow it to
Side
remain open, when the conveyor View
2-13/16"
Loose Pin
is running.
Hinge (2)
20502 - Inspection Gate This assembly consists of a 27" long, hinged, top opening cut-out door, track section.
It provides a track opening for inspection and maintenance of the conveyor power chain. At least one inspection
gate section is required on every conveyor and is normally located at an easily reached low spot in the system
and at the bottom of a vertical curve, where there is minimum chain tension. A brush type lubricator, mounted
adjacent to the gate, will
Loose Pin
allow easy inspection of
Hinge (2)
27'
the lubricant flow, as well
3"
3"
Track
Top
as the condition of the chain.
Slot
View
2-11/16"
Another important function
Lift-Up Section
of the inspection gate is to
Side
provide access for a test
View
2-13/16"
of chain tension. See
maintenance and
troubleshooting.
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Conveyor Chain Lubricators
(Also See “Maintenance and Lubrication,” Section 11)
Just as any piece of machinery fabricated of metal-to-metal moving parts and connections, a Unibilt conveyor chain
demands lubrication.
Depending upon the specific condition faced in any one system layout, the matter of lubricant application is one of
prime importance. Therefore, in order to serve various requirements, we offer two standard Unibilt chain oiler types,
with options available for each. Locate in slack chain area.
Do not operate Unibilt chain without lubrication under any circumstances. Operation of conveyor without
proper lubrication voids all applicable warranties. The user may wish to furnish or specify a type of oiler of his
choice.
NOTE:

Brush Type (Oiler) Lubricator
20053 Brush type oiler, with mounting bracket, is a field-installed unit. The assembly includes: One-quart Lucite
bowl (reservoir); visual sight glass for drip feed feature; manual toggle style shut-off valve; manually adjustable
needle valve for lubricating oil flow rate control.
A. Cut a 2-1/2" x 3" long opening in top of track or inspection gate cover. Weld oiler bracket to track at the opening,
and adjust brush level so oiling of chain pins, load wheels and side guide wheels will be properly accomplished.
20058 Brush type oiler. Same as above, but in addition,
includes a 115V, 1 PH, 60 HZ solenoid operated held open
valve, which is to be field-wired through drive motor circuit.
This provides a positive lubricant flow when conveyor is in
motion. Flow rate control is manual, however (see following page).
A. Cut a 2-1/2" x 3" long opening in top of track or inspection gate cover. Weld oiler bracket to track at the opening,
and adjust brush level so oiling of chain pins, load wheels
and side guide wheels will be properly accomplished.

20053 Brush Type Manual Chain Oiler
3-1/2"

1' 1- 1/16"

3
6

B. Suggestion: Install a simple toggle type on-off switch in
solenoid circuit, so valve can be closed at will when conveyor is operating.
Contact a lubricant specialist for recommendation concerning type and viscosity of oil to be applied for each particular
installation (see page 4-41, “Chain Lubrication”).
We recommend that the brush type oilers not be applied to
systems that operate through ovens, washers, etc. Locating the unit near the bottom of a decline, where the chain is
more apt to be relaxed, should afford a free flow of the
lubricant to all joint connections, as well as to wheel bearings (see page 11-7 on lubrication guide).
Note:
Solenoid
coil is 115
V, 60 HZ,
1 phase

1- Oil Reservoir (1 qt. plastic)
2- Toggle Shut-Off Valve
3- Adjustable Needle Valve for oil flow control to brush
4- Solenoid Operated On-Off Valve
5- Wire Leads (24 in. long)
6- Visual Drip Feed Sight
7- Mounting Bracket
8- 1" Diameter Brush-field adjust brush level
9- Field cut 2-1/2" x 3" (min.) hole in top of track
10- 20200 Unibilt Track
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2

1

7

9 8

10
Travel

2-11/16"

20058 Brush Type Electro Chain Oiler
3-5/8"

1' 1-1/2"

1
4

3

5

6

9
2-11/16"

8

7
10
Travel

20058 Oiler Wiring Diagram
The 20058 oiler may be wired as shown, but without the auxiliary on-off switch so that it applies
lubricant whenever the conveyor is moving. However, a more adaptable lubrication cycle may be
obtained by use of the simple on-off toggle switch, as shown.

Under certain installation conditions, a local motor disconnect is required.
Check the local codes and regulations for those requirements.

Plant Voltage

When a brake is used see
brake wiring instructions.
M
M
M

DRIVE
MOTOR
Starter Box

OL

OL

110V-A.C.

Wire “A”

Stop-1

Drive L.S.
Normally Open
Held Closed
(N.O.H.C.)

Stop-2

Stop-N

Start-1
Start-2

SYMBOLS

Start-N

Overload Limit Switch on Drive

Thermal Overload Heater

Motor Starter Coil

Stop Push Button Contact

Motor Starter Interlock Contacts

Start Push Button Contact

Motor Starter Overload Contacts

Fuse

WARNING: This wiring diagram pertains to 750 lb. .
AC drives. 20058 oilers for S.C.R. (D.C.) controlled
drives should have a separate power source, and
when the oiler is ordered, be sure to specify the
solennoid coil voltage required to suit the power
supply.

WIRE “A”

WIRE “B”

LUBRICATOR
SWITCH

ON

(X)

OFF

(O)

LUBRICATOR
SOLENOID
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Pressure Type Oiler
21516WS Chain Oiler: This is a Unibilt assembly, first introduced in 1982.
It is furnished with a digital timer control for adjustable on-off cycles, which triggers
a solenoid-operated automatic air on-off valve (see page 6-34).
A. This style requires in-plant compressed air, not to exceed 125 P.S.I.
The unit also requires 11OVAC/60 HZ power to the solenoid operated
on-off air valve, via signal from the conveyor forward drive circuit.
We suggest installation of a filter/lubricator (furnished by others) ahead
of the oiler in the incoming air line.
B. The assembly is mounted on a 24" section of Unibilt 20200 track,
ready to be placed in the system.
C. The 21516WS is designed to deliver oil to the chain pins and wheels of
enclosed track conveyors. It is air operated and electrically controlled for
complete automatic operation. The unit comes completely equipped with
a one (1) gallon thermoplastic lubricant reservoir, lubricant level gauge,
positive displacement lubricant metering pump, 9-port lubricant nozzle
configuration (5-half shots and 4-quarter shots), air regulator and
pressure gauge, control solenoid valve, mechanical air limit valve with air
cylinder engagement device and 1000 hour lube cycle program timer.

Accurate and Reliable:
The 21516WS is designed to accurately deliver a metered shot of oil directly to the
chain pins and wheels of the conveyor. The heart of this oiler is a single impulse
pump. This means that the pump must be activated each time a shot of oil is to
be delivered. This eliminates the possibility of a continuous flow of oil, even if the
conveyor should stop with the trip valve depressed. This pump has been operated
for millions of cycles and has performed reliably throughout the years.

Clean and Economical:
There is no wasted oil. The 21516WS delivers .00225 cubic inches of oil per
nozzle, enough for proper lubrication without excess. with less oil to collect dirt,
your conveyor will run cleaner and your products will have fewer rejects due to
dirt. The proper lubrication also reduces friction and wear of conveyor components, thereby helping to minimize the operational and safety problems which
result from inadequate lubrication, such as erratic conveyor operation, excessive
noise and danger to product and personnel. Maintenance costs for the conveyor
will be reduced, too!
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21516 WS Automatic Pressure Type Chain Lubricator
(with 1000 hour repeat cycle adjustable timer - mounted on 20200 Unibilt track)
Note: Not to be used with 4 wheel chain attachments!! Lubricator must not be used with
any lubricants ( including the dry-film type) that have a viscosity of less than 150 SUS.

25

4
26

3

31, 21
5

23

2

24
19

49
20

1

Travel ➤

25

4
X
26

3
2

31

12

Y

Exit End of
Lubricator

1
2
3
4
5
12
19
20
21
23
24
25
26
31
49
X
Y

Y

Wheel Tripped Air Valve w/ Muffler - Filter 16
Air Valve w/Regulator
Air Gauge
Oil Reservior - 1 gallon capacity
Air Cylinder w/ Retractable Rod
Tube/Oil Reservoir to Pump
Nozzle Block Mounting Plate
Trip Valve Pivot Plate (angle)
Lubricator Mounting Plate
Oil Distributor Block Divider Assembly (typ.)
Oil Nozzle (typ.) - 9 Tubes
Timer Assembly w/ digital - 120 V, 60 HZ, 1 Phase
Control Valve w/ 120 V, 60 HZ, 1 Phase solenoid
Distribution Pump
Trip Roller Retracting Spring
Incoming Plant Air - Max. 125 PSI
27826 Unibilt Conveyor Chain

See page 6-11 for lubrication points
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Unibilt 21516 WS Lubricator Wiring Diagram

Under certain installation conditions, a local motor disconnect is required.
Check the local codes and regulations for those requirements.

Plant Voltage

When a brake is used see
brake wiring instructions.
M
M

DRIVE
MOTOR

M

Starter Box
OL
110V-A.C.

OL
WIRE “A”

Drive L.S.
Normally Open Held Closed
(N.O.H.C.)

Stop - 1

M

Stop - 2

Stop - N

Start - 1
Start - 2
Start - N

Thermal Overload Heater
Stop Push Button Contact
Start Push Button Contact
Fuse

Overload Limit Switch on Drive
Motor Starter Coil
Motor Starter Interlock Contacts
Motor Starter Overload Contacts

This wiring diagram pertains
to systems driven by 600 lb. and
300 lb. AC drives. 21516WS lubricator for SCR (D.C.) controlled conveyors should have a separate A.C.
power source. When unit is ordered,
specify the solenoid coil voltage
required.

WIRE “B”

WIRE”A”

WIRE “B”

Note:

110V - 60 HZ - 1 (single) Phase A.C.
TIME Clock
MOTOR

Common

N.O.
N.C.

LUBRICATOR
SOLENOID
(Air Valve)

WEBB 21516 WS

It is important that this lubricator be located ahead of the drive unit, in an area of consistently taut conveyor chain.
Slack chain may damage and render useless the nine specifically positioned nozzles.
This lubricator is to be wired with forward drive circuit of conveyor. It is necessary to turn off power to lubrictor
when conveyor is to run in reverse or when conveyor chain is removed from or loaded into the track system.
See time cycle programming directions and wiring instructions on inside of timer panel.
If this lubricator is furnished without a timer, turn air off at manual valve at any time conveyor chain is reversed or
being worked upon.
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Installation and Operating Instructions, 21516WS

Preparation
Air Piping: The air inlet size is 1/4 inch NPT. A Minimum of 80 PSI plant air pressure is required. The air
pressure can be regulated to suit the viscosity of the oil being used. We recommend a maximum of 50 PSI.
Electricity: 110 V, 60 HZ is required to operate the 1000-hour timer and solenoid. This should be supplied
from the conveyor’s forward drive circuit, allowing the timer to monitor actual conveyor running time only.
Wiring and timer instructions are attached to the inside cover of the timer.

Installation
1. Pre-mounted oilers are adjusted at the factory, but may require final adjustment at time of installation.
2. It is important that this oiler be located on straight level track, before the drive, in an area of consistently taut chain. Slack chain, if allowed to enter the oiler, may damage and render useless the nine (9)
prepositioned nozzles.
3. Weld track section with oiler mounted into track pattern using 8624 splice clamp assembly (welding jig).
4. Make sure arrow on oiler is pointing in direction of conveyor travel.
5. Check mounting bolts, making sure they are tight.
6. Connect air supply line to unit inlet. Air pressure setting will depend on viscosity of oil being used. A
normal setting for 20 SAE oil would be approximately 25 PSI.
7. Connect electrical supply line to timer (no electrical hook-up required for manual on-off oilers). A wiring
diagram can be found inside of timer enclosure cover.
8. Fill reservoir. Use a 10 or 20 weight oil (see lubricants). Capacity is 1 gallon.
9. Prime pump: To prime the pump, loosen the stop plug (hex nut) located at bottom of pump. Allow oil to
flow until there are no air bubbles, then retighten stop plug.
10. Adjust air pressure: If a 20 weight oil is used, start with a pressure setting of 25 PSI. Manually depress
the trip lever until each nozzle delivers a clean, crisp shot of oil. If oil breaks up or splashes when it hits the
wear points, pressure is too high; if oil shot is “lazy,” i.e., not sharp and crisp, pressure is too low. Adjust
accordingly.
The nozzles have been factory-positioned to direct the lubricating oil to a lead-off horizontal guide wheel, a
pair of vertical load wheels and adjacent chain pins. Check alignment, however, making sure the tubes were
not moved or bent or otherwise damaged in shipping or handling. For oilers that are pre-mounted, it should
only be necessary to observe the oil shot to see if it is hitting the lubrication points. Slight adjustment may be
required if nozzles have become misaligned during shipment or installation.
NOTE: When

conveyor chain is to be installed in the track system (or removed at a later date), the following
steps must be taken to prevent unnecessary actuation of the lubricator.
Be sure the unit is in the off mode timer activated solenoid.
Result: No down pressure from the air cylinder; thus, the roller arm trip valve is restricted and held by its
return spring. The oiler is then “locked-out,” as contact with vertical load wheel is impossible.
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Maintenance
A regular maintenance program should be set up to assure the long life of your oiler and conveyor.
Actually, the standard lubricator requires very little maintenance. We recommend periodic check of
the following items:
1. Make sure there is sufficient oil in the reservoir. The reservoir is made from a high-impactresistant plastic and is translucent, making it very easy to see oil level at all times. The reservoir
should never be allowed to run empty. Severe damage could result to the pump if this should happen.
Reservoir capacity is 1 gallon.
2. The oil nozzles should be checked to make sure that they are not clogged.
3. The oil nozzles should be checked for proper alignment with lubrication points.
4. Shortly after installation, conveyor should be checked for efficient lubrication. over-lubrication
or insufficient lubrication conditions can easily be spotted by a visual inspection. Adjust timer cycle to
correct either problem.

Trouble Shooting
1. Metering pump (item #31) not operating: • Make sure solenoid is energized. • Check timer; clock
may be in off cycle. • Check trip arm; is it contacting wheel? • Check regulator; gauge should show air
pressure.
2. Oil nozzles firing erratically or not at all: • Air in pump. • Oil lines not connected to metering
pump in proper sequence. Must be 1-2-3-4, etc., depending on number of nozzles. • Wrong stop plug
in metering pump. • Stop plug is loose. • Oil line fittings are loose. Clogged oil lines or nozzles.
3. Conveyor not being lubricated properly: • Erratic lubrication (i.e., part of conveyor over lubricated or part of conveyor with no lubrication) - timer not wired into forward drive circuit, or too much
play in chain and trip arm is not hitting all wheels. • Over-lubrication - timer cycle too long, or “permanent on” switch is overriding timer cycle. Switch is located inside timer enclosure. • Under-lubrication timer cycle not long enough, or wrong lubricant for application (see lubricants).
NOTES: When

standard oiler is to be installed in a Unibilt system containing the nonstandard chain
(refer to page 6-10), a special nozzle adapter kit must be ordered. There will be an extra charge.
The stop plug in the pump is located on the bottom of the oil section of the pump. This plug, a hex
head, is used to stop the piston of the pump at the proper point in its stroke, relative to the number of
ports of the pump being utilized.
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Unibilt Drives
A conveyor drive assembly, necessary to propel the conveyor chain, is designed to fulfill a
particular power requirement, based upon the stated working load total weight, operation processes and layout configuration.
While the Unibilt conveyor drive unit assemblies were developed particularly for the enclosed track
configuration, many design features of the highly successful Webb I-Beam caterpillar-type drives
were incorporated. Because of the straight line design, the most advantageous placement of a
drive is possible.
All conveyor drives are rated (sized) by a standard rating of chain pull capacity, i.e., the effort
required to overcome the chain wheel bearing and wheel face friction while in motion inside the
track, as well as to carry and move the product load throughout the entire system. Multiple drives
are required when chain pull exceeds single drive capacity.
Though components differ, the basic designs of the drives are similar. Caterpillar safety guards are
included with each drive, in compliance with OSHA and ANSI B-20.1 standard. Motor starter, motor
controls, switches, push button stations, etc., are not included. It is recommended these be
purchased locally.
300-pound chain pull drive is available to power the
shorter, lightly loaded applications. Designed for systems
with 300 pound chain pull or less.
750-pound capacity drives, are readily applied as a
single power source or for use in multiples as called upon
for the longer, more heavily loaded straight overhead
systems.

Special Drives
All of our standard stocked drive assemblies, in both the 300-pound and 750-pound series, are capable
of driving the majority of Unibilt conveyors. However, there are those occasional, uncommon conveyor
layouts that cause us to convert off-the-shelf caterpillar-style drives for a special purpose.
Although not catalogued, some styles of side drive sprocket type and inverted drives may be furnished.
In all instances, contact your Webb regional manager for details and pricing. Typical applications include:
Inverted caterpillar assemblies: 300# and 750#, constant speed.
A. Straight overhead conveyors, though in an inverted position.
B. Table top (tray) inverted system.
C. On-the-floor inverted tow system.
D. Powered vertical loop, with drive in top (inverted) rail.
Special inverted sprocket drive: Usually applied only in an inverted system, when it
is critical that the “C” hook throat opening be held to a minimum (see vertical loop
and/or inverted system.)
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Unibilt Drives – OLD STYLE – Reference Only
A conveyor drive assembly, necessary to propel the conveyor chain, is designed to fulfill a
particular power requirement, based upon the stated working load total weight, operation processes and layout configuration.
While the Unibilt conveyor drive unit assemblies were developed particularly for the enclosed track
configuration, many design features of the highly successful Webb I-Beam caterpillar-type drives
were incorporated. Because of the straight line design, the most advantageous placement of a
drive is possible.
All conveyor drives are rated (sized) by a standard rating of chain pull capacity, i.e., the effort
required to overcome the chain wheel bearing and wheel face friction while in motion inside the
track, as well as to carry and move the product load throughout the entire system. Multiple drives
are required when chain pull exceeds single drive capacity.
Though components differ, the basic designs of the drives are similar. Belt and caterpillar safety
guards are included with each drive, in compliance with OSHA and ANSI B-20.1 standard. Motor
starter, motor controls (other than DC package), switches, push button stations, etc., are not
included. It is recommended these be purchased locally.
300-pound chain pull drive is available to power the
shorter, lightly loaded applications. Designed for systems
with 300 pound chain pull or less. LH standard
600-pound capacity drives, are readily applied as a
single power source or for use in multiples as called upon
for the longer, more heavily loaded straight overhead
systems. RH standard

Special Drives
All of our standard stocked drive assemblies, in both the 300-pound and 600-pound series, are capable
of driving the majority of Unibilt conveyors. However, there are those occasional, uncommon conveyor
layouts that cause us to convert off-the-shelf caterpillar-style drives for a special purpose.
Although not catalogued, some styles of side drive sprocket type and inverted drives may be furnished.
In all instances, contact your Webb regional manager for details and pricing. Typical applications include:
Inverted caterpillar assemblies: 300# and 600#, constant and variable speed.
A. Straight overhead conveyors, though in an inverted position.
B. Table top (tray) inverted system.
C. On-the-floor inverted tow system.
D. Powered vertical loop, with drive in top (inverted) rail.
Special inverted sprocket drive: Usually applied only in an inverted system, when it
is critical that the “C” hook throat opening be held to a minimum (see vertical loop
and/or inverted system.)
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300 Pound Caterpillar Drive
When viewed from machinery
side of the drive:
• Motor shaft rotates Clockwise
• Conveyor chain travels Right to left
• Frame is fitted with end support angles,
size- 3 inches X 2 inches X 12 inches long
• Drives may be built to the opposite hand on request.
Consult Unibilt sales for any nonstandard requirements.
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• Maximum pulley (sheave) diameter - 9".

EL

Drive Unit Description and Operation - 300-pound capacity Caterpillar Drive Assemblies:
21093 through 21103 - V.B.S. (Variable Speed) Assembly
21069 through 21092 - Constant Speed Assembly
V.F.D.- speed adjusted electrically through speed control of a AC motor;
available on special order.
Left Hand standard, right hand available upon request.
Drive Motor:
Both the constant and variable drives are equipped with a 1/2 horsepower, 1800 RPM, 230/460 volt, three Phase,
60 HZ (cycle) AC totally enclosed fan cooled motor for conveyor speeds up to and including 40.1 feet per minute.
Horsepower required is directly related to conveyor speed, so refer to speed tables for higher speed hook-ups.
The fastest speeds may call for a soft-start/soft-stop operation. Electrical control equipment necessary for
providing anti-shock start or stop behavior is available. Contact your Webb regional zone manager for add-on
prices for drip-proof, open type, or any other specified motor.
AC controlled variable speed drives are fitted with a one horsepower, totally enclosed, nonventilated AC motor.
The NEMA 4/12 motor controller is operated from single phase, 50-60 HZ, 230 volt AC commercial power.
Morse Reducer:
Double-reduction, worm and gear type motor driven 25DV Series reducers are
furnished in standard ratios of 300:1, 150:1 and 75:1 and are applied as suits a
conveyor speed requirement.
It is mounted rigidly to the drive frame on its own base by four bolts. The input
shaft is vertical, which requires the vertical motor shaft and drive belt to be in a
horizontal plane.
All reducers, whether drive-mounted or shipped separately as a replacement, are shipped with lubrication. Be sure a breather plug is installed only
in the fill plug position.
20015WS Caterpillar Chain Assembly:
Caterpillar chain 20015WS (standard for all 300 & 600 pound drives) is made up of a series of single piece forged
and heat-treated dogs mounted on a 2" pitch roller chain. It is controlled and driven by a 20096 eleven-tooth drive
sprocket with torque limiter and a matching 20097 take-up sprocket. Chain tension at center point between the
sprockets should show 1-1/8" of manually applied vertical movement. For a detailed description of the caterpillar
chain, see page 7-32.
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Drive Overload Protection
The 300-pound series drives are protected by a torque limiter *(friction disc) device mounted integral with the
caterpillar chain drive sprocket and shaft. This method replaces the torque arm controlled firing (triggering) of a
power shut-down limit switch that is standard on our 600-pound drives. The intent is to provide enough controlled
pressure (squeeze) upon both machined faces of the otherwise unconnected sprocket to cause it to rotate and
drive the caterpillar chain. At the same time, the factory-adjusted torque (pressure), calibrated in foot/pounds, is
such that a conveyor chain jam or overload condition will overcome the pressure applied. When converted to
chain pull, this pressure provides a 450-pound (300-pound x 1.25%) overload safety factor.
The ensuing slippage between the driving hub, the sprocket and the backup pressure plate provides the drive
safety cut-off feature. Friction facings and the bushing are the only parts that should normally require replacement.
The torque limiter utilizes spring-loaded friction surfaces for its operation and is preset at the factory by adjusting
the pressure disc spring to 127 ft./lbs. of tension.
Should occasion arise to replace
the friction discs, the following
adjustments must be made:
1. When the conveyor is empty, loosen
the three cap screws in the adjustment
nut. Back them out until their threaded
ends are below the surface of the nut
(pilot plate side).
2. Loosen adjustment nut, then retighten
finger tight.
3. Tighten all three cap screws finger
tight.
4. Wrench-tighten all three cap screws
alternately, but only 1/2 turn. Start
conveyor; slippage should occur.

*20096 11 Tooth Drive Sprocket with Torque Limiter Assembly

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Hub - 1.25" Bore, keyed to reducer output shaft
Friction Facing
Bushing - .77 Bore
11 Tooth Sprocket - machined
Friction Facing
Disk Plate
Disk Spring
Pilot Plate
Adjustment
Nut Ring with 3 Hex
Head Bolts
(x) Machined Surface

5. Allow the torque limiter to slip approximately ten minutes to break in the friction
facings. Stop the system, and repeat step 4
until the empty conveyor chain starts moving.
6. Carefully start loading the conveyor
with the prescribed loads. If slippage
occurs, turn drive off immediately;
alternately tighten each cap screw an
additional 1/2 turn. Start conveyor and
repeat until fully loaded.
7. Allow system to run at least one
complete revolution. If slippage still
occurs, alternately turn the three cap
screws, this time 1/4 turn.
8. Repeat step 7 until no slippage takes
place. The torque limiter should now be correctly adjusted.

*Sold as assembly only
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Unibilt 300 lb. Capacity Drives (Left hand standard)
Constant Speed, Variable Speed, and VFD
All 300 lb. constant and variable speed drives are identical with the following exceptions:
Constant Speed Drive: Shipped with motor and Constant Speed Motor Pulley.
Variable Speed Drive: Shipped with motor, tilting motor base and Variable Speed Motor Pulley.
VFD Controlled Drive: Shipped with Constant Speed Pulley. AC motor and controller are shipped
separatly from vendor.
5
1
10A - RotoCone variable speed pulley
is used for variable speed drives only.

2
8

3

17

11

7
9

4
19

6

20
12
16

13

15

ONLY AUTHORIZED
PERSONNEL ALLOWED
TO REMOVE GUARDS

14 - Tilting Motor Base
used for variable speed drives only.

22
23

18

21

DO NOT OPERATE
CONVEYOR WITHOUT
GUARDS IN PLACE

Parts List
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
10A.

Drive supports
20096 - Drive sprocket with torque limiter
20015WS - Caterpillar chain
27762 - Back-up bar assembly
(old style 20098 - not interchangeable)
20099 - Drive frame
Reducer: Morse 20633 - 75:1 ratio
20634 - 150:1 ratio
20635 - 300:1 ratio
20636 - 1000:1 ratio
Reducer input shaft, 5/8” dia.
Reducer sheave (sized upon speed)
V-belt (sized upon sheave ratio)
Constant speed pulley
Roto Cone variable pulley 17712 - 7/8" bore
17713 - 5/8" bore

11.
12.
13.

Drive sprocket shaft
20095 - Sprocket take-up
Electric motor 17401 - 1/2 HP
17415 - 1 HP
17408 - 1.5 HP

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

17528 - Tilting motor base
16650 - Guard safety sign
16468 - Shaft bolt w/grease fitting
9609 - Protective nut
17025 - Direction of travel arrow sign
17026 - Unibilt job number plate
20097 - Take-up sprocket assembly
20092 - Belt and chain guard
20093 - Chain guard (Must also order 16631)
16631 - Safety guard sign
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4' 3-1/2" (4' 6" O.A.)

➤
➤

➤

➤
➤

4' 0"

5

4

22

17

➤

2
➤

12"
4-3/4"
➤

20

➤

1
14

7
8

1' 8"
Approx.

➤

➤
1-1/4"
1-3/4" ➤

➤

11
9

➤

10
13

15

19

21

23

16
3
18

6

12

Do not operate without
guards in place.

Constant Speed Motor and pulley
arrangement shown here
10 - Constant speed
drive pulley
10 - Constant speed
drive pulley

Motor is mounted
directly to drive frame
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600-pound capacity Caterpillar Drive
600-pound capacity Caterpillar Drive Assemblies:
• V.B.S. (Variable Speed) Assembly
• Constant Speed Assembly speed adjusted
electrically through speed control of a
AC motor; available on special order.
• Right hand standard
• Left hand available upon request

Travel ➤

When viewed from pulley side of the drive:
• Motor shaft rotates clockwise
• Conveyor chain travels left to right
• Drives may be built to the opposite hand on request.
Consult Unibilt sales for any nonstandard requirements.
• Maximum pulley (sheave) diameter - motor pulley 10"
Reducer pulley 14"
Drive motor
Both the constant and variable drives are equipped with a 1/2 horsepower, 1800 RPM, 230/460 volt,
three Phase, 60 HZ (cycle) AC totally enclosed fan cooled motor for conveyor speeds up to and
including 17.6 feet per minute. Horsepower required is directly related to conveyor speed, so refer to
speed tables (page 7-51 thru 55) for higher speed hook-ups. The fastest speeds may call for a softstart/soft-stop operation. Electrical control equipment necessary for providing anti-shock start or
stop behavior is available. Contact your Webb regional zone manager for add-on prices for drip-proof,
open type, or any other specified motor.
AC controlled variable speed drives are fitted with a one horsepower, totally enclosed, nonventilated
AC motor. The NEMA 4/12 motor controller is operated from single phase, 50-60 HZ, 230 volt AC
commercial power.

20015WS caterpillar chain assembly:
A. The conveyor chain is propelled by contact from a 20015WS caterpillar chain assembly, which is
driven through a reducer (gear box) and an electric motor of proper horsepower and shaft speed.
B. Caterpillar chain 20015WS is made up of a series of one-piece forged and heat-treated chain dogs
mounted on a 2"-pitch roller chain. It is controlled and driven by a 20031 eleven-tooth drive sprocket
and a matching 20252 take-up sprocket. Chain tension at center point between the sprockets should
show 1-1/8" of manually applied vertical movement.
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Morse/Winsmith Reducer
A. Double reduction, worm and gear-type motor-driven, shaft
mounted reducers are furnished in standard ratios of 1000:1,
300:1, 150:1, 75:1, 50:1, and 25:1 applied as suits a conveyor
speed requirement.

600 lb.
30DS MORSE
REDUCER

B. It is mounted to the drive frame by the drive sprocket shaft
and is supported only by two pillow block bearings. Unless
confined and controlled by the torque arm assembly 20023, it
is free to rotate around the shaft at will. In use, this unusual
coupling of a reducer provides the “floating drive” effect.
C. All reducers, whether drive-mounted or shipped separately
as replacements, are shipped (with lubricant ). Be sure a
breather plug is installed only in the fill plug position.
PEERLESS
WINSMITH
REDUCER

D. Available in RH or LH.

Drive Overload Protection - 20023 Torque Arm Assembly:
As described in paragraph B above, the reducer mounting scheme for a 600-pound unit does, in fact, allow it to
perform as a “floating drive.”
The unique design of the reducer torque (control) arm limits the rotation of the reducer around its shaft. When the
reducer is caused to rotate excessively because of a “jam” or overload condition, the limit switch safety cut-off
device is tripped, immediately cutting power to the drive. This arrangement eliminates the use of problem-causing
shear pins. In operation, an already calibrated, tube-enclosed compression spring pre-loads the drive to a 600pound chain pull readiness. In order to be sensitive to shock (jamming) conditions and possible conveyor overload
conditions, while at the same time retaining the 600-pound chain pull capacity, the spring is further compressed and
locked in at the factory to a 750-pound (25 percent overload) torque setting.
NOTE:

This setting is to be considered only as a safety factor and is not to be altered in the field.

The assembly’s prime purpose of allowing a controlled partial rotation of the reducer/motor combined subassembly
and contact with its attending safety cutoff limit switch, is the heart of the protective scheme. It is to sense the need
for immediate conveyor shutdown, triggered by jam interference or conveyor overloading causing a tripping of the
switch.
Any action such as the abrupt stopping of the conveyor chain by a jam condition will create an immediate reaction,
wherein the reducer tends to “climb” the caterpillar chain in a direction opposite to the normal conveyor travel.
The resulting reducer clockwise rotation causes the housing to drop away from the safety cutoff limit switch, thus
tripping the switch into a power-off condition. Therefore, damage to the drive itself, conveyor chain, conveyor
material, customer’s products, etc., is reduced.
Warning: The drive overload protection is not intended nor does it provide personnel safety protection.
Limit switch protection:
The safety cut-off limit switch is to be field-wired as normally open/held closed (N.O.H.C.). Being held closed by the
roller arm’s continuous contact with the tripping surface of the reducer, any distortion or, at worst, the removal
of the roller arm would cause the switch to remain open, preventing operation of the drive without proper protection.
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Unibilt 600 lb. Capacity Drives (Right Hand standard)
Constant, Variable and VFD Drives
Note: All 600 lb. constant and variable speed drives
are mechanically the same with the following exceptions:
Constant Speed Drive

Shipped with appropriate motor
and Constant Speed Motor Pulley

Variable Speed Drive

Shipped with appropriate motor
and Variable Speed Motor Pulley

VFD Controlled Drive

Shipped with constant speed pulley
AC motor and controller are shipped
separatly from vendor.
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ONLY AUTHORIZED
PERSONNEL ALLOWED
TO REMOVE GUARDS

5

19

18
13

23

DO NOT OPERATE
CONVEYOR WITHOUT
GUARDS IN PLACE

6A & B

6
16

2

17

26

20A
Constant
Speed
Motor Pulley

25

15

3

8A

4

21

14

1

20
Variable Speed
Motor Pulley

10

9A&B

Tra
v

24

el

➤

7
12
11

Do not operate drive
without guards in place.

22
8
12

Parts List
1
2
3
4
5
6
6A
6B
7
8
8A
9
9A
9B
10
11

17020 adjustable motor base
Electric motor - characteristics as required
Drive supports - typical both ends
20023 torque arm assembly with internal control spring
20060 Caterpillar chain guard
Bearing pillow block - 1-15/16" bore
20749 - Take-up bearing support - LH
20750 - Take-up bearing support - RH
Conveyor track
20250 Drive belt safety guard - cover
20249 Drive belt safety guard - backplate
Limit switch cut-off - 802TH-W2D
17748 Limit switch
17735 Limit switch lever arm
Reducer hollow outout shaft
Reducer input shaft - 3/4" diameter

Reducer - various ratios
21215
20714
20715

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
20A
21
22
23
24
25
26
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25:1
50:1
75:1

20716
20717
20718

150:1
300:1
1000:1

20031 Drive sprocket and shaft
Plate - Unibilt job number
Plate - direction of travel arrow
Caterpillar chain take-up adjusting screw
27763 Caterpillar chain back-up bar assembly
20015WS Caterpillar chain assembly
20252 Take-up sprocket assembly (bearing included)
Variable speed motor pulley
Constant Speed Motor Pulley
“V” belt for motor / reducer sheaves
Sheave - reducer input shaft
Safety guard warning
20030 Drive track bars (2 required)
Drive Frame
16468 Bolt (shaft) with grease fitting, 56567 Nut, and
57047 Washer
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20A Constant speed pulley
for all constant speed
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variable drives
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Do not operate Drive without guards in place.
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20015WS Caterpillar Chain Assembly
For 300 & 600 Pound Drives
The 20015WS caterpillar chain assembly is interchangeable between the 300 and 600 pound
capacity drive units. It is constructed of a roller chain fitted with eleven (11) drop forged heat
treated steel dogs, which provide continuous conveyor chain contact from a minimum of two
(2) dogs at all times, thus assuring smooth conveyor flow. Dogs engage each vertical (load)
wheel assembly chain pin.

➤

➤

2' 9"
➤

7.1"
P.D.

8"

➤

11
Tooth

Caterpillar chain sprockets

8"

➤

➤

CL Caterpillar chain

CL 27826 conveyor chain
Caterpillar Chain Dog

CL Conveyor chain

27800 Symmetrical Chain pin
4-1/16" Conveyor
chain pitch

➤
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➤

General Speed Reducer
This double-reduction, worm gear type reducer is
made up of a primary housing with appropriate
gearing and an attached secondary housing with
its gear set.

300 lb.
25DV MORSE
REDUCER

The primary gear input shaft, turned by the motor
drive belt through a sheave, in turn drives the
secondary gear set and its integral hollow output
shaft. Both shafts are in the horizontal plane.
With the available speed ratios described earlier,
the reduction of the motor produced high input
speed to the gear reduced slower output speed
provides the controllable conveyor drive speeds.
At the same time, ample torque (chain pull) is
maintained.

600 lb.
30DS MORSE
REDUCER

Experience teaches that a complete backup
“ready-to-go” unit, so vital for the uninterrupted
operation of a conveyor, should be available in the
user’s stock room. Replacement parts are available. However, they are shipped only from our
supplier and are not as readily available as are
standard Unibilt components from our own factory.
We have included reducer cut-away sketches and
replacement part call-out numbers for emergency
use. Things to remember:

PEERLESS
WINSMITH
REDUCER

1. Reducers are shipped filled, whether mounted to a drive unit or ordered separately. Filled with 2 1/2 quarts
of AGMA Compound #8 (American Gear Manufacturers Association) or equivalent.
2. Make an oil level check a part of your preventive maintenance program. Be sure a vent-plug is used for the
fill hole opening.
3. When in need of any information pertaining to this reducer, always give its serial number, as well as the job
number found on the drive unit frame.
4. This reducer is a proprietary product of the Jervis B. Webb Company; it, along with replacement parts,
cannot be purchased elsewhere. All orders must be entered with a Webb customer service person or a qualified
channel partner.
5. 600 lb. series reducers are not interchangeable with the 300 lb. series, 25DV reducer.
6. Winsmith and Morse reducer replacement parts are not interchangeable.
7. Convince user that a spare on hand can well save many emergency shut-down hours.
8. The reducer is of double reduction, worm gear design and provides input shaft to output (drive) shaft speed
reduction ratios of 1000:1, 300:1, 150:1, 75:1, 50:1 and 25:1. See speed tables for actual available operating
speeds.
9. Torque arm assembly provides built-in reducer protection from jams, overloading, etc.
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(Unibilt) Morse Reducer
For 300 lb. Drive Ratios - 75:1, 150:1, 300:1 & 1000:1

Max. Oil Capacity
Overhead Application: 55.0 Ounces
Inverted Application: 57.5 Ounces
Unit is Shipped with Oil

END VIEW
Frame Shown To Left

SIDE VIEW
Looking Toward Machinery Side Of Drive
#1
#2
#10
#11
#13
#XX

- Secondary Housing
- Primary Housing
- Output Shaft, Dia. 1-1/4"
- Primary Worm Shaft, Dia. 5/8"
- Secondary Worm
- Centerline of Drive Sprocket
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(Unibilt) Morse Reducer
For 300 lb. Drives - Major Replacement Parts

13

12

1

18

16a

16a

16b

16b

11

5

2

15

6
19

17b
14

17a

10

View from machinery side of drive

Find
#

Viewed from entrance end of drive
300# 25DV Reducer - Ratio / Replacement Part Numbers

Part Description
75:1

150:1

300:1

1000:1

1

Secondary Housing

79136

79136

79136

79136

2

Primary Housing

79137

79137

79137

79137

5

Input Open Retainer

79138

79138

79138

79138

6

Input Blind Retainer

79139

79139

79139

79139

10

Output Shaft, 1-1/4" Dia.

79140

79140

79140

79140

11

Primary Worm, 5/8" Dia.

79141

79142

79143

79144

12

Primary Gear

79145

79146

79147

79148

13

Secondary Worm

79149

79149

79150

79150

14

Secondary Gear

79151

79151

79152

79152

15

Input Bearing

79153

79153

79153

79153

*16a

Secondary Worm Cup

79154

79154

79154

79154

*16b

Secondary Worm Cone

79155

79155

79155

79155

*17a

Output Cup

79156

79156

79156

79156

*17b

Output Cone

79157

79157

79157

79157

18

Input Oil Seal

79158

79158

79158

79158

19

Output Oil Seal

79159

79159

79159

79159

NOTE: *Requires the purchase of both (a) and (b) items.
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(Unibilt) Morse Reducer
For 600 lb. Drive Ratios - 25:1, 50:1, 75:1, 150:1, 300:1 & 1000:1

Max. Oil Capacity
Overhead Application: 74.0 Ounces
Inverted Application: 89.0 Ounces
Unit is Shipped with Oil

END VIEW
Frame Shown To Left

SIDE VIEW
Looking Toward Machinery Side Of Drive
#1
#2
#10
#11
#13
#XX

- Secondary Housing
- Primary Housing
- Quill 1.94 Bore
- Primary Worm Shaft, Dia. 3/4"
- Secondary Worm
- Drive Sprocket Head Shaft, Dia. 1-15/16"
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(Unibilt) Morse Reducer
For 600 lb. drives - Major Replacement Parts

14

1

10
2

18
18

20

12

20
17

10

15

16

15
11
19

13

6

5
1

2

2
View from machinery side of drive

Find
#

1

Viewed from entrance end of drive

600# 30DS Reducer - Ratio / Replacement Part Numbers
Part Description
25:1
Secondary Housing

50:1

75:1

150:1

300:1

1000:1

65468

65468

65468

65468

65468

65468

2

Primary Housing

69306

69306

69306

69306

69306

69306

5

Input Open Retainer

69277

69277

69277

69277

69277

69277

6

Input Blind Retainer

69278

69278

69278

69278

69278

69278

10

Quill 1.94 Bore

69298

69298

69298

69298

69298

69298

11

Primary Worm 3/4" Dia.

69280

69280

69280

69281

69282

69287

12

Primary Gear

66793

66793

66793

69289

69290

69295

13

Secondary Worm

78929

67219

69302

69302

69303

69303

14

Secondary Gear

78928

67220

66921

66921

69299

69299

*15a

Input Cup

69307

69307

69307

69307

69307

69307

*15b

Input Cone

69308

69308

69308

69308

69308

69308

*16a

Secondary Worm Cup, Left

69309

69309

69309

69309

69309

69309

*16b

Secondary Worm Cone, Left

69310

69310

69310

69310

69310

69310

*17a

Secondary Worm Cup, Right

69311

69311

69311

69311

69311

69311

*17b

Secondary Worm Cone, Right

69312

69312

69312

69312

69312

69312

*18a

Output Cup, L & R

69313

69313

69313

69313

69313

69313

*18b

Output Cone, L & R

69314

69314

69314

69314

69314

69314

19

Input Oil Seal

65845

65845

65845

65845

65845

65845

20

Output Oil Seal

65846

65846

65846

65846

65846

65846

NOTE: * Requires the purchase of both (a) and (b) items.
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(Unibilt) Peerless - Winsmith Reducer
For 600 lb. Drive Ratios - 25:1, 50:1, 75:1, 150:1, 300:1 & 1000:1

Max. Oil Capacity
Overhead Application: 28.8 Ounces
Inverted Application: 57.5 Ounces
Unit is Shipped with Oil

END VIEW
Frame Shown To Left

SIDE VIEW
Looking Toward Machinery Side Of Drive
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(Unibilt) Peerless - Winsmith Reducer
For 600 lb. drives - Major Replacement Parts

10

1

13
12

12
7
5

32
4

7
47
39
35
40a

40
49
9a

20

37

9

View from machinery side of drive
Find
#

Viewed from entrance end of drive

600# WINSMITH REDUCER - Ratio / Replacement Part Numbers
Part Description
25:1

50:1

75:1

150:1

300:1

1000:1

1

Secondary Housing

78656

78656

78656

78656

78656

78656

4

Intermediate Cap

78642

78642

78642

78642

78642

78642

5

Slow Speed Shaft

78666

78666

78666

78666

78666

78666

7

Slow Speed Seals

78665

78665

78665

78665

78665

78665

*9

Bearing Intermediate, Inter

78638

78638

78638

78638

78638

78638

*9A

Bearing Intermediate, End

78639

78639

78639

78639

78639

78639

10

Slow Speed Gear

78650

78651

78652

78653

78652

78654

12

Slow Speed Roller Bearing

78640

78640

78640

78640

78640

78640

13

Slow Speed Gasket,
W/#47 & #49

78646

78646

78646

78646

78646

78646

20

Intermediate Worm

78677

78678

78679

78680

78679

78681

32

Primary Housing

78655

78655

78655

78655

78655

78655

35

High Speed Primary Seals

78664

78664

78664

78664

78664

78664

37

Primary Gear

78647

78647

78647

78647

78648

78649

39

High Speed Primary Cap

78641

78641

78641

78641

78641

78641

High Speed
Primary Bearing, Rear

78637

78637

78637

78637

78637

78637

High Speed
Primary Bearing, Front

78636

78636

78636

78636

78636

78636

46

High Speed Worm

78674

78674

78674

78674

78675

78676

47

High Speed Cap Gasket,
W/#13 & #49

78646

78646

78646

78646

78646

78646

Primary Housing Cover
Gasket, W/#13 & #47

78646

78646

78646

78646

78646

78646

*40
*40A

49

NOTE: * Requires the purchase of both (#) and (A) items.
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Lubricant Guide for (Unibilt) Morse Reducers
(300 lb. and 600 lb. Chain Pull Capacity)
For enclosed worm gear units only. A worm gear unit is only as good as the oil which is used. During the first few
days of operation, a worm gear unit will run hot. Unless the temperature exceeds 200° F. there is no cause for
alarm.
The companies and oil shown below are typical. Any other make of oil meeting American Gear Manufacturers
Associations (AGMA) standards #7C & #8C will be satisfactory.

Oil Company Name

Ambient Temp. 15° to 60° F.
AGMA #7C

Ambient Temp. 50° to 125° F.
AGMA #8C

Amoco Oil Co.

Perma Gear

Perma Gear 680

Chevron Oil Co.

Cylinder Oil 460X

Cylinder Oil 680X

Exxon Oil Co.

Cylesstic TK460

Cylesstic TK680

Gulf Oil Co.

Senate 460

Senate 680

Gulf-Canada

Senate 460

Senate 680

Mobil Oil Corp.

Mobil Cylinder Oil

Mobil 680

Pennzoil

Pennzoil Cylinder Oil #8

Pennzoil Cylinder Oil Agma #8

Phillips Petroleum Co.

Hector 460S

Hector 630S

Shell Oil Co.

Valvata Oil J460

Valvata Oil J680

Sohio

Energol DC-600C

Energol DC-600C

Texaco Inc.

Vanguard 460

Honor 680

Maintenance Schedule:
1. Change initial oil fill after 2 weeks.
2. Change oil every 6 to 12 months depending on service conditions.
Additional Lubrication Notes:
1. E.P. oils are not preferred. If an E.P. oil must be used, customer must determine that it is not corrosive to
a bronze gear.
2. For ambient temperatures -40° to 40° F. use Mobil SHC634 or equal. This oil will operate
satisfactorily to 100° F. ambient.
3. Units running at slow speeds should carry extra high oil level.
4. For slow input speeds (less than 100 RPM) use AGMA #8C oil in ambient temperatures of 15° to 60° F.
5. Worm gear oil is very sticky. Reducers are filled most easily with a pump or gun.
Grease Fittings:
1. Grease every 100 hours of running time with about 3/8" ball of grease meeting NLGI #2 standards.
2. Do not over-lubricate.
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Lubricant Guide for (Unibilt) Peerless-Winsmith Reducers
(600 lb. Chain Pull Capacity Only)

The oil level should be checked and adjusted (if necessary) prior to operation, using the oil level plug provided and
while the unit is oriented in its operating position. Fill the unit with the correct grade based on actual ambient
temperatures.
Speed reducers in normal operation can generate temperature up to 200° F. depending on the type of reducer and the
severity of the application (loading, duration of service, ambient temperatures). Continuous operation above 225° F.
may cause damage to the seals or other components.

Oil Company Name

Ambient Temp.
-30° to 15° F.

Ambient Temp.
16° to 50° F.
AGMA #7 Comp.

Ambient Temp.
51° to 110° F.
AGMA #8 Comp.

Ambient Temp.
111° to 165° F.
AGMA #8A Comp.

Cities Service Co.

CITGO EP Comp. 68

CITGO Cyl. Oil 400-S

CITGO Cyl. Oil 680-7

CITGO Cyl. Oil 680-7

Gulf Oil Corp.

SL-460 E.P.

Transgear EP 460

Transgear EP 680

Transgear EP 800

Mobil Oil Corp.

SHC 629

Mobil 600W Super

Mobil 600W Super

Mobil Extra Hecla Super

Cylinder oil #60121-1

Cylinder oil #60121-1

Cylinder oil #60123-7

Shell Oil Corp.

Omala 68

Omala 460

Omala 680

Omala 800

Sun Oil Corp.

Sunep 1050

Sunep 1110

Sunep 1150

Sunoco Gear Oil 8 AC

Texaco, Inc.

Meropa 68

Vanguard Cyl. Oil 460

Honor Cyl. Oil 680

650T Cyl. Oil 1000

American Lub., Inc.

SHC 9065

Ind. Gear Oil 140

AGMA #8 Gear Oil

AGMA #8 Gear Oil

Chevron

NL Gear Comp. 100

NL Gear Comp. 460

NL Gear Comp. 680

NL Gear Comp. 1500

Maintenance Schedule:
1. Change initial oil after 250 hours of operation.
2. Change oil every 2,500 hours of operation or every 6 months. Under severe conditions (rapid temperature
changes, moist, dirty, or corrosive environment) it may be necessary to change oil at intervals of one to three months.
Additional Lubrication Notes:
1. Drain each housing and fill each housing independently.
2. When changing to a different oil, drain and thoroughly flush with a light flushing oil prior to refilling.
3. When input speeds are less than 1160 RPM, grease fittings will require lubricating to coat any bearings not
reached by the normal oil level.
4. If a speed reducer is to stand idle for an extended period of time, it is recommended that the unit be filled
completely with oil to protect interior parts from rust and corrosion.
Grease Fittings:
1. Lubricate periodically with a short fiber grease with a work penetration of 310 to 340 at 77° Deg. F. and an
ASTM drop point of 250°F. Minimum.
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(Unibilt) Basic Wiring Diagram
Under certain installation conditions, a local motor disconnect is required.
Check the local codes and regulations for those requirements.

For Single Drive Conveyor Systems

When a brake is used, see the
brake wiring instructions.
DRIVE
MOTOR

Drive L.S.
Normally open
Held closed
(N.O.H.C.)

Stop-1

Stop-2

Stop-N

Notes
1. Refer to wiring diagram on the inside of the motor wiring cover (and Brake cover when applicable) for
proper connections.
2. Use as many remote pushbutton stations as required, one pushbutton station must be located close to
the drive. “Stop” pushbuttons are to be located properly, per the local codes and regulations, for the
safe operation of the conveyor system.
3. “Stop” pushbuttons are to all be wired in series, all “Start” pushbuttons to be wired in parallel.
It is recommended that each “Stop” pushbutton station have a “Lockout” procedure (See Note # 7).
4. Prior to installing the conveyor chain through the drive, operate the drive to see that the motor rotates
in the right direction. Check proper function of all the limit switches and pushbutton stations.
5. Thermal Overloads for the motor are sized from the recommendations of the motor manufacturer.
6. A N.E.M.A. 12 Industrial combination starter with 110 volt control transformer that will operate from
either 230 volt or 460 volt AC power is recommended. Industrial AC motors are normally 230 or 460
volts (dual voltage), 3 Phase, 60HZ.
7. Always follow proper “Lockout/Tagout” procedures when servicing any electrical, mechanical,
hydraulic or pneumatic device.

Operating Conditions
Unless stopped by a safety lockout, “Stop” pushbutton or Safety limit switch, the drive motor is to start when
any “Start” pushbutton is depressed.
The Drive motor is to stop when:
1. A “Stop” pushbutton is depressed.
2. A safety limit switch (Torque Overload, Anti-Runaway, etc) is activated or deactivated depending on its
type of function (i.e., Normally open held closed or Normally closed held open).
3. A Motor Thermal Overload breaks contact.
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(Unibilt) Basic Wiring Diagram - 300 & 600Lb. Variable Speed SCR
For Single Drive Conveyor Systems

POWER

1 HP - D.C. MOTOR
**ISOLATION
TRANSFORMER

SPEED

**To protect panel from
input power surge

Field Installed Jumper,
non-grounded F-11 to F-2

N.O.H.C. = Normally open
Held closed

Field Installed Wiring
From F - 1 TO F - 2 TO
F - 22, only for 2 HP and up motors, which
have more than four (4) leads

Notes

1. Refer to wiring diagram on inside of cover of motor for proper connections.
2. Locate D.C. control panel at an easily accessible point, as close to the drive as possible.
(If remote start-stop stations are required, an auxiliary control panel is required for each position.)
3. Before installing chain through drive,operate motor to see that it operates in the right direction.
4. Monitor operating positions of the controller start-stop switch, the run-jog toggle and the power-on switch,
and the drive safety cut-off limit switch.
Operating Conditions
Drive motor is stopped if:
1. Drive control panel power switch is at off position.
2. Drive control start-stop switch is at off position.
3. Drive limit switch is tripped.
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SCR Control Cabinet

Mounting Instructions
The Controller is designed as a wall or
panel mount unit and must be hung within
100 of vertical with the rear of the chassis
firmly bolted to the mounting surface. Do
not mount the chassis in a horizontal
position. Regardless of the placement
guidelines, the user is responsible for
ensuring that the Controller's ambient
specification of 0 to 550C is met. Relative
humidity must be kept within 5% to 95%
without condesation.

Actuates Circuit Breaker

Nema 4/12 Enclosure

POWER
ON

OFF

SPEED

4

5

6

3

7

2
1

9

8
0

14 13/16"

10

2" (50mm.)
RUN

JOG

START

STOP

Do not Place
devices in
this area

11" (275 mm.)
2" (50mm.)

2" (50mm.)

Panel #14C-201
(Mounted to Cabinet)

9 1/2"

Leave 2 inches (50mm.) clearance around
3 unhinged sides of the chassis. This area
must remain unobstructed for proper air
circulation through the heat sink.

FRONT VIEW

Enclosure
Hinged Cover

Hinge Allows
Approx. 2 1/4 Movement

Chassis and
Mounting Plate

2 3/4"

5/8" TYP.
Hole
12 1/2"

8" (200mm.)

Maximum
Swing
Projection
18 15/16"

Remove Paint
from around
drilled holes to
assure grounding

6" (150mm.)

Do not place the controller directly in a
corner, leave at least 8 inches (200 mm.)
from the top and 6 inches (150 mm.) from
the bottom of the cabinet.

900 Minimun Swing
1100 Ideal Swing

Drill Plan

TOP VIEW
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Drive Speed Data
Common to all overhead conveyor systems, the drive unit speed produces the same conveyor chain speed,
which is generally calibrated in feet per minute (FPM). General speed limits for Unibilt drives are as follows:
OLD STYLE 300 Pound Drives - Speed ranges from 1 FPM to 40 FPM using a 1/2 HP motor. Speed ranges over 40
FPM
should use a 600 pound drive.
OLD STYLE 600 Pound Drives - Speeds ranging from .6 FPM to approximately 17.6 FPM, use a 1/2 HP motor.
Speeds ranging from 20 to 40.1 FPM will require a 1 HP motor, and speeds of 42.8 to 64.2 FPM will require
a 1 1/2 HP motor. Multiple drives are required when chain pull exceeds 600 pounds. For speeds over 65 FPM,
please contact Unibilt sales before committing to a speed.
Constant Speed Drive Motors
OLD STYLE 300 pound drives - the drive motor is mounted to a fixed base relative to the required motor shaft and
reducer shaft center to center distance. This dimension is not to be disturbed.
OLD STYLE 600 Pound drives - the drive motor, although mounted to the screw adjustable motor base, is specifically located and is not to be moved in the field.
On all constant speed drives, drive motors are fitted with a non-adjustable, fixed pitch pulley, mated with the same
style, properly sized reducer pulley. This combination is designed to to achive the desired conveyor speed. See
speed tables for specific speeds.
Variable Speed Drive Motors
OLD STYLE 300 pound drives - Drive motor is mounted on a tilting motor base.
OLD STYLE 600 pound drives - Drive motor is mounted on a movable screw-adjusted platform. In turn, this subassembly, along with the major motor base, is bolted to the rotating, torque-arm-controlled reducer.
Variable Speed Pulleys
OLD STYLE 300 pound drives - Variable speed Drive Pulley ratio is 2.8:1
OLD STYLE 600 pound drives - Variable speed drive pulley ratio is 3:1
Variable speed pulleys are made of two opposing half-groove tapered faces, whose lateral movements are controlled
by a spring-loaded rack and pinion device.
As the motor is moved away from the reducer, increasing the distance between the motor shaft and the reducer input
shaft, the fixed-length drive belt is forced deeper into the spring-retarded pulley groove. The result locates the belt at
a reduced pulley diameter, thereby slowing the reducer input speed and, subsequently, the conveyor travel speed.
Motor movement in the opposite direction will allow the belt to climb toward the outer rim, thereby producing faster
speeds. Therefore, motor position dictates conveyor speed.
The rack and pinion control guarantees a balanced movement of the pulley halves so that the drive belt, at all
times, remains centered and lined up with the center of the driven reducer sheave.
The above motor positioning features, along with the application of a properly-sized variable speed motor pulley,
reducer sheave and drive belt arrangement, provide the simple speed adjustment on the variable speed drive
assembly.
NOTE: Speed changes are to be made only when the conveyor system is operating.
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VFD Variable Speed Drives
OLD STYLE 300 & 600 Pound - The VFD control equipment and the AC motor are shipped to the job site directly
from the supplier.
The solid-state control for the 1 HP motor, complete with control front panel mounted, is to be powered from a
230/460 volt AC single phase, 50/60 HZ commercial current source. The panel is to be field-wired from customer’s
power source; motor leads are to be field-connected. Locate at floor level, as close to drive as is practical.
Operator’s Panel consists of:
• Power on-off switch
• Speed adjusting knob (speed range is zero FPM to rated maximum speed)
• Run-jog switch
• Conveyor start-stop switch
• Enclosure is 14-1/8" high x 9-7/8" wide x 7-3/8" deep and is furnished with mounting bolt holes and tab.
Changing the speed of the 600 series SCR solid-state drive unit assembly is accomplished in an electrical
manner. The rectifier changes (rectifies) incoming AC current to DC current.

Remote Speed Changing
Although a specific conveyor speed range may have been determined, it is not unusual for the user to “feel his way”
to a final acceptable speed. During the “fine tuning’ period, it may be advantageous to have remote speed changing
from the floor or from a position other than at the high drive itself. The following schemes may be applied for that
requirement.
OLD STYLE 300 Only - Have the tilting motor base adjusting crank replaced by a small sprocket. Rotate by use of
a hand chain, which is to be locked to hold sprocket from turning.
OLD STYLE 600 Only - Fit a small sprocket to the outboard end of the motor adjusting screw. Rotate by use of a
hand chain, which is to be locked to hold sprocket from turning.
NOTE: Alterations to belt safety guard, to accommodate the hand chains for the above changes,
may have to be performed in the field.
OLD STYLE 300 Only - Drive tilting motor base screw shaft with a servo motor specially fitted to the drive unit.
(Contact your Webb regional manager for details and pricing.)
OLD STYLE 600 Only - Drive motor adjusting screw with a servo motor specially fitted to the drive unit.
OLD STYLE 300 & 600 - Increasingly popular AC adjustable frequency, variable speed packages, for single or
multiple drive systems, are also available. (Contact your Webb regional manager for details and pricing.)
The speed of a given conveyor is often directly related to a specified production rate or specific processing speed
requirements.
However, close attention must be given to the possibility of too fast a conveyor, carrying too large bulky or too
heavy a product, wanting to catapult the load off the system when running through horizontal turns. A combination
of standard radius and, perhaps, 90° turns may prove damaging and dangerous.
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Indexing Drives
There are occasions when an operating conveyor may be called upon to index, which is a controlled cycle of
ongoing starts and stops. While the conveyor is operating in this manner, it most often is necessary to bring a
carrier or product to rest at a designated point and hold it there, within operating tolerances.
In order to accomplish this, a brake motor (motor with factory built-in electrically operated brake) will take the
place of the standard drive unit motor. It is so wired into the electrical control systems that when the motor power
is shut off, the brake automatically reacts, stopping the motor and, of course, the conveyor. The time taken to stop
the conveyor, converted into inches of drift, must be considered.
The brake stopping torque is rated in F/P (foot/ pounds) and is calculated for a particular horsepower motor.
Therefore, when such an application comes up, contact your Webb regional zone manager for assistance and
pricing.
Variable speed and constant speed integral
brake motor requirements:
1800 RPM:

1/2 HP .................. 3 ft./lbs.
1 HP .................... 3 ft./lbs.
1 1/2 HP ............. 6 ft./lbs.

.......................
.......................

OLD STYLE 300 & 600 pound Drive Speed Tables
(These drives are still available, price on request.)
The following pages contain drive speed tables that clearly list the available constant and variable
speed ranges. In addition, the method of identification for motor pulleys or sheaves, reducer
sheaves and drive belts has been more clearly defined.
There are a number of methods of providing speeds over or under those shown in the speed
tables. However, each approach to a solution is related foremost to the specific requirement and
must adhere to good engineering practices. When special, nonstandard speeds are specified,
contact Unibilt for analysis and pricing.

Please note: as documented in our speed tables in this section, the available speed ranges
and selected constant speeds have been changed from those in use for the earlier-produced
models. In addition, the method of motor pulley or sheave, reducer sheave and drive belt
identification has been more clearly defined.
When faced with a problem or question regarding the operating speed of the constant or
variable drives, secure the job number from the drive plate affixed to the drive frame and ask
for assistance from your Webb regional zone manager, Webb customer service, or Webb
channel partner support manager.
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300 and 600 Pound Drive Speed Tables
UNIBILT 300# DRIVE SERIES (CONSTANT)
DRIVE

21069
21070
21071
21072
21073
21074
21075
21076
21077
21078
21079
21080
21081
21082
21083
21084
21085
21086
21087
21088
21089
21090
21091
21092

SPEED

1.0
1.6
2.0
2.5
300
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.1
8.0
9.1
10.0
12.0
15.0
17.6
20.1
22.5
25.7
27.4
30.0
32.1
35.3
37.5
40.1

REDUCER

1000:1
“
“
“
“
300:1
“
“
“
“
“
“
150:1
“
“
“
75:1
“
“
“
“
“
“
“

MOTOR

1/2 HP
1750 RPM
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“

MOTOR
SHEAVE
P.D.

REDUCER
SHEAVE
P.D.

2.8
3.0
3.0
4.7
3.0
3.0
3.5
3.2
4.0
3.0
4.0
3.0
3.2
4.0
4.7
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.2
4.0
3.0
4.7
5.0
3.0

9.0
6.0
4.7
6.0
3.2
8.0
7.5
5.7
6.0
4.0
4.7
3.2
5.7
5.7
5.7
3.2
5.7
5.0
5.0
5.7
4.0
5.7
5.7
3.2

PULLEYS BELTS, V-BELT

A-42
A-37
A-33
A-37
A-33
A-37
A-37
A-33
A-37
A-33
A-33
A-33
A-33
A-37
A-37
A-33
A-33
A-33
A-33
A-37
A-33
A-37
A-37
A-33

C/C

11.9
12.0
11.1
10.7
12.3
10.2
10.3
10.1
11.2
11.6
10.3
12.3
10.1
11.5
11.0
12.3
10.2
10.8
10.7
11.5
11.6
11.0
10.7
12.3

UNIBILT 300# DRIVE SERIES (VARIABLE)

DRIVE

21093
21094
21095
21096
21097
21098
21099
21100
21101
21102

SPEED
MIN.
MAX

REDUCER

.6
.08
1.1
2.0
2.7
3.5
5.4
7.0
10.9
14.1

1000:1
“
“
300:1
“
“
150:1
“
75:1
“

1.7
2.3
3.0
5.6
7.6
9.9
15.2
19.7
30.5
39.4

MOTOR

1/2 HP
1750 RPM
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“

REDUCER
PULLEY P.D.

8.9
6.6
5.1
8.9
6.6
5.1
6.6
5.1
6.6
5.1

V.S. BELT

B-43
B-36
B-36
B-43
B-36
B-36
B-36
B-36
B-36
B-36
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C/C
MIN.

MAX.

11.53
9.98
11.21
11.53
9.98
11.21
9.98
11.21
9.98
11.21

13.62
12.15
13.47
13.62
12.15
13.47
12.15
13.47
12.15
13.47

UNIBILT 600# DRIVE SERIES (CONSTANT) Morse Reducer
DRIVE

21103
21104
21105
21106
21107
21108
21109
21110
21111
21112
21113
21114
21115
21116
21117
21118
21119
21120
21121
21122
21123
21124
21125
21126
21127
21128
21129
21130
21131
21132
21133
21134

SPEED

.6
1.0
1.6
2.0
2.5
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.1
8.0
9.1
10.0
12.0
15.0
17.6
20.1
22.5
25.7
27.4
30.0
32.1
35.3
37.5
40.1
42.8
45.0
48.1
50.3
54.6
60.2
64.2

REDUCER

1000:1
“
“
“
“
“
300:1
“
“
“
“
“
“
150:1
“
“
“
75:1
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
50:1
“
“
“
“
“
“

MOTOR
SHEAVE
MOTOR
P.D.

MOTOR

1/2 HP
1750RPM
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
1 HP
1750 RPM
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
1 1/2 HP
1750 RPM
“
“
“
“
“

2.8
2.8
3.0
3.0
4.7
3.0
3.0
3.5
3.2
4.0
3.0
4.0
3.0
3.2
4.0
4.7
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.2
4.0
3.0
4.7
5.0
3.0
4.0
4.0
3.0
4.7
4.0
3.0
5.7

Note: Drives are available with Winsmith reducer upon request.
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REDUCER
PULLEYS - BELTS
SHEAVE
REDUCER
V-BELT
P.D.

14.0
9.0
6.0
4.7
6.0
3.2
8.0
7.5
5.7
6.0
4.0
4.7
3.2
5.7
5.7
5.7
3.2
5.7
5.0
5.0
5.7
4.0
5.7
5.7
3.2
6.0
5.7
4.0
6.0
4.7
3.2
5.7

A-62
A-51
A-51
A-51
A-51
A-45
A-51
A-51
A-51
A-51
A-45
A-51
A-45
A-51
A-51
A-51
A-45
A-51
A-51
A-51
A-51
A-45
A-51
A-51
A-45
A-51
A-51
A-45
A-51
A-51
A-45
A-51

C/C

17.6
16.6
19.0
20.1
17.7
18.3
17.3
17.4
19.1
18.3
17.6
19.3
18.3
19.1
18.5
18.0
18.3
19.3
19.8
19.7
18.5
17.6
18.0
17.7
18.3
18.3
18.5
17.6
17.7
19.3
18.3
17.2

UNIBILT 600# DRIVE SERIES (CONSTANT) LESS MOTOR
DRIVE

27722
27723
27724
27725
27726
27727
27728
27729
27730
27731
27732
27733
27734
27735
27736
27737
27738
27739
27740
27741
27742
27743
27744
27745
27746
27747
27748
27749
27750
27751
27752
27753

SPEED

.6
1.0
1.6
2.0
2.5
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.1
8.0
9.1
10.0
12.0
15.0
17.6
20.1
22.5
25.7
27.4
30.0
32.1
35.3
37.5
40.1
42.8
45.0
48.1
50.3
54.6
60.2
64.2

MOTOR
SHEAVE
MOTOR
P.D.

REDUCER

1000:1
“
“
“
“
“
300:1
“
“
“
“
“
“
150:1
“
“
“
75:1
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
50:1
“
“
“
“
“
“

REDUCER
SHEAVE
REDUCER
P.D.

2.8
2.8
3.0
3.0
4.7
3.0
3.0
3.5
3.2
4.0
3.0
4.0
3.0
3.2
4.0
4.7
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.2
4.0
3.0
4.7
5.0
3.0
4.0
4.0
3.0
4.7
4.0
3.0
5.7

14.0
9.0
6.0
4.7
6.0
3.2
8.0
7.5
5.7
6.0
4.0
4.7
3.2
5.7
5.7
5.7
3.2
5.7
5.0
5.0
5.7
4.0
5.7
5.7
3.2
6.0
5.7
4.0
6.0
4.7
3.2
5.7

PULLEYS - BELTS
V-BELT

C/C

A-62
A-51
A-51
A-51
A-51
A-45
A-51
A-51
A-51
A-51
A-45
A-51
A-45
A-51
A-51
A-51
A-45
A-51
A-51
A-51
A-51
A-45
A-51
A-51
A-45
A-51
A-51
A-45
A-51
A-51
A-45
A-51

17.6
16.6
19.0
20.1
17.7
18.3
17.3
17.4
19.1
18.3
17.6
19.3
18.3
19.1
18.5
18.0
18.3
19.3
19.8
19.7
18.5
17.6
18.0
17.7
18.3
18.3
18.5
17.6
17.7
19.3
18.3
17.2

UNIBILT 600# DRIVE SERIES (VARIABLE)
DRIVE

21135
21136
21137
21138
21139
21140
21141
21142
21143
21144
21145
21146
21147
21148

SPEED
MIN.
MAX

REDUCER

.7
.8
1.0
2.2
2.6
3.3
4.4
5.3
6.7
8.8
10.6
13.3
15.8
20.0

1000:1
“
“
300:1
“
“
150:1
“
“
75:1
“
“
50:1
“

2.0
2.4
3.0
6.6
7.9
10.0
13.1
15.8
20.0
26.2
31.7
40.0
47.5
60.0

MOTOR

REDUCER
PULLEY P.D.

1/2 HP
1750 RPM
“
“
“
“
“
“
1 HP
1750 RPM
“
“
1-1/2 HP
1750 RPM

11.6
9.6
7.6
11.6
9.6
7.6
11.6
9.6
7.6
11.6
9.6
7.6
9.6
7.6

V.S. BELT

1922V-646
1922V-604
1922V-604
1922V-646
1922V-604
1922V-604
1922V-646
1922V-604
1922V-604
1922V-646
1922V-604
1922V-604
1922V-604
1922V-604

Note: Drives are available with Winsmith reducer upon request.
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C/C
MIN.

MAX.

17.15
16.80
18.42
17.15
16.80
18.42
17.15
16.80
18.42
17.15
16.80
18.42
16.80
18.42

20.52
20.25
22.00
20.52
20.25
22.00
20.52
20.25
22.00
20.52
20.25
22.00
20.25
22.00

UNIBILT 600# DRIVE SERIES (CONSTANT) -Inverted Left Hand
DRIVE

27609
27610
27611
27612
27613
27614
27615
27616
27617
27618
27619
27620
27621
27622
27623
27624
27625
27626
27627
27628
27629
27630
27631
27632
27633
27634
27635
27636
27637
27638
27639
27640

SPEED

.6
1.0
1.6
2.0
2.5
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.1
8.0
9.1
10.0
12.0
15.0
17.6
20.1
22.5
25.7
27.4
30.0
32.1
35.3
37.5
40.1
42.8
45.0
48.1
50.3
54.6
60.2
64.2

REDUCER

1000:1
“
“
“
“
“
300:1
“
“
“
“
“
“
150:1
“
“
“
75:1
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
50:1
“
“
“
“
“
“

MOTOR
SHEAVE
MOTOR
P.D.

REDUCER
SHEAVE
REDUCER
P.D.

2.8
2.8
3.0
3.0
4.7
3.0
3.0
3.5
3.2
4.0
3.0
4.0
3.0
3.2
4.0
4.7
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.2
4.0
3.0
4.7
5.0
3.0
4.0
4.0
3.0
4.7
4.0
3.0
5.7

14.0
9.0
6.0
4.7
6.0
3.2
8.0
7.5
5.7
6.0
4.0
4.7
3.2
5.7
5.7
5.7
3.2
5.7
5.0
5.0
5.7
4.0
5.7
5.7
3.2
6.0
5.7
4.0
6.0
4.7
3.2
5.7

Note: Drives are available with Winsmith reducer upon request.
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PULLEYS - BELTS
V-BELT

A-62
A-51
A-51
A-51
A-51
A-45
A-51
A-51
A-51
A-51
A-45
A-51
A-45
A-51
A-51
A-51
A-45
A-51
A-51
A-51
A-51
A-45
A-51
A-51
A-45
A-51
A-51
A-45
A-51
A-51
A-45
A-51

C/C

17.6
16.6
19.0
20.1
17.7
18.3
17.3
17.4
19.1
18.3
17.6
19.3
18.3
19.1
18.5
18.0
18.3
19.3
19.8
19.7
18.5
17.6
18.0
17.7
18.3
18.3
18.5
17.6
17.7
19.3
18.3
17.2

UNIBILT 600# DRIVE SERIES (CONSTANT) -Less Motor - Inverted Left Hand
DRIVE

27655
27656
27657
27658
27659
27660
27661
27662
27663
27664
27665
27666
27667
27668
27669
27670
27671
27672
27673
27674
27675
27676
27677
27678
27679
27680
27681
27682
27683
27684
27685
27686

SPEED

.6
1.0
1.6
2.0
2.5
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.1
8.0
9.1
10.0
12.0
15.0
17.6
20.1
22.5
25.7
27.4
30.0
32.1
35.3
37.5
40.1
42.8
45.0
48.1
50.3
54.6
60.2
64.2

REDUCER

1000:1
“
“
“
“
“
300:1
“
“
“
“
“
“
150:1
“
“
“
75:1
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
50:1
“
“
“
“
“
“

MOTOR
SHEAVE
MOTOR
P.D.

REDUCER
SHEAVE
REDUCER
P.D.

2.8
2.8
3.0
3.0
4.7
3.0
3.0
3.5
3.2
4.0
3.0
4.0
3.0
3.2
4.0
4.7
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.2
4.0
3.0
4.7
5.0
3.0
4.0
4.0
3.0
4.7
4.0
3.0
5.7

14.0
9.0
6.0
4.7
6.0
3.2
8.0
7.5
5.7
6.0
4.0
4.7
3.2
5.7
5.7
5.7
3.2
5.7
5.0
5.0
5.7
4.0
5.7
5.7
3.2
6.0
5.7
4.0
6.0
4.7
3.2
5.7

Note: Drives are available with Winsmith reducer upon request.
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PULLEYS - BELTS
V-BELT

A-62
A-51
A-51
A-51
A-51
A-45
A-51
A-51
A-51
A-51
A-45
A-51
A-45
A-51
A-51
A-51
A-45
A-51
A-51
A-51
A-51
A-45
A-51
A-51
A-45
A-51
A-51
A-45
A-51
A-51
A-45
A-51

C/C

17.6
16.6
19.0
20.1
17.7
18.3
17.3
17.4
19.1
18.3
17.6
19.3
18.3
19.1
18.5
18.0
18.3
19.3
19.8
19.7
18.5
17.6
18.0
17.7
18.3
18.3
18.5
17.6
17.7
19.3
18.3
17.2

Starting and Stopping a Unibilt 600 lb. Drive
To simulate an emergency shut-off situation, perform the following while facing the machinery side of
the drive assembly:
• Be sure power to motor has been turned off and locked out. Operate the drive by pulling the belt by hand, while
making sure the conveyor chain is moving in the proper direction, i.e., from left to right.
• Intercept the natural counterclockwise rotation of the take-up sprocket by inserting a block of wood between
an oncoming caterpillar chain dog and the top flanges of the drive at its chain entrance end. Be sure the dog
is wedged tightly against the wood block.
• With motor stopped and power locked out, remove drive belt. Make certain that limit switch is wired into
circuit and is operating properly. Start motor, being sure hands, head, ties, clothing, other personnel, tools,
etc., are at a safe distance.
• Continue by rotating the reducer sheave in a counterclockwise direction. This causes an opposite (clockwise)
reaction from the motor/reducer sub-assembly. The resulting lowering of the reducer housing causes the roller
lever arm to lower, tripping the switch to the “OFF” position, which should stop the motor.
• Remove wood block and install belt, belt guard and caterpillar chain guard.
• Before starting drive, walk entire length of conveyor and remove or relocate any possible obstruction and
alert all personnel in the area of your intentions.
You have seen the suggested drive unit lubrication schedule and list of lubricants to be applied on the pages
showing field wiring diagrams for each 600-pound capacity drive unit. This is a program of drive unit maintenance that should continue for the life of the system. See “Preventive Maintenance and Troubleshooting” and
inspection of the entire conveyor system.

Before a system powered by any one of the constant or variable speed drives is put into first-time
service, and before the drive belt and caterpillar chain guards are mounted, it is the responsibility of the
installation supervisor or other qualified mechanical personnel to perform the following:
1. Test the drive for adequate support and four-way bracing to assure complete stability.
2. Check tightness of motor mounting bolts.
3. Check motor rotation to assure correct conveyor chain direction of travel.
4. Inspect pulley and/or sheaves to assure tight fit on motor and reducer shaft. Check both for proper drive
belt alignment position.
5. Read motor manufacturer’s and vari-speed pulley manufacturer’s instructions.
6. Check to see that the reducer is filled with proper amount of prescribed lubricating oil. Reducer fill
plug must have a breather hole.
7. Lubricate chain rollers and grease caterpillar chain dogs. Check for proper tension.
8. Grease caterpillar chain backup bar lower surface.
9. Be sure pillow block bearing mounting bolts are tight. Be sure bearings have been greased.
10. Check for loose track-bar bolts.
11. After the drive motor and its controlling limit switch have been properly wired, the safety
cut-off feature must be tested. The switch is factory-adjusted so that it is in the “ON” mode only
when its roller lever arm is held in position parallel to the drive frame by the top of the reducer
housing.
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Safety Notes
The absence of belt and chain safety guards on drive units shown in photographs or sketches is for detail
and assembly clarity purposes only. All drives in use in a conveyor system must have the specified safety
guard equipment securely mounted in place. Unibilt drive belt and chain guards are made of non perforated
solid materials, in compliance with OSHA standards.
These signs appear on all Unibilt Drive Units. Do not remove. The job number is to appear in all correspondence pertaining to that order.
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Section 8 - INVERTED CONVEYORS
Introduction ............................................................................... 8-3
Inverted Horizontal Curves ......................................................... 8-3
Inverted Components ................................................................. 8-4

8-1

8-2

Inverted Conveyors
Unibilt’s Inverted Power Only configuration provides versatility. The inverted approach greatly enhances
the already clean operation of our enclosed track design—virtually eliminating contamination by falling debris.
Our standard track 20200 10 ft. length and 16997 20 ft. lengths are used and inverted for this application.
Special inverted horizontal turns are used to allow the chain to ride smoothly on bottom of track. Either 300 lb.
or 600 lb. drives can be used, and are modified at the factory for inverted use. Standard vertical curves are
used and are also inverted. Standard track accessories are used with the exception of the inspection gate and
anti-runaway. Special inverted inspection gate 9077 should be used and should never be opened while conveyor
is running.
➤

48"

➤

End
View
Inverted Inspection Gate - 9077

Inverted take ups of either spring or air design adapts to the “C” hook or pedestal type applications. When
using C-hook application, you must specify travel of C-hook through the take up whether inside or outside
travel of the power track. When ordering this type of take up, you need to provide a cross section of the
C-hook application to the attachment. Take ups for inverted applications can be provided in various radius’
and spreads. When ordering either 300 lb. or 600 lb. inverted drives, you must specify which hand you would
like machinery on when inverted. To determine this with travel moving away from you is machinery to be on
the right or left side?
EXAMPLE:

With travel moving away machinery is on left side, this will be known as a left hand when inverted.

The “C” hook drawing will also be used to assure cat chain guard clearance on the drive, minimum clearance
needed is 15 inches, Unibilt chain is used with various 4 wheel attachments.
NOTE: Standard “H” attachments 21298 are not to be used in inverted applications.

Contact Unibilt Customer

Service for pricing and specification on the inverted material at 888-864-2458.

Inverted Horizontal Turns

Inverted Horizontal Turns

All Unibilt inverted horizontal turns are formed from straight track
sections on special Webb designed circular bending machine,
capable of accommodating 24", 36" and 48" radius die sets.

21495

24" rad. X 30°

21496

24" rad. x 45°

As the result of usage experience and economic practice 24" and
36" radius turns are standard, stocked and priced accordingly.
All turns are fabricated with 8 inches of straight track on each end.
This has been done so the splice will be one side guide wheel space
away from the tangent line and so there will be no side thrust or
bearing pressure against the splice.

21497

24" rad. x 60°

21498

24" rad. x 90°

21506

24" rad. x 180°

21499

36" rad. x 30°

Turns and curves in a powered systems shall be restricted to a
minimum of 24" radius, there by assuring lower chain tension and
longer chain life. All turns of 24" and 36" radius are flame-hardened
on the guide wheel wear surface. Please note that because of
hardening process the 24" and 36" radius turns are very difficult to
cut in the field.

21500

36" rad. x 45°

21501

36" rad. x 60°

21502

36" rad. x 90°

21503

36" rad. x 180°
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Inverted Components
Nuts tightened to
end of thread only.
Clearance must be
provided to negotiate
vertical and horizontal
turns.

8.10"
3/4"
Dia.
hole

4.05"
21033
Load Bar
(Ref.)

1"

1/2"

3/4"

4-9/16"

3-13/16"
2-11/16"

27829 Four Wheel Chain
Attachment with Pin (ref.)

27786 Bolted Chain Master Side Guide Wheel Link Assembly
must be inserted between each 4 wheel attachment when 8.10"
centers are required. (Not required when greater than 8.10" centers
are used.)

27929 Inverted Load Bar Assembly with Guide Rollers - 500 lb/ capacity

Note: Hole is eliptical
not circular

80703 Four Wheel Chain Attachment
similar to 27829 except with special
Phillips casting for C-hook application - 250
lb. capacity. Plastic bushing 214079 must
be used with this attachment (1” O.D. X
3.4” I.D. X 1 3/16” long) in order to
mount “C” hook.

2-3/4" Ref.

4.05" Pitch
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3/4"

1"

2"

Weight 3.2 lbs.

27818 Four Wheel Chain Attachment having 3/4" x 1" shank made of heat
treated, drop forged steel, by drilling a hole of 9/16" diameter or less in the shank, a
pivoting load carrier connection may be made - 250 lb. capacity

Weight 1.5 lbs.

27919 Four Wheel Attachment, similar in design to the 27829 & 80703, has
provisions for accepting 1/2" diameter threaded rod or bolt.

Weight 3.5 lbs.
1-1/2"
1/2"-13NG 7/8" LG
1-15/32"
3-5/8"
Guide Roller

4-3/4"

3-7/16"

27829 Four Wheel Chain Attachment with RCA type Pin and Guide Roller - 250 lb. capacity
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Unibilt Inverted Power Only Review

➤

➤

3-1/4" typ.

 Right
 Left

Note: This type
to be used for
5# or less.
➤

➤

1. Is the drive right or left hand when inverted?

2. Minimum clearance of “C” hook through drive is 15".

3. What type of inverted take up is required?

14-9/16"
 Air
 Spring
 Couterweight

15"
min.
clearance
➤
➤

4. Use pedestal type if no “C” hook is required.

5. When “C” hook travels around the take up is it on the inside or outside?
5a. The dimensions (sketch below) required for “C” hook clearance.

Outside

Inside

A

A
B

B

A = _____
B = _____

C

C
C = _____

6. Use inverted power only horizontal turns.
7. When using standard vertical curves, upper becomes lower and lower becomes upper.
8. Use V75531 inspection gate.
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Section 9 - OVER-N-UNDER CONVEYORS

Types of Over-N-Unders ........................................................... 9-3

9-1

9-2

Over-N-Under Conveyors
1. Twelve inch (12”) radius vertical curves are standard for the return ends on Over-N-Under units.

2. 16975 rigid “H” attachments can be installed on eight inch nominal centers throughout chain.

3. Units are normally sized by tangent to tangent, or overall length.

4. Units can be used in tandem (side by side) for large parts.

5. All units are painted one coat Unibilt blue.

6. Powered units can be manufactured with horizontal or vertical bends. (Note all horizontals and
verticals would be standard 24" or 36" radius.)

7. Gravity Over-N-Unders can be pitched to help product flow. Pitch depends on weight of product
and product centers.

8. Take-up Links are load wheel assemblies connected by steel bars that allow the chain pitch to
change. A gravity Over-N-Under can use a 21296 Take-Up Link instead of a take-up if desired. NOTE:
Take up link will not work with a drive.

9. Shipping:
a. Rigid “H” attachments 16975 ship loose.
b. All gravity units less than 40'-0" ship assembled.
c. Units over 40'-0" ship in sections with chain separate.
d. All powered units ship in sections with chain and drive separate.
e. Over-N-Under components can be purchased separately for field assembly by others.
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Unibilt Over-N-Unders are enclosed track loops that operate in a vertical plane. These units were
designed for continuous parts forwarding. Although Over-N-Unders were used almost exclusively in
automotive facilities, Over-N-Unders have gained acceptance in other industries as well.
There are three types of Over-N-Unders.
First, is gravity flow, which relies on product weight and pitching the Over-N-Under for parts forwarding. The high end of the conveyor is the load end and the low end is the unload end. Unloading a part
creates an unbalanced load across the chain, which causes the remaining parts to flow forward maintaining a state of equilibrium.
6" Travel

20200
12" Rad.

20109

20200

20135

The second type of Over-N-Under is a powered unit, which utilizes one of the Unibilt drives to move
parts from load to unload. Powered Over-N-Unders are not restricted to being straight loops; horizontal
turns and vertical curves can be incorporated into their design.

20200

20109

6" Travel

Travel



12" Rad.
Old Style
300 lb. Unit

V20135
16975

20200
20200

20135

12" Rad.

New Style
750 lb & 300 lb



Old Style
600 lb. Unit

Travel
20109

Third, there are the Tandem Over-N-Unders. These assemblies are powered by Unibilt drives
modified to accept an extended drive shaft, which allows a slave drive to be installed on the adjacent
loop. The drive configuration keeps the chain in both loops synchronized. The dual tandem Over-NUnders are used when increased stability is needed due to wide product loads.
New Style
750 lb & 300 lb
Old Style
600 lb. Unit
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Conveyor Mechanical Installation
There are several recognized methods of hanging (supporting) overhead conveyors. (This discussion
refers, in general, to the connections of hanger steel members to the track at one end and the superstructure, support grid, etc., at the upper end.) When developing the type of material and connection
plan, the past experience and skill of the installer should be considered closely. In each case, it is
advisable that distributors add their help as required.
In ascending order of capability, we propose:
1. For the customer (user) without skilled help, little more than hand tools and for only short, simple
systems.
A. For less than ten-foot long hanger lengths, use Unibilt threaded rod and hardware, as
shown in catalog.
B. Where applicable, use drilled and bolted structural members in conjunction with, or in place
of, threaded rods. The use of rod hangers or braces that are more than eight to ten feet long is
discouraged, due to an inherent tendency to vibrate and lack rigidity. Recommend contracting
for professional installation.
2. For the customer with semi-skilled maintenance or repair personnel and the availability of some
power tools and welding equipment, use all structural hangers, bracing, etc., either welded or bolted or
both. Recommend contracting for installation field supervisor.
3. For the professional installer, all-welded structural member hangers, headers, bracing, etc., are
standard.
If you do not employ your own erection people, locate a reliable, knowledgeable company from whom
you can buy erection, or whom you can recommend to your customer.

NOTE:

Be sure to clear the following with the user:

1. Correct capacity of all building members involved in support of the loaded conveyor and
the weight of additional support steel combined.
2. Connection to building trusses, joists, beams, purlins, etc., by clamping, bolting, other.
3. Connection to building trusses, joists at panel points only.
4. Electric power, air supply available.
The act of installing (erecting) a Unibilt straight overhead conveyor and the resulting
appearance and operation is a significant factor in the after-sale posture assumed by the user.
However, unless Webb-Unibilt has contracted to erect the Unibilt system installation, we cannot
assume responsibility for faulty installation. It is important, therefore, that all interested and
involved parties carefully read and study the conditions appearing on page ii, at front of book.
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Typical Unibilt Overhead Conveyor System

K

Angles to be all same size
1-1/2" x 1-1/2" x 3/16" Angles (min.)

I

L

C

J

A
G
J

J

E

B
L
J
Tr
av
el

Note: Belt and chain
guards must always
be in place before
operating conveyor.
For illustration
purposes only they
are not shown

J
K

F

H

K

J

D
Shown
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

20200
Track
27826
Chain
20079
Horizontal Turn 24" R. x 90°
20149
Spring TakeUp Assembly
600 lb. Drive Assembly without guards
17095
Chain Installation Gate
20502
Chain Inspection Gate
21298
“H” Attachment
8672
Track Hanger Clamp

J

Typical Support Method
Structural Angle Hanger and Sway Brace

K
L

Alternative Support Method
Threaded Rod 1/2" x 13NC THRD
8671
Splice Hanger

Not Shown
20113
20114
8624
20058
9012
20206
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Upper Vertical Curve 24" R. x 45°
Lower Vertical Curve 24" R. x 45°
Welding Jig
Electo-Brush Oiler
Anti Backup
Anti Runaway with Limit Switch

Unibilt Straight Overhead Conveyor

Typical Installation Man Hours
Track

200'

400'

600'

800'

1000'

Hours / Foot

.44

.39

.35

.31

.27

1500’ and over
.25

Chain - without attachments installed

.03 hours/ft.

Drive - 600-pound or 300-pound capacity

15 hours

Drive - Belt Guard
- Chain Guard

1 hour each
1 hour each

Take-up - Spring-type
- Counterweight-type

6 hours
7 hours

Ttraction Wheel

4 hours each

Horizontal Turns - less than 180°
180° or more

2 hours each
3 hours each

Single Vertical Curves

2 hours each

Inspection and Installation Gates

1 hour each

Brush Oiler without electric hookup

2 hours each

Automatic Lubricator without electric or air hookup

6 hours each

“H” Attachments (single)

50 pieces / hour

Carriers

30 pieces / hour

Header and Hanger Steel

25 hours / ton

Conveyor and support material - unload and move

3 hours/ton

All of the above data, which embraces professional manual labor and the work
hours expended, should be considered as a guide only. For any particular
geographic area, known building trades efficiency factors should be added.
NOTE: Hours

shown must be escalated when nonprofessional labor is used.
Jervis B. Webb Company does not warrant the data contained in this table or that
the use of this data or the accompanying suggestions will necessarily produce an
accurate estimate.
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72117 Unibilt End Yokes
There are times when a Unibilt system (or part of a system) is to be installed in an explosive or otherwise sensitive
atmosphere, which precludes any welding at that location.
In such instances, end yokes can provide for bolted connections. The end yokes may be shipped loose to the job
site or to your shop for welding to the track ends. Always plan on furnishing the longest manageable straight track
length between end yoke pairs.
Unibilt can furnish track, turns and curves with end yokes already welded in place at extra cost. End yokes have
dowel extrusion to aide with alignment. On the job site, pick a location, such as a dock area, with a relatively
clean, level floor, where the end yokes can be welded squarely on the track ends. If clip angles for bolted hanger
connections are to be used, weld them in place at the same time. If 8672 track hanger clamps are called for, slide
the necessary quantity onto the track between any welded joints.

72117 Unibilt End Yoke features a patent design that aligns the track sections
together for bolted connection. The end yokes are welded to the ends of the
track, turns, curves, etc. with fixture precision for positive alignment.

5-1/4"
5/8"

4"

5/8"

5/8"

Unibilt Track
2-5/8"

3-3/4"

1/2"
3/16"

Field welded to track ends

3/8” -16 UNC Bolt, Nut & Washer Available. 144942 - Bolt -4
218675 - Nut - 4
57085 - Washer - 4

20200 - 10' Track
16997 - 20' Track
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Hanging Major Assemblies
It is essential that Unibilt major conveyor assemblies installed in a system be properly suspended from an overhead
grid of existing building steel or from added overhead or floor support steel.
The accompanying sketches of drive unit and take-up assembly support methods feature a scheme plan of vertical
hanger members and properly installed bracing, as well as a typical arrangement of header support steel, which is
clamped to the building members.
NOTE:

1. All drive units require two supplemental horizontal support angles, no less than approximately 24" long, which
are to provide a wider stance for stability. This dictates the width of the hanging tower (see page 10-11).
2. The take-up assembly is to be hung in the same manner as shown in sketch on page 10-11.
Jervis B. Webb Company does not warrant that adherence to any guidelines or suggestions set forth in this manual
will necessarily result in proper selection, manufacture, installation and maintenance of conveyor equipment and/or a
conveyor system. Unless there are specific written specifications or recommendations and pursuant to a written
contractual commitment from it, the Jervis B. Webb Company hereby disclaims all responsibility for any equipment
and/or system malfunction, any violations of law, property damage, personal injury, or any other damages resulting
from equipment and/or system selection, design, installation, maintenance, or operation carried out by a distributor,
contractor, user, or any other person.
Support Members

1-1/2" x 1-1/2" x 3/16" angles @ 1.44 lbs / ft.

Based upon Unibilt track loading and associated track support centers not being exceeded,
and when only one single run of conveyor
crosses a span.

Install on
edges as
shown

4" C channel @ 5.4 lbs. / ft. - up to 10' span
6" C channel @ 8.2 lbs. / ft. - up to 15' span
8" C channel @ 11.5 lbs. / ft. - up to 20' span

Structural hangers and braces and Structural
headers - minimum sizes indicated.

Use of Building Members to Support Conveyor
20' Max.

20' Max.

45°

30° Min.

Varies with style and
capacity of truss or joint

6'8" 6'8" 6'8" 6'8" 6'8" 6'8"
20' (example)
Bottom chord of typical
building truss or joint

15'
Recommended
Maximum

45° Minimum
V20200 Track

10'

10'

10'
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10’

Building Trusses
Channel
Header

Fitting and Methods of Supporting Unibilt Track
Wherever possible, avoid welding superstructure and
hanger steel to the building steel...use bolted type
connections. On hangers and header steel, welded
connections are considered to be more economical
than bolted connections...either type can be used.
Conveyor loads and spacings govern the selction of
hanger and sway brace angle sizes.

Hanger Steel

Clip Angle
Channel
Header

Unibilt Track

Typical Bolted Connection
Building
Truss
Hanger Angle
11058
Channel
Header
Clamp

Building truss

Sway Brace
Angle
Clamp Angle
Channel Header

Unibilt Track

Typical Support Elevations
for Hanger Steel Cross and
Sway Braces

13'

9'

From
4' 6"
To
9'
Up to
4' 6"
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From
9'
To
13'

Typical Header Connections to Wood Ceilings

Header

Use 1/2" bolts when drilling clearance is
available: otherwise use 1/2" lag screws

Hanger
Angle
Sway Brace
Angle

Through bolts not less than 1/2" dia.;
counterbore when necessary

Header
➤

Sway
Brace
Angle

➤

Typical Conveyor Hanging

1-1/2" x 1-1/2" x 3/16" (Min.)

Angle Hanger (welded, Scheme A)

Indicates Weld

Hanger

1-1/2" x 1-1/2" x 3/16" Min.

1-1/2" x 1-1/2" x 3/16"

Angle Min.
1/2" - 13 NC

Rod for adjustment

1-1/2" x 1-1/2" x 3/16" Min.

8672
Track Hanger
Clamp

2" Min.
Indicates
Weld

20200 Track

Rod Hanger
(Scheme B)

Angle Hanger
(Bolted, Scheme C)

8672 Clamp Hanger
(Scheme D)
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Hanger
Angle

Suggested Truss / Joist Panel Point Connections
Truss

Truss

Panel
Point

Panel
Point

Panel Point

Truss or Joist

Bar Joist

Bottom Chord
See Detail “B”
See Detail “A”

See Detail “A”

Note: If suspended from single vertical hangers, track may be perpendicular to, or running with, truss.
Note: All headers, hangers, angle clips, bolts etc. to be sized for loading. Customer to furnish truss/joist capacity.

Bottom
Chord

Angle Clip

Length to suit
Bolt size to suit

Header

Header

Hanger
Hanger

Detail “A”

Detail “B”

Field fabricated
clamp connection

Typical Wall Bracket Conveyor Hanging

2" x 2" x 1/4"

Angle Min.

Header (Arm)

Header (Arm)
Sway
Brace

Hanger
Angle
Through
Bolt
(Typ.)

1/2" - 13NC

Threaded
Rod

1-1/2" x 1-1/2" x 3/16"

Knee
Knee
Brace

45°

Wall
Bracket

Alternate
30°

2" x 2" x 1/4"

Angle Min.
8672
Hanger
Clamp

20200
Track

Sway Brace
1-1/2" x 1-1/2" x 3/16"

Angle
See other sketches and
data for normal overhead
and floor support examples

Alternate
Sway Brace

Wall
Bracket

20200
Track

Note: Bracket, brace and arm to be sized
for loading, and length of arm (Header).
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Unibilt 20200

Brace

Typical Support Method - Unibilt 750 lb. Drive

Typical Support Method - Unibilt Take-Up
Travel

Drive and Take-Up
Hanging Support Method
Three quarter view of typical side
and end panel treatment for long
drop support towers.

Typical Support Elevations
13'

Material sized (1-1/2" x 1-1/2" x 3/16" angle min.)
to suit drop and load conditions

Take-up
Drive

Sway
Brace

9'
Represents Hanger Angle Iron
Represents Sway Brace Angle Iron
Represents Cross Brace Angle Iron
Drop
from
4' 6"
to 9'
Drop
up to
4' 6"
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Cross
Brace

Drop
from
9' to
13'

Typical Old Style Unibilt 300 lb. Drive Support Method
(Refer to 750 lb. Drive Support Detail page 10-11)

End Brace, down from far side
Hanger

Hanger

End Brace, up from near side

Side Brace, up from near side
Side Brace, down from far side

Bolt through with 3-9/16" bolts - typ. each end
3" x 2" x 1/4" x 12" long

Side Brace, up
from near side

End Brace, down
from far side
Hanger

Hanger
Side Brace, down
from near side

30° min. all around

➤

Drive End Support

2" x 2" x 1/4" x 24" (Typ.)

Belt and chain guards
must always be in place
before operating equipment.
For illustration purposes only,
they are not shown.
NOTE:
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Floor Support Methods
Typical Conveyor Floor Support Schemes

A number of situations may
arise that dictate the use of
conveyor floor support plan,
rather than the customary
overhead hanging method.
There is a practical, workable
hanger drop length limit
(dimension from support grid
to top of track) of approximately 20 feet and a limit
of minimum of 30° off-thevertical for sway bracing,
beyond which stability and
rigidity of the conveyor and
support structure are difficult
to achieve.

Double Column Frame
(Use one or the other type of post)

Hanger
Knee Brace
Sway Brace
Product
Product

Max.
Approx.
15'

Advantages for use of
floor support method:
Anchor Bolts (Typical)

1. Less hanger, header
and sway bracing material
required.
2. Helps reduce the need
for reinforcement of a weak
building structure.

Single Column Frames

3. Eliminates interference
with plumbing, ductwork,
piping, wiring, etc.

Hanger
Hanger

NOTES:

Plate

1. Floor support columns
do take up floor space.
Plan their locations well, so
as not to interfere with truck
or pedestrian traffic, machine
operators, machine moving
parts, etc. See floor support
schemes.
2. At times, columns may
require special, additional
concrete footings in areas
of light floor construction.

30°
45°

Plate
Sway
Brace

Plate

Carrier

Weld all
around

Max.
Approx.
15'

Plate

NOTE: All material indicated must be sized for the particular load conditions.
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Maintenance and Troubleshooting
This brochure contains procedures that, when followed, will enhance the designed-in economy
of operation and the built-in longevity of a Unibilt system.

This section covers:

1. General maintenance
2. Preventive maintenance
3. Inspection check list
4. Troubleshooting
5. Customer maintenance log sheet

IMPORTANT:
Do not attempt to perform maintenance or make adjustments on any equipment without
first studying the procedures contained herein.
Be sure the drive motor is turned off and power is locked out before starting maintenance.
Be certain all safety barriers, work ladders, scaffolding, etc., are removed and all personnel
are warned and accounted for before conveyor is restarted.
CAUTION: Turn off and lock out conveyor drive motor disconnect switch before performing any
inspection, testing, maintenance, or repairs on the conveyor. Before restarting the conveyor,
make certain that all tools and maintenance equipment have been removed and that all
personnel in the area are clear and aware of the action.
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General Maintenance
Upon completion of erection of a Unibilt Enclosed Track Conveyor and before operation of the conveyor,
the customer’s maintenance department shall properly lubricate all moving parts. The following charts
and suggestions are a guide to use as a starting point for conveyor lubrication. Only the user of the
equipment can determine the best lubricating program suited to his own production schedules, maintenance equipment and personnel. Operating conditions also vary and make it necessary for the customer to lubricate and inspect the equipment more frequently at first, and then reduce the lubrication
cycle and quantity to a minimum. Over-lubrication can sometimes be just as detrimental to efficient
operation as under-lubrication.
CAUTION:

A fluid chain wheel lubricant must be compatible with the factory lubricant.

There are many good reducer lubricants available that will work equally as well as those listed
on page 7-40 & 7-41. We strongly recommend that your customer seek the advice of a qualified
lubricant specialist for proper lubrication of the equipment.
Wheel bearings receive a minimum application of general purpose oil at the factory for initial runin only. For operating temperatures up to 450° F, see following lubrication guide on page 11-7.
Chain and wheels operating in oven temperatures above 250° F. should have an automatic lubricator
V21516WS located a reasonable distance from an oven exit to allow parts to cool down to approximately 200° F. prior to relubrication. Lubricators should apply a proper amount of oil that will leave
a minimum of residue. Consult your local lubrication engineer.
Inspect for sluggish wheels, dry chain, etc. Sluggish or frozen wheels must be removed immediately from conveyor and thoroughly cleaned for replacement later. The cost of new wheels is sometimes less than the cost of cleaning.
Chain parts that may become bent in service should be replaced. Do not attempt to straighten.
Conveyor chain should be lubricated at drive on slack chain side (exit end) to insure lubricant
reaches bearing point of chain pin and side link.
Frequent conveyor stoppages, brought about by action of the safety cut-off devices, may be the
result of a lack of proper chain lubrication.
A spare length of conveyor chain should be kept on hand for replacement. Refer to the Unibilt job
number when ordering replacement parts. When ordering parts for reducers, always give the serial
number on the reducer unit, name brand, and ratio if possible.
Conveyors operating in extremely low temperatures should be allowed to run at reduced speed
continuously when not in use to prevent congealing of lubricants.
Complete conveyor system should be inspected at regular intervals for wear and proper lubrication, as indicated in the suggested inspection check list (see page 11-6).
It is suggested that a suitable check sheet be made, listing the maintenance and lubrication
operations and the day on which they are to be performed. Space should also be provided for the
maintenance person’s signature when the work is completed (see page 11-10).
NOTE: Chain replacement required when chain stretch is more than 2% of system length
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Preventative Maintenance
All parts should be carefully inspected at regular intervals. To assist the inspector, a suggested
check list is shown on page 11-6.
If each conveyor is thoroughly inspected at least every three (3) months, many problem areas can
be detected while they are still minor, and major troubles can be significantly reduced.
Reliability of conveyors depends largely on sound maintenance procedures. Each conveyor
should be thoroughly inspected at regular intervals and corrective measures should be taken to
prevent major breakdowns and loss of valuable production time.
If a log is maintained with sufficient information, a dual purpose will be accomplished. First, a
record of trouble and responsibility is available; and second, the log can be reviewed periodically,
as a historical record, and frequency of inspection. This would, then, over a period of time, make
the maintenance program more effective.
A suggested log sheet form is shown on page 11-10. If the same or similar troubles recur frequently,
it is logical to make more frequent inspections, or investigate changes that will prevent such trouble.

The Significance of the 20502 Inspection Gate
As you study this section, the importance of installing one inspection gate for every
300 to 400 feet of conveyor will become clear. Inspection gates provide a “window”
for observing the following:
1. Quality of lubrication of chain.
2. Condition of chain wheel bearing, sidelink, etc.
3. Presence of excessive chain tension or slack.
4. Presence of excessive chain tension or slack.
5. General condition and operation of conveyor.

The chain “lift” of 1-3/4 inches to 2 inches usually indicates proper chain adjustment.
As a general rule, it is more desirable to have some slack than none at all.

20502 Inspection Gate

Conveyor must be stopped
and power locked out

1-3/4" to 2"

Use
jabbing
motion

Wooden Stick
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Inspection Check List
Components to check
1. Chain
A. Lubrication
B. Excessive wear
C. Slack chain
D. Chain surge
E. Sluggish or frozen wheels

F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

Bent chain links
Loose wheel bolts
Loose wheel rivets
Loose wheel bearings
Excessive chain tension

K. Side guide wheel nuts toward
track opening

2. Track
A. Wear and peening on flanges at vertical curves
B. Wear on flange edges at load and unload stations
C. Wear on inside wall surface on horizontal turns
D. Obstacles on or near track that interfere with travel of product or carrier
E. Insufficient sway bracing - required to stabilize entire system
3. Take-up
A. Wear
B. Travel remaining
C. Screw adjustment

D. Expansion joint condition
1. Lubrication
2. Wear
3. Free movement

4. Drive
A. Lubrication
1. Caterpillar chain
2. Machinery components
3. Bearings
4. Oil level in reducer

B. Wear
1. Caterpillar chain
2. Backup bar
3. Caterpillar chain sprockets
4. Failed wiring insulation

E. Ease of floating frame travel

C. Adjustments
1. Caterpillar unit take-up (see caterpillar chain description in components section)
2. Proper motor brake operation
D. Overload condition
1. New 750# and 300# Series - Trip overload limit switch to make sure it will stop drive (rotate motor
base clockwise)
2. Old Style 300 Series - Check for unwarranted torque limiter slippage under normal conveyor running
conditions (motor RPM would be noticeably high in contrast to conveyor’s speed)
a. Motor running hot may be result of malfunctioning safety cut-off device to cause motor overload
b. Reducer running hot is usually result of low level or incorrect type of lubricant
E. Drive Train
1. Belt is in good condition and not slipping
2. Pulleys are in alignment and set screws and keys are tight; all mounting bolts are tight
3. Reducer shows no oil leaks
4. Track bars not deformed
5. Check for unusual noises
5. Anti-Backups
A. Check for free movement of pawl
B. Lubricate pivot
C. Check for any unusual wear
6. Anti-Runaways
A. Check for free movement of all pivoted items
B. Lubricate three pivot points
C. Trip limit switch to make sure it will stop motor when pawl is released
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Lubrication Guide
Component

Inspect and
Lubricate

Temperature up to 450°F

Remarks

Chain-load carrying wheel
and side guide wheel bearings
(includes four wheel pusher wheels)

Maximum of 30
days or suit to
operating
conditions.

Pre-lubricated with Dubois MPO-30 oil, which
is the Unibilt standard for temperatures not to
exceed 450° F. (special grease can be
substituted at extra cost). Re-lubricate with
Dubois MPO-30 oil (any other oil used must
be compatible with the oil in the wheels).

When shipped, the chain
parts, including wheels,
are coated with a thin film
of rust-resistant oil for
protection only until
installed in system.

Chain-connecting pins,
side links

Maximum of 30
days or suit to
operating
conditions

Use of Dubois MPO-30 oil on chain wheels
will provide adequate chain pin and link
lubrication (any other oil must be compatible
with the oil in the wheels).

Customer-furnished oilers
are subject to approval by
Unibilt. They must provide
lubricant placement.

CAUTION: The conveyor chain is not to be operated without lubrication for any reason. Unibilt V20053 and V20058 brush oilers are usually
adequate to supply sufficient lubrication to the moving chain, when operating in temperatures under approximately 250°F. When subjected
to operating temperatures between 250°F. and the maximum allowable 450°F., typically, an automatic pressure type lubricator is preferred
(see page 6-129). As a result of some customer preferences, though not catalogued, we can furnish a spray type unit. Contact your
Unibilt zone regional manager.
Room Temperature up to 200°F
Motor

Six months

Vari-pulley

See instructions on motor

—-

See instructions on unit

—-

Caterpillar drive chain (roller type)

60 Days

SAE #30 Oil

On roller pins

Caterpillar drive chain dogs

60 Days

* NLGI #2 Grease

On surface that
contacts conveyor chain

Drive sprocket,
idler sprocket

60 Days

* NLGI #2 Grease

Apply to sprocket teeth

Backup bar

60 Days

* NLGI #2 Grease

Lubricate roller surface

OLD STYLE DRIVE
Reducer
(maximum internal operating
temperature
to be 200° F.)

Six Months

Drive sprocket pillow block
bearing, take-up sprocket hub
bearing

Six months

NLGI #2 Grease

Grease fitting on bearing
housing. Grease fitting on
end of bolt shaft.

Hand pushed trolley wheels

30 days

Re-lubricate with Dubois MPO-30 oil
(see “Chain Wheels” above).

Lubricate guide roller pins
with MPO-30 oil.

*
**

** Agma Gear Oil #8 Compound
(refer to pages 7-40 & 7-41)

600-pound,
Morse/Winsmith - 2-1/2 qts.
300-pound, Morse - 1-1/4 qts.
See instructions on unit.

National Lubricating Grease Institute
American Gear Manufacturers Association
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Troubleshooting
When conveyor malfunction occurs, several probable causes must be analyzed.
The following section lists: symptom, probable cause, and remedy.

Troubleshooting: TRACK
Symptom

Probable Cause

Remedy

Peening of flanges on vertical curves

Excessive chain tension

Adjust chain pull tension

Excessive wear on flanges

Frozen or sluggish load wheels

Replace wheels as needed

Excessive wear on inside of horizontal turns

Excessive chain tension
Frozen or sluggish horizontal guide wheels

Adjust chain pull tension
Replace wheels as needed

Troubleshooting: TAKE-UP
Symptom
Movable track turn sluggish or frozen

Probable Cause

Remedy

Excessive chain tension

Lubricate if dry and replace with new
expansion joints if damaged

Wheel misaligned or frozen with dirt and
grease residue

Clean thoroughly and realign for free
travel

Dry or damaged expansion joints

Troubleshooting: CHAIN
Symptom

Probable Cause

Remedy

Excessive chain wheel and chain pin wear,
or excessive chain tension*

Lack of lubrication sluggish or frozen wheels.
Obstruction in chain path

Lubricate chain and wheels Remove
from conveyor and clean or replace.
Remove obstruction and remove and
replace chain if damaged

Excessive chain wheel and chain pin wear,
or excessive chain tension*

Conveyor overloaded

Unibilt conveyors are designed to
accept temporary overloads, but
cannot run continuously overloaded

Take-up too tight

Check for excessive spring tension;
check for excessive counterweight

Excessive slack chain*

Chain growth through normal wear

If take-up is fully extended, remove
links of chain; eight-inch minimum
amount of chain to be removed

Excessive chain surge*

Excessive slack chain sluggish
or frozen wheels

Refer to “Design Data,” section 4

*Note: Chain replacement required when chain strech is more than 2% of system length.
Chain measures 121-1/2” new from load or guide wheel center, 124" - replace chain.
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Troubleshooting: DRIVE
Symptom
Decrease in conveyor speed

Probable Cause
Belt slippage

Set screws on pulley are loose and causing
pulley to rotate on shaft. Conveyor chain
pull is excessive

Excessive noise in reducer

Requires lubrication
Oil leak

Drive stopped

Remedy
Replace belt on variable speed
drives; on constant speed drives,
adjust belt by loosening mounting
bolts on motor and pull back until
belt is snug. Align pulley and
tighten set screws
Refer to “Chain Pull” in section 4.
Fill reducer with oil to oil level
plate; or if needed, change oil
Tighten all bearing caps and pipe
plugs and add lubricant Disas-

Worn or broken gear

semble reducer and replace
damaged gear.

Overload limit switch

Locate and eliminate cause of
conveyor jam and restart conveyor
Check power supply

Power failure
Motor running hot

Conveyor chain pull excessive

Inspect electrical wiring and
controls; check motor brake,
if applicable

Slapping or pulsating caterpillar chain

Chain too loose

Adjust drive take-up unit until chain
is snug; do not remove any links of

Overly worn chain dogs

Motor running hot, but reducer not turning
to drive conveyor

Pulley or sheave has worked loose
from motor or reducer shafts

caterpillar chain or dogs; replace
chain.

Replace shaft keys; refer to “Drives”
in “Design Data,” section 4
Replace belt on variable speed
drives; for constant speed drives,
adjust belt by loosening mounting
bolts on motor and pull back until
belt is snug.

Belt slippage
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Maintenance Log Sheet
Conveyor
Number

Inspection
Date

Result of
Inspection

Parts Replaced
or Repaired
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Cause of
Trouble

Inspected
By

Unibilt
Job. No.
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Unibilt/Unibeam Product

2 Year Warranty Policy
We warrant our equipment to be free from defects in material and workmanship under normal use
and service, and when properly maintained by you. Use or service with corrosive or abrasive
chemicals or materials or in a corrosive or abrasive atmosphere shall not be deemed normal. Our
obligation under this warranty is limited to repairing at our factory or furnishing a replacement for
any part, or correcting any workmanship, which shall be demonstrated to our satisfaction to have
been defective at the time of shipment and with respect to which a written claim specifying the
particular defect or defects shall have been delivered to us within two (2) years from time of shipment
or before the equipment has had forty-two hundred (4,200) hours of running use, whichever period
is the shorter. If the equipment is shipped and placed in operation piecemeal, the warranty for each
portion shall commence at its shipment or start of operation; however, unless specifically provided
for herein, the over-all warranty period shall not extend more than twenty-four (24) months from the
warranty date first established.
Defective parts shall be returned to us F.O.B. our factory, and repaired or replaced or replacement
parts shall be shipped by us F.O.B. our factory. The removal by you of parts returned to us for repair
or replacement and the installation by you of replacement or repaired parts shall be at your expense.
No work will be done by us at the site of the installation unless, in our opinion, it is impractical for you
to remove the defective part and return it to our factory. Repairs, replacements or adjustments for
which we are responsible will be made as promptly as possible within the standard working hours of
any day. Overtime, if required, will be paid for by you.
We do not warrant equipment manufactured by others but will submit the manufacturer’s warranty
to you upon request.
Except as expressly stated in this Section, there are no warranties, express or implied, by operation of
law or otherwise, of the equipment or services furnished under this proposal. We specifically disclaim
any implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for particular purpose or arising from a course of
dealing or usage of trade. We neither assume, nor authorize any person to assume for us, any other
liability in connection with the equipment or services furnished under this proposal, including,
without limiting the generality of the foregoing, liability for loss of production, product, equipment
or profits and liability for direct, incidental, indirect, special or consequential damages or any damages to persons or property. We will make no allowances for repairs, alterations or other work done
unless specifically agreed to in writing. You agree that your sole remedy for liability of any kind,
including negligence with respect to the equipment and services furnished under this proposal, shall
be limited to the remedies provided in this Section.
Jervis B. Webb Company
34375 W. Twelve Mile Road, Farmington Hills, MI 48331-5624 USA
Phone: 1-248-553-1232
Fax: 1-248-553-1253
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Section 13 - BROCHURES
Available Brochures ................................................................. 13-3
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The following
brochures are
available about
Unibilt products.
To view these on the
computer click on the
brochure.
Bulletin #8088
Unibilt Power Only Brochure

Bulletin #8089
Unibilt Over & Under Brochure

Bulletin #8080
Unibilt WideTrak Brochure

Bulletin #8083
Unibilt Power & Free Brochure

Bulletin #8081
Unibilt General Brochure

Bulletin #8097
Unibilt Catrpillar Drives

Bulletin #8084
Unibilt Inverted Conveyors

Bulletin #8082
Unibilt Conveyor Advantages
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Quality Unibilt
Components

Hardworking Unibilt components provide reliable performance
under demanding conditions.

Enclosed Track

Nylon
wheel chain

Steel
wheel chain

This square tubular section is roll-formed from high
strength WebbAlloy II™ steel. Featuring a yield strength
up to 26% stronger than carbon steel, good corrosion
resistance, and high rigidity over long spans.

Universal Link Chain
Unibilt link chain features alternating vertical load-carrying and horizontal lateral-guide wheels. This gives maximum flexibility in all directions to help reduce friction and
promote long life. Each pitch features a symmetrical chain
pin joint and is easily assembled. With a steel wheel or
nylon wheel option, this link chain can meet many needs.

Power & Free Trolleys
Generally, Power & Free carrier
assemblies are mounted on two
trolleys (front and rear) that run in
the free track. In addition, an intermediate trolley
is available for situations involving long loads.
Inverted trolleys are available in standard and heavyduty models, with maximum load capacities of up to 750
lb per single trolley.

“C” Hooks
These continuous flow inverted
conveyor sections show “C”
hooks attached to a single trolley (left) and a two trolley load
bar design (right).

Power & Free Track
The power track is constructed of roll-formed WebbAlloy
II™ steel. The free track is made from WebbAlloy® steel.
These special alloy steels have greater abrasion resistance and better load-carrying characteristics than plain
carbon steel. For applications that require even greater
corrosion resistance, Unibilt track is also available in rollformed 300 Series stainless steel.

Caterpillar Drive Unit
Unibilt drive units
feature a compact,
high-efficiency
inverter duty
motor/reducer
combination that
sends more power directly to the drive. This configuration immediately reduces noise and maintenance, while
improving overload cut-off accuracy and durability.
Specially developed for Unibilt conveyors, the caterpillar drive units are designed to provide maximum
flexibility for all enclosed track power requirements.
Many outstanding features are available that are not
found on any other single compact unit.

Webb has a global network of distributors and representatives to serve you.
®

34375 W. Twelve Mile Rd.
Farmington Hills, MI 48331-5624 USA
1-888-UNIBILT Fax: 1-248-553-1253
www.jervisbwebb.com E-mail: info@jerviswebb.com
The information in this publication is for illustrative purposes and is subject to change without notice. For detailed information, please consult your local Webb sales
engineer or the factory. Unbilt® , WideTrak™, WebbAlloy II™, and WebbAlloy® are trademarks of Jervis B. Webb Company.
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Enclosed Track
CONVEYORS

Power & Free Conveyors
Continuous Flow Conveyors
Hand Pushed Conveyors
Over-N-Under Conveyors
WideTrak Conveyors

Unibilt Conveyors

Overhead Power & Free Conveyors

...increase productivity by making optimum use of available space and improving material flow.
Standard components are available through our network of distributors.

Overhead conveyors, utilizing the power and free concept,
offer maximum versatility and control; because they can
accumulate loads, switch and reroute products, and pace
production speeds. In addition, Power & Free features online accumulation and diagonal banking capabilities. Unibilt
is the innovator in enclosed track power and free conveyors.

Unibilt WideTrak™ Conveyors
WideTrak is an innovative solution for clean and
simple handling of parts through assembly line
operations and finishing process equipment such
as washers, dry-off tunnels, paint booths, and bake
ovens. The triple rail conveyor system was designed
for stable handling of multi-part racks through automated paint finishing lines. This unique Unibilt conveyor is a new addition to our popular line
of conveyor products. The same dependable,
hardworking Unibilt components are used in this
conveyor to provide reliable performance under
demanding conditions.

Overhead Continuous Flow Conveyors
Continuous Flow is a straight overhead, enclosed-track
conveyor designed to handle individual loads up to
250 pounds. This kind of conveyor is strong enough for
large-volume production runs, yet more economical
than standard, heavy-duty I-beams. Overhead Unibilt
Continuous Flow offers maximum flexibility, optimum
use of space, and greater efficiency for your operation.

Inverted Power & Free Conveyors

Over-N-Under Conveyors

The Inverted Power & Free design offers added
benefits in many applications. Inverted Power
& Free offers 360° product accessibility, ideal
for robotic interface applications. Plus, its clean
inverted orientation allows it to be used in painting
and other sanitary operations. Inverted Power &
Free is an integral part of a wide range of modern
industrial facilities.

Over-N-Under gravity, power, or power & free conveyors provide economical storage, live accumulation and
transfer of parts or loads over designated distances.
Over-N-Under conveyors can be configured to detour
around obstructions and over aisles. Unibilt's Power &
Free version provides an added dimension to the OverN-Under conveyor. Unibilt gives you a choice of economical and efficient Over-N-Under conveyors to suit
your space and cost requirements.

Inverted Continuous Flow Conveyors
Inverted Continuous Flow is Unibilt's inverted
version of its standard overhead conveyor.
It offers all the advantages of the straight overhead conveyor with the added ability to protect the
product from contamination. It is particularly
beneficial in clean-room applications. Inverted
Continuous Flow means fewer product rejects,
and that means greater productivity.

Hand-Pushed Conveyors
Hand-Pushed conveyors, used in areas where mechanized
conveyors are not required, work with minimal effort because of quality component design. Many Hand-Pushed
systems can be converted to powered conveyors at a later
date. Initial lower cost, coupled with easy installation and
low system upkeep, spell cost efficiency and productivity.

Unibilt Conveyors

Overhead Power & Free Conveyors

...increase productivity by making optimum use of available space and improving material flow.
Standard components are available through our network of distributors.

Overhead conveyors, utilizing the power and free concept,
offer maximum versatility and control; because they can
accumulate loads, switch and reroute products, and pace
production speeds. In addition, Power & Free features online accumulation and diagonal banking capabilities. Unibilt
is the innovator in enclosed track power and free conveyors.

Unibilt WideTrak™ Conveyors
WideTrak is an innovative solution for clean and
simple handling of parts through assembly line
operations and finishing process equipment such
as washers, dry-off tunnels, paint booths, and bake
ovens. The triple rail conveyor system was designed
for stable handling of multi-part racks through automated paint finishing lines. This unique Unibilt conveyor is a new addition to our popular line
of conveyor products. The same dependable,
hardworking Unibilt components are used in this
conveyor to provide reliable performance under
demanding conditions.

Overhead Continuous Flow Conveyors
Continuous Flow is a straight overhead, enclosed-track
conveyor designed to handle individual loads up to
250 pounds. This kind of conveyor is strong enough for
large-volume production runs, yet more economical
than standard, heavy-duty I-beams. Overhead Unibilt
Continuous Flow offers maximum flexibility, optimum
use of space, and greater efficiency for your operation.

Inverted Power & Free Conveyors

Over-N-Under Conveyors

The Inverted Power & Free design offers added
benefits in many applications. Inverted Power
& Free offers 360° product accessibility, ideal
for robotic interface applications. Plus, its clean
inverted orientation allows it to be used in painting
and other sanitary operations. Inverted Power &
Free is an integral part of a wide range of modern
industrial facilities.

Over-N-Under gravity, power, or power & free conveyors provide economical storage, live accumulation and
transfer of parts or loads over designated distances.
Over-N-Under conveyors can be configured to detour
around obstructions and over aisles. Unibilt's Power &
Free version provides an added dimension to the OverN-Under conveyor. Unibilt gives you a choice of economical and efficient Over-N-Under conveyors to suit
your space and cost requirements.

Inverted Continuous Flow Conveyors
Inverted Continuous Flow is Unibilt's inverted
version of its standard overhead conveyor.
It offers all the advantages of the straight overhead conveyor with the added ability to protect the
product from contamination. It is particularly
beneficial in clean-room applications. Inverted
Continuous Flow means fewer product rejects,
and that means greater productivity.

Hand-Pushed Conveyors
Hand-Pushed conveyors, used in areas where mechanized
conveyors are not required, work with minimal effort because of quality component design. Many Hand-Pushed
systems can be converted to powered conveyors at a later
date. Initial lower cost, coupled with easy installation and
low system upkeep, spell cost efficiency and productivity.

Quality Unibilt
Components

Hardworking Unibilt components provide reliable performance
under demanding conditions.

Enclosed Track

Nylon
wheel chain

Steel
wheel chain

This square tubular section is roll-formed from high
strength WebbAlloy II™ steel. Featuring a yield strength
up to 26% stronger than carbon steel, good corrosion
resistance, and high rigidity over long spans.

Universal Link Chain
Unibilt link chain features alternating vertical load-carrying and horizontal lateral-guide wheels. This gives maximum flexibility in all directions to help reduce friction and
promote long life. Each pitch features a symmetrical chain
pin joint and is easily assembled. With a steel wheel or
nylon wheel option, this link chain can meet many needs.

Power & Free Trolleys
Generally, Power & Free carrier
assemblies are mounted on two
trolleys (front and rear) that run in
the free track. In addition, an intermediate trolley
is available for situations involving long loads.
Inverted trolleys are available in standard and heavyduty models, with maximum load capacities of up to 750
lb per single trolley.

“C” Hooks
These continuous flow inverted
conveyor sections show “C”
hooks attached to a single trolley (left) and a two trolley load
bar design (right).

Power & Free Track
The power track is constructed of roll-formed WebbAlloy
II™ steel. The free track is made from WebbAlloy® steel.
These special alloy steels have greater abrasion resistance and better load-carrying characteristics than plain
carbon steel. For applications that require even greater
corrosion resistance, Unibilt track is also available in rollformed 300 Series stainless steel.

Caterpillar Drive Unit
Unibilt drive units
feature a compact,
high-efficiency
inverter duty
motor/reducer
combination that
sends more power directly to the drive. This configuration immediately reduces noise and maintenance, while
improving overload cut-off accuracy and durability.
Specially developed for Unibilt conveyors, the caterpillar drive units are designed to provide maximum
flexibility for all enclosed track power requirements.
Many outstanding features are available that are not
found on any other single compact unit.

Webb has a global network of distributors and representatives to serve you.
®

34375 W. Twelve Mile Rd.
Farmington Hills, MI 48331-5624 USA
1-888-UNIBILT Fax: 1-248-553-1253
www.jervisbwebb.com E-mail: info@jerviswebb.com
The information in this publication is for illustrative purposes and is subject to change without notice. For detailed information, please consult your local Webb sales
engineer or the factory. Unbilt® , WideTrak™, WebbAlloy II™, and WebbAlloy® are trademarks of Jervis B. Webb Company.
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Enclosed Track
CONVEYORS

Power & Free Conveyors
Continuous Flow Conveyors
Hand Pushed Conveyors
Over-N-Under Conveyors
WideTrak Conveyors

ENCLOSED TRACK CONVEYORS

Unibilt

®

OVERHEAD and INVERTED

Jervis B. Webb Company

introduced the first power & free conveyor

in 1939 to address the unique concerns of automotive operations. But with each
successive installation, the tremendous potential for widespread application became
more and more clear.

In 1964, we established our Unibilt product line to meet increasing demand from
the light to medium duty conveyor market. Unibilt’s unique, enclosed track design
represented a marked improvement in operating cleanliness. And, our long-term
prominence as a manufacturer of customized material handling systems allowed
us to adapt the latest developments for use in a standardized line of equipment.

Each breakthrough–from the introduction of computerized controls to the
incorporation of modular components–has provided another step toward the
high-tech capabilities of today’s Unibilt enclosed track power and free conveyors. Yet
with all that has changed, the core Unibilt principle remains rock solid: Clean running
material handling systems that combine the advanced features of custom designed
technology with long-term reliability of proven, standardized equipment.
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ENCLOSED TRACK CONVEYORS
Designed and manufactured for quality, reliability, and low cost
performance by the Jervis B. Webb Company.
Most conveyors are made to look like a Unibilt conveyor, but they’re
just not designed to give the reliable performance of a Unibilt conveyor.

TRACK
Unibilt Track is precision roll formed from patented WEBBALLOY II TM Steel– a specially formulated high strength
carbon steel that is harder, stronger and designed to last longer – an exclusive feature of Unibilt track.
Horizontal Turns and Vertical Curves- 24” and 36” radius horizontal turns and 24” radius vertical curves are
heat treated on the wear surface for added anti-wear qualities.

CHAIN
Side Links- Unibilt chain side links are heat treated for longer life.
Wheels- Unibilt wheel races and ball bearings are manufactured from alloy steels, including high-carbon and
high-chromium, 52100 alloy steel. These superior “through-hardened” grades of steel were selected for the
superior depth of hardness attainable, superior wear resistance, and improved corrosion resistance.
Symmetrical Chain Pins- Unibilt symmetrical chain pins are precision drop-forged from carbon alloy steel,
not stamped.

DRIVES
Unibilt 750# drive units feature a compact, high-efficiency inverter duty motor/reducer combination that sends
more power directly to the drive. This configuration immediately reduces noise and maintenance, while improving overload cut-off accuracy and durability.

The electrical automatic cutoff device is factory adjusted to stop the motor/reducer automatically when an
overload condition occurs.

Please Note: This catalog is designed to illustrate the various Unibilt components and their applications in a conveyor system. Although
self design and installation of a Unibilt system are possible, we strongly recommend working with Unibilt personnel to achieve the correct
application of Unibilt products. You should be aware that environmental and many other conditions may vary with each installation. The
Jervis B. Webb Company does not warrant that adherence to any guidelines or suggestions set forth in this brochure will necessarily
result in proper selection, manufacture, installation and maintenance of conveyor equipment and/or a conveyor system. Unless there are
specific written specifications or recommendations and pursuant to a written contractual commitment from it, the Jervis B. Webb Company
hereby disclaims all responsibility for any equipment and/or system malfunction, any violations of law, property damage, personal injury
or any other damages resulting from equipment and/or system selection, design, installation, maintenance, or operation carried out by a
contractor, user or any other person.
No purchases of Unibilt components shall constitute the granting (either expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise) of any license
under any existing or pending patents of the Jervis B. Webb Company, its Divisions, Subsidiaries and Affiliates.

Power & Free?
Ideal for handling capacities from 25 lb (11kg) up to 3,000 lb (1361 kg) using a four trolley
load bar configuration.
Power & free conveyors provide direct, positive control of each load in the system making
them ideally suited to industrial applications that demand maximum versatility, productivity,
and efficiency.
This high level of control is due to the dual track configuration of power & free systems.
The main (or “power”) track is a chain-driven conveyor that moves carriers through the
system. The second (or “free”) track allows individual carriers to be disengaged from the
main track and rerouted onto an adjacent spur line.

The Power & Free design permits an
extensive range of operations, including...
On-Line Accumulation
On-line accumulation allows both
main and spur lines to be used for
in-process (live) storage. This is
particularly important in applications
where the rate of production varies
between workstations. Accumulated
carriers can be returned to the production line for completion.
The accumulation process consists
of three basic steps:

3

1

2

1. Stop blade moves into position
between carriers (1) and (2). Pusher
dog moving carrier (2) encounters
stop blade and pivots up, releasing
carrier from power chain.
2

3

4

2. Pusher dog moving carrier (3)
encounters rear trolley of carrier (2),
releasing carrier from power chain.
3. The sequence is repeated for all
trailing carriers (4, 5, etc.) until the
stop is released, allowing the front
trolley of the lead carrier to be picked
up by a pusher dog and moved along
the free track.

3

4

2

2

Noise Reduction Components

Variable Chain Speed

In addition to the standard “all-steel” parts, special noise
reduction components are also available in non-metallic
material that significantly reduce operating noise. These
products, including trolley wheels, chain wheels, pusher
dogs, and anti-backups - reinforce the system’s already
clean, quiet performance by incorporating non-metallic
parts at key points of contact (i.e., wheels, pusher dogs,
anti-backup blades, etc.).

The wide variety of power & free operations
(i.e., assembly, finishing, transportation from storage) requires different rates of travel to ensure safe
and efficient handling. For example, carriers that
move parts from storage to the assembly line can be
transported at a greater speed than those involved
in the finishing process. Variations in speed are accomplished by using separate drive units to power
specific sections of the system.
An added benefit of this approach is that limited
amounts of chain are exposed to heat, chemicals,
and other contaminants.

Diagonal Banking
This feature provides the benefits of live storage in a
space-saving format. Diagonal banking uses two or
more parallel lines — one, the complete set of power
and free tracks; the others, the free track only. A
mechanically actuated switch alternately opens and
closes, directing the lead trolley onto the power line
and the rear trolley onto the free lines. Banked carriers are positioned on an angle, providing additional
storage capabilities in less space. This allows ovens,
cooling lines, and staging areas to be compressed into
compact areas, significantly reducing the total amount
of floor space required for overall system operations.

Computer Interfacing
Webb’s computerized controls increase efficiency
and productivity even further by integrating diverse
operations into a single, unified system.
Among the many features available are a full
range of optional carrier identification systems that
utilize coded carriers to allow precise tracking and
management of individual loads.

Additional Benefits...
Close tolerance forgings increase component
life span, providing extended performance.
Unibilt’s modular designs enhance flexibility
even further. The easily installed components let
your system grow along with your needs – allowing convenient, controlled expansion while optimizing your initial investment. And with virtually
unlimited possibilities for system configuration, you
get the best possible use of available floor space.
Changes in elevation are accomplished
smoothly and efficiently. Standardized inclines
and declines help keep aisles clear; allow floorto-floor transfer; improve utilization of overhead
space; and enable the ergonomic design of workstations.

Switching

Unibilt power & free conveyors are available in
both overhead and inverted configurations which
can be used individually or combined to meet your
specific requirements.

Unibilt switches allow the smooth transfer of
carriers between the main line and various spur lines
(i.e., finishing/drying lines, workstations, storage loops,
or adjacent conveyor lines).

3

Overhead Power & Free
Overhead power & free configurations are the right choice for use in both simple
and complex production, assembly, and finishing operations that demand a continuous supply of materials at each workstation.
Our unique, enclosed track design helps keep dirt and grease off of the product.
High chain speeds provide continuous, rapid movement of materials between
operations. The resulting increase in work flow heightens the efficiency and costeffectiveness of the system.
Because the conveyor system design is flexible, it can negotiate inclines, declines,
turns, and interface with virtually any type of automation or process equipment.
And, since product movement takes place overhead, floor space can be used to its
best possible advantage.

4

Unibilt provides solutions
in a variety of material
handling applications.
Above left, stripped airline carts travel through a sanitizing washer before routing to the repacking area.
Above right, electronic component manufacturer uses
Unibilt power & free to transport parts to assembly stations.
Left, door assemblies in a banking mode waiting for further instructions in an automotive manufacturing facility.
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Inverted Power & Free
Unibilt’s inverted power & free configurations provide tremendous versatility,
incorporating the benefits of both power & free and standard floor conveyors. In fact, our standardized components are specifically designed to meet
the requirements of above floor, in-floor, and elevated (overhead inverted)
systems.
The inverted approach greatly enhances the already clean operation of our
enclosed track design, virtually eliminating contamination by falling debris.
Plus, by locating all support and conveyance hardware beneath the product,
inverted systems offer virtually 360° product accessibility, providing the opportunity for a multitude of in-process operations to be performed.
An additional benefit is the savings generated by the elimination of expensive
transfer equipment used with standard floor conveyors.
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Unibilt provides a variety of
inverted system solutions.
Top right, caskets advance through the wash process prior to
painting.
Bottom right, an inverted power & free conveyor accumulates range
tops at a manual workstation.
Top left, motorcycle fenders move to storage after inspection.
Bottom left, automotive part manufacturer uses an inverted power
and free conveyor to carry facia panels through finishing operations.
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Unibilt Trolleys
UNI/UNI
Single trolley
load capacity
250 lb (113 kg)

An essential element of the
power & free concept.
That’s why Unibilt trolleys are designed
and manufactured to provide top quality
service.
Generally, power & free carrier assemblies are mounted on two trolleys (front
and rear) that run in the free track. Positive load control - the heart of efficient
power & free operation-is made possible
largely by the distinctive features of
these trolleys. In addition, an intermediate trolley is available for situations
involving long loads.

Uni/Uni Front Trolley

UNI/3"
Single trolley
load capacity
750 lb (340 kg)

All three types utilize the same basic
design, with each trolley body formed
from a single-piece casting to provide
maximum durability. Wheels are available in steel (standard) and quiet running
non-metallic (optional) models to suit the
widest possible range of applications.
Both wheel styles feature a full complement bearing design with hardened
races for extended service life.

Uni/3" Front Trolley

In addition, front trolleys feature a hardened head that allows the trolley/carrier
assembly to be engaged and pulled
along the free track by a pusher dog attached to the power chain. Rear trolleys,
on the other hand, are equipped with a
tail that enables disengagement. Front
and rear guide rollers offer enhanced
load control and lateral stability.

3" INVERTED
Single trolley
load capacity
750 lb (340 kg)

Unibilt overhead and inverted trolleys
are available in standard and heavy-duty
models, with maximum load capacities
of up to 750 lb per single trolley.

3" Inverted Dog Magic Trolley
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Uni/Uni Rear Trolley

Uni/Uni Intermediate Trolley

Uni/Uni Combination Trolley

Uni/3" Rear Trolley

Uni/3" Intermediate Trolley

Uni/3" Combination Trolley

3" Inverted Rear Trolley

3" Inverted Intermediate Trolley

Uni/3" Reversing Trolley

Trolley/Load Bar Configurations
Four basic trolley/load attachment configurations are used in the majority of power & free
operations. Each can be employed in both overhead and inverted applications.

Single Trolley: A carrier assembly is suspended

Two Trolleys: This set-up utilizes a load bar

directly from the trolley’s load attachment bracket. In
order to maintain positive load control, the single trolley features both the hardened front contact bumper
and rear cam tail. Suitable for use in basic finishing or
material movement applications for loads up to 750 lb.

(overhead) or platform (inverted) to disperse the
weight of the product evenly between the front
and rear trolleys. It can be used in a diverse range
of applications with load weights up to 1500 lb,
making it the most common trolley configuration.

Three Trolleys: The basic two-trolley arrangement (with load bar) is fitted with a non-weight bearing front
extension to accommodate longer loads for use in diagonal banking. Appropriate for use with weights up to
1500 lb.

Four Trolleys: This is essentially a double two-trolley configuration, with two small load bars linked to a long,
weight bearing load bar. By positioning the second set of trolleys opposite to the first set, the assembly is able to
reverse directions. Designed for use with vehicle frame side members and other elongated products weighing up
to 3000 lb.
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Two Trolley: The inverted design utilizes a platform to
evenly distribute the load weight between the front and rear
trolleys.

Three Trolleys: An inverted two trolley arrangement is
fitted with a front extension to accommodate long loads.

Carriers

Custom designed carriers provide maximum levels
of efficiency and productivity.
Your local Unibilt Sales Engineer can assist in the design of special
carriers to meet your needs.
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Standard Unibilt Power & Free track - Uni/Uni is constructed of roll-formed
WebbAlloy II™ steel.

Track

This special composite offers up to 26% greater yield strength than carbon steel - plus superior wear/corrosion
resistance and load stability over long spans. In addition, the roll-form process results in a more uniform track
cross-section, allowing stronger welds at joints.
For applications that require even greater corrosion resistance, Unibilt track is also available in roll-formed
300 Series stainless steel.
Free Track — Standard duty free track is constructed of roll formed half sections or 3" structural channels,
leaving the top and bottom open to allow smooth travel of trolley/carrier assemblies.
Heavy-duty free track features a 3" channel to accommodate heavy-duty Unibilt trolleys. An optional lug
channel in the overhead free track is available for added load stability if required.
Heavy-Duty Power & Free track - Uni/3" is constructed of WEBBALLOY II and 3" structural steel channels.
Lug channel free track incorporates a short extension or “lug” at the
top flange. The lug provides a larger contact surface for trolley guide
rollers, increasing load carrying capacity and stability when compared to standard free track.

7-1/2"

Unibilt overhead power & free track components are available with
end yoke construction upon request.
11-7/32"

Turns
Horizontal turns - A minimum
of 24" radius turns are used on
our systems with bends ranging
from 15 to 180 degrees.

Uni/Uni Standard Duty
Power & Free Track

Vertical curves - have a minimum of 36" radius and a maximum
45 degree of incline & decline. The factory should be consulted for
inclines or declines requiring an angle greater than 45°.

➤

➤

Bite Transition

7-1/4"

Incline

Ö
Ö
➤

Bite Transition

7-1/2"

Uni Standard Duty Free Track
➤

Travel

Decline

➤

Travel

➤

Bite Transition
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• Lighter weight makes it easier to handle and imposes less load on
the conveyor hangers and the building structure.
• This special alloy steel has greater abrasion resistance and better
load-carrying characteristics than plain carbon steel, assuring longer
life under most service conditions.
• Track can be welded using low hydrogen rod or wire and can be
saw-cut in the field without special tools.

9-1/16"

12 1/4"

13 1/4"

12-1/2"

Uni/3" Heavy Duty Power & Free Track

Inverted Heavy Duty
Power & Free Lug Channel

9-1/16"

13-1/4"
7-3/4"

12-1/2"

Heavy Duty 3" Free Track

Inverted Lug Chanel Free Track
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Universal Link Chain
Unibilt chain employs alternating vertical (load carrying) and horizontal (lateral guide)
wheels with a symmetrical pin located at each pitch. This provides maximum flexibility in
all directions, helping to reduce friction and promote long life. The use of true “U-joints”
also allows easy chain assembly/disassembly.
Heat-treated, high carbon steel components including stamped side links, drop-forged
symmetrical chain pins, and machined wheels enable our standard chain to excel in such
harsh environments as bake ovens and spray booths. And, for applications that demand
optimal performance with minimal operating noise, nylon wheel chain is also available.
Plus, all load and guide wheels feature a full complement of ball bearings manufactured
from alloy steels, including high-carbon 52100 alloy steel and hardened races for years
of dependable service.

Nylon Wheel Chain

Standard Steel
Wheel Chain

Universal Heavy-duty Chain with symmetrical chain pin is designed to provide
maximum flexibility in all directions with a true universal joint at every pitch.
➤

8" Nominal Load Centers
➤

Cut-away showing
symmetrical chain pin

➤

4-1/16" pitch length
with a four-way universal
joint at each pitch

➤
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➤

Pusher Dog
Assemblies
Our exclusive pusher dog assembly
offers several advantages over conventional “dogs” – including highquality steel construction, hardened
for added durability.
In addition, specially designed
mounting pins eliminate the need
for welded connections between the
dog and wheel assembly. This minimizes maintenance time by allowing
quick, easy replacement of the dog
without breaking down the chain
and removing the entire assembly.
And, like our chain and trolleys,
Unibilt pusher dog assemblies are
available with standard steel or
optional non-metallic material - designed specifically for applications
that demand reduced noise levels.
All Unibilt pusher dogs feature a
full complement of ball bearings
and hardened races for extended
service life.

Standard steel Pusher Dog
with steel wheels

Non-metallic Pusher Dog
with nylon wheels
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Switches
Unibilt systems incorporate two basic types of switches:
• Unload switches route trolley/carrier assemblies off of the
main power & free line to a spur line, workstation, lift station, or
storage loop.

18"R

X45

°

• Load switches are used to return assemblies to the main line
as needed.
Switches are available in both manual (pull cord) and power models. Among the many options included are air cylinder and spring
actuated designs that can be triggered automatically by specially
coded carriers.

Stop Assemblies

RH Unload Switch

18"R

X45

A stop is a device used to disengage the pusher dog from the
trolley assembly, halting forward movement of the carrier to allow
performance of an on-line operation or to accumulate carriers.
Once the operation is completed, the stop is released, enabling
a trailing pusher dog to engage the trolley assembly for continued movement.

°

RH Load Switch

Unibilt power & free stop assemblies consist primarily of a mounting frame, a retractable stop blade, and an operating mechanism
(manually, electrically, or pneumatically powered) that inserts and
retracts the stop blade from the path of the pusher dog. Standard components are manufactured from high-carbon steel and
stop blades are hardened for added durability.

X45°

18"R

UNI/3" Overhead Conveyor standard
stop assembly

LH Unload Switch

°

X45

18"R

Uni/Uni Overhead Conveyor standard
stop assembly

LH Load Switch
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Anti-Backup Devices
An anti-backup is a safety device that automatically prevents the
reversal of the free trolley.
The unit, which mounts securely on the free track, features
a specially designed blade with a beveled front and flat back.
In its “closed” position, this blade hangs slightly beneath the
track into the conveyor path. When a moving trolley assembly
makes contact with the beveled front surface, the anti-backup
blade pivots up and out, allowing continued travel. Once the
trolley assembly passes, however, the blade pivots back into
its closed position - preventing trolley reversal during accumulation or other on-line operations.
Unibilt’s standard steel anti-backups can also be fitted with
noise reducing nylon blades.

Standard
overhead style
steel blade
anti-backup

Optional nylon
blade anti-backup

Limit Switch Actuators
A limit switch actuator is a control device that helps maintain
the smooth flow of production by signaling on-line activity to
the main system controls.

Momentary
“Pork Chop”
design limit
switch activator

Unibilt actuators are constructed of lightweight, durable nylon
for easy attachment and repositioning. For high heat applications, steel actuators are available upon request. Like
anti-backups, these devices hang slightly below the free track to
allow contact with passing trolley assemblies. Two basic types
of actuator are available:
Momentary Limit Switch Actuators (also called “pork
chops”) are designed to be quickly tripped and released
by each trolley assembly. This provides the controls
with a reliable signal from a carrier, an invaluable tool in
maintaining “real-time” system management.
Maintained Limit Switch Actuators (or “ski bars”) feature an extended contact surface that offers sustained
contact with the trolley assembly. They are frequently
used to indicate that an on-line accumulation area
has become full. The actuator signal is electronically
relayed to the control panel, causing trailing loads to be
stopped or rerouted until the ski bar is released.

All Unibilt switches, stops, and anti-backups are available in both left and
right-hand assemblies to meet the specific needs of your application.
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Maintained
“Ski Bar” limit
switch activator

5’ 2”

Caterpillar Drive Units
Caterpillar Drive Unit
750# Chain Pull Capacity

1’ 11-1/4”

2’ 4-1/16” min.
2’ 9” max.
1’ 2-9/16”

Weight: 375 lb.

Chain Travel

The Unibilt caterpillar drive unit is designed to provide maximum flexibility for all enclosed track power requirements in a single compact package. Inverted drives are available upon request.

Many outstanding features make this drive unique in its class.
•

The drive has a 750 lb chain pull.

•

Constant speed or variable speed available.
Right handed drives are standard.

•

Inverter options for acheiving intermediate speeds
mounts to motor terminal as an option.

•

Standard speeds are 5 FPM, 17 FPM, and 60 FPM.

•

Guard on drive units comply with applicable OSHA
and ANSI B20.1 standards.

•

•

•

The drive has an electrical automatic overload cut-off
device, which is factory adjusted at 1100 lb to stop
the motor automatically when an overload or jam
condition occurs.
Multiple drives are required when chain pulls exceed
750 lb. Consult your Webb Regional Manager for
multiple drive situations.

•

Fewer parts - direct drive technology eliminates belts
and sheaves from the drive, reducing maintenance
requirements.

•

High-efficiency gear motor with helical
bevel gears.

•

1800 RPM, 230/460 volt, 3 phase, 60 hertz, TEFC
inverter-duty motors (5:1ratio) are supplied unless
otherwise specified.

•

Motor controls (push buttons, starters, thermal overloads, etc.) are not included with drives, but can be
supplied to your specifications.

•

Universal end yokes are provided for convenient
hanging. Drive units should be braced adequately to
eliminate vibration. Refer to installation methods for
hanging and bracing technique.

•

Unibilt caterpillar drives permit positioning the drive
at the most advantageous location on the system,
rather than confining drive location to a horizontal
turn, as necessary when driving with a sprocket
drive.

•

Drive frame and track are painted Unibilt Blue.

Solid fixed heat-treated steel caterpillar driving dogs
eliminate the need for special cams or springs to
engage the conveyor chain.
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Take-ups are available in several
styles, however, spring, counterweight, and air are most common.

Chain Take-Ups
Take-ups maintain proper chain tension by applying
a constant force upon the chain as it leaves the
drive. This helps ensure smooth conveyor operation,
reducing the potential for chain jams and extending
component life.

48"

Take-ups are available with pneumatic, counterweight, and spring operated tension adjustment
method, meeting the needs of a wide variety of applications.
Unibilt also offers a full range of specialized take-up
assemblies, including: extended travel, large spread,
and radius models.

61 1/2"

Spring Take-up Assembly
8" Travel

48"

94"

Air Take-up Assembly
24" Travel

48"

(need application photo)

61 1/2"
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Air Take-up Assembly
8" Travel

Lift Stations
A lift station is a separate section of
free track, independent of incoming
and outgoing track. Carrier trolleys
are moved off of the power & free
track and positioned on the lift station
track, which is then used to raise or
lower the product for various operations (i.e., transfer to another line,
inspection, etc.).
Unibilt lift stations are suitable for
use in both overhead and inverted
conveyor configurations.

Controls
Jervis B. Webb Company’s control specialists utilize
a vast array of technology - including Programmable
Logic Controllers (PLCs), Personal Computers (PCs);
microprocessors; mini and microcomputers; and exclusive software packages to provide a comprehensive
range of controls capabilities.
Our sophisticated, yet user-friendly, supervisory
terminals allow “real-time” management of the entire
material handling process. By monitoring a selection of
displays, operations personnel can efficiently oversee
and evaluate system status, then make adjustments
accordingly.
Or, in applications requiring highly automated operations work flow can be automatically increased or
decreased to match the changing needs of designated
production areas.
Inventory management, inter-terminal communication,
automatic load identification, and individual load tracking controls can be incorporated into your system.

Whatever options you choose, our controls team will work with you
to ensure maximum flexibility, productivity, and efficiency.
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Support Services
In order for your power & free system
to achieve its maximum level of productivity and efficiency, you must feel

To ensure the mechanical, electronic, and structural integrity of
your new system, all equipment
is fully assembled and subjected
to rigorous testing prior to commissioning.

completely comfortable with all aspects
of its operation. That’s why, unlike
many competitors, Unibilt’s involvement
doesn’t end with the sale.
Contact your local Webb Sales Representative for more information on these
and other services.

Jervis B. Webb Company
offers a complete range of
installation, training, and
maintenance services to
assure that your needs
are fully met.

Comprehensive hands-on and
classroom training programs
can be designed to meet your
specific needs. Detailed operation/maintenance manuals and
maintenance technician training
provide full-time, on-site support. And, our multi-disciplined
engineering staff is available to
provide professional expertise
and support.

A full range of maintenance
and service programs are also
available to provide additional
support if desired. Plus, with
a nationwide network of channel partners backed by our
24-hour emergency parts service
— replacement parts are just a
phone call away.

34375 West Twelve Mile Road, Farmington Hills, MI 48331-5624 USA
Phone: 1-888-UNIBILT Fax: 1-248-553-1253
www.jervisbwebb.com E-mail: info@jerviswebb.com

Your nearest channel partner is:

This brochure is intended to illustrate the various Unibilt conveyor components, accessories and their application into a conveyor system. Environmental, as well as many other conditions, will vary with each installation. Jervis B. Webb Company does not represent, nor warrant that selection of such components or accessories set forth in this catalog will necessarily
result in proper selection, manufacture, installation and/or maintenance of conveyor equipment and/or a conveyor system. Jervis B. Webb Company disclaims responsibility for any
equipment and/or system malfunction, property damage, personal injury or any other damages of any kind or nature, or violations of law resulting from component, equipment and/or
system selection, design, installation, maintenance or operation performed by a contractor, user or any other person.

Data included in this publication is intended only to aid in preliminary evaluations, and is subject to change without notice.
Unibilt® and WebbAlloy ll™ are trademarks of Jervis B. Webb Company.
Bulletin No. 8083 070108

©2007 Jervis B. Webb Company
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Unibilt

Across the country, around the world,
there’s a Unibilt Sales Facility near you!

®

ENCLOSED TRACK CONVEYORS
Designed and manufactured for quality, reliability, and low cost
performance by the Jervis B. Webb Company.
Most conveyors are made to look like a Unibilt conveyor, but they’re
just not designed to give the reliable performance of a Unibilt conveyor.

TRACK
Unibilt Track is precision roll formed from patented WEBBALLOY II TM Steel– a specially formulated high strength carbon steel that is harder, stronger and designed to last longer – an
exclusive feature of Unibilt track.
Horizontal Turns and Vertical Curves- 24” and 36” radius horizontal turns and 24” radius
vertical curves are heat treated on the wear surface for added anti-wear qualities.

CHAIN
Side Links- Unibilt chain side links are heat treated for longer life.
Wheels- Unibilt wheel races and ball bearings are manufactured from alloy steels, including high-carbon and high-chromium, 52100 alloy steel. These superior “through-hardened”
grades of steel were selected for the superior depth of hardness attainable, superior wear
resistance, and improved corrosion resistance.
Jervis B. Webb Company, World Headquarters, Farmington Hills, Michigan

Symmetrical Chain Pins- Unibilt symmetrical chain pins are precision drop-forged from
carbon alloy steel, not stamped.

The Jervis B. Webb Company has supplied Unibilt enclosed track

DRIVES

conveyors to industry throughout the world for over 40 years. Jervis B.
Webb offers design, fabrication and installation capabilities of its Unibilt
enclosed track conveyors on a direct basis or through our extensive
distributor network.

Unibilt 750# drive units feature a compact, high-efficiency inverter duty motor/reducer combination that sends more power directly to the drive. This configuration immediately reduces
noise and maintenance, while improving overload cut-off accuracy and durability.

Our complete line of modular pre-engineered components are available
through stocking distributors strategically located for quick delivery.

For more information on Unibilt enclosed track conveyor equipment and systems call:

1-888-UNIBILT
(1-888-864-2458)

Please Note: This catalog is designed to illustrate the various Unibilt components and their applications in a
conveyor system. Although self design and installation of a Unibilt system are possible, we strongly recommend
working with Unibilt personnel to achieve the correct application of Unibilt products. You should be aware that
environmental and many other conditions may vary with each installation. The Jervis B. Webb Company does not
warrant that adherence to any guidelines or suggestions set forth in this brochure will necessarily result in proper
selection, manufacture, installation and maintenance of conveyor equipment and/or a conveyor system. Unless
there are specific written specifications or recommendations and pursuant to a written contractual commitment from
it, the Jervis B. Webb Company hereby disclaims all responsibility for any equipment and/or system malfunction, any
violations of law, property damage, personal injury or any other damages resulting from equipment and/or system
selection, design, installation, maintenance, or operation carried out by a contractor, user or any other person.
No purchases of Unibilt components shall constitute the granting (either expressly, by implication, estoppel or
otherwise) of any license under any existing or pending patents of the Jervis B. Webb Company, its Divisions,
Subsidiaries and Affiliates.
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Unibilt Enclosed Track Conveyors

The Jervis B. Webb Company created the Unibilt product
line in the early 1960s to provide manufacturers
of all types with a multi-purpose enclosed track conveyor. Designed and built upon principles of increasing productivity, Unibilt
Enclosed Track Conveyors incorporate reliability, economy, flexibility, and simple installation either by welding
or bolting.
Unibilt Enclosed Track Conveyors contain many features normally associated with conventional I-Beam conveyors,
plus features that are unique to this type of system, such as:
• Completely enclosed chain helps prevent accidental
contact with moving parts.
• An enclosed track helps prevent contamination from
reaching the chain or track bearing surfaces.
• The Unibilt heavy-duty chain with symmetrical chain pin
is designed to provide maximum flexibility in all directions,
featuring easy assembly or disassembly with simple
hand tools.
• The enclosed track design helps provide protection from
the elements for the chain and other moving parts.
• Shorter radius curves and closer spacing of curve
tangents are possible due to the universal link chain.
• Easier installation...no bulky roller turns or traction
wheels to erect.
• Caterpillar-type drive units provide flexibility for all
enclosed track power requirements in a single compact
package.
Qualified local distributors and regional Unibilt representatives are
available to assist you in all phases of a conveying system: design/
engineering, plant layout, installation and application.
Unibilt Enclosed Track Conveyors offer a system that has
applications in both simple and complex handling problems.
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Designing a Unibilt Conveyor System
All design should be in compliance with the latest edition of ANSI B20.1, and, among
other things, the requirments of OSHA Lockout/Tagout standards. Design work should
only be done by personnel with knowledge of these requirements.
On the following pages are illustrations of a typical conveyor layout, component symbols, and general step-by-step procedures that have been followed in many cases.
Shown on pages 4 and 5 is a plan view and an elevation view of a typical Unibilt
overhead conveyor system. It is an example of the drawing technique and conveyor
component symbols used by the conveyor industry in designing a system.
A list of conveyor data is given as a typical example of the components necessary to
install the conveyor used in the example.

Unibilt ®
Heavy-Duty Chain
With Symmetrical Chain Pin
Designed to provide maximum flexibility
in all directions, universal link chain, developed by Unibilt, features symmetrical
chain pins with a true universal joint at
each pitch.
Easily assembled or disassembled with
hand tools by removal or insertion of a
single bolt at every pitch, universal link
chain is completely heat-treated to assure strength and long life.
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Designing a Conveyor

Design Procedure

Page

Step 1.

Draw Plant Layout ....................................... 6

Step 2.

Draw Path of Conveyor ................................ 6

D

ow

n

17’

Step 3.

Select the Chain Attachment ....................... 6

Step 4.

Design a Carrier ........................................... 6

Step 5.

Determine Track Elevations ........................ 6

Step 6.

Select Vertical Curves .................................. 7

Step 7.

Select Horizontal Turns .............................. 7

Step 8.

Determine Guard Requirements ................ 7

Step 9.

Determine Required Carriers Per Minute .. 8

9’
5’

Take-up

Step 10. Determine Carrier Spacing .......................... 8

17’-0”

Drive

Step 11. Determine Maximum Conveyor Speed ..... 8

Up

Step 12. Determine Conveyor Length ...................... 8
Step 13. Determine Number of Carriers ................... 8
Step 14. Determine Number of Loaded and
Unloaded Carriers ....................................... 9
Step 15. Determine Live Load ................................... 9
20’ typ.

Step 16. Determine Lift Load ..................................... 9
Step 17. Determine Chain Pull

........................ 9 & 10

Step 18. Determine Drive Size and Location
Step 19. Suspension Methods

20’

........ 10

17’-0”

............................... 10
Horizontal Turn

Step 20. Summary and Installation ........................ 11

Conveyor Data:
Conveyor Length ...... 280 ft
Conveyor Speed ........... 30 fpm
Oven Temperature ........ 225°
Voltage.......................... 230
Phase ........................... 3
HZ ................................. 60
Take-Up Type ............... Spring
Horizontal Turns ........... 24” R.
Vertical Curves ............. 24” R. 45°
Product Weight ............. 40#
Carrier Weight .............. 9.5#
Carrier Spacing............. 4’0 3/4”
Live Load ...................... _____
Provided by customer:

Anti-Runaway

Conveyor
Component
Symbols
Horizontal Turns

Direction
of Travel

Right Hand
Caterpillar Drive

Hanger
Location

Traction Wheel
Turns

Vertical Curve
Change In Elevation

90°
180°

Electrical Controls, Carriers,
Installation, Supports and Hanging Steel
60°
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Horizontal Straight
Conveyor

45°

30°

Elevation

90°

180°

Up

D

Up

ow

n

11’

9’

Dip Tank

9’-0”

9’-0”

17’-0”

ertical Curve

Roller Tiurn
Down

Load

Hanger Assembly
17’-0”

Up

Vertical Curve
Oven
5’-0”

5’-0”

17’-0”

9’-0”

Unload

Down
9’-0”

17’-0”

Up
Guard Material

DIP TANK

Traction Wheel Turn

Anti-Backup

Anti-Backup

Anti-Runaway
With Limit Switch

Elevation

Conveyor Guard

Booth Enclosure

Take-Up Assembly

Oven-Washer Spray etc.

Elevation
Spread

Up

Lubrication

Expansion Joint

Oven temperature should
not exceed 450°F

Down

Chain Inspection
Gate

Installation Gate

Take-Up Assembly
Special

Spread
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Designing a Conveyor

The following step-by-step procedure will illustrate general principles used in
designing a Unibilt Enclosed Track conveyor system.

1

Draw Plant Layout

3

• Draw layout to largest possible scale, for example:
1/4 = 1’-0”.

• Chain attachments can be selected from the
illustrations on pages 22, 23 and 24.

• Make a plan view of plant area where conveyor is
to be erected. Show dimensioned column or bay
lines.

• Select the attachment to which the load or carrier
can most easily be attached, keeping within the
load ratings.

• Show and label all obstructions in the path of
conveyor, such as columns, walls, machinery, work
areas and aisles.

• Attachments illustrated on pages 22, 23 and 24
are standard stock attachments. Almost any type
of attachment can be fabricated on special order to
suit specialized applications. (In our example, we
are using attachment 21298.)

• Indicate “North” direction relative to building.
Refer to typical layout for example.

2

Select the Chain Attachment

Draw Path of Conveyor

4

Design a Carrier
• Some examples of carrier designs are shown in
this catalog.

• On plant layout, locate all loading and unloading
areas, as well as any processing stations that will
be served by the conveyor. Typical stations: dip
tanks, paint booths, bake ovens, etc.

• Determine number of parts to be placed on each
carrier. Loads must be balanced.

• Draw conveyor route so that it connects all areas in
their proper work sequence. Keep parallel conveyor
routes as closely spaced as possible. This will
reduce amount of supporting members and guards
required.

• Design carrier bracket to fit chain attachment.

• Be sure the path of conveyor does not interfere with
any machine operations or other work areas.

• Do not design the carrier to sustain more weight
than the rated capacity of the attachment.

• Indicate location of drives, vertical curves, horizontal
turns, etc., relative to column lines. Refer to
typical layout and conveyor symbols.

• Design of carrier should permit easy loading and
unloading of parts, yet hold product securely
during transportation.

5

Determine Track Elevations
• Elevations are measured from floor line to top of track.
• At loading and unloading areas, the conveyor height
must permit a person to easily load and unload the
carrier.
• Over work areas and aisles, an accepted clearance
is 7’0” from floor to bottom of guard. However, over
aisles where industrial trucks, etc., are used, the
conveyor height must allow traffic to pass freely.

6

6
•

Select Vertical Curves

7

Using the figure below, select a degree of incline for
vertical curves that will provide a clearance between
carriers when they are on incline runs. Also, to
assure clearance between carriers, dimension
“A” must be greater than single carrier length.

• Make a plan view layout of horizontal turn as shown
in figure below. Clearance between adjacent
carriers when they are negotiating turns will determine the minimum horizontal turn radius and carrier
centers.

Select Horizontal Turns

• For increased conveyor life, use the largest standard
radius horizontal turn possible in your layout. See
the horizontal turn section.

Load Spacing

Clearance
“A”

Vertical Curve

Clearance

• Select a load spacing.
• Because carriers swing, clearance must be provided
between top of carrier and track.
• Select vertical curves from vertical curve section.
Horizontal Turn
• Indicate on drawing the horizontal length of each
vertical curve from tangent to tangent.
• Locate each vertical curve relative to some adjacent
component or column as shown on Typical Conveyor
Layout.
Work Clearance Limits for Vertical Rises and Drops.
Work Centers - Level
Nominal

Work Centers On Slopes

Actual

30 Degree

45 Degree

60 Degree

2 ft

8-1/8”
16-1/4”
24-3/8”

7-1/16”
14-1/8”
21-1/8”

5-3/4”
11-1/2”
17-1/4”

4-1/16”
8-1/8”
12-3/16”

4 ft

32-1/2”
40-5/8”
48-3/4”

28-3/16”
35-3/16”
42-1/4”

23”
28-3/4”
34-1/2”

16-1/4”
20-5/16”
24-3/8”

6 ft

56-7/8”
65”
73-1/8”

49-1/4”
56-5/16”
63-3/8”

40-1/4”
46”
51-3/4”

28-7/16”
32-1/2”
39-9/16”

8 ft

81-1/4”
89-3/8”
97-1/2”

70-3/8”
77-7/16”
84-7/16”

57-1/2”
63-1/4”
69”

40-5/8”
44-11/16”
48-3/4”

10 ft

105-5/8”
113-3/4”
121-3/8”

91-1/2”
98-9/16”
105-9/16”

74-3/4”
80-7/16”
86-3/16”

52-13/16”
56-7/8”
60-15/16”

8 Determine Guard Requirements
• For standard guard methods, refer to Guard Section.
All guards must meet OSHA and ANSI B20.1
specifications.
• Select type of conveyor guard best suited to your
requirements.
• Be sure loaded carriers will clear all guards. It is
especially important to check clearances on horizontal and vertical curves. Carrier templates can be
used for this purpose.
• Locate each guard relative to some adjacent
component or column line as shown on Typical
Conveyor Layout.

Rounded out to the nearest 1/16”.
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Determine Required Carriers
Per Minute
•

• To illustrate this formula:
a. In Step “9” we determined that 7.5 carriers per
minute are required.

How many parts are to be handled per minute
at maximum speed?

b. Assume a carrier spacing of 48-3/4” or 4 feet
nominal.

• You have designed a carrier that will carry a
specific number of parts. The following typical
example will best explain the proper procedure:
a. Assume your production rate is 900 pieces per
hour.
b. Assume each carrier holds two (2) parts.
Required number of carriers per hour equals
900/2 or 450 carriers per hour.

c. 7.5 carriers per minute multiplied by carrier
spacing of 4 feet equals a conveyor speed
of 30 FPM.
• To allow for variation in production requirements,
it is advisable to set a maximum speed of about
two times that calculated, and use a variable
speed drive with a speed range of about 3-to-1.
a. A speed two times greater than the calculated
30 FPM is 60 FPM.

Required number of carriers per minute is
450/60 or 7.5 carriers per minute.
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Determine Carrier Spacing

b. Using a 3-to-1 ratio variable speed drive would
give you a speed range of 20 FPM to 60 FPM.
• Refer to drive section for variable and constant
speed drive information.

• Carriers can be spaced on a minimum of 8-1/8”
centers or a spacing of any multiple of 8-1/8”.
• Refer to Step “5” and Step “6”, number 1, and
note the minimum carrier spacing determined for
proper clearances.
• Carriers can now be spaced for adequate
clearances at multiples of 8-1/8”.

11

Determine Maximum Conveyor
Speed

• A speed of 64.2 feet per minute is usually
considered maximum. However, 30 FPM allows
easy loading and unloading and assures longer
conveyor life.
• Required conveyor speed in feet per minute is
equal to the number of carriers per minute
multiplied by carrier spacing in feet.

8

12

Determine Conveyor Length

• Obtain the sum of all straight track dimensions.
• Obtain the sum of all arc lengths on the horizontal
turns by using the horizontal turn and take-up
developed lengths. See diagram on page 15.
• Obtain the sum of all arc lengths on the vertical
curves by using the vertical curve charts on
pages 16, 17 and 18.
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Determine Number of Carriers

• The required number of carriers is equal to the
total conveyor length divided by the carrier
spacing.
•

In our example, conveyor length 280’-3-3/4”
÷ carrier spacing of 48-3/4” = 69 carriers.
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Determine Number of Loaded
and Unloaded Carriers
• Establish distance from loading to unloading
points.
• Divide this distance by carrier spacing.
In our example:
a. Assume the distance from loading to
unloading points is 192’ with a 4-foot nominal
carrier spacing.
b. Total number of loaded carriers is 192’ ÷ 4 or
48 loaded carriers.

15

Determine Live Load
• The live load on a conveyor is equal to the sum
of the weights of the chain, attachments, carrier
and product.
a. Multiply weight of the chain (3.75#) by the
number of feet of chain.
In our example 280’ X 3.75# = 1050#.
b. Multiply weight of attachments by the
required number of empty carriers.
In our example .5# X 69 = 34.5#.
c. Multiply weight of empty carrier by required
number of carriers.
In our example 9.5# X 69 = 655.5#.
d. Multiply weight of product only by number
of required loads.
In our example 40# X 48 = 1920#.

16 Determine Lift Load
The lift load is the amount of force required to pull the
live load upward along the vertical curves in the entire
system.
To calculate this force, determine the change in elevation of all the loaded vertical curves traveling upward in
the system. This net vertical rise (feet) will be considered the total lifting height of the conveyor.
The lift load for the elevation changes of the conveyor
is equal to the total lift height (feet) multiplied by the
individual load weight (pounds) then divided by the load
spacing feet.
Example:
a. Per our sample layout there are three vertical
curves traveling upward adding to a total rise
height of 28’
( 8’-0 + 8’- 0” + 12’- 0”)

b. The load on each carrier is 40# and carriers are
on 4’- 0” (four) foot centers.
Lift load = 28’ X 40 ÷ 4 = 280 lbs.

The chain, trolleys, and carriers are excluded from the
calculations because they are balanced by the portion of
the system that moves down vertical curves.
To pull a loaded moving conveyor up any incline requires a certain amount of continuous force or horsepower. This requirement, however, is frequently compensated by a loaded decline of the same length further
along the conveyor and, therefore, can be ignored.
Starting conditions, however, often impose an exception to this rule, since at the start of production when the
conveyor is first loaded, inclines could be loaded without
normally loaded balancing devices.

e. Totals of a, b, c, d = total live load on
conveyor = 3660#.

17 Determine Chain Pull
Chain pull is the effort necessary to maintain the normal
operating speed of a conveyor under a rated capacity
load. To arrive at this figure, it is necessary to add the
lift load and the friction factors, expressed as a small
percentage of the live load, which act as resistance to
the progress of the conveyor. The live load and the lift
load were calculated in Steps 15 and 16.
9
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19 Suspension Methods

Determine Chain Pull Cont.
Frictional resistance is found in the bearings of the trolley wheels, roller or traction wheel turns, and the drive
unit itself. This friction figure is represented as a small
percentage. It should be noted that these percentages
are for average conveyors that travel under normal
conditions. When adverse environmental conditions
exist or the conveyor is abnormally long or complex and
exceeds the chain pull capacity of one drive, a progressive chain pull computation is necessary where the friction
losses are progressively calculated and accumulated
through the path along the conveyor. Contact your Unibilt representative for these conditions.
Using a 2-1/2% friction factor will cover most normal
conditions.
Note:

• To arrive at the accurate suspension centers, a live
load per foot figure must be determined. Live load
weight per foot is the total weight of all products,
carriers, attachments, and chain. Using figures from
previous examples, the following example illustrates
the proper procedure:
V20200 Series Track

a. Total live load (from Step 15)

..................... 3660 lb

b. Multiply by friction factor ................................... 0.025
Friction chain pull ......................................... 91.5 lb

Uniform Live Load - lb/ft
25.0
35.0
50.0

15.0

60.0

Span - feet

15.5

13.5

12.5

11.5

10.5

Deflect - inches

0.75

0.67

0.59

0.57

0.47

A large number of vertical and horizontal
curves will create slightly higher friction.

To determine chain pull due to friction, multiply total moving
load by selected friction factor. Using figures from previous
examples, the following illustrates proper procedure.

Uniform Live Load - lb/ft
100.0

200.0

250.0

250.0

Span - feet

10.0

9.0

8.0

7.5

6.5

Deflect - inches

0.75

0.67

0.59

0.37

0.28

75.0

A. Total Live Load 3660 lb
B. Divided By Chain Length 280 ft
C. Live Load Per Foot 13.1 lb/ft
At 13.1 lbs./ft., support centers can be up to 15’-6”.

a. Friction chain pull ......................................... 91.5 lb

• Determine the number and type of clamps and track
splices required to suspend the conveyor from your
building steel.

b. Lift load (from Step 16) .............................. 280.0 lb
Total chain pull ............................................ 371.5 lb

• The track should be suspended at every splice when
using bolted connection 8671.

Add lift load to friction chain pull to obtain total chain pull.
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• Determine the method of attaching hangers to your
building as illustrated in the back of the catalog.

Determine Drive Size and Location

• The drive must pull - not push - the load.
• Locate the drive so it will apply a pulling force on
the most heavily loaded portion of the system.
• For best results, locate the drive at the highest level
in the conveyor system and place the take-up just
after the drive in the direction of chain travel,
preferably at the lowest point.

• When using welded-style splices, the track should be
suspended at the horizontal turns, at the top and
bottom of the vertical curves and at all four corners
of the drive and take-up.
• Determine the approximate length of each hanger
and sway brace from the dimensions shown on the
typical suspension methods.

• Show selected drive location on conveyor layout.
Relate location to some adjacent component as
shown in Typical Conveyor Layout.

Because of the difficulty of calculating the exact
length of each hanger or sway brace, they are
shipped in 12’-0” long threaded lengths and cut to
suit when the conveyor is erected.

• Drives are available in 300# and 750# capacities.
For multiple drive systems, consult your Unibilt
representative.

Special hangers or sway braces can be ordered cut
to length up to 20’-0” long with 12” of thread on
each end.

• Chain pull that is greater than 300# requires
a 750# drive.
10

• If overhead suspension is impossible or impractical,
floor supports can be furnished to suit individual needs.
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Summary and Installation

For quick and easy reference, make a legend on
a layout covering the following subjects:
(Refer to typical conveyor layout and legend)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Speed of conveyor - mark direction of travel
Length of conveyor
Carrier spacing
Total number of carriers
Number of parts on each carrier
Weight of carrier
Weight of part on carrier
Live load (chain, attachment carrier & load)
Electrical specifications
Guard cross-section with dimensions
Chain pull

Make a list of all components required to complete
your conveyor system.
The following is a suggested check list:
a. Horizontal turns (degree and radius)
b. Take-up
c. Drive & safety guards
d. Vertical curves (degree and radius)
e. Chain attachments
f. Chain length
g. Guard material
h. Carriers
i. Header and hanger steel
j. Maintenance and inspection gate
k. Track straight sections
l. Track splices or hangers
m. Lubrication
n. Traction turns
o. Anti-backup
p. Anti-runaway expansion joints
The design procedure outlined above assumes the existence
of certain environmental and other conditions.
For example, the following conditions preclude effective use
of the design procedure set forth above:
a. Adverse atmospheric conditions such as alkali
washes, bonderite, dust or grit.
b. Oven temperatures above 450° F.

To pull a loaded conveyor up an incline requires a definite
amount of horsepower. To compensate for this requirement, there is generally a loaded decline of the same
length to balance the load being lifted. The horsepower
required to lift the load is then not reflected back into the
horsepower requirements of the drive. When the conveyor is loaded at one elevation and is unloaded at a higher
elevation, a Webb Regional Manager should be consulted
to make sure that the drive capacity is adequate.
The conditions set forth above are intended to be examples and are not exhaustive. There may be other
conditions that preclude use of the design procedure
set forth above. We recommend that all self-designed
systems be checked by a conveyor engineer who is
thoroughly familiar with the design capabilities of
Unibilt conveyors and the special precautions necessary when operating in adverse conditions or when
conveyors are abnormally long or complex.
You may contact your local Webb Regional Manager.
He has had wide experience on all types of conveyor
systems and components. His services are available for
surveying your plant, inspecting your layout and assisting
or designing a system for your needs.
The Unibilt Enclosed Track Overhead Conveyor has been
designed to be erected either by bolted construction, or by
welded construction when experienced welders are available. Sections in this brochure on installation illustrate
various methods and components used to erect a Unibilt
Enclosed Track Overhead Conveyor. Careful study of this
section will help in selecting the equipment and method
best suited to install your particular system.
We wish to caution you that conditions at your plant
may be such as to dictate a particular installation
method and specific components and such conditions could preclude use of installation methods set
forth in this brochure.

The Jervis B. Webb Company has a staff of erection
superintendents strategically located throughout the
United States and Canada. Webb Regional Managers in your area can procure the services of these
experts to assist you in any or all phases of your
conveyor installation.

c. Conveyor speed above 60 feet per minute.
d. All vertical curves should be balanced.
11
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Chain...the Heart of the System
➤

8” nominal load centers
➤

Cut-away showing new
symmetrical chain pin

4-1/16” pitch length
with a four-way
universal joint at each
pitch.

➤
➤

➤

Stamped side links of high carbon steel, heat-treated for maximum strength and wearability.
Weight: 3.75 lb per foot

Unibilt Heavy-Duty Chain with symmetrical chain pin
is designed to provide maximum flexibility in all
directions with a true universal joint at every pitch.
Some of its outstanding features are:
• Both lateral and vertical load-carrying wheels are
ball bearing style, made of machined steel with
machined ball bearing races. Heat-treated steel
balls are used. All wheel parts are heat-treated to
provide maximum life.
• The symmetrical chain pin is high carbon steel and
heat-treated for long life, added strength and ease of
installation.

Unibilt Heavy-Duty Chain
27826 (Steel)
Maximum temperature:
up to 450°F w/proper lubrication

• The ultimate strength of this chain is over 10,000 pounds,
providing a safety factor of over 16-to-1 when used at
recommended chain pulls (item 17, page 10).
• Easily assembled and disassembled, the chain can be
disassembled at every pitch by removing the axle bolt
on the lateral guide wheel. The chain can then be
flexed 90 degrees and the side links removed.
• Heavy-duty chain is available with steel core
wheels with nylon tires for noise reduction.
• The heavy-duty chain comes in 20’ lengths (nominal).
• 27826 chain (steel) 125 pound capacity on 8” nominal centers.

Unibilt Heavy-Duty Chain
27827 (Nylon)

• 27827 chain (nylon) 75 pound capacity on 8” nominal centers.

Maximum temperature:
up to 120°F w/proper lubrication
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Unibilt Enclosed Track
Enclosed Track ....................10’0” Lg. 20200
Enclosed Track ....................20’0” Lg. 16997
* #304 Stainless Steel ........20’0” Lg. 16999

Weight: 4.8 lb per foot

The Unibilt Enclosed Track 20200 is a square tubular section formed of 5/32” high strength Webballoy
II steel. The yield strength of this steel is about 26%
greater than plain carbon steel, allowing the track to be
formed in lighter sections and still maintain its strength
and rigidity over long spans.
The lighter weight makes it easier to handle and imposes
less load on the conveyor hangers and the building
structure.

This special alloy steel has greater abrasion resistance and
better load-carrying characteristics than plain carbon steel,
assuring longer life under most service conditions.
The track can be welded using AWS E7018 low
hydrogen rod or E71T1 wire and can be saw-cut in the
field without special tools. Unibilt track is available in
10’ or 20’ lengths. The external surfaces of the tracks
are painted our standard “Unibilt Blue.”

* Unibilt stainless steel track is recommended for
use through parts washers and corrosive environments.

Modular Track
Unibilt End Yoke 72117
The Unibilt End Yoke aligns the track sections together for
bolted connections. (Nuts and bolts not included.)
The end yokes are welded to the ends of the track, turns,
curves, etc. with fixture precision for positive alignment.
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Track Splices
Splice Hanger
Assembly
8671

➤

Splice Clamp
8624
Welded Splice
Connection

Bolted Splice
Connection
3-15/16”

Weight: 5 lb
Weight: 5 lb

➤

This welded type of track splice is recommended where
experienced welders are available. It eliminates the
necessity for splice hangers and ensures a smooth
continuous track.
Splice Clamp 8624 aligns the sides and track tread and
holds the two track sections in position for welding.

Splice Hanger Assembly 8671 securely clamps and
holds the joined section of track in alignment. Two
heavy cast wedges with serrated edges are drawn together by bolts through the sides of the bracket. When
the wedges are tightened, the serrations tightly grip
the track and clamp the track ends securely together.
This assembly is also used as a suspension bracket.
(Power only use,)

Track Accessories
Inspection Gate
20502
Weight: 12 lb

Weight: 12 lb

This removable track section
is designed to simplify inspection
and maintenance of the conveyor chain.
It should never be opened while the
conveyor is in operation.

At least one installation gate is required on every
conveyor and is normally located at the exit end of
the drive. It should never be opened while the conveyor is in operation.

Building and Oven
Expansion Joints
20143
Weight: 12 lb

This expansion joint should be used to compensate for
track expansion caused by heat, for any conveyor passing through an oven. Also, this expansion joint should be
installed in line with all building expansion joints.
14

Installation Gate
17095

Take-Up
Expansion
Joint
20144
Weight: 20 lb
This expansion joint is for use on those occasions when you have a field-erected take-up (23”
closed-31” open).

Unibilt Conveyor Components

A number of load-carrying attachments have been developed to suspend a large variety of carriers and loads
from the chain.
The standard attachments illustrated below are those that
have the widest usage and are adaptable to almost every
type of load. Special attachments can be designed to accommodate special applications.

The Standard “H” Attachment is the most popular unit for
connecting loads to the chain. It engages the load-wheel
axle with a scissor like action. The illustrations show how
the attachment grips the load-wheel axle and is locked in
position by the load-carrying bolt in the bottom hole and
cannot be removed until the bolt is removed.

Rigid “H” Attachment 16975
(Capacity 75 lb)

All horizontal turns are available in 24” and 36” radii and vertical curves illustrated are carried in stock for immediate delivery.
However, special radius and/or degree turns can be fabricated
upon request. For smaller than 24” radius, horizontal traction
wheels can be furnished.
Both horizontal turns and vertical curves are formed from 20200
track. Horizontal turns 24” and 36” radius and vertical curves
24” radius are heat-treated in areas of wheel contact to ensure
a hard, tough surface for added anti-wear qualities.
Standard turns are fabricated with 8 inches of straight track on
each end. However, special turns can be fabricated to order with
less for areas where turn tangents are closer than 16 inches.

Standard “H” Attachment 21298
(Capacity 125 lb, Max. 45° Incline)

Horizontal Turns

For inverted applications, it is suggested
that only inverted horizontal turns be used.

Inverted Horizontal Turns
Part No.

21495
21496
21497
21498
21506
21499
21500
21501
21502
21503

1-5/16”

9/16”

15/16”

H Attachment

11/32” dia.
holes (2)

1”

Similar to 21298 except this attachment remains perpendicular to the chain. There is also an extra attaching hole
3-1/4” below the bottom of the track.
(Capacity is 75 lb)

Horizontal turn with top removed illustrates how
the chain passes around the curve. The lateral
wheels ride on the side of the track, which guides
the chain smoothly around a horizontal turn without the use of special guides, traction wheels or
roller turns.

24” R x 30°
24” R x 45°
24” R x 60°
24” R x 90°
24” R x 180°
36” R x 30°
36” R x 45°
36” R x 60°
36” R x 90°
36” R x 180°

20076
20077
20078
20079
20080
20081
20082
20083
20084
20085
20087

Weight

24” R x 30°
24” R x 45°
24” R x 60°
24” R x 90°
24” R x 180°
36” R x 30°
36” R x 45°
36” R x 60°
36” R x 90°
36” R x 180°
48” R x 90°

30°
Horizontal
Turn

11 lb
13 lb
16 lb
21 lb
35 lb
13 lb
17 lb
21 lb
28 lb
49 lb
40 lb

8”

Ra

Vertical Curves

11 lb
13 lb
16 lb
21 lb
35 lb
13 lb
17 lb
21 lb
28 lb
49 lb

Description

Load Bar Attachment 9032
45°
Horizontal
Turn

8”

Ra

diu

s

Capacity:
250 lb, Level Systems
200 lb, Maximum Degree of Incline 30°
175 lb, Maximum Degree of Incline 45°

Weight

Overhead Horizontal Turns
Part No.

1-15/16”

Description

s

Standard Turns and Curves

diu

Chain Load Attachments

iu
3-2/16”

1/2”

Weight: 0.5 lb

Load Bar Attachment 9032 is suspended from two “H”
attachments, thereby increasing the capacity of the load
carrier. (“H” attachments must be ordered separately.)
5/16” bolt or hardened rivet not included.

Compound Vertical curve with one side removed
illustrates how the vertical chain wheels contact
the top of the lower curve and the bottom of the
upper curve.

8”

s

➤

➤

➤

➤

➤

1/4”

iu

➤

8-1/8”
3/16”

180°
Horizontal
Turn

3/16”

13/32”
dia. hole

ad

11/32”
dia. hole

1/2”

22

R

1”

1-15/16”
11/32”
dia. hole

ad

Bottom
of track

R

➤

s

90°
Horizontal
Turn

8”
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Vertical Curve Charts
2’-0” RAD. 30°
Lower Vertical Curve 20112

1’-9/16” arc
on center line

8”

8”

2’ Ra
dius

2’ Ra
dius

Weight: 10.8 lb

8”

2’-0” RAD. 30°
Upper Vertical Curve 20111
8”

1’-9/16” arc
on center line

8”

8”

Weight: 10.8 lb

2’0” Radius X 30 Degrees

16

Drop

S

1’-2-3/8”
1’-6”
1’-9”
2’-0”
2’-3”
2’-6”
2’-9”
3’-0”
3’-6”
4’-0”
4’-6”
5’-0”
5’-6”
6’-0”
6’-6”
7’-0”
7’-6”
8’-0”
8’-6”
9’-0”
9’-6”
10’-0”
10’-6”
11’-0”
11’-6”
12’-0”
12’-6”

0
0’-7-1/8”
1’-1-1/8”
1’-7-1/8”
2’-1-1/8”
2’-7-1/8”
3’-1-1/8”
3’-7-1/8”
4’-7-1/8”
5’-7-1/8”
6’-7-1/8”
7’-7-1/8”
8’-7-1/8”
9’-7-1/8”
10’-7-1/8”
11’-7-1/8”
12’-7-1/8”
13’-7-1/8”
14’-7-1/8”
15’-7-1/8”
16’-7-1/8”
17’-7-1/8”
18’-7-1/8”
19’-7-1/8”
20’-7-1/8”
21’-7-1/8”
22’-7-1/8”

L
3’-1-7/8”
3’-8”
4’-1-1/4”
4’-6-3/8”
4’-11-5/8”
5’-4-7/8”
5’-10”
6’-3-1/4”
7’-1-5/8”
8’-0”
8’-10-3/8”
9’-8-3/4”
10’-7-1/8”
11’-5-5/8”
12’-4”
13’-2-3/8”
14’-0-3/4”
14’-11-1/8”
15’-9-1/2”
16’-7-7/8”
17’-6-3/8”
18’-4-3/4”
19’-3-1/8”
20’-1-1/2”
20’-11-7/8”
21’-10-1/4”
22’-8-5/8”

3’0” Radius X 30 Degrees
C
4’-9-1/8”
5’-4-1/4”
5’-10-1/4”
6’-4-1/4”
6’-10-1/4”
7’-4-1/4”
7’-10-1/4”
8’-4-1/4”
9’-4-1/4”
10’-4-1/4”
11’-4-1/4”
12’-4-1/4”
13’-4-1/4”
14’-4-1/4”
15’-4-1/4”
16’-4-1/4”
17’-4-1/4”
18’-4-1/4”
19’-4-1/4”
20’-4-1/4”
21’-4-1/4”
22’-4-1/4”
23’-4-1/4”
24’-4-1/4”
25’-4-1/4”
26’-4-1/4”
27’-4-1/4”

Drop

S

1’-5-5/8”
1’-9”
2’-0”
2’-3”
2’-6”
2’-9”
3’-0”
3’-6”
4’-0”
4’-6”
5’-0”
5’-6”
6’-0”
6’-6”
7’-0”
7’-6”
8’-0”
8’-6”
9’-0”
9’-6”
10’-0”
10’-6”
11’-0”
11’-6”
12’-0”
12’-6”

0
0’-6-3/4”
1’-0-3/4”
1’-6-3/4”
2’-0-3/4”
2’-6-3/4”
3’-0-3/4”
4’-0-3/4”
5’-0-3/4”
6’-0-3/4”
7’-0-3/4”
8’-0-3/4”
9’-0-3/4”
10’-0-3/4”
11’-0-3/4”
12’-0-3/4”
13’-0-3/4”
14’-0-3/4”
15’-0-3/4”
16’-0-3/4”
17’-0-3/4”
18’-0-3/4”
19’-0-3/4”
20’-0-3/4”
21’-0-3/4”
22’-0-3/4”

L
4’-1-7/8”
4’-7-5/8”
5’-0-7/8”
5’-6”
5’-11-1/4”
6’-4-1/2”
6’-9-5/8”
7’-8”
8’-6-3/8”
9’-4-7/8”
10’-3-1/4”
11’-1-5/8”
12’-0”
12’-10-3/8”
13’-8-3/4”
14’-7-1/8”
15’-5-5/8”
16’-4”
17’-2-3/8”
18’-0-3/4”
18’-11-1/8”
19’-9-1/2”
20’-7-7/8”
21’-6-3/8”
22’-4-3/4”
23’-3-1/8”

C
5’-9-3/4”
6’-4-3/8”
6’-10-3/8”
7’-4”
7’-10-3/8”
8’-4-3/8”
8’-10-3/8”
9’-10-3/8”
10’-10-3/8”
11’-10-3/8”
12’-10-3/8”
13’-10-3/8”
14’-10-3/8”
15’-10-3/8”
16’-10-3/8”
17’-10-3/8”
18’-10-3/8”
19’-10-3/8”
20’-10-3/8”
21’-10-3/8”
22’-10-3/8”
23’-10-3/8”
24’-10-3/8”
25’-10-3/8”
26’-10-3/8”
27’-10-3/8”

8”

1’ 6-7/8” arc
on center line

2’ R
adi
us

2’-0” RAD. 45°
Lower Vertical Curve 20114

us

Weight: 13.1 lb

2’ R

adi

2’-0” RAD. 45°
Upper Vertical Curve 20113

8”

Weight: 13.1 lb

8”

1’ 6-7/8” arc
on center line

8”

8”

8”

3’0” Radius X 45 Degrees

2’0” Radius X 45 Degrees
Drop
2’-3”
2’-6”
2’-9”
3’-0”
3’-6”
4’-0”
4’-6”
5’-0”
5’-6”
6’-0”
6’-6”
7’-0”
7’-6”
8’-0”
8’-6”
9’-0”
9’-6”
10’-0”
10’-6”
11’-0”
11’-6”
12’-0”
12’-6”

S
0’-2-1/4”
0’-6-1/2”
0’-10-3/4”
1’-3”
1’-11-1/2”
2’-8”
3’-4-1/2”
4’-1”
4’-9-1/2”
5’-6”
6’-2-3/8”
6’10-7/8”
7’-7-3/8”
8’-3-7/8”
9’-0-3/8”
9’-8-7/8”
10’-5-3/8”
11’-1-7/8”
11’10-1/4”
12’-6-3/4”
13’-3-1/4”
13’-11-3/4”
14’-8-1/4”

L
3’-10-7/8”
4’-1-7/8”
4’-4-7/8”
4’-7-7/8”
5’-1-7/8”
5’-7-7/8”
6’-1-7/8”
6’-7-7/8”
7’-1-7/8”
7’-7-7/8”
8’-1-7/8”
8’-7-7/8”
9’-1-7/8”
9’-7-7/8”
10’-1-7/8”
10’-7-7/8”
11’-1-7/8”
11’-7-7/8”
12’-1-7/8”
12’-7-7/8”
13’-1-7/8”
13’-7-7/8”
14’-1-7/8”

Min. Drop is 2’-1-3/8” when S = 0
L = 3’-9-1/4”
C = 5’-9-3/4”

C
6’-0”
6’-4-1/4”
6’-8-1/2”
7’-0-3/4”
7’-9-1/4”
8’-5-3/4”
9’-2-1/8”
9’-10-5/8”
10’-7-1/8”
11’-3-5/8”
12’-0-1/8”
12’-8-5/8”
13’-5-1/8”
14’-1-5/8”
14’-10-1/8”
15’-6-1/2”
16’-3”
16’-11-1/2”
17’-8”
18’-4-1/2”
19’-1”
19’-9-1/2”
20’-6”

Drop

S

L

3’-0”
3’-6”
4’-0”
4’-6”
5’-0”
5’-6”
6’-0”
6’-6”
7’-0”
7’-6”
8’-0”
8’-6”
9’-0”
9’-6”
10’-0”
10’-6”
11’-0”
11’-6”
12’-0”
12’-6”

0’-5-1/8”
1’-1-5/8”
1’-10”
2’-6-1/2”
3’-3”
3’-11-1/2”
4’-8”
5’-4-1/2”
6’-1”
6’-9-1/2”
7’-6”
8’-2-3/8”
8’-10-7/8”
9’-7-3/8”
10’-3-7/8”
11’-0-3/8”
11’-8-7/8”
12’-5-3/8”
13’-1-7/8”
13’-10-1/4”

5’-5-7/8”
5’-11-7/8”
6’-5-7/8”
6’-11-7/8”
7’-5-7/8”
7’-11-7/8”
8’-5-7/8”
8’-11-7/8”
9’-5-7/8”
9’-11-7/8”
10’-5-7/8”
10’-11-7/8”
11’-5-7/8”
11’-11-7/8”
12’-5-7/8”
12’-11-7/8”
13’-5-7/8”
13’-11-7/8”
14’-5-7/8”
14’-11-7/8”

C
7’-9-5/8”
8’-6-1/8”
9’-2-5/8”
9’-11-1/8”
10’-7-5/8”
11’-4-1/8”
12’-0-1/2”
12’-9”
13’-5-1/2”
14’-2”
14’-10-1/2”
15’-7”
16’3-1/2”
17’-0”
17’-8-3/8”
18’-4-7/8”
19’-1-3/8”
19’-9-7/8”
20’-6-3/8”
21’-2-7/8”

Min. Drop is 2’-8-3/8” when S = 0
L = 5’-2-1/4”
C = 7’-4-1/2”
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2’-0” RAD. 60°
Upper Vertical Curve 20115

2’-0” RAD. 60°
Lower Vertical Curve 20116

Weight: 15.4 lb

Weight: 15.4 lb
8”

8”

3’ 1-11/16” arc
on center line

2’ 1-1/8” arc
on center line
2’ Radius
2’ Radius

2’ Radius
2’ Radius
2’ 1-1/8” arc
on center line

8”

3’ 1-11/16” arc
on center line

8”

8”
8”

8”

8”

2’-0” RAD. 90°
Upper Vertical Curve 20117

2’-0” RAD. 90°
Lower Vertical Curve 20118

Weight: 20.1 lb

Weight: 20.1 lb

2’0” Radius X 60 Degrees
Drop

S

L

3’-6”
4’-0”
4’-6”
5’-0”
5’-6”
6’-0”
6’-6”
7’-0”
7’-6”
8’-0”
8’-6”
9’-0”
9’-6”
10’-0”
10’-6”
11’-0”
11’-6”
12’-0”
12’-6”

0’-4-3/4”
0’-11-3/4”
1’-6-5/8”
2’-1-5/8”
2’-8-1/2”
3’-3-3/8”
3’-10-3/8”
4’-5-1/4”
5’-0-1/4”
5’-7-1/8”
6’-2-1/8”
6’-9”
7’-3-7/8”
7’-10-7/8”
8’-5-3/4”
9’-0-3/4”
9’-7-5/8”
10’2-5/8”
10’-9-1/2”

4’-4”
4’-7-3/8”
4’-10-7/8”
5’-2-3/8”
5’-5-7/8”
5’-9-1/4”
6’-0-3/4”
6’-4-1/4”
6’-7-5/8”
6’-11-1/8”
7’-2-5/8”
7’-6-1/8”
7’-9-1/2”
8’-1”
8’-4-1/2”
8’-7-7/8”
8’-11-3/8”
9’-2-7/8”
9’-6-3/8”

Min. Drop is 3’-1-7/8” when S = 0
L = 4’-1-5/8”
C = 6’-10-1/4”
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3’0” Radius X 60 Degrees
C

7’-3”
7’-10”
8’-4-7/8”
8’-11-7/8”
9’-6-3/4”
10’-1-3/4”
10’-8-5/8”
11’-3-1/2”
11’-10-1/2”
12’-5-3/8”
13’-0-3/8”
13’-7-1/4”
14’-2-1/4”
14’-9-1/8”
15’-4”
15’-11”
16’-5-7/8”
17’-0-7/8”
17’-7-3/4”

Drop
4’-6”
5’-0”
5’-6”
6’-0”
6’-6”
7’-0”
7’-6”
8’-0”
8’-6”
9’-0”
9’-6”
10’-0”
10’-6”
11’-0”
11’-6”
12’-0”
12’-6”

S
0’-4-3/4”
0’-11-3/4”
1’-6-5/8”
2’-1-5/8”
2’-8-1/2”
3’-3-3/8”
3’-10-3/8”
4’-5-1/4”
5’-0-1/4”
5’-7-1/8”
6’-2-1/8”
6’-9”
7’-3-7/8”
7’-10-7/8”
8’-5-3/4”
9’-0-3/4”
9’-7-5/8”

L
6’-0-3/4”
6’-4-1/4”
6’-7-5/8”
6’-11-1/8”
7’-2-5/8”
7’-6-1/8”
7’-9-1/2”
8’-1”
8’-4-1/2”
8’-7-7/8”
8’-11-3/8”
9’-2-7/8”
9’-6-3/8”
9’-9-3/4”
10’-1-1/4”
10’-4-3/4”
10’-8-1/8”

Min. Drop is 4’-1-7/8” when S = 0
L = 5’-10-3/8”
C = 8’-11-3/8”

C
9’-4-1/8”
9’-11-1/8”
10’-6”
11’-1”
11’-7-7/8”
12’-2-7/8”
12’-9-3/4”
13’-4-5/8”
13’-11-5/8”
14’-6-1/2”
15’-1-1/2”
15’-8-3/8”
16’-3-3/8”
16’-10-1/4”
17’-5-1/8”
18’-0-1/8”
18’-7”

Traction Wheel
Traction wheels must be used in place of horizontal turns when
the radius is less than 24”. Traction wheels are available with
anti-friction bearings in pitch diameters (PD) of:
18” PD 20281
30” PD 20289

24” PD 20285
36” PD 20293

Graphalloy bushings for oven applications (oven temperatures
over 250°) are also available in pitch diameters of:
18” PD 20282
30” PD 20290

24” PD 20286
36” PD 20294
Weight: 150 lb

Safety Stops

Anti-Runaway Safety Stop 20206

Anti-Backup Safety Stop 9012
The Unibilt Anti-Backup Safety Stop 9012 consists of a
heavy pawl pivoted on a shaft, which lifts out of the chain
as the chain travels up a vertical incline. If the chain
should break and attempt to reverse direction down the
incline, the Anti-Backup Safety Stop will stop the chain
and hold it securely.
Anti-Backup Safety Stops cannot be used where the
chain is traveling down a vertical curve or on reversing
conveyors.
Note: On 90° inclines, special modifications must be
incorporated. Consult a Unibilt Representative.

3” long x 1” wide
opening in track

Anti-Runaway Safety Stops are used as a precaution
against possible chain breakage, the same as the AntiBackup Safety Stop 9012, except they are utilized on
vertical curves where the chain travels down.
The Unibilt Anti-Runaway is an inertia-operated device
that is positive in operation and equipped with a limit
switch to stop the drive when actuated. Maximum decline is 60 degrees.
It can be adjusted in the field to operate only when the
chain accelerates beyond its normal maximum speed,
which indicates a broken or runaway chain.
The Anti-Runaway Safety Stop is installed in the same
position on a vertical curve as the Anti-Backup and can
be used on vertical curves with the chain running in either
direction and on reversing conveyors.
Note: On 90 degree declines, special modifications must
be incorporated. Consult a Unibilt representative.

2”
1’ 1-1/2”
7/8”

1”

4-1/2”

1/4”

Direction of travel

4-3/4” x 1-1/4”
cutout

Weight: 16 lb

4-3/4” x 1-1/4”
cutout

➱

Weight: 1.5 lb

➱

3/4”

2-11/16”

Direction of travel

Note: 9012 and 20206 are used in areas where a runaway chain would be hazardous. It is general practice to use one
safety stop on vertical curves of 5’-0” drop or less and mount it about 1/3 the distance up from the lower elevation. On
vertical curves over 5’-0” drop, one safety stop should be mounted every 5’-0”, starting near the bottom of the curve.
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5’ 2”

Caterpillar Drive Units
Caterpillar Drive Unit
750# Chain Pull Capacity

1’ 11-1/4”

2’ 4-1/16” min.
2’ 9” max.
1’ 2-9/16”

Weight: 375 lb.

Chain Travel

The Unibilt caterpillar drive unit is designed to provide maximum flexibility for all enclosed track power requirements in a single compact package. Inverted drives are available upon request.

Many outstanding features make this drive unique in its class.
•

The drive has a 750 lb chain pull.

•

Constant speed or variable speed available.
Right handed drives are standard.

•

Inverter options for acheiving intermediate
speeds mounts to motor terminal as an option.

•

Standard speeds are 5 FPM, 17 FPM,
and 60 FPM.

•

Guard on drive units comply with applicable
OSHA and ANSI B20.1 standards.

•

The drive has an electrical automatic overload
cut-off device, which is factory adjusted at 1100
lb to stop the motor automatically when an
overload or jam condition occurs.

•

•
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Multiple drives are required when chain pulls
exceed 750 lb. Consult your Webb Regional
Manager for multiple drive situations.

•

Fewer parts - direct drive technology eliminates
belts and sheaves from the drive, reducing
maintenance requirements.

•

High-efficiency gear motor with helical
bevel gears.

•

1800 RPM, 230/460 volt, 3 phase, 60 hertz,
TEFC inverter-duty motors (5:1ratio) are supplied unless otherwise specified.

•

Motor controls (push buttons, starters, thermal
overloads, etc.) are not included with drives,
but can be supplied to your specifications.

•

Universal end yokes are provided for convenient hanging. Drive units should be braced
adequately to eliminate vibration. Refer to
installation methods for hanging and bracing
technique.

•

Unibilt caterpillar drives permit positioning the
drive at the most advantageous location on the
system, rather than confining drive location to a
horizontal turn, as necessary when driving with
a sprocket drive.

•

Drive frame and track are painted Unibilt Blue.

Solid fixed heat-treated steel caterpillar driving
dogs eliminate the need for special cams or
springs to engage the conveyor chain.

Caterpillar Drive Unit
300# Chain Pull Capacity

Chain Travel

Weight: 375 lb

Caterpillar drive unit with 300# chain pull capacity.
Standard speeds are 5 FPM, 15 FPM, and 60 FPM.
Other speeds available upon request.
Right handed drives are standard.

•

Overload protection is a proximity sensor AC/DC.

•

Uses same caterpillar drive chain as standard 750#
capacity drive unit.

•

Constant speed or variable speed available.

•

Motor controls (push button, starters, thermal over
loads, etc.) are not included.

•

1800 RPM, 230/460 volt, 3 phase, 60 hertz, TEFC
inverter-duty motors (5:1 ratio) are supplied unless
otherwise specified.

•

Designed with an economical wormgear reducer
and is upgradeable to a 750# drive.

•

Inverter duty options for acheiving intermediate
speeds mounts to motor terminal as an option.

•

Gear boxes are completely sealed, maintenance free
and “Lube-for-Life”.

•

Chain Take-ups

42-1/2”

1-1/8”

Spring Take-up 20149

21-1/4”

6-13/16”

57-1/2”

A chain take-up is necessary in every Unibilt Enclosed Track
system to remove any slack chain that may accumulate
in the system. It compensates for chain growth for most
temperature changes that would expand or contract the
chain and relieves chain tension to uncouple the chain.
Take-ups are available in several styles, however, spring,
counterweight, and air are most common.

5’1-1/2”
24” radius
(standard)

• The spring take-up 20149 is used for normal conveyor
conditions where no temperature extremes are
encountered.

20148
20147

The counterweight take-up and air cylinder operated are
used when automatic slack chain removal is necessary,
generally where oven temperatures elongate the chain
during production hours and then cool and contract the
chain during off hours.
• All styles of take-ups are self-contained and mounted
on a rigid frame, which eliminates binding or twisting
and requires no fabricating or welding in the field.

2-3/4”
2-7/8”

Counterweight Take-up
Air Cylinder Operated

48”
4’ 2-15/16”

Weight: 146 lb
Standard radius is 2’-0”; however, smaller radii are available
with the use of traction wheels. The standard spread is 4’-0”
and a recommended maximum is 10’-0”. This dimension
should be specified when ordering. Standard travel is 8” with
24” travel also available. The take-up is normally suspended
by angle bracing welded or bolted to the frame. The 1/2”
diameter rods may also be used to hang the unit.
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Chain Load Attachments
A number of load-carrying attachments have been developed to suspend a large variety of carriers and loads
from the chain.
The standard attachments illustrated below are those that
have the widest usage and are adaptable to almost every
type of load. Special attachments can be designed to accommodate special applications.

The Standard “H” Attachment is the most popular unit for
connecting loads to the chain. It engages the load-wheel
axle with a scissor like action. The illustrations show how
the attachment grips the load-wheel axle and is locked in
position by the load-carrying bolt in the bottom hole and
cannot be removed until the bolt is removed.

Rigid “H” Attachment 16975
(Capacity 75 lb)

Standard “H” Attachment 21298
(Capacity 125 lb, Max. 45° Incline)

1-15/16”

1-5/16”

9/16”

15/16”

H Attachment

11/32” dia.
holes (2)

1”

Similar to 21298 except this attachment remains perpendicular to the chain. There is also an extra attaching hole
3-1/4” below the bottom of the track.
(Capacity is 75 lb)

Load Bar Attachment 9032

➤

Capacity:
250 lb, Level Systems
200 lb, Maximum Degree of Incline 30°
175 lb, Maximum Degree of Incline 45°

Bottom
of track

1”
3-2/16”

1-15/16”

➤

11/32”
dia. hole

11/32”
dia. hole

8-1/8”
➤

➤

3/16”

➤

➤

➤

1/2”
1/2”

Weight: 0.5 lb
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3/16”

13/32”
dia. hole

1/4”

Load Bar Attachment 9032 is suspended from two “H”
attachments, thereby increasing the capacity of the load
carrier. (“H” attachments must be ordered separately.)
5/16” bolt or hardened rivet not included.

Extended “H” Attachment 16984

Spinner Attachment 21517

(Capacity 125 lb)

(Capacity 65 lb, Maximum degree of incline 45°)

Extended “H” Attachment 16984 is used to extend the carrier
or load away from the track for additional clearance when
traveling vertically.

Spinner Attachment 21517 is used where continuous
rotation of product is necessary through a wash or paint
finishing operation. The ball bearing roller revolves against
a flat bearing strip by the forward motion of the conveyor.
Higher capacity units are available.

1-9/32”

Bottom
of track

8-27/32”

5-7/8”

2-19/32”

Weight 1 lb

11/32” dia. hole

3/16”

2-11/32”

Weight: 1 lb

5/8”

90 Degree Star Wheel Indexing Swivel Hook
Assembly 252101

Extended Rigid “H” Attachment

(Capacity 125 lb)

➤

Extended Rigid “H” Attachment 16988 is used primarily on
conveyors with vertical travel. This attachment holds the
carrier or load away from the track when traveling vertically.
The 8” offset is standard; however, special offsets can be
fabricated to order.

This 90° indexing swivel allows for carrier rotation in 90°
increments with the use of a camming device. The swivel
hook is made of malleable iron and is shipped loose in two
(2) pieces; 16164 swivel & 6513 shank.
Note:
Consult your Unibilt
Representative
for application uses.

➤

(Capacity 125 lb, Minimum radius 24”)
16988 8” Drop
16989 11” Drop

➤

3/4”
➤

8-1/8”

1-1/4”
➤

➤

90°

5-1/2”

➤

➤

17/32” dia.
5/8”

➤

➤

➤

➤

➤

➤

8” or 11”

Weight: 1.8 lb

➤

6513
1”

➤

➤

➤
➤

➤

5/8”

➤

15/16”

➤

➤

9/16”
➤

Weight: 2 lb

45° 45°

4-1/32”

1-3/8”
➤

3/16”

➤

11/32”
dia. hole

16164
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4 Wheel Chain Attachments
27818
These attachments are a heat-treated,
high- strength, drop-forged steel that can be
installed in the chain on nominal 8” centers
as required. Use of this unit increases individual load capacity to 250 lb per unit.

2”

Weight: 3.2 lb
1”

3/4”

4 Wheel Chain Attachments
27919
These attachments have the same construction as 27818 but can have a 1/2” diameter
shaft or bolt inserted in the frame. Capacity is 250 lb
Weight: 1.5 lb
1/2” dia
1-1/2”

4 Wheel Chain Attachment
27829

1/2” - 13NG
7/8” LG
1-15/32”

These attachments have the same construction as 27818 and 27919 but include
a guide roller for stability when used in
inverted applications.
4 Wheel Capacity is 250 lb
4 Wheel Weight: 3.5 lb

Guide
Roller

3-5/8”

3-7/16”

4-3/4”

Inverted Chain Attachment Assembly with Load Bar
27929
This assembly is used
with a “C” hook application.
Attachments have the same
construction as 27829.
Weight: 10 lb
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8-1/8”
3/4” Dia. hole

Load Bar
(21033)

4-9/16”

3-13/16”

Lubrication
Brush-Type Chain Oiler
20053 and 20058
Unibilt chain lubricators provide oil lubrication to the
guide and load wheel bearings and to each pivot in the
chain assembly. The proper amount of lubricant can
be regulated with an adjustable needle valve to assure
adequate lubrication at each point without over-oiling
and dripping. Proper lubrication is necessary to maintain the low friction of the conveyor system, decrease
system wear and maintenance, and prolong the life of
the system. Chain lubricator 20053 includes a onequart transparent oil reservoir, a visual sight gauge for
oil feed, and a manual On/Off Valve. Chain lubricator
20058 (illustrated) is the same as 20053, except that
20058 is equipped with an electric On/Off valve for
remote control operation. It can be adjusted to operate
automatically only when the conveyor is running. Both
lubricators are shipped without a section of track. Slot
is to be cut in the field.

Note: Not
recommended
for use in paint
finishing systems.

Weight: 4 lb

Automatic Chain Lubricator
21516WS With Timer
The Unibilt Conveyor Chain Lubricator provides fully
automatic oil lubrication at any desired interval.
The nine lubricating nozzles are designed to accurately deliver metered amounts of lubricant directly
to the load wheel and side guide wheel bearings
and to the pivot points in the chain assembly. The
single-impulse positive displacement metering pump
provides the proper amount of lubricant to each
lubrication point, eliminating over-oiling and possible
product contamination.
The 21516WS automatic chain lubricator is recommended for use on conveyor systems with a high
degree of contamination such as finishing systems
with washers and ovens.
The 21516WS lubricator is provided complete with a
2’-0” long section of conveyor track. This eliminates
the need for track modifications or special mounting
in the field.
Note: Not to be used with 4
wheel chain attachments.

Weight: 50 lb
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Carriers
Illustrated are a variety of carrier styles that have been used
in various industries. One might fit your particular needs.
Your local Unibilt sales engineer is experienced in carrier
design and is available for assistance or to completely
engineer and fabricate special carriers that will enhance
your conveyor operation.
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Suspension Fittings (Power Only Use)
Hanger Bracket 8670

Bracing Connector (Single) 9000

9/16” dia hole
9/16” dia. holes - 2 places
4-11/16”

Weight: .05 lb
9/16” dia. hole

1/4”

1-3/4”

Weight: 0.5 lb
Hanger Bracket 8670 is used when connecting 1/2”-diameter threaded rod hanger to Channel Clamp 20270
and Beam Clamp Assembly 9016.
It provides a pivot point at the clamp so the hangers
can be used at any angle, and also provides 3-1/2” of
hanger adjustment for easy leveling of the conveyor
track.
Maximum load capacity is 1000 lb

This connector can be used with Splice Hanger Assembly
8671 or Hanger Clamp 8672.

1/2” Threaded Rod 18276

Track Hanger Clamp 8672

1/4”

Bracing Connector 9000 is utilized when threaded
1/2” diameter rod is used for sway-bracing.

1-1/4”

3-15/16”

1-3/4”

Weight: 6.5 lb

Weight: 1.5 lb

Hanger Clamp 8672 is used to suspend the conveyor
track with 1/2”-diameter rod hangers when joints are
welded at suspension points between bolted splice
hanger assemblies.
Maximum load capacity is 1000 lb

Bracing Connector (Double) 8679
9/16” dia. holes - 3 places

1/4”

Weight: 1 lb
Bracing Connector 8679 can be used for sway-bracing
in two directions or for supporting the track with a
diagonal hanger.
Maximum load capacity is 1000 lb

Threaded rod is furnished 12’0” long, with 1/2-13 NC
thread. The exact length of hanger rods is often difficult
to determine; therefore, it is recommended they be
ordered 12’0” long and cut to proper length when the
conveyor is erected.
Special 1/2” rod hangers can be furnished up to 20’0”
long, cut on order to any length, and threaded 12” on
each end.
Maximum load capacity is 1000 lb
Note: All load capacities stated are dependent
upon the total building capacity. We recommend you
contact a plant engineer or architect to determine
your individual requirements.
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Over-N-Under® Conveyors
Gravity Flow Over-N-Unders
Gravity Flow Over-N-Unders rely on product weight and pitching of the Over-N-Under for
parts forwarding. The high end of the conveyor is the load end and the low end is the unload end. Unloading parts creates an unbalanced load across the chain, which causes the
remaining parts to flow forward. As the load travels down the lower rail, the empty hooks
automatically return over the top rail.

Tandem Over-N-Unders
Tandem Over-N-Unders are powered by modified Unibilt drives which keep the chain in
synchronized adjacent loops. Tandem Over-N-Under conveyors are used when increased
stability is needed due to wide production load and in applications where load capacities
are substantially higher.

Powered Over-N-Unders
Powered Over-N-Unders utilize a Unibilt drive to move parts from load to unload and are
not restricted to straight loop designs. Horizontal turns and vertical curves can be incorporated to bypass aisles and other obstacles.

Power & Free Over-N-Unders
Power & Free Over-N-Unders provide a cost effective solution to storage and accumulation
problems. The closed loop configuration assures adequate empty carrier storage on the
upper section of the loop, while maintaing a “keep full” carrier situation on the lower section.
The Power and Free concept utilizes two tracks: one that houses the power chain and one
that houses the free trolleys. Free trolleys are moved through the system by a patented
pusher dog attached to a single power chain.

Gravity Flow
Over-N-Under
Conveyor,
an inexpensive solution
to storage and
accumulation
problems.
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Tandem
Over-N-Under
Conveyor,
production
flexibility, to move
wider and heavier
loads efficiently.

Powered
Over-N-Under
Conveyor,
design flexibility,
a cost-effective way
to move parts over
aisles and
obstacles.

Power & Free
Over-N-Under
Conveyor,
system flexibility, for
independent loading and unloading
without interrupting
production flow.
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Hand-Pushed Trolley

6”
2-3/8”

Hand-Pushed Trolley 20105
(Capacity 250 lbs.)
Bottom of track

1-1/2”
17/32”
dia. holes

5/8”

1/2”

4-3/4”
1-3/16” 1-3/16” 1-3/16”

Weight: 6.3 lb
Note: Trolley is also available with nylon wheels
and nylon side guide rollers.

This is our most economical four-wheel
hand-pushed trolley.
•

Load capacity is 250 pounds per trolley. Load
capacity of four trolleys connected in tandem with
load bars is 1000 pounds.

•

•

The unique side guide rollers originated and
patented by the Jervis B. Webb Company are the secret
that keeps Unibilt hand-pushed trolleys rolling
smoothly.The bracket cannot rub against the flange
of the track when negotiating horizontal curves.

• Three-hole load connection mounts carriers rigidly
to the trolleys, when necessary, to prevent
excessive pendulum motion. Available with
rubber bumpers.

• Rolling action prevents undue wear on the flange
and offers greater ease in pushing loads. This
feature also helps to eliminate sloppy side sway, reducing
spillage.

•

Hardened side guide rollers with stainless steel
guide roller pins help eliminate binding or freezing
of rollers due to corrosion.

For hand-pushed
trolleys with
rubber bumpers
order 16980.

• High-strength cast body provides a high degree of
safety, even under heavy shock loading.
• 2-1/4” ball bearing wheels with hardened races and
tread minimize pushing effort and prolong trolley life.

Rubber
Bumpers

Deep Track
Deep Track 20202
The 4-1/2” depth and one-piece construction of Deep
Track makes it stronger than conventional free track,
requiring fewer supports over long spans.
Deep track can be used in conjunction with Stop-NFlow conveyors. When the power track is not used,
such as in storage spurs, it replaces the conventional
free track. Consult your Webb Regional Manager for
details.
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Weight: 7 lb

Hand Pushed Monorail
The Unibilt hand-pushed monorail is ideally
suited to all types of manually operated monorail systems.
It has all the inherent advantages of an enclosed
track and utilizes the same Unibilt overhead
conveyor track and installation components.
The following equipment is available to suit
every system from the simplest to the most
complex:
•

Stops, manual and automatic

•

Switches, manual and automatic

•

Turntables (9067)

•

Automatic lifts for multi-level operation

Shown here is a Unibilt Deep Track in-process
storage spur. Multiple storage of parts on a diagonal yields greater utilization of storage space.

Typical Hand-Pushed Layout

Frog Switch LH-65526 (shown)
RH-65527
1’ 6-1/2”

1’ 2-3/4”

Universal Switch LH-65528 (shown)
RH-65529
1’ 7-1/2”

1’ 4-1/4”
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Stop-N-Flow® Power & Free Conveyors
Unibilt’s Stop-N-Flow power & free conveyor, from the
Jervis B. Webb Company, provides 100% positive mechanical load control over every carrier in a system at all
times. This positive control of carriers through switches, lift
sections, and intra-conveyor transfers makes it completely
adaptable to computer or PLC level control.
Unlike a continuous-flow conveyor, power & free conveyors
are not restricted by a moving chain. The retractable dog
allows carriers to disengage from the power chain and
stop, either individually or in groups, without interrupting
the movement of other loads on the conveyor.

This allows many operations to be performed without shutting down the entire line. Webb’s unique “Wide Wing™”
design facilitates positive chain-to-chain transfers without
the need for push-across transfers, paddle wheels or air
cylinder pushers.
The flexibility of Unibilt power & free conveyors makes
them ideal for routing carrier loads to multiple destinations. Lateral and vertical routing transfers are easy and
inexpensive when compared to other methods. Unibilt
power & free is the best choice for simple or complex
conveying applications.

Ve

1. The stop blade moves into position between carriers 1 & 2. The chain pusher dog, moving carrier 2,
encounters the stop blade and pivots up, thus releasing the carrier from the power chain.

2. The chain pusher dog, moving carrier 3, encounters the tail of carrier 2 and pivots up, thus releasing
this carrier from the power chain.

3. The above sequence is repeated for carrier 4.
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Inverted Power & Free Conveyors
Inverted power & free is a variation of Unibilt’s overhead
Stop-N-Flow conveyor. The inverted system not only offers
all the advantages of power & free, but it actually provides
a cleaner product environment as well. Because the
power track is located underneath the carrier, dirt and oil
from the track cannot contaminate the product. Furthermore, because the product is supported from beneath,
there is no carrier obstruction to the top and sides of the
product. Inverted power and free is especially suited to
conditions in which an overhead system cannot be used,
for example, where space is limited, or when an existing
structure cannot support an overhead conveyor.
The inverted power and free is simpler than most
other floor-mounted systems because it doesn’t require

transfers and elevators: flow is reversed by 180 degree
turns, rather than transfers, and vertical curves replace
elevators.
The floor-mounted inverted power & free conveyor has
built-in flexibility that provides for balanced operations,
material recirculation, parts accumulation, carrier switching
from line to line, and varying chain speeds to accommodate different production rates within a system.
Unibilt’s inverted power & free conveyor also is readily
adaptable to computer control, which provides positive
control of all carriers in a system. The result: greater
efficiency in scheduling, inventory, and material flow.

Accumulation/2 Trolley Carriers
Carrier approaching
accumulation

Actuating lever of pivoting dog rides
down actuating cam of first carrier
releasing the carrier from the chain.

Pivoting dog on accumulating trolley
encounters stop blade and is pushed
up releasing trolley from drive chain.

End view
of inverted
conveyor
and carrier

3” Webballoy®
flanged channel
(free rail)
Wide Wing
pivoting dog

Chain Travel
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3” Webballoy® enclosed
track (power rail)

Wide Wing
Pusher Dog
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Across the country, around the world,
there’s a Unibilt Sales Facility near you!

Jervis B. Webb Company, World Headquarters, Farmington Hills, Michigan

The Jervis B. Webb Company has supplied Unibilt enclosed track
conveyors to industry throughout the world for over 40 years. Jervis B.
Webb offers design, fabrication and installation capabilities of its Unibilt
enclosed track conveyors on a direct basis or through our extensive
distributor network.
Our complete line of modular pre-engineered components are available
through stocking distributors strategically located for quick delivery.

For more information on Unibilt enclosed track conveyor equipment and systems call:

1-888-UNIBILT
(1-888-864-2458)
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Unibilt

®

Enclosed Track Conveyors

World Headquarters
Jervis B. Webb Company
34375 W. Twelve Mile Rd., Farmington Hills, MI 48331-5624 USA
1-888-UNIBILT FAX: 1-248-553-1253
E-mail: info@jerviswebb.com
www.jervisbwebb.com

Quality
Performance
Reliability

Data given in this publication are intended only to aid the engineer in
preliminary evaluations and is subject to change without notice.
All Trademarks™ and Registermarks ® contained in this brochure are
owned by Jervis B. Webb Company or its Subsidiaries.
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Unibilt Caterpillar Drives
Cost efficient, energy efficient and durable
The new 750# Unibilt drive provides maximum efficiency
and flexibility for all enclosed track conveyor applications
including overhead and inverted.

The motor mounting frame allows the motor/
reducer to stay in an upright orientation. The
drive frame is turned over for inverted
applications.

The compact configuration can replace or upgrade
virtually any enclosed track conveyor drive
currently in service. Immediately reduces
noise and maintenance, while improving
energy efficiency, overload
cut-off accuracy, and
durability.

Replacing the drive belts and sheaves with the
compact motor/reducer combination sends more
power directly to the drive. This could increase
the power transfer from 60% to nearly 98%.

Standard Drive Features

The patented torque arm assembly and
proximity sensor offer precise full-range
adjustment of the chain pull overload cut-off.
High visibility torque arm indicator enables
easy visual confirmation of overload chain pull
cut-off setting.

• High-efficiency helical bevel gear
reducer mounted to the drive shaft
resulting in increased energy efficiency
of nearly 98%.

New 300# Caterpillar Drive
Designed to be more compact in size, cost
efficient, and upgradable; the new drive uses
a worm gear reducer.

• Low profile design – height reduction of
14 inches enables drive to fit into tight
locations.

• The 300# drive has an economical
wormgear reducer and is upgradable to
a 750# drive.

• Fewer parts – direct-drive technology
eliminates belts and sheaves from the
drive, reducing maintenance
requirements.

• Universal frame design – allows one
design to be used for overhead,
inverted, right or left hand drive
configurations.

• Innovative torque arm assembly (patent
pending) allows for quick, easy and
precise setting of the overload cut-off.

• Standard inverter duty motor provides
a variety of inverter options.

• End yoke use is an optional built-in
feature.

The new design is interchangeable with 600# Unibilt caterpillar drives.
To order a new Unibilt 750# drive, please complete the form below.
Once you have completed the information, please fax the form to
248-553-1253 or call 1-888-UNIBILT (864-2458)

Drive Size
750#

300#

Drive Speeds
( Select One ):

Constant (1800 rpm)

(with) Inverter Option

300#

5 fpm

15 fpm

60 fpm

1 fpm min. - 5 fpm max.

3 fpm min. - 15 fpm max.

12 fpm min. - 60 fpm max.

750#

5 fpm

17 fpm

60 fpm

1 fpm min. - 5 fpm max.

4 fpm min. - 17 fpm max.

12 fpm min. - 60 fpm max.

Requested Factory Preset Speed:
Motor Options
( Select One ):
230/460 VAC

575 VAC

230/460 VAC with Brake

575 VAC with Brake

230V Motor-Mounted AC Frequency Inverter*

460V Motor-Mounted AC Frequency Inverter*

230V Motor-Mounted AC Frequency Inverter* with Brake

460V Motor-Mounted AC Frequency inverter* with Brake

*Note: Optional motor-mounted frequency inverter (VFD) can be factory set at your desired speed within the 5:1 ratio (e.g., 30 fpm). To order a pre-programmed speed,
enter your desired speed within an appropriate range in the drive speed section above or, please contact technical support at 1-888-UNIBILT for assistance.

Overload Sensor Options
( Select One ):
Standard Proximity Sensor (20-250VAC/ 10-300 VDC)

Optional Top Push A-B 440P Limit Switch – Non-Stock

Optional Proximity Sensor (24 VDC)

System Type
( Select One ):
Overhead

Inverted

Conversion Kit – 600#
Drive to 750# Drive

Upgrade Kit – New 300#
Drive to 750# Drive

Motor Side with Travel
( Select One ):
Right-hand Drive

Left-hand Drive

Name:______________________________________
Company:___________________________________
Phone:______________________________________
Fax:________________________________________

Comments: ______________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________

World Headquarters
34375 W. Twelve Mile Rd.
Farmington Hills, MI 48331-5624 USA
1-888-UNIBILT FAX: (248) 553-1253
E-mail: info@jerviswebb.com www.jervisbwebb.com
Bulletin # 8097 011409
Unibilt® is a registered trademark of the Jervis B. Webb Company, all rights reserved.

© 2006 Jervis B. Webb Company

Unibilt

®

Enclosed Track Conveyors
Most conveyors are made to look like a Unibilt conveyor, but they’re
just not designed to give the reliable performance of a Unibilt conveyor.

Jervis B. Webb
Comp
any
Company

Unibilt track is precision roll formed from patented WEBBALLOY II™ steel, a specially
formulated high strength carbon steel that is harder, stronger, and designed to last longer.

WebbAlloy II Steel

Standard Unibilt track made from WebbAlloy II steel is 26% stronger than
normal 1018/1020 mild steel.

Roll Formed

Roll formed steel, unlike brake formed steel, ensures consistency of size
and cross sections.

Heat Treated

24” radius and 36” radius horizontal turns and vertical curves are heat treated
on the wear surfaces for added anti-wear qualities.

Side Links are heat treated for longer life.
Wheels are machined, not stamped with through hardened inner and outer bearing races.
Wheel races and ball bearings are manufactured from alloy steels, including high-carbon,
high chromium, and 52100 alloy steel.
Chain Pins are symmetrical, precision drop-forged and heat treated from carbon alloy steel, not
stamped.
“H” Attachments are built out of 3/16” thick zinc plated steel material to accommodate
maximum chain loading.

Machined Steel Wheels

Both lateral and vertical wheels are made from 52100 alloy steels selected
for superior wear perfomance and improved corrosion resistance.

125 lb Capacity

Load carrying capacity of 125 lb per axle.

10,000 lb Strength

Ultimate strength is over 10,000 lb providing a 13 to 1 safety factor.

Unibilt 750# drive units feature a compact, high-efficiency inverter duty motor/reducer
combination that sends more power directly to the drive. This configuration immediately
reduces noise and maintenance, while improving overload cut-off accuracy and durability.

Automatic Cut-off

The electrical automatic cut-off device is factory adjusted to stop the
motor/reducer automatically when an overload condition occurs.

High Strength Steel Dogs

Solid fixed hardened caterpillar driving dogs.

Torque Arm

Adjustable

For your local distributor call...1-888-UNIBILT
34375 West Twelve Mile Road, Farmington Hills, MI 48331-5624 USA
Phone: 1-248-553-1232 Fax: 1-248-553-1253 www.jervisbwebb.com
Bulletin #8082 032307

Unibilt® and WebbAlloy II™ are trademarks of the Jervis B. Webb Company

©2007 Jervis B. Webb Company

Quality Unibilt
Components

Hardworking Unibilt components provide reliable performance
under demanding conditions.

®
®

Enclosed Track
Nylon
wheel chain

Steel
wheel chain

Universal Link Chain
Unibilt link chain features alternating vertical loadcarrying and horizontal lateral-guide wheels. This
gives maximum flexibility in all directions to help
reduce friction and promote long life. Each pitch
features a symmetrical chain pin joint and is easily
assembled. With a steel wheel or nylon wheel option,
this link chain can meet many needs.

Power & Free Trolleys
Generally, Power & Free
carrier assemblies are mounted
on two trolleys (front and rear) that
run in the free track. In addition, an intermediate
trolley is available for situations involving long loads.
Inverted trolleys are available in standard and heavyduty models, with maximum load capacities of up to
750 lb per single trolley.

“C” Hooks
These continuous flow inverted conveyor sections
show “C” hooks attached to a
single trolley (left) and a two
trolley load bar design (right).

Unibilt

This square tubular section is roll-formed from high
strength WebbAlloy II™ steel. Featuring a yield
strength up to 26% stronger than carbon steel, good
corrosion resistance, and high rigidity over long
spans.

INVERTED CONVEYORS

Power & Free Track

• Continuous Flow Conveyors
• Power & Free Conveyors
• WideTrak™ Conveyors

The power track is constructed of
roll-formed WebbAlloy II™ steel.
The free track is made from WebbAlloy® steel. These
special alloy steels have greater abrasion resistance
and better load-carrying characteristics than plain
carbon steel. For applications that require even
greater corrosion resistance, Unibilt track is also
available in roll-formed 300 Series stainless steel.

Unique solutions for clean
and simple handling of
parts through assembly
line operations and finishing process equipment
such as washers, dry
off
dry-off
tunnels, paint booths,
and bake ovens

Caterpillar Drive Unit
Unibilt drive units
feature a compact,
high-efficiency
inverter duty
motor/reducer
combination that
sends more power directly to the drive. This configuration immediately reduces noise and maintenance,
while improving overload cut-off accuracy and durability. Specially developed for Unibilt conveyors, the
caterpillar drive units are designed to provide maximum flexibility for all enclosed track power requirements. Many outstanding features are available that
are not found on any other single compact unit.

Conveyors designed for
contamination-free movement
and easy product accessibility

Webb has a global network of distributors and representatives to serve you.
®

34375 W. Twelve Mile Rd.
Farmington Hills, MI 48331-5624 USA
1-888-UNIBILT Fax: 1-248-553-1253
www.jervisbwebb.com E-mail: info@jerviswebb.com
The information in this publication is for illustration purposes and is subject to change without notice. For detailed information, please consult your local Webb sales
engineer or the factory. Unbilt® and WideTrak™, WebbAlloy II™ and WebbAlloy® are trademarks of the Jervis B. Webb Company.
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Unibilt Inverted Conveyors
Since its introduction in the 1960’s,
enclosed track conveyors have
provided manufacturing facilities
with the flexibility necessary to
handle the most complex production
requirements.

These systems provide the unique ability to stop individual loads without stopping
the entire production line. They offer a wide range of features including: variable
chain speeds, high-speed indexing, on-line storage, and adaptability to changes in
elevation - all designed to maximize your production capacity.

3" Inv/Uni track shown
TRAVEL

These conveyor systems range from
simple delivery systems to complex
computer controlled power & free
conveyors for assembly, processing,
painting, and inspection operations.

12"
305mm

Drop

Inverted Power & Free Conveyors

12-1/2"
318mm

➨
Inverted Power & Free Conveyor

The inverted approach greatly enhances the already clean
operation of our enclosed track design, virtually eliminating
contamination by falling debris. Plus, by locating all support
and conveyance hardware beneath the product, inverted
systems offer 360° product accessibility, providing the
opportunity for robotic operations and improved ergonomic
interface.
Parts advance through the wash process prior to painting.

Inverted Continuous Flow Conveyors
An inverted Power
& Free conveyor
accumulates range
tops at a manual
workstation.

Designed to excel in applications that demand clean, efficient operation, these conveyors handle individual loads
up to 250 lb (113kg) making them an ideal choice for large volume production runs. The inverted design protects
the product from contamination and is particularly well suited to sanitary applications.
Motorcycle fenders are transported to storage after
powder coating on an inverted Power & Free conveyor.

Unibilt WideTrak™ Conveyors
Unibilt WideTrak is an innovative three rail conveyor
system designed for stable handling of multi-part racks.
A unique solution for clean and simple handling of parts
through assembly line operations and finishing process
equipment such as washers, dry-off tunnels, paint
booths, and bake ovens.
➤

“C” hook attachments on an inverted
power only track design helps to prevent
product contamination.

10-1/8"
➤

➤

A two-rail floor mounted, tow style inverted
continuous flow conveyor system, guides
outboard motor units through assembly.

Inverted power only conveyor with pin style attachments
routes parts through to an infrared oven.

2'

➤

The three rail design
stabilizes parts carriers.

WideTrak conveyors move products through dry-off tunnels,
paint booths, and bake ovens.

WideTrak conveyors easily negotiate
horizontal and vertical curves.

Unibilt Inverted Conveyors
Since its introduction in the 1960’s,
enclosed track conveyors have
provided manufacturing facilities
with the flexibility necessary to
handle the most complex production
requirements.

These systems provide the unique ability to stop individual loads without stopping
the entire production line. They offer a wide range of features including: variable
chain speeds, high-speed indexing, on-line storage, and adaptability to changes in
elevation - all designed to maximize your production capacity.
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operation of our enclosed track design, virtually eliminating
contamination by falling debris. Plus, by locating all support
and conveyance hardware beneath the product, inverted
systems offer 360° product accessibility, providing the
opportunity for robotic operations and improved ergonomic
interface.
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Inverted Continuous Flow Conveyors
An inverted Power
& Free conveyor
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tops at a manual
workstation.

Designed to excel in applications that demand clean, efficient operation, these conveyors handle individual loads
up to 250 lb (113kg) making them an ideal choice for large volume production runs. The inverted design protects
the product from contamination and is particularly well suited to sanitary applications.
Motorcycle fenders are transported to storage after
powder coating on an inverted Power & Free conveyor.

Unibilt WideTrak™ Conveyors
Unibilt WideTrak is an innovative three rail conveyor
system designed for stable handling of multi-part racks.
A unique solution for clean and simple handling of parts
through assembly line operations and finishing process
equipment such as washers, dry-off tunnels, paint
booths, and bake ovens.
➤

“C” hook attachments on an inverted
power only track design helps to prevent
product contamination.

10-1/8"
➤

➤

A two-rail floor mounted, tow style inverted
continuous flow conveyor system, guides
outboard motor units through assembly.

Inverted power only conveyor with pin style attachments
routes parts through to an infrared oven.
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➤

The three rail design
stabilizes parts carriers.

WideTrak conveyors move products through dry-off tunnels,
paint booths, and bake ovens.

WideTrak conveyors easily negotiate
horizontal and vertical curves.

Quality Unibilt
Components

Hardworking Unibilt components provide reliable performance
under demanding conditions.

®
®

Enclosed Track
Nylon
wheel chain

Steel
wheel chain

Universal Link Chain
Unibilt link chain features alternating vertical loadcarrying and horizontal lateral-guide wheels. This
gives maximum flexibility in all directions to help
reduce friction and promote long life. Each pitch
features a symmetrical chain pin joint and is easily
assembled. With a steel wheel or nylon wheel option,
this link chain can meet many needs.

Power & Free Trolleys
Generally, Power & Free
carrier assemblies are mounted
on two trolleys (front and rear) that
run in the free track. In addition, an intermediate
trolley is available for situations involving long loads.
Inverted trolleys are available in standard and heavyduty models, with maximum load capacities of up to
750 lb per single trolley.

“C” Hooks
These continuous flow inverted conveyor sections
show “C” hooks attached to a
single trolley (left) and a two
trolley load bar design (right).

Unibilt

This square tubular section is roll-formed from high
strength WebbAlloy II™ steel. Featuring a yield
strength up to 26% stronger than carbon steel, good
corrosion resistance, and high rigidity over long
spans.

INVERTED CONVEYORS

Power & Free Track

• Continuous Flow Conveyors
• Power & Free Conveyors
• WideTrak™ Conveyors

The power track is constructed of
roll-formed WebbAlloy II™ steel.
The free track is made from WebbAlloy® steel. These
special alloy steels have greater abrasion resistance
and better load-carrying characteristics than plain
carbon steel. For applications that require even
greater corrosion resistance, Unibilt track is also
available in roll-formed 300 Series stainless steel.

Unique solutions for clean
and simple handling of
parts through assembly
line operations and finishing process equipment
such as washers, dry
off
dry-off
tunnels, paint booths,
and bake ovens

Caterpillar Drive Unit
Unibilt drive units
feature a compact,
high-efficiency
inverter duty
motor/reducer
combination that
sends more power directly to the drive. This configuration immediately reduces noise and maintenance,
while improving overload cut-off accuracy and durability. Specially developed for Unibilt conveyors, the
caterpillar drive units are designed to provide maximum flexibility for all enclosed track power requirements. Many outstanding features are available that
are not found on any other single compact unit.

Conveyors designed for
contamination-free movement
and easy product accessibility

Webb has a global network of distributors and representatives to serve you.
®

34375 W. Twelve Mile Rd.
Farmington Hills, MI 48331-5624 USA
1-888-UNIBILT Fax: 1-248-553-1253
www.jervisbwebb.com E-mail: info@jerviswebb.com
The information in this publication is for illustration purposes and is subject to change without notice. For detailed information, please consult your local Webb sales
engineer or the factory. Unbilt® and WideTrak™, WebbAlloy II™ and WebbAlloy® are trademarks of the Jervis B. Webb Company.
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Some of the many quality components available...
Enclosed Track

Unibilt

This square tubular section is roll-formed from highstrength WebbAlloy II steel. It features lighter weight,
yield strength up to 26% stronger than carbon steel,
good corrosion resistance, and high rigidity over long
spans.

®

Over-N-Under ® Conveyors

Universal Link Chain
Unibilt link chain features symmetrical chain pins, alternating
vertical load carrying and horizontal lateral-guide wheels.
This gives maximum flexibility in all directions to help
reduce friction and promote long wear life. Each pitch
features a symmetrical chain pin joint and is easily
assembled. With a steel wheel or nylon wheel option, this
link chain can meet many needs.

Caterpillar Drive Unit
Unibilt drive units feature a compact, high-efficiency
inverter duty motor/reducer combination that sends more
power directly to the drive. This configuration immediately
reduces noise and maintenance, while improving overload
cut-off accuracy and durability. Specially developed for
Unibilt conveyors, the caterpillar drive units are designed
to provide maximum flexibility for all enclosed track power
requirements. Many outstanding features are available
that are not found on any other single compact unit.

Rigid “H” Attachment
The Rigid “H” Attachment engages the load wheel axle
with a scissor-like action. This attachment remains
perpendicular to the chain. Load capacity is 75 lbs.

®

ISO 9001:2000 CERTIFIED
Webb has a global network of distributors
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Maximize the use of your valuable floor space

Unibilt
When Webb
developed its
Unibilt Over-NUnder conveyor
concept, the idea
behind it was to
provide more
economical storage
and/or transfer of
materials over
designated
distances in a
closed-loop
configuration.
Webb manufactures four types
of Over-N-Under
conveyors to meet
different needs.

®

Over-N-Under
Conveyors
Gravity Flow Over-N-Unders rely on product weight and
pitching of the Over-N-Under for parts forwarding. The high
end of the conveyor is the load end and the low end is the
unload end. Unloading parts creates an unbalanced load
across the chain, which causes the remaining parts to flow
forward. As the load travels down the lower rail, the empty
hooks automatically return over the top rail.

Gravity Flow
Over-N-Under Conveyors
are an inexpensive solution
to storage and accumulation
problems.

Power & Free
Powered Over-N-Unders utilize a standard Unibilt drive to move parts from load to
unload. Powered Over-N-Unders are not restricted to straight loop designs. Horizontal
turns and vertical curves can be incorporated to bypass aisles and other obstacles.
Tandem Over-N-Unders are a side-by-side designed conveyor powered by modified
Unibilt drives, which keep the chain in adjacent loops synchronized. Tandem Over-NUnder conveyors are used when increased stability is needed due to wide product load
and in applications where load capacities are substantially higher.
Power & Free Over-N-Unders provide a cost effective solution to storage and
accumulation problems. The closed loop configuration assures adequate empty carrier
storage on the upper section of the loop, while maintaining a “keep full” carrier situation
on the lower section. The Power & Free concept utilizes two tracks: one that houses
the power chain, and one that houses the free trolleys. Free trolleys are moved
through the system by a patented counterweighted pusher dog attached to a single power
chain.

Over-N-Under Conveyors
offer system flexibility for
independent loading and
unloading without interrupting
production flow.

Tandem
Over-N-Under Conveyors
allow production flexibility
to move wider and heavier
loads efficiently.

Powered
Over-N-Under Conveyors
provide flexible, cost efficient
ways to move parts over
aisles and obstacles.

Tandem Powered Unibilt Over-N-Under Conveyor
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Some of the many quality components available...
Enclosed Track

Unibilt

This square tubular section is roll-formed from highstrength WebbAlloy II steel. It features lighter weight,
yield strength up to 26% stronger than carbon steel,
good corrosion resistance, and high rigidity over long
spans.

®

Over-N-Under ® Conveyors

Universal Link Chain
Unibilt link chain features symmetrical chain pins, alternating
vertical load carrying and horizontal lateral-guide wheels.
This gives maximum flexibility in all directions to help
reduce friction and promote long wear life. Each pitch
features a symmetrical chain pin joint and is easily
assembled. With a steel wheel or nylon wheel option, this
link chain can meet many needs.

Caterpillar Drive Unit
Unibilt drive units feature a compact, high-efficiency
inverter duty motor/reducer combination that sends more
power directly to the drive. This configuration immediately
reduces noise and maintenance, while improving overload
cut-off accuracy and durability. Specially developed for
Unibilt conveyors, the caterpillar drive units are designed
to provide maximum flexibility for all enclosed track power
requirements. Many outstanding features are available
that are not found on any other single compact unit.

Rigid “H” Attachment
The Rigid “H” Attachment engages the load wheel axle
with a scissor-like action. This attachment remains
perpendicular to the chain. Load capacity is 75 lbs.
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Unibilt ®

WideTrak

™

A New Alternative for Automated Paint Finishing Lines
A unique solution for clean and simple handling of parts through assembly line operations and
finishing process equipment such as washers, dry off tunnels, paint booths, and bake ovens.
Unibilt WideTrak is an innovative
triple rail conveyor system designed
for stable handling of multi-part racks.
Jervis B. Webb Company introduces
this unique Unibilt conveyor as a
new addition to our popular line of
conveyor products. The same
dependable, hardworking Unibilt
components are used in this conveyor to provide reliable performance under demanding conditions.

Features include:
• Three rail design
stabilizes parts carriers
• Clean inverted design
provides contamination-free
handling
• In-process rotation
available
• Low conveyor cross
section
• Able to negotiate horizontal
and vertical curves
• Variable speeds available

Unibilt

®

WideTrak™

WideTrak Conveyor
benefits include:
• Provides 360º access
to part, as with inverted
power and free
• Provides product
stability
• Easy to maintain
• Ideal for inverted paint
applications
• Ability to rotate product
during operation
• Uses standard Unibilt
chain components,
providing a competitive
cost and quick delivery
system

World Headquarters - Unibilt Enclosed Track Conveyors
34375 W. Twelve Mile Rd., Farmington Hills
MI 48331-5624 USA
1-888-UNIBILT FAX: 1-248-553-1253
www.jervisbwebb.com E-mail: info@jerviswebb.com
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